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q~pmission of Thesis - The Lightning Discharge 
I have the honour and priviledge of submitting the enclosed thesis 
entitled "The Lightning Discharge" for consideration as fulfilling 
the re.quirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 
The thesis is divided into two parts which may be briefly summa= 
rised as follows:-
~~rt_J : Experimental Observations on Lightning 
This part describes the experimental work carried out over a three 
year period from 1961 to 1964, during which 2780 oscillograms were 
obtained of the electric field changes which occurred during flashes 
of lightning. 
The objectives were to ascertain some parameters of lightning 
occurring in the sub-tropics, in_particular the frequency distribution 
oi' the magnitudes of the field changes from intra-cloud and cloud-
ground strokes and the time intervals between strokes and total dura= 
tion; secondly it was desired to know the polarity of the discharges 
and the ratio of the number of intra-cloud to cloud-ground strokes 
together with information as to the frequency of occurrency of contin= 
uing currents. 
During the course ·of the analysis of this data, the methods of 
measurement were critically examined in order to determine the capa= 
bilities and shortcomings of the system and to ascertain the degree 
of accuracy attained. 
It is thought that these objectives were broadly achieved as 
judged by the comparisons which were made with observations carried 
out in South Africa and in Europe by other investigators. 
However in so doing it was necessary to consider most carefully 
the meaning to be attached to the statistical data presented, and in 
this regard it is thought that a novel approach to the adjustment of 
truncated distributions was evolved which shows promise of application 
in/~···· 
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in many measurements of this kind where the threshold level of mea= 
surement cannot be made too sensitive for practical reasons. 
Secondly it was necessary to consider carefully the fundamental 
theory of the electrostatic capacitance of aerial systems which were 
virtually connected to earth and exposed to electric field changes. 
The reward for this study was an improved understanding of the basic 
fundamentals as to the factors which determine the charge distribu= 
tion in earthed conductors - in particular the vertical aerial and 
this has led to an explanation of the behaviour of tall structures 
when exposed to thunderstorm electric fields and lightning. Whilst 
the fundamentals involved in this study are of course not new, 
their application to this problem has perhaps not been publicised 
too freely in the literature as judged by the difficulties expressed 
by various authors regarding the mechanism of discharges from or to 
conductors protruding from the earths's surface. 
Finally the analysis of the data presented in this part of the 
thesis revealed some interesting differences compared with previously 
recorded data on lightning. For example the time taken to the crest 
of the so-called fast "R" elements of the return stroke field change 
appears to have been much longer than previously reported and this 
has an important significance. Secondly the ratio of the number of 
intra-cloud to ground flashes was found to be of the same order in 
the sub-tropics as measured in temperat'e areas, namely about 2:1 
and a reason is given why values of about 5:1 may have been erroneous= 
ly measured for tropical conditions in the past. It is also confirmed 
that sub-tropical lightning tends to be even more negative than posi= 
tive and. to comprise many more multiple stroke flashes than in more 
temperate climates. Possible reasons for these differences are 
advanced in Part II of the thesis. 
Part IL; The Mechanism of the Lightning Discharge 
The dissertation contained in this part of the thesis is the result 
of a determined attempt over many years to try to clarify the physical 
factors involved in the .lightning discharge. The literature on the 
subject has been so voluminous and in many cases contradictory that 
it has been difficult to formulate any kind of straightforward funda= 
mental and unified hypothesis which might reasonably account for 
some of the anomalies which were apparent either in theories or 
observations concerning lightning. 
Whilst it cannot be claimed that these efforts have been entirely 
successful, at least it can be said that as a consequence of what is 
hoped was unbiased and objective probing, some concepts of the light= 
ning discharge mechanism have been clarified. 
In order to arrive at some conclusion it has been necessary not 
only to take account of the results of the experimental data presented 
in Part I, but also to draw freely upon the observations of many other 
investigators whose work is greatly appreciated and acknowledged. 
It is also admitted that some of the concepts now presented have 
been discussed with prominent experts in this field, and note has 
been/ ••••• 
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been duly taken whenever constructive criticism has been expressed. 
This consultation has, it is thought, resulted in a more carefully 
formulated hypothesis than would otherwise have eventuated, without 
detracting from the originality of the concepts. 
The following is a very broad summary of those areas in which 
it is believed advances in the knowledge of the lightning discharge 
mechanism have been hopefully achieved. 
1. In an endeavour to explain how a lightning discharge to ground 
can occur as opposed to intra-cloud discharges, the conventional 
model of spherical charges was abandoned in favour of a cylin= 
drical model which appeared to be more closely related to known 
meteorological and aerodynamic processes in thunderstorm cells 
- at least of the convection type. This indeed established 
mathematical criteria for the initiation of discharges from the 
lower extremity of cylindrical cloud charges in preference to 
discharges within the cylinder which would correspond to intra-
cloud flashes. 
2.. Present hypotheses regarding the lightning stroke mechanism 
assume that negative charge is lowered by the leader and deposited 
en route along its length and that upon contact with the earth 
this charge is neutralised by positive charge available from 
the earth during the return stroke thereafter leaving the chan= 
nel positively charged. 
Whilst no basic change to this final outcome is contem= 
plated in this thesis, the detailed mechanism whereby it may be 
accomplished has been clarified. This proposes that charges 
of both signs are induced in the conducting leader channel by 
the action of the main electric field, and that this effect will 
intensify with increasing leader length. This mechanism pro= 
vides that an ionising field intensity is available at both 
extremities of the leader channel to ensure propagation of the 
positive tipped streamers into the negative bound charge of the 
cloud as well as the tip of the negatively charged l~ader. 
3. The potentlal of the negative tip of the leader, and the poten= 
tial gradient along the leader have been the subject of some 
controversy. Electrostatically the leader tip potential must 
tend to zero as the leader approaches ground, and yet the paten= 
tial gradient along the leader being determined by the proper= 
ties of an arc is reputedly very low. The hypothesis of the 
:induced positive charge at the top end of the leader provides 
a solution to this anomaly since by depressing the potential 
in that area (numerically) a low value of potential gradient 
is permissible despite the lowering of the potential of the tip. 
4•. It has been possible to simulate the above described mechanism 
by means of a computer program which determines the dimensions 
of the leader which will satisfy specified conditions of field 
intensity at the cloud end and at the lower tip, taking into 
account possible variations in the velocity of propagation both 
of this tip and the mean velocity of penetration of the positive 
tips I .... 
9. Reasons are given which throw-some-·<ioul:rr on the supposition 
that the subsequent strokes of a multiple flash are the conse= 
quence of tapping new pockets of negative charge in the cloud. 
The I .... 
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tips of streamers in the cloud. The amount of induced charge 
needed to maintain the propagation can be ascertained as well 
as the potential gradient. Numerical computations indicate 
values of the parameters of the leader which are not seriously 
at variance with present concepts with the possible exception 
that the potential gradient needs to be an order of magnitude 
greater than that of a well established arc, and that the corona 
radius of the leader is much larger than the observed luminous 
radius. 
5, The charge distribution pattern along the leader has been quoted 
in the literature as being uniform alternatively exponential 
and there is evidence in favour of both viewpoints. If however, 
the leader can discharge more electrons than initially deposited 
thereon thereby leaving the channel positively charged after 
the return stroke proper, this matter can be resolved provided 
there is more positive charge left at the top end compared with 
the lower end. The latter proviso is an electro-geometrical 
fact whilst the former requires further consideration regarding 
the physical structure of the leader channel. 
6. The hypothesis has been advanced that the leader consists of a 
conducting channel in a state of intense corona with negative 
charge lodged in the outer perimeter approximately bounded by 
the corona radius where the field intensity equals that of the 
ionisation level for air. Since the field intensity within the 
corona radius cannot exceed this ionisation level either, a 
secondary separation of charge is assumed to occur which deposits 
still more negative charge in the form of electrons in the outer 
shell leaving the centre or core of the channel consisting 
primarily of positive ions. This hypothesis assists in the ex= 
planation for the retention of charge along the leader length 
as well as providing a reservoir of electrons to satisfy the 
conditions imposed by the consideration under point (5) above, 
This structure of the leader channel is not without precedence 
since it closely resembles that of a metalic conductor with 
negative corona. 
1. Reasons are given why the step-dart of a stepped leader is more 
readily explained by assuming that the advance of positive stream= 
ers into the cloud charge occurs in "bursts" of ionisation which 
result in surges of electrons down the channel. Since the bursts 
themselves are a consequence of an increase in induced charge 
resulting from the extension of the channel, their frequency 
8. 
is dependent upon the leader tip velocity. 
As a consequence of the above-mentioned hypotheses, the final 
phase of the discharge of a single stroke consist in the slower 
neutralisation from above of the positive charge left on the top 
section of the leader during which period the conductivity of 
the lower portion decreases substantially. Confirmation both 
of the existence of the positive charge and its slow rate of 
neutralisation has very recently been obtained by Berger. 
9. Reasons are given which throw some doubt on the supposition 
that the subsequent strokes of a multiple flash are the conse= 
quence of tapping new pockets of negative charge in the cloud. 
The / •••• 
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The proposal of Malan and Schonland that the source of this charge 
is contiguous at higher levels, is thought to be acceptable. 
The reason for subsequent strokes is therefore considered to 
be due to influences external to the mechanism of the discharge. 
It depends upon the rate at which the ionisation level in the 
cloud is restored and this is aided by a number of factors 
which include the rate of charge separation, the rate of dissi= 
pation of positive charge at the cloud top, and the rate of 
attraction of fast negative ions from the upper atmosphere and 
positive ions from the air space between the cloud and the earth 
which is aided by point discharge. If the combined effect 
of these influences is sufficiently high, the first discharge 
may be prevented from stopping thereby giving rise to continuing 
current following the main discharge. 
10. The dart leader of subsequent strokes is thought to be of a 
similar origin to that occurring in the stepped leader except 
that it will be continuous as a consequence of the generally 
higher conductivity of the whole channel. This is supported by 
the fact that the charge build up in the channel for subsequent 
strokes takes place more slowly than does the dart leader as 
proven from field change measurements. 
11. When the proposed mechanism of the discharge is applied to posi= 
tive leaders it becomes quite clear why this discharge is much 
more severe than its negative counterpart, and why multiple dis= 
charges are not frequent. Unlike the negative discharge, the 
positive channel has a copious source of supply of mobile elec= 
trons from the earth and from its core. 
12. If the field intensity·required for ionisation of the air at the 
earth's surface is equal to that of air in free space, the 
return stroke mechanism proper will commence when the corona 
envelope of the leader reaches the earth. An upward streamer 
equal in length to the corona radius will appear. If however 
the ionisation level at the earth's surface is less, the upward 
streamer will occur before the corona envelope reaches earth. 
In the case of a tall earthed structure however, the field in= 
tensity at the top of the structure is intensified by the charge 
of opposing polarity raised in the structure. The amount of 
this charge in relation to the charge on the leader can be 
calculated by equating the numerical value of the potential 
on the structure due to its own charge to that due to the charge 
on the leader, since the resultant potential of the structure 
must of course be zero. The diversion of the leader to the struc= 
ture will depend upon whether an upward streamer from the struc= 
ture can reach the leader channel before it contacts an upward 
streamer from the earth. It is shown that these calculations 
depend, however, upon the charge distribution pattern assumed 
for the structure and the lightning leader, and upon the field 
intensities required for ionisation and breakdown at the respec= 
tive points of interest. 
13. Finally the classic Le Jay statement for the electric field 
due to a discharging dipole has been amplified to enable the 
approximate field change to be calculated for the electrostatic 




the propagation time resulting from wave velocity in space. 
This does however, require a detailed knowledge of the discharge 
mechanism and of the charge distributions involved. A new term 
is found to exist in the expression for the r adiation field in= 
dicating an addition to the di/dt dependance which is propor= 
tional to i2/q. This means that if a high rate of rise of cur= 
rent occurs almost coincidental with the peak value'o:f the light= 
ning current, the radiation field intensity will be :erihanc.ed . 
accordingly. This may account for the observation ·tha.t tne 
electromagnetic field intensity appears to exceed that· of·tlie 
electrostatic field at lesser distances than theo:r:etica.lly 
predicted. The effect of the retarded time to allow for wave· · 
propagation can be accounted for by means of an incremental 
type of computer program, and examples are given of the r�sult= 
ing field change for three assumed charge distributions along· 
the leader. 
I sincerely trust that the thesis will be found to be acceptable .• 
Yours faithfully, 
R.B. Anderson 
Head: Power Electrical Engineering Division 
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Part I Experimental Observations on Lightning 
Summary of contents 
1. General 
The classic Le Jay statement of the total electrical 
field intensity at a distance D from an electric dipole 
is amplified and restated and the oh·j!G'cft;ives of the 
experimental research are outlined. These are briefly 
to obtain as much information about lightning field 
changes as possible in order to be able to effect a 
statistical analysis which would t~e account of the 
many variables encountered, then to examine present 
hypothesis with a view to explaining any apparent incon= 
sistencies. 
2. Description of Equipment 
Measurement of lightning field changes was undertaken 
using four differing aerial systems, two at a time, in 
order to compare the response using R.C. circuits having 
different time constants. The aerial circuits were 
connected to a double beam oscilloscope with manually 
operated camera. An external trigger was employed for 
most recordings and the distance of flashes was measured 
by means of the time interval between the received 
electrical impulse which produced an audible signal, to 
that of the following thunder. 
3. Frequency Response 
The oscilloscope had a frequency response bandwidth from 
DC to the 300 kHz, but when used with input R.C. circuits 
having time constants of less than one millisecond, the 
, lower frequency limit was 1 00 Hz. By comparing the 
signal magnitudes obtained on two circuits.with differ= 
ing time constants it was considered possible to obtain 
( ii) I . .. 
(ii) 
a correction factor for the cases of signals which were 
outside the response band width. 
4. The comparative res,RQnse of different aerials 
A comparison Of"the deflections produced by the signals 
received from two aerials confirmed that in fact the 
frequency response of the system was not adequate and 
that a method would have to be devised whereby the 
correct magnitude of the signals could be obtained. ·It 
was decided to ignore the very slow field changes pro= 
duced by intra~cloud flashes. 
5. Determination of. ~gude of Field Changes 
The parameters of the four aerials circuits were deter= 
mined and also the theoretical ratios of deflection of 
the oscilloscope and these vJere compared with actual 
results which indicated that in the majority of measure= 
ments the time constants of the measuring circuits we~e 
small compared with those of the field changes. 
A calculation is given which shows that if the 
field change has an inverted exponential wave form, the 
time constant of the measuring circuit should be at 
least 100 times that of the field change for linearity 
of measurement. However the ratio of deflections of 
two circuits could be used to derive the equivalent time 
constant of the field change and hence a correction 
factor could be obtained. The derivation of this factor 
is explained and the errors of measurement discussed, 
the conclusion being that an error better than 10% is 
unlikely to be attained. 
6. Extent of Records 
Field change records were undertaken in Salisbury, 
Rhodesia, over two full lightning seasons and one half 
season, resulting in 2780 oscillograms from 74 thunder= 
storms. The maximum number of records obtained from 
one storm was 185 and the average 37 per storm. Since 
the recordings were made indoors, few of the actual 
lightning flashes could be observed and the identification 
of the type of flash was therefore undertaken by examin= 
ing the wave form of the field change record. 
(iii)/ ••• 
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7. Analysis of oscillogr~ 
The criteria for identification of types of flashes from 
field change waveforms are outlined, based mainly upon 
communicated experience of the late Prof. D.J. Malan 
together with some published data, and confirmed by 
visual observation. By far the majority of field change 
records could be readily classified according to this 
criteria. 
8. The distribution of the durations of fast field cha~~ 
On the assumption that fast field changes had an inverted 
exponential wave form the equivalent time constant of 
the fast components of intra-cloud and cloud-ground 
flashes could be obtained from comparative measurements 
with two aerials. The result of the analysis of 481 
components of 145 flashes showed that the fast compo= 
nents of both cloud and ground flashes were remarkably 
similar in that they could both be classified into four 
distinct categories of equivalent time constants.- namely 
less than 0,01 ms; 0,10 ms; 1 ms and greater than 10 ms. 
Intra-cloud flash components had a greater tendency to= 
wards the latter group than did ground flashes. This 
analysis excluded the very slow components of from 20 
to more than 100 ms which usually characterised intra-
cloud flashes. The median time ·constant for both cloud 
and ground flash components was between 0,2 and 0,3 
ms, which meant that the median duration for 95% of the 
field change magnitude was 0,6 to 0,9 ms which is much 
longer than has been reported in previous investigations. 
An example of a 25 component ground flash with long 
duration field changes is cited. 
9. Field changes due to lightning 
The magnitudes of the fast component field changes of 
the 145 flashes were calculated and divided into rang~ 
groups showing a comparison between intra-cloud and 
ground flashes. It was clear that the fall-off with 
range did not conform to a n-3 relationship as expected, 
and this was at first thought to be due to the discrimi= 




tended to exclude more and more low values of field 
change as the range increased. In addition flashes 
occuring beyond about 25 km w·ere thought to be affected 
by the electromagnetic field chang.e which attenuated at 
a lesser rate. 
A graphical method was therefore devised to correct 
a normal or lognormal Gaussian distribution for the loss 
(or truncation) of the lower values. Hence if the 
measured distribution of field change magnitudes can be 
identified as either one or the other, similar correc= 
tions can be effected and this in fact was found to be 
possible. 
Using a mean value of 10 V/m per division for the 
scale factor for field changes measured on a standard 
vertical aerial, the positive field changes for the fast 
components ·of 479 intra-cloud and 351 ground flashes 
were determined and grouped in one ki~ometer and 10 V/m 
steps. The numbers of records were too fe1r1 to determine 
the dist.ribution of magnitudes in such small range steps 
so they were then grouped into 10 km range steps and 
they were then more ammendable to statistical treat= 
ment. The distributions vrere then corrected for the 
truncation of low values to normal distributions, and 
this resulted in a reduction of the median values by 
factors of the order of from 5 to 15%. 
Despite the addition of missing low values, the 
median values of field change for intra-cloud strokes 
was higher than that for ground strokes in the range 
0-10 km but was lower in the next range of 10-30 km. 
Very few positive field changes occured for intra-cloud 
strokes beyond 30 km, and this -vms assumed to be on 
account of the change in polarity of field changes 
beyond the so-called "reversal" distance which was 
calculated to be at about 12 km. 
The most surprising aspect however was that the 
median value of the field change was not as low for the 
10~20 km range compared_to the 0-10 km range as would 
( v) I . .. 
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have been expected for a D-3 relationship and this may 
be due to the i ntrusion of high magnitude electromagnetic 
field changes a t closer di s tances than has previously 
been me asured. This would be possible if either the 
lightning current magnitudes or the r a te of change of 
current were to be ur1usually high i n the type of dis= 
charge occurring. 
10. The proportion of intra-cloud compared with cloud-
ground lightning flashes 
A general observation from the results of individual 
storms shows quite definitely that whilst one storm may 
produce all intra-cloud flashes, another will produce 
a majority of ground flashes, and this phenomenon is 
therefore seen to be a function of the type of thunder= 
storm. Also it would obviously therefore require a 
large number of observations to determine the mean 
ratio of the numbers of the two t ypes. 
Secondly -vrhen the re sults were analysed on the 
basis of the number of observations accumulating as the 
range vms increased, the ratio of cloud-to-ground 
numbers decreased steadily from a very high value 
to a value below 2,0 up to about 20 km, indicat i ng tha t 
the trigger of the measuring circuit was discriminating 
against i ntra-cloud fl ashes with i ncreasing range. 
Ho-v.rever, when the total number of r ecords obtained 
over the three years were grouped in three 3 ,3 km r an ge 
steps up to 10 km, the best estimate found for the cloud-
ground ratio was 2,24. This value is l ess than half 
the value of 5,0 usually quoted for tropical COQntries 
and is about the s ame order as mea sured for temper a te 
zones such as i n Europe and the U.K. 
11. Number of component strokes in a lightning flash to 
grou.nd 
More confirmation is given regarding the means of 
identification of ground fla shes from field change 
records, and all oscillograms of observed ground flashe s 
are indicated for this purpos e. As a consequence 1430 
records of ground flashes were ident ified and were 
(vi ) / . . . 
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analysed to determine the proportion which had 1, 2, 3 
or more components, the maximum recorded being 28 despite 
a restricted time ~weep of about 0,6 seconds. 
·The analysis ~hawed that 36% of all flashes were 
single stroke flashes compared with 1 3% found by fJ[alan, 
whilst 21% had 6 or more strokes compared with 18% from 
l\1alan' s observations. The median number of components 
was three which is one stroke less than that determined 
by Malan. 
Berger in Switzerland had obserYed that 65% of all 
flashes 'V'Te:te single stroke, of 'V'rhich 36 were positive -
there being no case of a positive multiple stroke f~ash. 
In this investigation approximately 50% of the 62 
positive flashes observed were single stroke flashes but 
4 flashes or 3,2% had 10 or more component strokes. 
It is confirmed therefore that positive flashes 
have a lower probability of multiple strokes than do 
negative flashes which are however in the majority. 
12. Time Intervals between component strok~s of a lightning 
flash 
An analysis was carried out on the duration of the tim2 
interval bet-.;,reen the components of multiple flashes sub= 
divided into the categories of the first, second, third 
time interval and finally all time intervals. The first 
three intervals on average decreased with each succession 
the mean values being 75, 62 and 53 ms respectively com= 
pared with a mean of 57 ms for all time intervals. 
Similarly the median values were 45, 37 and 36 ms res= 
pectively compared with 35 ms for all time intervals. 
These time intervals were generally.in accordance with 
other observances except Pierce who recorde~ longer 
times. 
The frequency distributions were however log-normal 
Gaussian and as a consequence the standard deviation 
was large, there being a large number of time intervals 




13. Total duration of lightning flashe~to_ground 
The limit of 0,6 ms time sweep used in the investigation 
would according to Malan, result in thebss of about 
5% of all records which exceeded this duration. Within 
this limitation, and excluding single stroke flashes 
which virtually had a zero time duration, the mean 
value found for the·overall duration of flashes was 219 
ms, and the median 177 ms and the latter value compares 
with 200 ms I' or ~1alar1' s observations and 180 ms for both 
Pierce and Berger. 
When single stroke flashes are included the mean 
value is reduced to 148 ms and the median 67 ms and 
these are the figures of more inte~est tb the appli= 
cation of auto-reclosing switchgear on transmission 
lines. 
The duration of a flash was affected by the 
occasional intrusion of one or more long time interval 
'i>Jith a majority of short time intervals, alternatively 
all time intervals were either all short or all long 
duration. 
14. Slow component field changes 
About 4% of all flashes contained one component 1>Jhich 
was followed by a slow field change having a mean dura= 
tion of 142 ms and a median duration of 115 ms. One 
record out of the sixty obtained, contained two slow 
components.· 
In about 20% of the cases, the slow component 
followed the first component whilst 55% succeeded ~he 
last and the remainder were distributed among intermediate 
component strokes of a flash. 
These slm,,r components are thought to be identified 
vlith "continuing" currents of a few hundred amperes which 
follow immediately on an impulse current of a few 
thousand amperes. 
15. The :QO.l.§:ill;z_of field chang~f ground f~hes 
The majority of ground flashes are designated negative 
that is they derive from a negative charge in tl1e cloud, 
(viii)/ ••• 
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and the corresponding field change produced is positive -
that is the field intensity becomes more positive when 
a discharge occurs to ground. 
In the analysis of 1430 ground flashes 82,6% were 
purely negative flashes and 8,5% positive whilst the 
balance ammounting to 8,9% had components of both 
polarities. 
The ratio of purely negative to positive flashes 
was therefore 9,6:1 which is less than the ratio of 
between 14 and 17:1 previously recorded in Southern 
Africa. However in Europe and. the U.K. ratios of the 
order of between 1 and 5:1 have been recorded and this 
is thought to be due to the differences in the type of 
thunderstorm. 
Some ground flashes definitely produce field changes 
of both polarity and the reason for such occurrences is 
not clear. 
17. The relati~_J!llignitude of field...Qhanges in successive 
strokes of a flash 
An analysis was undertaken of 905 ground flash records 
which continued two or more component strokes, to 
determine the relative magnitudes between the first, 
second and third component. This showed that there was 
a high probability that the field change during the first 
stroke will be greater than that of subsequent strokes, 
but there was a significant probability that the reverse 
was true. 
The ratio of the mean and median values of. the 
amplitude of the 2nd component to that of the first was 
about 0,6, and the thirq component tended to have the 
same value as the second~-.· Also comparing the magnitude 
of each component with that_ of the mean amplitude for 
all components in the same flash, the first was between 
•-. 
1,4 and 1,5 times this mean, whereas the second and third 
were from 0,8 to 0,9 times the mean value~ 
Appendix I . The capa£1.i§n_£Q_of~ial s:vsteill§_ 
This appendix gives details of the method of calculation of 
the electrostatic capacitance of various aerial systems 
(ix)/ ••• 
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PART I EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON LIGHTNING 
1. General 
The total electric field intensity at a distance D from a 
charge dipole can be stated by the well known LeJay(1 ) rela= 
tionship: · 
E = ( 1 ) . r 1.\1 + dM 1 + d 2M 1 } vIm 
47TE:o er lD3" dt cD 2 dt2 c2u 
• • • • • (1.0) 
vJhere M is the electric moment of a charge 11 Q11 situated 
at a height of 11 H11 above ground, whence M = 2QJI; and c is the 
velocity of light~ In this relationship D>>H~ 
In the static case~ namely when the charge Q is statio= 
nary and unchanged in value, the second two derivative terms 
are zero, and the expression merely indicates the electro= 
static field intensity. As soon as a discharge occurs how= 
ever, the value of Q changes - in fact reduces - with time, . 
and in this case of course the total electric field changes 
with time. The second and third terms are then operative and 
have become known collectively as referring to the electro= 
magnetic field having two terms namely, the induction or 
11 near field 11 being proportional to D-2, and secondly the 
radiation or 11 distant field 11 being proportional to D-1 • 
If these fields are denoted by Es, Ei and Er, respec= 
tively, and are all functions of time, the total electric 
field intensity E(t) may be re-stated as follows: 
E ( t) = Es ( t) + .Ei ( t) + Er ( t) 
and referring to the LeJay equation (1.0) 
Ei(t) = D/c .d/dt~ [Es (t) ]and 
Er(t) = D/c•d/dt•(Ei(t)) 
d/dt(Es(t) ]= H•dQ/dt~ (27TE erD3) -1 
0 3 1 = H•I(t)~(27Te0erD )-
Where I(t) is the lightning current variation with time. 
2/ ••. 
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Where I(t) is the lightning current variation with time. 





Hence equation (1.0) may then be re-stated generally as 
E(t) = H(2nE E )-1 • (Q(t)·D-3 + I(t)·(cD2)-
1 
o r 
+ di/dtj(c 2D}~ 1 j ~/m ~~.; ( 1 • 1 ) 
In the above equatidns, the time itt if refers to that 
occurring at the position of the discharge, whereas at' any 
point of observation distant D from the discharge; the 
electric field will change only after a time (t-D/C) to 
allow for propagation at the velocity of light. When D>>H, 
the propagation time from all parts of the discharge path 
can be regarded as being approximately constant. If how= 
ever, the distance D is small, or comparable with H, not 
only is the expression for the electrostatic field itself 
altered, but also the propagation time changes according 
to whether the radiation proceeds from the discharge path 
at ground level, or from the uppermost extremities. These 
complications are examined later. 
Suffice to say at this stage that it is obvious that 
the electric field intensity as a function of time will vary 
according to the magnitude of the charge involved and also 
the time function of the charge variation. In addition it is 
affected directly by any variations of the height H or 
distance D. 
All the basic parameters which make up equation (1.1) 
are known to vary, some over a wide range E?Ven in the 
same thunderstorm, and therefore the application of this 
relationship could be open to considerable error unless 
these parameters can be statistically determined. 
On the other hand statistical data as to the frequency 
distribution of the resultant lightning field change ampli= 
tudes could be obtained more readily and if the number of 
3/ ... 
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observations is sufficiently large the resulting distribu= 
tion could be reliable, and whilst there would undoubtedly 
be variation from storm to storm, or season to season, the 
deviation of the errors would be known and probably acceptable 
far' most practical considerations. 
The object of the research herein described therefore, 
was to make as large a number of measurements as possible on 
the characteristics of lightning discharges with a view to 
determine if possible, statistical relationships which could 
be applied with confidence. For examp~e; whilst it i~ known 
that the electric field intensity at different distances from 
a given lightning discharge diminishes adcording to t:h~ fun= 
damental laws already described, the lightning discharge it= 
self is a~so a variable in the sense that the charge, current 
and waveforms are by no means constant~ Consequentiy there 
is a need to combine ali these variables into a single re= 
· lations~ip say of the distribution of field change r.:1agni tudes 
which could be expected at given distances~ 
Admittedly such measurements would have to be made over 
a long period so that many values may be obtained at each 
range, but at worst the data could be analysed on the basis 
of the distributions which occur when the range is progres= 
sively larger, thereby increasing the sample size to suit 
the number of observations. 
Furthermore, there is the question of the difference 
between the characteristics of intra-cloud lightning flashes 
compared with those to ground to be taken into account; the 
former cannot be ignored when applying the information ob=== 
tained when counting lightning flashes with instruments 
based on the response to electric field changes. It is vital 
to consider these factors in view of the fact that relative= 
ly little information is available regarding the characteris= 
tics of intra-cloud flashes. 
Finally this research would not be complete unless an 
attempt was made te relate the results to existing knowledge 
and hypotheses of the mechanism of the lightning discharge, 




2~ Description of Equipment 
The equipment consisted basically of a COSSOR Double Beam 
Oscilloscope having two amplifiers A1 and A2 of differing 
gains and· equipped for external triggering; to it were coupled 
various arrangements of aerials, which comprised·the follo= 
TJ.Ting and which are pictorially illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 ~ 
(i) A vertical tubular aerial approximately 8 ft. (2,4 m) 
long mounted on top of a steel pole 6 ft (1,8m) in 
height. The aerial was connected to the oscilloscope 
·. 
by means of 35 ft .(101 5m) of co-axial cable having a . . 
capacitance of 900 pf and ~ts screen ~as earth~d to an 
earth mat buried at the base of the steel supporting 
pole - this being the only earth for the complete . 
installation~ ThiS particular aerial was regarded 
as the standard, and was used throughout the investiga= 
tion permanently connected to the A2 amplifier input 
terminals of the oscilloscope. 
(ii) A horizontal aerial consisting of two No~ 10 s.w.g. 
wires at right angles, each 10ft.,_(3,1m) in length and 
radiating from the base of the above described aerial 
. at a height of 6 ft. (1,8m) from the ground. The wires 
were used either eingly, or in parallel and they were 
connected to the oscilloscope A1 amplifier also by 
means of co-axial cable the capacitance of which was 
770 pf. The capacitance of each arm of the aerial itself 
was approximately 30pf and this gave rise to a capaci= 
tance divider ratio which could be varied by a factor 
of two according to whether one or two arms were connec= 
ted. 
(iii) The third aerial which was used in the comparison con= 
sisted of six horizontal parallel wires 45 ft. (13,6m) 
in length erected at a height of nearly 16 ft. (4,8m) 
above ground, and lead directly to the oscilloscope by an 
insulated down lead, no co-axial cable being employed~ 
This aerial is termed the ERA aerial and is as recommen= 
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Pearce(2) and modified by G~lde(3) of the Electrical 
Research Jl.ssoc iation • (U.K.) and has novJ been adopted 
for the star);dard aerials to be used with lightning 
flash cpunters recommended by the International Confe= 
renee on Large Electric Systems (CIGRE) 
The. 'ptocedti.re consisted of connecting one. of the latter 
two aerial ~rrarigerflents at a time,. to the A1-. amplifier, and 
I . . ' . 
to dompare the defiections with the so-called standard ver= 
tical aerial by photographing the output of the o.scilloscope 
on the occurrence of a stroke of 11ghtihirig~ 
To do this effectively, a sensitive counter, the circuit 
of which is indicated schematically in figure 3 was permanent= 
ly oonnected between the standard aerial and the oscillo= 
scope, and the sound of the counter operating gave the signal 
to close the camera lense and for the film to be moved to the 
next position. The time from this signal to thunder l..ras also 
measured by stop watch before proceeding to the next photo= 
graph. The complete arrangement is as shom1 in figure 4. 
In the initial stages of the investigation, the object 
was mainly to obtain as many records as possible of the resul= 
tant oscillographic deflections, using the standard aerial. 
A time sweep of 150 ms was employed, the A1 beam being 
connected to produce a 50 Herz timing wave. 
Under these conditions, the camera shutter was left open 
for a period not exceeding 60 seconds, and masks were applied 
to reduce film fogging~ This resulted in oscillograms which 
could not be resolved in respect of the order of occurPence 
of the components of field change, but there was no difficul= 
ty in measuring the number and the magnitude of the changes~ 
The possibility of obtaining records showing more than one 
stroke was remote, excepting for field changes of small mag= 
nitude which did not operate the audible counter. 
Later comparisons were made between the responses from 
the various aerial arrangements, and a time sweep of the 
order of 600 ms was then used without a timing wave, and 
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on the time sweep was maintained by direct calibration at 
frequent intervals and this was found to be reasonably 
constant over the period of a thunderstorm~ The length of 
the traverse was adjusted to come within the photographed 
area ·and a good· time resolution of the oscillogram vras 
possible. 
Occasionally the beam was triggered internally from the 
A2 amplifier~ and the standard aerial, but since this cir= 
cuit had a relatively slow input time constant of 6,6 ms, an 
external aerial .having no co-a:x:fal cable lead~in was; later 
employeq. Both arrangements hOwever suffered initially from 
the disadvantage-that the oscilloscope could only be trigge= 
red. by ori~ polarity at .a timel arid it was necessary to switch 
. -
the dohtroi wheneve~ there was a change in the predominant 
polarity of the field changes. A triggering dircu:i.-e (figure 5) 
was therefore designed by a colleague which was capable of 
triggering on either incoming polarity and with a delay Yl.ot 
exceeding two microseconds, and this proved very satisfac= 
tory~-
Other equipment used consisted of separately operated 
counters of the ERA design and also a prototype of the Malan(4) 
ground stroke counter, and at one stage the operation of 
these counters was superimposed on the oscillograph recor= 
dings, to indicate whether one or both counters registered 
during the particular stroke. Oscillograms were also ob= 
tained of the comparative outputs of the various channels of 
the Malan counter for initial testing Plrposes~ 
3. Frequency Response 
The frequency response of the oscilloscope amplifiers alone 
as given by the manufacturers was DC to 300 kHz; however the 
connection of the co-axial cable capacitance used, and a 
resistence to earth parallel to the input resistence of the 
oscilloscope amplifier circuit, altered cond~tions to the 
extent indicated in figure 6. 
In the case of the so-called standard vertical aerial 
connect.ed to the A2 amplifier, the co-axial cable capacitance 
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counter, was 2 Megohms, whence the circuit time consta?t was 
approximately 016 ms~ The effect .Of this is illUstrated in 
figure 6, curve A~ The attenuation was however constant 
over the range of 100 Hz t·o 360 kHz. 
In the case of the A1 amplifier' and using· a co:..axial 
cable having capacitance of 770 pF, an RC time c·onstarit 6f 
0,3 ms was maintained~ and in this instance the 3 dB limits 
were only slightly less as indicated in figure 6 curve B. 
In view of the above it would be expected that the 
relative deflections due to field changes would maintain ~ 
constant proportion to each other provided that the frequency 
range of the input signals did not exceed the above limits~ 
If however the rise times of the field changes encountered 
in practice were longer in duration than the respective time 
constants of the measuring circuit their magnitudes wovld be 
attenuated by differing amounts determined by.the R~c. circuit 
response; conversely if they were of very short duration; they 
-vwuld be attenuated by the anplifier circuit itself and again 
'V~ould not be identical .. 
Hence in order to determine the approximate frequency 
range of the field change signals, the actual ratio of the de= 
flections produced on .two of the aerial circuits were examined, 
and analysed, and information regarding this frequency range 
could then be obtained. 
4. The comparative response of different aerials 
The first comparison made was between the magnitude of oscillo= 
graph deflections produced by the effect of lightning field 
changes on the standard vertical aerial and on the horizontal 
aerials respectively - both being fed to the oscillosco·pe 
through co-axial cable~ The time constant of the former was 
0,6 ms, as previously stated, and of the latter 0,3 ms fer the 
particular amplifier range switch position~ The oscillograms 
indicated field changes of both the slow and fast variety and 
were all taken with the 600 ms time sweep~ It was ascertain,ed 
from an examination of-the records that the maximum value of 
field change was almost invariably associated with a fast 
change - that is a change which appeared as a vertical line or 
8/ •.. 
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wave front on the oscillogram - even thou~! with intra-cloud· 
discharges a slow field change may also be# and was usually 
present. The resolution was such that these fast field 
changes would be defined as taking place in less than say 
. ' 
1Q ms on the slow time sweep scale~ 
In view of this observation the slow field changes were 
ignored and only fast field changes were measured using the 
zerovolts base line as zero if no slow field cha:rige was pre= 
sent, or the level of the instantaneous Value or the Slow 
field. changej if the fast charlge to be measured happened 
to be superimposed there on. Each oscillogram showing a 
comparison. of two aerials, resulted in a number of readings 
being obtained according to the number of components present, 
and. as a result of which 96 recordings 11Tere obtained 
from 41 flashes for the single wire horizontal aerial, and 
210 from 63 flashes for the twin horizontal array. The 
ratios of the oscillograph deflections from the standard 
aerial to the simultaneous deflections from the other aerials 
were calculated, and these indicated a consie.erable dispersion. 
Instead of maintaining a constant value as expected# the ratios 
varied between 1,0 and 2,6 in the case of the standard versus 
the single norizontal aerial deflections, and. between 0,5 
and 1,4 when using the double horizontal aerial (of twice the 
capacitance). This in fact means that the frequency range 
for these observations exceeded the limits of the response 
of the circuits. In view of the dispersion of values, the 
results were plotted cumulatively on probability paper as 
shown in figures 7 A and B respectively and the frequency 
distributions proved to conform closely to a log-normal 
Gaussian distribution~ The median value of the ratios due 
to the single wire aerial was approximately twice that for 
two wires, and this confirmed that the outputs of the two 
aerials were approximately in the inverse ratio of their 
capacitances to earth~ 
The frequency distribution of the ratios of the standard 
aerial deflection to that of the high ERA aerial was deter= 
mined from 164 readings from 41 flashes~ This distribution 
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99.99 
lognormality would be expected in this comparison, since the 
time constant of the ERA aerial which was not provided.with a 
co-¥ial cable lead-ii1:1 was less than 0~1 msl namely one 
sixth of that of the standard vertical aerial~ 
5 • D~te,~i!i~t+pri · p~; M~gn.:l.t¥ae .bf :sli~1d ~hange 
. . • ., . . .· " . . . - ! 
Cons~dering the inpUt system tb act purely as a capacitor 
divider. as a first approximation, the magnitude nf the 
absolute field change in units of volts per metre may be 
expressed in the general form:-
Field Change Eo = (Ca+Co)/Ca • df/h 
Co = the capacitance ta:·,earth of the lead-in 
co-axial cable (if any) including the 
oscilloscope input capacitance~ 
Ca = the capacitance of the aerial~ 
d = the deflec·tion of oscilloscope beam ·in 
arbitrary linear divisions~ 
(2~0) 
f = the scale multiplier factor for the amplifier 
used.,.in volts per division~ 
·h =the effective height of-the aerial in metres~ 
The capacitances of each of the aerial systems was 
measured accurately using a 1000 Hz capacitance bridge. 
Similarly the capacitanc~s of the co_axial cables and of 
other capacitances connected to make up the value of the 
circuit capacitance Co were determined,; the corresponding 




The capacitances of the various aerial systems~ however, 
were also checked by calculations, as indicated in Appendix I 
and in each case the results were compared with the measured 
value~ 
The effective heights of the horizbntally motinted aerials 
were taken as that of the height of'the horizontal portion 
of the aerial above ground. In the dase of the so-called 
standard vertical aerial however, the effective height was 
3,26m as determined. in Appendix I. This was the midpoint 
~f that pbr;ti6rt ~f the aer:i.alwhich was above the steel 
:' r ~ 
supp6rt ub'on which i:t was ~ounted, as illustrated in figure 9~ 
The sca1e multiplier factors for each of the amplifiers 
and their sefisitivities were of course available and were 
. . . ' 
checked. The Ai.. amplifier was graduated in terms of the 
voltage required to prodtice :ruiJ. scale deflet{bibn which 111 
the case of this osci116sc6pe wa§ 87,5 mm. Herltie a sca1e 
thultiplier~of 10 volts corresponded to a sensitivity of 
01 1275 V/mm. The A2 amplifier was calibrated directly in 
terms of volts/mm~ 
Table I. 
All values obtained are indicated in 
Accordingly, with all measured parameters known~ it 
was possible to evaluate equation (2.0) and to determine 
the ratios of the d.eflection assuming a constant value for 
the magnitude of the field change. 
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Table I P::tra.meters o~ the various aerial s:.vstems 
-~___;~-------·-·--·-------·· -·~--
I 
I .... . d . 1 A I .:;,·can .ara or:.tzon·ca erJ. .LS 
I 
Parameter Vel ... tical~~--i--··--. 
J',erial 
1 
Single! Double ERA 
:•· ---- .-!----
Overall Height above j lnetre gronnd L!·.~ 41 1,81~ 1,88 4$85 i -- -- I Effective He~_gh'c met:-oe 3;26 1..,81J. 1,88 4,85! 
-
2761 Capacitance of Aerial (Ca) pF 32 28 61 
·-·---- c•·-· I 
Capacitance of input-co- . I i 
axial cable J p:E:' 900 770 770 I - I 
·-·---· --~- ... ~- ..... -----~·· ...... - --· i 
Adcti.ttone.l cotu'\E'lCted. cj.r::; i 
cuit capacitance pF ~5 .9 9 
I - i 
I - -I 
Value of circuit capacitan=- i 
J 
ce (Ce+Ca) pF 977 807 840 .276 I I - ·-1--·----
0,36~ Value of Circuit Resistance M/ohm 0~64 01372 0,372 
' 
Capacitor Voltage Ratio I 
(Co+Ca)/Ca 30,6 28 .• 8 13,8 1,0 l - I I 
Oscilloscope scale Multi= ~--·-~ 
plier Full scale deflection - 0,2V 10V 1 10V 1000V\ 
Equivalent Scale multiplier 
\0,1275 
! 
factor f. V/mm 0,2 0,1275 12,751 
' _, 
Calibrated Scale multiplier V/div 0,560 p"'3575 0,3575 35, 75! 
l 
. _ _, 
Oscilloscope deflection per 
0,380i 
I 
unit V/m Field change-d/Ec mm/v 0,533 i 0,500 i 1,070 
Minimum Rat:to of Deflec= l I tions: Standard Aerial/ I others - 1 1., 07 ! 0,500 
I I 
Time constant Measuring I I ; I J 
,1,400 
!Circuit I ms 0,625 1 o,3oo i o,313 ;0,1C1 
I 
Now referring to the experimental results of the distri= 
bution of ratios depicted in figures 7 and 8 it is clear 
that rmst value~ of these ratios are tn excess of the values 




Calculated Measured Values . Ratio of Deflections Minimum 9(j% Exceedl50% Exceed!2% Exceed 
Standard. Aerial/Single 
Horizontal 1,07 1,C5 1,55 2,50 
Standard Aerial/Double 
Horizontal 0,50 0,52 0,76 1,2 
Standard Aerial/ ERA 
Aerial 1.,40 1,0 1.,9 4.,7 
This indicates that some correlation exists between 
calculated anc actual measurements; but the fact that most 
measured values exceed the calculated values, suggests 
that the waveform of the field change is outside the limits 
of the frequency response of the circuits~ 
Hence the accuracy with which the peak value of 
the field change can be measured depends upon the 
response characteristics of the measuring circuit to the 
1vaveform. The approximation of equation (2.0) assumes that 
this waveform has a comparatively steep front with a dura= 
tion which is short compared to the time constant of the 
measuring circuit~ On the other hand if it is too short., 
it will be attenuated bythe H.F. response of the amplifiers 
which have a 3 db limit of about 250 kHz~ (or a rise time 
to peak of 1~s). Considering that the return stroke of 
a lightning discharge has a duration of the order of mag= 
nitude of 100~s it is unlikely that the duration of the 
accompanying field. change would be much less than this. 
Hence there is-a greater probability that the duration may 
be larger and this should be examined in relation to the 
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The differential equation which describes the output . 
voltage "V" in terms of the field change "e11 at an effective 
height of h. is given by the following expression 
dV/dt+V/CR = Cah/C~de/dt (3~0) 
Where C = Ca+Co 
If it is now assumed that the field change has the 
following exponential form: 
e = Ec(1-exp(-t/T)]v/m (3~1) 
Where Ec is the overall field change and T is its de= 
cay time constant~ If To = RC, the time constant of the 
measuring circuit, then the solution of equation (3.0) is:-
V = Ca/C•hEc[exp(-t/To)-exp{-t/Tl (1-T/To)-1 (3~2) 
The output voltage V is a maximum when dv/dt = 0 whence 
the value of tm when this occurs is as follows:-
tm = T•L~[ (T/To) / ( 1-T/To)] (3~3) 
Putting T/To = Tr and Ln[Tr/(1-Tr)]=a 
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and substituting "t " for "t" in equation (3.2) m 
the maximum output voltage Vm is then:-
Vm = Ca/C•hEc(exp (aTr)-exp(a) ](1-Tr)-1 volts (3~4) 
Now Equation (2~0) can be written as follows:-
Ec = C/Ca~ Vm/h (3~5) 
Where Vm = deflection of oscilloscope (d) times the 
scale multiplier factor (f) 
= maximum voltage measured at the oscilloscope~ 
and inverting (3.4) accordingly the following equation 
results:-
Ec = C/Ca~Vm/h~ (1-Tr) [exp (aTr) -exp{a) ]-1 V/m (3~6) 
Hence it is clear that the bracket terms on the right hand. 
side of equation (3~6) represent a multiplying factor for 
equation (3.5) which is dependent only on the value of Tr=T/To, 
which in turn is the ratio of the time constant (or a measure of 
the duration) of the field change to that of the measuring cir= 
cuit~ 














The above indicates that if the field change waveform is 
exponential as defined, the duration time constant T must be 
less than one hundredth of the time constant of the measuring 
circuit if the bracket term is to approximate unity; conversely, 
if it is not, then the appropriate correction has to be applied 
to obtain the correct value of the field change. For example, 
with a circuit time constant To as used of 0,6 ms, the field 
15/ ••• 
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·-t •' • 
~ ~ . t . . 
~hange time _Q..Q~stant should no~ exceed 6J.Ls, that is a nominal 
I • \1 I 
duration of 18~s, otherwise the measured voltage would.have to 
be multipliea by some factor greater than unity, to obtain the .. 
abso~ute val.~E! of the field change magnitude~ 
~ . : . t ~ .. ' ' . ! • 
Hence unless tha time constant of the measuring circuit 
is large com!)ared with that of the field change duration it 
would not be possible to calculate the absolute value of the 
field. change without any knowledge of the waveform. This 
difficulty may be partly resolved, however, if a measurement 
is made simultaneously with circuits having different time 
constants, since the ratio of the deflections must then be a 
function of the duration, if the waveform of the field change 
is not an infinite ste) function. 
- Bruce and Golde(5 discuss the waveform of fleld changes 
and conclude from their examination of all available records 
that initialiy the field intensity during the' return stroke 
of lightning increases abruptly, corresponding to what they 
term- the 11 b11 portion, or the first~·"R" element described by 
Malan~ This is followed by a slowly tailing· off "c" :;.:--rt:t;:::;n.r, 
often much larger in magnitude. This description is approxi= 
mated by the inverse exponential form of equation (3.1) and it 
is proposed to use it in order to deduce the duration of the 
return stroke and. hence the factor by which measurements must 
by multiplied in order to calculate the magnitude of the field 
change. 
Equation {3~6) may be also written as the magnitude of 
the field change per volt namely:-
. -1 
Ec/Vm = C/C h•(1-Tr) [exp(o:Tr)-exp(a)] V/m/V - a (3~7) 
Where Vm is the minimum output voltage measured at the 
oscilloscope,C/Ca is the ratio of the total existing circuit 
equivalent -capacitance to that of the aerial - i.e. the inverse 
of the capacitor divider ratio. 
h is the effective height of the aerial 
16/ ••• 
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Tr = T/To fu the ratio of the time constant of the 
assumed exponential field change to that of the 
measuring circuit. 
a = Ln[Tr/ (1....;Tr)] 
Then if equation ( 3, 7) is multiplied by the scale fac-tor 
f = V/unit deflection or V/d for the oscilloscope, the field 
change per unit deflection Ec/d is obtained~ 
Hence choosing a range of values for T, the corres= 
pond.ing values of Ec/d may be calculated for the circuits 
depicted on Table I 3 and·the ratio of the deflection of the 
standard vertical aerial circuit to that ofthe others may thus 
be determined. The calculated results are given in Table II 
















Ratio of Deflections Field Change Ec/d - 11 V/m/division 
Std/1H Std/2H Std/ERA Std :1H 2H ERA 
1,07 0,50 1,40 5,3 5,6 2,6 7,4 
1,12 0,52 1,69 5.,6 6,3 2,9 9,5 
1,22 0,57 2,24 6,5 8,.0 3,7 14,7 
1,30 0,60. 2,68 7.,5 9,7 4,5 19,9 
1,40 0.,65 3,26 9.,0 12,6 5,8 29,3 
1,47 0,68 3,68 10,3. 15,2 7,0 38,0 
1,57 0,72 4,26 12,8 20,1 9,2 54,7 
1,63 0,75 4,68 15,1 24,7 11,3. 70_,7 
1,70 0,78 5,13 18,~4 31,2 14;3 94,3 
1,83 o,83 5,99 28,5 52,1 23,7 170,9 
1,90 o,86 6,45 38,1 72,3 32.,8 246,2 
1,97 0,89 6,99 56_,6 111,6 50,5 395,1 
2,06 0,93 7,56 101,1 207,9. 93,9 764,2 
Table II. Calculated Values of Ratios of Deflection and 
Field Change for Aerial Systems. 
T = Time constant of assumed inverse exponential 
field change waveform. 
Std=Standard Vertical Aerial 
1H & 2H = Single and Double Horizontal Aerials, 
respectively, 
·--
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It will be clear from the above that if the ratio is 
obtained from the deflections observed of field change measure= 
ment with two circuits of differing time constants it is possi= 
ble to obtain a time T representing the duration of the field 
change in terms of the time constant of the inverse exponential 
waveform assumed~ The fact that the range of observed values 
generally falls within that of the calculated. values indicates 
that the assumption as to the waveform is a fair approxi= 
mat ion. 
In so far as accuracy is concerned., the results obtained 
from recordings using the single or double horizontal aerials 
can be expected to be more critical than those from the ERA 
aerial since the differences in ratio are correspondingly 
smaller. This would. mean that the time constants in these 
cases would be less accurate. On the other hand the values 
of the resulting field. change magnitudes are not so critical 
since the variation is relatively small for comparitively 
large variations in time constant .. 
By way of example, if the error in the measurement of the 
ratio of deflections was of the order of 10%, the time constant 
could be in error by a factor of two when calculated from 
the results from the two horizontal aerials (1H and 2H). The 
following Table III therefore shows the errors that would arise 
on this basis over the range of times indicated.in Table II. 
[ Percentage 
I 
Time Ratio Error Percentage Field Change Error 
Error 
I I ms Std/1H Std/2H Std/ERA Std. 1H 2H ERA f---. 
0,05-0,1 6,5 5,5 20,0 15,5 21,2 21,5 35,2 
o,1 -o, 2 7,8 8,5 21,2 20,0 30,0 29.,0 47,2 
0,5 -1,0 8,2 8,3 20,5 42,8 48,o 58,5 72,5 
1,0 -2,0 7,8 6,5 16.,8 55,0 67,0 66,0 8o,o 
5,0-10,0 4,5 4,5 8,1 77,0 86,5 86,0 93,5 
' 
Table III Errors in Ratio measurements and Field Change 




In order to undertake accurate measurements of the deflection 
ratios~ the oscillograms were carefully enlarged by an expert 
photographer to maintain an exact magnification which amounted 
to a 5~32 times increase in dimensions. One scale division 
was exactly 15 mm~ and deflections were read to the nearest , 
one tenth of a division~ Hence it is expected that the measure= 
ment accuracy was better than 5 percent, and. a ratio of two 
measurements in which the errors were fortunately additive, 
would not be more than 10% in error. Consequently it may be 
confidently claimed that mean errors· of ratio measurement -v-vere 
of the order of 5%, and the corresponding errors likely to arise 
in the calculation of the -ti~e constant of the field change 
would eepend upon which aerial circuits were used and at which 
end of the time scale the results occured~ Taking account: 
however, of other sources of error such as in the measurement 
of circuit parameters, in particular the capacitance of the 
aerials, it is doubtful if an overall accuracy of better than 
10% could be obtained~ Nevertheless, by depicting the resul= 
ting data in the form of cumulative distribution curves derived 
from histograms, it can be confidently expected that the infor= 
mation thereby gained indicates an order of magnitude which is 
within a reasonable degree of accuracy since this method of 
presentation tends to minimise the effect of inaccuracies of 
individual results~ The most reliable results however can be 
expected from the comparisons between the standard vertical 
Aerial measured with those of the ERA aerial~ 
6. Extent of Rec6rds 
Salisbury, s. Rhodesia has a mean isokeraunic level of 80 
thunderstorm days, and preliminary work was started in October 
1961, but the first useful recordings were not obtained until 
early· February 1962, with over half the lightning season gone~ 
Fortunately there were a number of late thunderstorms and 305 
oscillograms based on a 150 ms time sweep were obtained from 
eight thunderstorms$ which included 121 records from one storm~ 
This lightning season was notable for its sporadic storms and 
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only 61 thunderstorm days occured by comparison with a mean 
of 80 days. However~ preparations for the 1962/63 season 
were started early with the intent of catching the early storms 
which are notoriously severe, and believed to deliver the largest 
proportion of ground strokes. 
The first records in the new season were obtained in early 
November 1962, but the storm season did not develop rapidly. 
Storms were scattered and unproductive, and over six storms the 
maximum number of records obtained per storm was 22 and the . 
minimum three. However from late November onwards better 
results were obtained and in all, 742 records were obtained 
- from 30 thunderstorms which however, amounted to an average 
of only 25 records per storm the best being 94 in one storm. 
The season ended early by comparison with the previous year, and. 
61 thunderstorms days occured to the 30th April, 1963, indicating 
that the season's lightning activity was, like the previous year, 
well below normal~ 
The 1963/64 season was a bumper year by comparison with the 
previous two years~ Thirty six storms were recorded yielding 
1 693 recordings which was over 56 percent more than the pre= 
vious two seasons put together. The maximum number of flashes 
recorded on one day was 185 on February 19th, 1964 over a period 
of 5 hours 12 minutes amounting to an average of approximately 
one flash every two minutes. 
The month to month recordings and totals over the three 
years are shown in Table IV indicating that 74 thunderstorms 
were monitored yielding a total of 2780 oscillograms or an 
average of over 37 per storm. 
l'Coet records were obtained s.fter 1700 hours each day 
although several thunderstorms occurred before this. Oonse= 
quently the number of possible records could have been greater, 





: I Number of Records I Taken per I Year day! I Months Thunder= Total Seasonal! 
Min I ' storms Max Average Records Total 
Recorded 
1962 February 4 3 121 52 210 
II Mar,ch 1 24 24 24 24 
11 April 3 5 89 37 111 *345 
II November 10 3 94 30 304 
11 December 5 4 29 19 95 
1963 January 5 2 51 30 148 
11 February 4 4 45 28 111 
11 March 5 2 19 12 59 
11 April 1 25 22 25 25 742 
11 October 5 10 72 33 168 
II November 3 25 38 32 95 
11 December 10 2 71 32 318 
1964 January 9 7 105 61 551 
II February 6 2 185 86 517 
II March I 3 11 18 15 44 1693 
Total 15 ! 74 
I 
2 185 37 2780 2780 
Table IV Number of Thunderstorms recorded each month and 
number of oscillographic records obtained 
*Half Season only. 
,7. Analysis of OscilJograms 
It should be appreciated at once that all records were obtained 
indoors where storms could not be adequately observed, and it 
was not usually possible to observe whether lightning strokes 
were to ground or were between clouds. However all readable 
records were carefully enlarged and printed maintaining a 
constant linear scale and data was read off the positives with 
the aid of a transparent graticule. 
Later records were made into slides and projected onto a 
screen mounted at a fixed diatance from the projector when values 
of the deflections could be more easily determined with even 
greater accuracy than the previous method~ 
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Since it was necessary to decide first of all whether the 
field changes were due to cloud··Cloud discharges or ground 
discharges, recourse was made to information privately commu= 
nicated by Malan in respect of extensive observations carried 
out in South Africa by him and his associates, lead by Schonlru1.d~ 
This information was basically as follows:-
(a) Intra-cloud flashes 
·The field changes from intra-cloud flashes normally 
consisted of a "slow" component lasting anything 
from 20 to 500 ms or more up to about one second 
total duration. This field change may however con= 
tain "fast" elements (or "K" field changes) super= 
imposed as "spikes" (usually of small magnitude) 
on the slow field change. 
A second type of field change consisting of 
many 11 fast" field changes sometimes occurs.and is 
characterised by time intervals between spikes of 
usually much less than 15 ms. 
(b) Ground flashes 
The most usual type of field change associated vdth 
ground flashes is a large and very fast (R-element) 
field change with a duration of less than a millisecond~ 
One only may occur, but usually more than one, up 
to as many as fourteen with a median number of about 
three. These "R" elements may be spaced in time 
between 30 and 500 milliseconds apart, with a median 
value of about 40 ms, and a complete multi-stroke 
flash may last again up to about one second. On 
some occasions one of the 11 R11 field changes, usually 
the last, may be followed by a long duration slov'l 
.field change due to 11 continuing" currents. 
Confirmation of the above categories of field 
change forms was also published bo D~ Muller-
Hillebrand(6) and by Brook and Kitagawa(T). 
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These general types were readily recognisable in the 600 ms 
time sweep records, where a resolution dovm to 10 ms was possible, 
and typical oscillograms are reproduced as figure 12. However 
some difficulty was inevitable with the earlier records taken 
with the 150 ms sweep, since the time sweep Nas free running 
and the actual intervals between individual component field 
changes could not be ascertained; what may have been a ground 
discharge, might therefore appear as a cloud discharge having 
many closely spaced. fast elements, but these cases were fotmd 
to be rare in later records. 
However, only if more than two intervals between components 
in excess of about 15 ms occured, the record was classified as 
a ground discharge, and possibly this classification therefore 
erred in favour of a larger number of cloud strokes. On the 
other hand there were many records indicating a single component 
field change which could have been produced. by either a cloud 
or a ground discharge and these were classified as ground strokes 
since they never contained slow components. A few records 
indicated that both types of discharge had occured, the one 
following the other, and both were counted for the purpose of 
the analysis. 
Subsequently it was possible to arrange to observe some of 
the ground flashes which occured simultaneously with the taking 
of the oscillographic record, and these confirmed the above 
classification of these cases. Furthermore by far the majority 
of positive field changes classified as cloud flashes were 
found upon analysis to have occured within 10 km range; this 
is to be expected on account of the fact that beyond this range, 
which coincides approximately with the so-called "reversal" 
distance for the polarity of the electric field, intra-cloud 
flashes produce negative field changes of small magnitude~ 
8~ The distribution of the durations of fast field changes 
As a result of the division of records into intra-cloud (to be 
referred to frequently as "cloud" discharges) and ground .dis= 
charges the following records as shown in Table V were obtained 
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in the initial comparisons between the output of the standard 
vertical aerial (Std.) and the three horizontal aerials'designated 
1H1 2H and ERA respectively, 
... 
Item Descr~:ption ! Std/1H Std/ERAjTotal Std/2H 
.. 
1 Number or Cloud Flashes 37 23 15 75 
2 Numb~r of G~ound FlaShes 4 4b 26 70 
3 ifbtai Number of Flashes 41 63 41 145 
, ' 
4 Number.of Cloud Fast 
Components 8g 77 82 ! 248 I 
5 
6 
Number of Ground Fast I 
Components 7 133 82 
Total number of Components I 96 210 164 
Table V Number of Cloud and Ground Flashes and Number 
of Components Measured~ 
222 
481 
The ratios of the deflection of the standard aerial to that 
of the others were then determined for each component and based 
upon the assumption that all field changes were of the inverted 
exponential form described in section 5, the equivalent time 
constant of this exponential was determined for each component~ 
The times so calculated ranged from less than 0,01 ms to greater 
than 10 ms and figure 13 shows the resulting histogram for cloud 
and ground flashes respectively. In each case the first group 
shows the percentage of all records in which the calculated 
time constant was less than 0,02 ms whilst in the last group 
the times exceed 10 ms~ 
The similarity between the two histograms ~s remarkable, 
to say the least, and quite unexpected in view of the current 
belief that the duration of ground stroke field changes is 
generally of_the order of 100 micro-seconds~ If the actual 
waveform is close to the exponential form there are four cate= 
gories of field change duration for the fast components of both 































































248 CLOUD RECORDS 
0,01 0,05 0,1 1,0 10 
222 GROUND RECORDS 
0,01 0,05 0,1 1,0 10 
EXPONENTIAL TIME CONSTANT mS 
FIGURE 13 
PROPORTION OF RECORDS HAVING THE 
TIME CONSTANTS INDICATED 
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(i) Thbse having very short times, less than 0,01 ms 
expbhential time constant, which may be further defined 
as being less than 0,03 ms duration for 95% of the 
magnitude of the field change~ 
(ii) ~hose having a time constant in the region of 0,1 ms 
(or equivalent to 0,3 ms in duration) 
(iii) Those having a time constant of 1,0 ms (3 ms duration) 
and 
(iv) Those having very long durations exceeding 10 ms 
(30 ms) which is much more prevalent for cloud 
flashes than for ground flashes~ 
In the case of cloud flashes the components of group (iv) 
are additional to the very slow field changes lasting tens to 
hundreds of milliseconds which have been ignored in this analysis~ 
Also with cloud flashes the division betvreen group (ii) and (iii) 
that is between 01 1 and 1,0 ms time constant, is not so clearly 
in evidence as with ground flashes. 
Figure 14 indicates the respective .cumulative distribution 
of exponential time constants and shows that the median values 
for both cloud and ground flashes is in the range of from 0~2 to 
0,3 ms; this means to say that the median duration of the field 
changes is in the range of 0,6 to 0~9 ms which in the case of 
ground flashes is much higher than presently reported values~ 
It is of interest to note that the durations for ground 
flashes have prominent peaks at 0,1 and again at 1,0 ms time 
constants, and this order of magnitude of change is not readily 
explicable. The duration of the field change is most probably 
linked with the time taken by the return stroke to neutralise 
charge deposited on the leader and this would be a function of 
the velocity of the return stroke and the length of the lightning 
channel. If the return stroke is associated with the shortest 
length of channel and highest return stroke velocity, then with 
subsequent strokes, the length of path should be longer due to 
the charge being situated at a greater height and/or further 
away and also the velocity of the return stroke may be less due 
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field change duration would be possible. However this 
WOUld mean that the field change duration Should get progreS= 
sively larger for each subsequent component and this is cer= 
tainly not in evidence in the analyses reported a.bove. In 
fact the time duration changes appear to be distributed 
purely at random~ Further evidence that the duration of 
ground flash compcnents can and does on ocassion reach the 
above order, bf magnitude is given in Appendix II which describes 
i~ more detail a magnetic tape recording of a multiple flash 
pbtained in Pr~toriaA 
This also provides a good example of the random distri= 
btltion of dUration times and Table VI taken from this record 
illustrates the effect~ This was a 25 component flash 
recorded on a high fidelity tape and the time constant .of the 
RC measuring circuit was ab6ut 1 ms; hence whilst the peak 
values of the field change are therefore not significant 
without correction, the duration times to the peak value 
are on the other hand unaffected by the circuit parameters, 
and may be regarded as accurate. The shortest measurable 
rise time was 0,1 ms, the mean was 0,41 ms, but duration to 
peak of 1,0 ms or greater have been recorded on three occasions. 
The time intervals between strokes are also given and conform 





Rise time Time from Start Time Intervals 
' 
I 
No~ ms ms ms 
1 L0,1 0 69 2 0,4 69 
3 0,2 127 58 
4 1~0 178 51 
5 0, 7. 214 36 
6 0,15 273 59 48 7 0;2 321 96 8 0,4 417 
9 0,2 430 13 42 10 61 48 472 27 11 0;2 499 
12 0,3 509 10 10 13 1,2 519 13 14 0,6 532 
15 1,0 538 6 18 16 0,6 556 40 17 L0,1 596 16 18 0,4 612 
19 0,3 624 12 
20 0,1 633 9 
21 0,4 648 15 20 22 0,5 668 58 23 0,1 726 
2LJ· 0,55 802 76 
25 .c::.o, 1 830 28 
Mean
1
<o,41 ms 33 ms 
Table VI Rise Times of Field Change, Time Intervals 
and total duration of a 25 component Multiple 
flash of lightning. 
' 
j 
In terms of frequency, if the inverted exponential 
waveform may be regarded as representing a quarter herz 
then the frequency equivalent of the exponential time 
constant T is f = 1/12T. Hence a value of 0,1 ms for the 
time constant T would be equivalent to a frequency of less 
than 10 kHz. If the field change is assumed to have a 
duration of five times the time constant, instead of three 
times, the equivalent frequency reduces to 5 kHz. Both 
these values of.frequency are in the range observed most 
frequently for ground flashes thereby lending evidence in 
support of at least this particular time constant value. 
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In concluding this section it is apparent that much 
more information is required concerning the actual waveform 
of the field change during a return stroke. The investi= 
ga.tion so far reveals a number of interesting though as yet 
unexplaine9 features of cloud and ground fast field changes~ 
' ' 
b~t the questions arising may only be treated in general 
terms in view of the assumptions which have had to be made 
regarding the waveforms. The question is studied in more 
detail in Part II of this thesis in.relation to calculations 
of the field change waveform. 
It is necessar-y to try .to explain why the field change 
du:r~tion of components varies over a wide. range even in the 
.. ' t 
same flash· ~tnd also whether this is in some way dependent 
upon the equally variable time interval between the components~ 
9. Field Changes due to lightning 
In the case of the 145 lightning flashes examined in detail 
where the exponential time constants have been calculated, 
the magnitude of the field change for the particular component 
can also be calculated by means of the multiplier constants 
given in Table II~ For all other data it would be possible 
to obtain approximate values for the field change magnitudes 
by using the multiplier constant applicable to say the median 
value of the duration. For the standard vertical aerial, 
a multiplier constant of about 10 V/m per unit deflection could 
be used, corresponding to a time constant of 0$3 ms, bearing 
in mind, however, that in the case of field changes having 
shorter or longer time constants the error could be of the 
order of a factor of two. 
Furthermore, field change magnitudes must be reviewed 
in conjunction with the range of the flashes, in view of 
the high rate of attenuation particularly in the case of 
the electrostatic field. 
The results for the 145 lightning flashes were therefore 
subjected to more detailed analysis in that a histogram of 
field change magnitudes was determined separately for cloud 
-28-
and ground flashes and using intervals of 10 seconds for 
the time to thunder from zero to 40 seconds; the eq_uivaient 
range 'intervals at 3 seconds per kilometer, were therefore 
3,3; 6,7; 10 and 13,3 km respectively. 
A significant number of results was obtained only for 
the range equivalent to 10-20, and 20-30 sees time to thunder . 
for cloud strokes, and 20-30 seconds for ground strokes, c:m.d 
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Table VII Percentage Number of Cases in each distance 
group in which the field change magnitude 
shown in the first column was exceeded. 
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Comparing the two ranges for cloud strokes, there is a 
significant fall out in higher values in the 20-30 sec range 1 
but certainly not on the basis of D-3 as anticipated. This 
may be partly affected by the fact that very large va:Lues 
are excluded from the distribution either because they were 
off-scale or because, since there was no off-set of the 
vertical deflection of the t-vJO trace9, the deflections coin= 
cided when the magnitude were large enough to cause over= 
lapping, and these cases could not be used to determine the 
ratio of the deflections of the two traces~ The. comparison 
between cloud and ground components in the 20-30 second 
bracket show close similarity'which leads to indicate that 
the fast components of cloud flashes have similar characteris= 
tics to those of ground flashes at least within 10 km range. 
A much more likely explanation of the discrepancy observed 
when comparing data from differ~~t ranges; lies in the fact 
that all recordings of field changes are undertaken above a 
threshold level set by the trigerring level for the recording 
equipment. In this case a minimum level of approximately 
5 V/m was maintained and hence if the range is doubled for 
example, the electrostatic field change is reduced by a 
factor of eight according to the D-3 relationship. This 
means in effect that at twice the range, only field changes 
in excess of 40 V/m at that range will trigger the equipment 
and. so on as the range increases, and the sampling procedure 
controlled by the trigger therefore tends to exclude and 
more low values with increasing distance. This is further 
complicated by the effect of the electromagnetic field change. 
In the case of the induction field, attenuating at D-2, the 
recording level is not so surely cut-off - for example for 
twice the range, the limit is 20 V/m; for the radiation field 
on the other hand it is even less at 10 V/m~ 
This unavoidable, but nevertheless important considera= 
tion means in effect that the frequency distributions of any 
data compiled at differing ranges will be more and more 
truncated by the omission of data at the lo\'Jer end of the 
scale~ Unfortunately, also, it is not possible to decide 
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where the level of truncation is, because of the variable 
effect of the electromagnetic field which according to 
Malan(B) for example is more prominent than the electrostatic 
field at ranges exceeding about 25 km. 
The data can be adjusted by graphical means however, 
in the following manner, if some basic assumptions are made. 
Provided that the .minimum ~~ve+ qf recoro;ing:set by the 
trigger ts sufficiently 1'ow; 1t ccl.n be confidently expected 
that all flashes wili be recorded up to a given ~ange which 
must also be chosen sufficiently those to the point of 
measurement- say 3,3 km (or io ~econds for time to thunder). 
Since there were no cases when flasheS occured within this 
range which diq not operate th,e trig9er, thi,s preliminary 
assumption is ju~tified; in other words it is assumed that 
all fl~shes within 3;3 km given rise to field changes in 
exdess of the trigger threshold level; inth1s case, of 5 V/m~ 
If now the d:i..stributibri of the magnitudes of the field 
changes within this range is found, and it closely approximates 
to say a log-normal guassian distribution, it may be assumed, 
with some justification, that the distributions for other 
ranges should likewise be log-normal. The justification is 
however presumptive in that is is based on the fact that much 
of the data connected with lightning seems to conform to ei~her 
a normal or log-normal form of distribution, for example 
lightning current magnitudes.(9) However the application of 
the method itself also proves the point since no adjustment 
would be possible if the premise does not hold, as will be 
later shown. 
The first fou~ columns·of the following Table VIII illus= 
trate an example of a hYF0thetical log-normal distribtltion of 
1000 records of field change~, 
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The cumulative distribution set out in the fourth colu~1 
is plotted as curve A on figure 15. If it is then assumed 
that the 198 values below 1,5 V/m were omitted from the distri= 
bution due say to the limitation by the threshold level of 
the trigger circuit~ the'remaining 802 values would appear 
to follow the cumulative distribution of column 5, and when 
expressed as a percentage, of column 6. These values are 
plotted as curve B on figure 15 and it is seen that whilst 
the upper values follow a reasonable straight line, the lower 
values indicate a severe departure from the log-normal form. 
If therefore a straight line is drawn at a tangent to the 
upper position of curve B to give curve C, a first approxima= 
tion of a new log-normal distribution is obtained which is 
observed to be closer to the real values which are as yet unknown~ 
These are shown in column 7-of Table VIII. 
New information is however now available to the effect 
that B6 percent of the number of records were apparently in 
excess of 1,5 V/m, alternatively 14 percent or 111 records 
may be added to the truncated distribution below 1,5 V/m. 
Hence a new distribution may now be constructed with the 
addition of these values making the new total 802+111 = 913 
records.; 
Obviously this distribution will lie closer to the dis= 
tribution sought, but will also display a curved portion at 
the lower value end indicating that a final solution has not 
yet been reached. A second process of approximation done 
exactly as the first will however add another but smaller 
number of values below 1,5 V/m to get even closer to the final 
solution. The process converges very repidly - nearly 
60 percent of the missing values having been added with the 
first approximation alone, so that in this case two operations 
will already come close to the final solution. 
It is seen also that the method should fail if the solu= 
tion sought is not a log-normal distribution in the first 
place; such as distribution would not have higher values which 
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be arranged in -another form such as an expected normal dis= 
tribution and if the upper values now lie reasonably, on a 
straight line, the identical procedure may then be carried 
out. 
Since truncated distributions arise frequently in 
practice the above method was first reported to a CIGRE 
Study Committee Meeting in Trondheim in 1963(10) and later 
reproduced in an unpublished ERA report by Chan(11). More 
recently, at the writers request, some further work was 
done by Markham which is reproduced herein as Appendix III. 
In order to obtain an indication of the overall distri= 
bution of field changes at different ranges, more results 
were needed, and in order to obtain these it was assumed that 
· a mean equavalent time constant of 0,2 to 0,3 ms could be 
assumed for measurements undertaken with the standard vertical 
aerial; this value is close to the median value found in 
section 8 and results in a convenient multiplier factor of 
10 V/m per division according to Table II of that section~ 
The effect of this approximation would be that the magnitude 
of field changes which were of shorter duration than the value 
assumed would be over estimated, whilst those having longer 
durations would be assigned magnitudes which would be too 
small~ If the number of observations is sufficiently large 
however, and the distribution of durations purely random as 
observed it can be expected that the distribution of field 
change magnitudes would be reasonably correct~ 
In this analysis it is necessary to define the polarity 
of field changes. In the case of a ground flash, the field 
change is considered positive when the electrostatic field 
at the earth's surface becomes more positive as a consequence 
of the discharge. This is equivalent to negative charge 
being located in the cloud and being discharged to earth, 
and by far the most commonly observed field changes due to 
ground flashes are in fact positive. The position is 
somewhat different with cloud flashes since for vertical 
discharges between the upper positive charge and a negative 
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charge at a lower attitude, the resultant field change is 
' 
positive at close range, but is negative beyond a critical 
distance commonly refernrl to as the "reversal" distance. 
This reversal distance is purely a functi¢n of the geometric 
position of the charges and their magnitudes, and in the 
case of equal positive and negative charges situated verti= 
cally one above the other at height of Hi and H2 respectively 
it is given by the relatiortship .. , 
1 
2 m (lJ.~O) 
The t~eoretical m~~mum value of the reversal distance 
is obtained by pu.tting Hi ::; H2, whence Do= .f2 H2 • More 
realistically perhaps H1/H2 would normally exceed 2, whence 
if Hi is say 4Km, Do is then approximately 8 km. 
At the reversal distahce itself the field inten~it:V at 
gro~~d level is zero arid in the case of an intra-cloud dis= 
charge for the idealised case of vertically disposed charges) 
there would be no field change during the discharge. This 
would mean that the magnitude of field changes in the case 
of cloud discharges would appear to attenuate at a more rapid 
rate than would be indicated by the D-3 relationship. 
A total of 377 field change records classified as depicting 
ground flashes and 555 records of cloud flashes were examined# 
After neglecting purely negative field changes there 
remained 351 records classified as ground discharges of which 
the range had been determined for 244 by the method of the 
time to thunder. Correspondingly there remained 479 records 
of cloud discharges with the range determined for 373. Of -
these records there was a fair proportion in which either the 
magnitude was off-scale, or the time to thunder was in excess 
of 60 seconds, and they were recorded at the limits for which 
the information was known. This method of treatment though 
not strictly accurate, does not however affect the distribu= 
tion in the region of the smaller field changes and lesser 
distances which are in the area which is of main interest~ 
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The maximum field change magnitudes were tabulated fDr 
ranges in steps of one kilometre medians up to 20 km and for 
field changes in steps of 10 V/m resulting in the distribu= 
tion of magnitudes shown in Tables IX and X. The numbers 
of records available for each kilometre of range are seen to 
be too few to even attempt to determine the statistical fre= 
quency distribution in small steps, especially as they would 
require to be more numerous still if the deviation of results 
due to the effect of waveform time constants referred to above 
is to be nullified~ The number of records for steps of 10 km 
however appear more reasonable as indicated on these tables, 
and the distribution then conforms approximately to a normal 
form excepting for the values of field change in the range 
0-10 V/m. 
It is pertinent here to again consider the question of the 
minimum values of field change, which must obviously either 
derive from lightning discharges of small total charge at close 
range, or, in the majority of cases, should be due to more 
severe discharges occuring at greater distances from the 
point of measurement~ If a frequency distribution of field 
changes is therefore to be of any value it must take into 
account the total number of discharges down to the minimum 
value, since these small values would constitute a large pro= 
portion of the total number of strokes, particularly as the 
range increases. 
However, the distribution must be limited in range, 
otherwise it would admit of a very large number of low value 
field changes due to discharges emanating from distant light= 
ning strokes, and thereby complicate the interpretation of the 
results. 
The audible counters which were used to indicate that a 
flash had occured, were set by means of a capacitance dis= 
charged pulse, to a minimum response of 1! volts positive or 
negative, and the counter was in parallel with the input 
from the standard vertical aerial. At the median value of 
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Table IX Distribution of Magnitude of Positive Field Changes of intra-cloud lightning 
discharges. 
Time to Thunder j Range Number of Records of Field Change:Volts/Metre in Groups shown below 
! 
90-100 1>100 Seconds km 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 160-70 70-80 80-90 Total 
1.5- 4.5 1 - - - 1 1 - - 7 - 2 .. 11 
4.5- 7.5 2 - 1 1 - 2 5 7 5 6 1 1 29 
7.5-10.5 3 1 1 1 - 5 9 5 8 2 1 1 34 
10.5-13.5 4 2 2 1 5 2 10 10 2 3 1 1 39 
+13.5-16.5 5 1 8 22 11 12 13 10 8 2 4 5 96+ 
16.5-19.5 6 1 4 3 1 9 11 - 2 1 - - 32 
19.5-22.5 7 3 7 7 7 6 3 1 :1 2 :1 - 38 
22.5-25.5 8 5 1 8 - 2 2 2 :1 1 1 - 23 
25.5-28.5 9 5 1 3 - 2 1 1 - -- - - 13 
28.5-31.5 10 1 5 - 4 - - 1 2 - - - 13 
Total 
0- 1Gkm 19 30 46 29 L~1 54 7,7 36 17. 11 8· 328 ,/ 
31.5-34.5 11 1 - 1 1 2 :1 - - - - - 6 ! 
34.5-37.5 12 - 2 2 - 2 - 1 - 1 - - 8 
37.5-40.5 13 1 2 1 2 - 1 - - - - - 7 
40.5-43.5 14 - 1 - 2 - - 1 I - - - - 4 43.5-46.5 15 - - 4 1 - - - - ' - - - - 5 46.5-49.5 16 - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 
49.5-52.5 i~ 1 - 1 1 - - - - - - - 3 52.5-55.5 - - 1 - 2 - - - - - - 3 
55.5-58.5 19 - - - - - - - - - - - 0 
58.5-61.5 20 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - 4 Total 
11 - 20km 4 11 8 7 6 2 2 - 1 - - 41 
>61.5 >20 1 :1 ' 1 4 - - 1 - I - -
' 
- -
Not Timed 7 20 28 14 :11 14 ' 7 l 3 1 1 - 106 
Total I l ' 112 I 479 All ! 31 62 82 51 58 71 I 46 l 39 119 8 
I I I i ' -













Table X Distribution of Magnitudes of Positive Field Changes of Lightning discharges 
to Ground 
Time to Thunder Range Number of Records of Field Change in Volts per Metre Groups shown below 
Seconds km 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70
1
70-80 80-90\90-100 >100 Total 
! I 1..5- 4.5 1 - - - - - - - - - I - - 0 I 4.5- 7.5 2 - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 I 7.5-10.5 3 - 1 - - 1 2 - - - - - 4 I 
10.5-13.5 4 - 3 - 3 - 2 ... 1 - - - 9 ! 
+13.5-16.5 5 3 5 2 3 1 5 2 2 - - - 23+! 
16.5-19.5 6 1 1 1 3 1 2 2 - - - - 11 i 
19.5-22.5 7 1 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 - 1 - 18 l 
22.5-25.5 8 2 4 2 5 4 lJ. 2 23 ' - - - - l 
25.5-28.5 9 2 1 2 2 s 2 ... 1 - - 1 14 ~ 28.5-31.5 10 2 1 2 1 3 1 3 - - - 16 j I 
Total I 
0 - 10km 9 17 14 17 16 23 11 10 - 1 1 119 I 
31.5-34.5 11 - 2 5 3 3 - 1 1 - - - 15 ! I 
34.5-37.5 12 - 2 2 1 3 1 - - - - - 9 ~ 
37.5-40.5 13 2 2 2 2 1 4 1. - - - - 14 l 
40.5-43.5 11+ - 1 1. - - - - - - - - 2 I ' 43.5-46.5 15 - 2 - 4 - - 1 - - - - 7 ~ 
46.5-49.5 16 - 1 1 1 4 - - 1 - - - 8 I 49.5-52.5 17 1 2 1 2 2 4 2 1 - ' - - 15 I I I 52.5-55.5 18 1 2 1 4 2 10 ! - - - - I - - ! 55.5-58.5 19 - 2 1 I 3 - - - - - - - - - ' 58.5-61 .. 5 20 1 . 3 5 3 1 1 2 1 17 i - - - ; 
Total I I ! 11 - 20km 4 16 19 19 18 13 5 5 1 100 l - - I 1 




i - - - - - I Not Timed 13 38 21 1.0 11 3 1 107 j - 5 2 2 1 ' . 
Total l i 1 () ! 
, 
All ! 28 1 s3 58 48 1~9 42 1 11 4 351 
! 
i I o 2 i 2 ! 
i 
------






should therefore have been about 10 V/m, but the oscillographic 
records show that in fact the counter re·sponded to a level of 5 
5 V/m and frequently below. The grid of the first valve of 
' the counter was hov-rever directly connected to the aerial, and 
the sensitivity of the counter would therefore have been 
affected by small values of de voltage such as would be 
present during slow field changes. Secondly if the rise 
times of the field change vary over a large rarige, as has 
. -~ ·~ -·· . ' ' ; . . ~ 
been indicated, the threshold level for the response of the 
equipment woi.ll,d aiso va'r'y accordingly. These factors would 
affect the minimum registration, ·but judged from the evident 
departure from a normal distribution, the total number of 
records at the zero end of the sdale was below the expedted 
value~ 
As outli?ed above howeVer, the records may be corrected 
on the assumption that the distribution of field changes 
shouid have been normal, by adding to them that proportion 
of records below 10 V/m indicated by the magnitude of the depar; 
ture from normality~ For example figure 16 indicates the 
cumulative frequency distribution of the actual records of 
table X for all lightning strokes to ground, plotted on normal 
arithmetic probability paper; from this it is evident that 
whilst the actual records indicate that 92,2% of them exceeded 
10 V/m, a first approximation to a normal distribution would 
require 81% to exceed this value. Hence the number of rea= 
dings below 10 V/m should be increased from 7,8% of the total 
readings to 19% of the total and the frequency distribution 
readjusted accordingly. The resultant distribution indicated 
that there was still a slight departure from normality to the 
extent that 27,8% of records should be less than 10 V/m, 
instead of the 19% found in the first approximation. However, 
the adjustments as a first approximation resulted in an increase 
in the number of low values by a factor of 2, 1~4 and in the 
second adjustment, this factor was 1,46, the limit being 
unity, and the proportional adjustments are therefore rapidly 
converging. For this reason. it is assumed that the frequenay 
distribution represented by the second adjustment is suffi= 
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ciently accurate for all practical purposes, and the adjust= 
ments made in this manner to all the distributions were f~nally 
as stated in Table XI~ 
Table XI Adjustments to the Number of Records of 
Field Changes less than 10 V/m in Magnitude. 
% Proportion .. ··. of T
1
otal Records 
less than 10 V_m 
( i) Ground. Stroh::es As found As Aqjusted 
( :L!.) 





10 - 20 km 
exceeding 
20 km 
All Ground Strokes 
' Cloud St:rokes 
Cloud Strokes 0 - 10 km 
11 II 10 - 20 km 












The final frequency distributions for all records after 
adjustment are plotted in figure 17 and the values obtained 
are tabulated in Table XII and XIII. The median values both 
as found, and after the adjustment for low values, is given 
in Table XIV below~ (See pages 40 and 41 for Tables XII and 
-~ XIII). 
(i) 
Table XIV Median Values of Positive Field Changes 





0 - 10 km 
10 - 20 km 
exceeding 
20 km 
All Ground Stroked 
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I ' i I Med 
Data 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 T0-80.80-90 90--1:00 100-11o;TotalJ v 1 • - a ue 
Number of Records 16 17 - 1Lt- ~~ 




18.2 1.59 L mits 100% 87~2 62.7 36.5, 9~5 1~59 0~8 38.8 CorrectedNto 1 100% 22 8 erma 85.0 74.8 62.2 48~0 34.B 13.4 7.2 3.5 v}m ' . 
Number of Records 10 ~6 19 19 
1CS 13 5 5 1 10b· 
Cumulative Number 106 8o 61 42 24 '•1.1 6 i 
% Exceeding 




Normal 88~2 _75.5 58.5_ 39~6 22.0 10.4 4'0 i.3 0.35 vim . . : 
Number of Records 17 12 4 2 4 1 40 
Cumulative Number 40 23 11 7 5 1 
% Exceeding 
Limits 100% 57.5 27.5 17.5 12.5 2.5 
Corrected to 11.5 
Normal 100% 53.0 34.5 19.2 9~0 3.5 v}m 
Distance not 
:~34 1281 Measured 38 21 10 11 5 2 2 1 3 1 -
lilly differe.n~e 
Ground Strokes 77 !:)3 5!:) 4!:) 49 42 1e i7 2 l} 1 400 
Cumulative Number 400 323 240 182 134 85 43 25 8 6 2 
% Exceeding 
Limits 100% 80~7 6o.o 45.5 33.5 21..2 10.8 6~25,2.0 1.5 0.5 
Corrected to I 
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Cl~ud flashes 
-
Grouped Limits of Field Change - Volts/Meter 
i l I I I I IMed I Range 
km Data · 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-lW 40-50 50-60 60-70 ·70-80 80-90i 90-100l1.00-110'~ota-lfvalue 
0-10km Number of Records 31 30 46 29 41 54 37 36 17 11 ! ~' 340 . 
Cumulative Number 340 309 279 233 204 163 109 72 36 19 8 
% Exceeding 
82.2 68.5 48.0 5.6 Limits 100% 91.0 60~0 32.1 21~2 10.3 2~.)5 
Corrected to 46.2 
Normal 100% 89.2 81.8 71.0 58.5 45.0 32.0 21~0 12.4 7.0 v/m 
110-20km Number of Records, 4~ 11. ~ 7 6 2 2 - 1 - - 46: Cumulative Number 37 26 18 11 5 3 1 1 
% Exceeding 
100% Limits 80.3 56.6 39.2 23.9 10.9 6.5 2.17 2~17 
Corrected to 23.2 
Normal 100% 71.5 56.0 39.0 24.0 12~5 6.0 2~2 0.58 0.23 v/rn 
Excee= N 
JE 9 ding Number of Records 1 - 1 - 1 12 -
20km JE By diffe r>ence 
Distance not 
Measured 18 20 28 14 11 14 7 3 1 1 117 -
All Cloud Strokes 67 62 ~2 51 5{} 71 LJ.b ~~ 19 12 
cs 515 
Cumulative Number 515 448 386 304 253 195 124 39 29 8 
% Exceeding 
87~0 Limits I 100% 75.0 59.0 49~0 37.8 24.0 15~1 7.55 3.87 1~55 
Corrected to 38.6 
Normal 100% 83.0 73.2 61.5 48.0 35.0 24.0 14.5 8.5 ' 4.3 v/rr 









(ii) Cloud Strokes As Found As Adjusted % Reduction 
Cloud Strokes 0 - 10 km 48,8v/m 46,2 v/m 94,5% 
II It 10 - 20 km ?7 I 2 If 23 I 2 II 85 ~ 3% 
All Cloud $trokes 41,6 11 38_,6 11 92,7% 
The figures for total strokes include a large number 
of recordt:i for whiCh the range was nb~ determined, and there 
is thus no direct relationship betweed them and the remainder 
. of the data. These additional redords were obtained when . 
the lightning frequency was so severe that the camera film 
had to be moved to the next photograph position before a range 
determination could be made; furthermore thunderclaps were, 
on these occasions, following each other so rapidly as not 
to be easily identifiable with the corresponding field change 
records. However since no recording was undertaken.during 
periods when storms were outside the audible range for thunder, 
the frequency distribution for all lightning flashes refers 
to this restricted range, and is valuable in that the number 
of records is considerably more than would otherwise have been 
the case. 
Considering first the data in Table XII for ground strokes, 
it is clear that the median values of field change for strokes 
occuring between 10 and 20 km distant, was· not much less than 
for strokes in the range of 0 - 10 km, whereas it was expected' 
that values, roughly proportional to the inverse cube of the 
distance, would be obtained. Furthermore, since the area 
of country in the range of 10 - 20 km is three times that of 
the latter, a similar ratio of the observed numbers of readings 
would have been expected, whereas they were approximately equal~ 
An increase of range by a factor of two should up to 
about 20 km, result in a reduction in the magnitude of field 
changes by one eighth, and since __ field changes of the order 
of So v/m were exceeded in only about 7% of the records in 
the range 0 - 10 km, it would be expected that practically 
all field changes due to strokes in the range of 10 - 20 km 
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would be less than 10 v/m, whereas in fact, even after adjust= 
mehts had been made to allow for low values 1 over 88% of the 
records exceeded this value. One possible explanation of 
this apparent contradiction between theory and observation 
may be that in spite of what is believed to an adequate. 
adjustment to compensate for low.values below 10 v/m, in 
. ' . 
fact many more were not recorded. This however does npt 
satisfactorily account for the large ~umber of recordings 
in excess of 10 v/m which were as numerous as the recordings 
for the 0 - 10 km range. Possibly tnerefore the numbei:" of 
observations for either or both of the chosen'range brackets 
may not have been adequate. 
The same argumeht however, could not be applied with 
equai ce:btainty to the total records ~hich were approximately 
four times the humber, and for the purpose of further calcula= 
tions it.is assumed that the margin of error when using all 
records would not be very great. The range of these records 
would certainly not exceed 30 km, in view of the fact that 
not a single observation was obtained when thunder could not 
be heard in under 90 seconds. 
Hence, as already referred to in connection with the 
previous sample of field changes, there is now further 
evidence that the inverse cube relationship does not appear 
to hold in respect of field change magnitude for ground 
flashes, and the possibility therefore exists that the elec= 
tromagnetic components of the field change are influencing 
the measurements at distances of much less than 25 km. 
According to the extension of the Le Jay statements as defined 
in Equation (1.1) this possibility could exist if either the 
lightning currents or their rates of change were unusually 
high~ 
Wit~ reference to cloud stroke data, table XIII indicates 
that two thirds of the records of field changes due to cloud 
strokes were in the range of 0 - 10 km, amounting to 340 
readings after adjustment for low values. Hence the frequency 
distribution of field changes derived therefrom should be at 
least as accurate as derived from the total records of ground 
strokes. 
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!n the range 10 - 20 km however the records amounted 
to oniy 46 in number and there is ah obvious deficiency when 
it is considered that the area is three times that of the 
0 - 10 km range; furthermore there were negligible recordings 
in the range exceeding 20 km. This deficiency would be 
partly due to the fact that, as with the ground stroke records, 
fewer record~ngs were made on the more distant storms although 
there was no conscious effort on the part of the observer to 
differentiate. However the largest single factor contribu= 
ting to the deficiency must be the fact that the reversal 
d.istance may occur in this region and the polarity of the 
field changes due to intra-cloud discharges changes and being 
negative would not be recorded in this data~ Unfortunately, 
although 76 records of negative cloud field changes were ob= 
tained, the range was determined for so few of these that the 
total number of strokes in this range could not be estimated, 
and therefore the proportions which were positive likewise 
could. not be calculated~ 
However, some reliance may· be placed upon the fact that 
observations were made on thunderstorms without any prior 
knowledge as to whether lightning strokes were between clouds 
or to ground, and that any natural inclination on the part 
of an observer not to record the more distant storms as 
frequently as close ones, would therefore have appli-ed equally 
to both types of discharge. 
Referring to Table XII only 106 out of a possible 378 
ground strokes, equivalent to 28% were recorded in the range 
10 - 20 km and it is improbable therefore, that a similar 
proportion of cloud strokes would have been recorded for that 
range, had their field. changes all been positive. Applying 
this proportion to the cloud stroke records of Table XIII 
the possible total number of records in this range was 1020, 
and. 28% or 286 would have been recorded~ However, in fact 
only 46 positiv·e field change records were recorded, which 
amounts to 16% of the 286 possible and this proportion is 
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important to the following calculation. 
If only 16% of the cloud field changes in the range 
10 - 20 km produce positive field changes, it would not be 
unreasonable to assume that the range at which reversal of 
polarity takes place is equivalent to 16% of the total area 
between 10 and 20 km radius. If R is the radius of the 
area within which positive cloud field changes occur# then 
R = [ o, 16 (202 -102) + 102 ] ~ = 12,2 km. This value according 
to equation (4.0) is of the correct order of magnitude for 
the reversal distance and is equivalent, for example, to the 
case of two charges of opposite polarity situated at 6 and 
11 km height above ground, which are, according to Malan 
within the range of values observed in South Africa. 
In view of the above it may be assumed with confidence 
that the frequency distribution for all cloud. field changes 
obtained from the total number of record applies to a range 
not exceeding about 12 km. With regard to the frequency 
distribution of positive field changes for cloud strokes 
in the range of 10 - 20 km, it is noted that the median 
value at 23.2 v/m was approximately half that for the 0 - lO km 
range, whereas it would be expected that this should have 
been of the order of less than one eighth~ 
Hence as with ground flashes there appears to be a 
similar apparent discrepancy from the D-3 relationship, 
only 't>Jith intra-cloud flashes it would be more difficult 
to trace the reason because electric field changes are so 
much more complicated than for ground flashes~ The inves= 
tigation in this case refers only to the·so-called 11 fast 11 
components which may well dissipate more energy in the form 
of electro-magnetic radiation. 
It is clear from the above discussion that the question 
of field change magnitude and waveforms for lightning dis= 
charges appears to require a more detailed fundamental study 
if the observed phenomena are to be satisfactorily explained. 
A study of the mechanism of the discharge should perhaps 
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clarify the question of the relative magnitudes of electro= 
magnetic radiation compared with the attenuation of the elec= 
trostatic portion of the field change# and this is undertaken 
in more detail in Part II of this thesis~ 
10~ The proportion of intra-cloud compared with cloud-ground 
lightning flashes 
It has been conceded in literature that the number of intra-
cloud flashes throughout the globe# exceeds the number 
between cloud and ground# and it is generally thought that 
the ratio varies between about 2:1 in temperate latitudes 
to values in excess of 5:1 in the tropics. Pierce(12) 
discusses a correlation with latitude, whilst Popolansky(13) 
relates the value to the number of thunderstorm days, and 
as yet there are no reliable statistics on the subject. The 
reason of course is that observation of this parameter is 
very difficult in view of the extreme variability of the 
ph en omen on. 
In this investigation it was found, for example that 
the storm which occured on the 15th April 1962 recorded 89 
flashes all of v1hich were intra-cloud, whilst the storms 
which occured in late November to early December of the same 
year 86 records were obtained of which only 15 were cloud 
flashes. It follows therefore that the production of one 
kind. or the other depends upon the type of thunderstorm, and 
a large number of observations would be needed to establish 
the mean value. 
Secondly, as described in the previous section, measure= 
ment by means of the field change introduces discriminatory 
sampling, whereby the response of the measuring circuit 
differs for the two types of flash. For example 369 cloud 
and 219 ground flashes analysed in Tables IX and X can be 
grouped in each range and the cloud to ground ratio determined 
from the cummulative numbers up to the limit of progressively 
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Table XV Analysis of number of cloud and ground flashes 
recorded in 1962/63 li~~tning season~ 
These records apply to the 1962/63 lightning season only 
and indicate that the ratio of the number of cloud flashes 
recorded to those of ground flashes decreased steadily as the 
range of observation increased. Whilst it is appreciated 
that the number of observations ~f either of the cases would 
decrease with range because of the decreasing magnitude of 
the field change, nevertheless the rate of falling off in 
numbers must differ~ From the previous section it is clear 
that the field changes due to cloud flashes reduce in magni= 
tude more rapidly than to those for ground flashes and this 
would account for the observation of Table XV. 
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Nevertheless it was suspected that the number of records 
was too scant upon which to base any definite conclusion since 
it would be expected that the difference in the rate of falling-
off in number of observations would not be large at close range~ 
All records for the complete three years of observation 
were therefore analysed, and the records grouped in steps of 
3~3 km limits up to 10 km - that is for the ranges of time to 
thunder of 0-10, 10-20 and 20.30 seconds. The number of 
records obtained per square kilometer could therefore be calCU= 
iated for each group and the ratio of these obtained. Table 
XVI shows the result of this analysis • 
.... , ·"· 
T1me I .. .· ! to Records! Number ,, .· 2 Ratio of Thunder Dist~nce i Number of per Km Numbers 
Range km .. '· ·!: I (sees) Cioud Grouhd Cloud ! Ground Cloud/ 
Ground 
.. 
0-10. . 0-3,3 127 40 3,64 j 1,14 3,20 
10-20 3,3-6, 7 360 171 3,44 ! 1,63 2,11 
·~ 20-30 6,T-10 186 199 1,07 I 1,14 0,94 ' 
• I I o-6,7 I 3,64 l 1,63' 2,24 0-20 Best Estimate l i i 
Table XVI Number of Records and Ratio of Cloud and 
Ground flashes in specified range groups. 
This analysis indicates that in the ce.se of the cloud 
flash records, the tendency to falling off in recording numbers 
were not very large until after 6,7 km. It also shows that 
the number of grou.."l.d flashes recorded in the 0-3,3 km range 
was in fact low since there is no reason why less should have 
been recorded in this range than in the next~ 
Accordingly the ratio of the numbers of cloud and ground 
flashes for these observations should be less than 3,20 in 
the first range, and only slightly greater than 2,11 as judged 






the cloud flash density for the first range fo 3,64 aand the 
ground record density for the second range of 1,63 thus by 
giving the best estimate of the ratio as 2,24~ 
This very low value would not have been deduced from the 
records of the orie season set out iii Table XV t~here for obser= 
'vat:ions up to 6,5 km the .ratio was 5~b, a figure which has 
.· . : ' 
been more gerlerally accepted in ttle literature for tropical 
areas~ On the other hand~ occasional storm clouds have been 
observed which exhibit a very high intra-cloud flashing rate 
which appears to occur in the top.of the cloud~ Such storm 
dlouds are rara but if they were to be included in any obser= 
vation of cloud and ground discharges they would tend to 
increase to cloud/ground ratio, temporarily perhaps, to very 
high values. 
11. Number of component strokes in lightning flashes to ground 
In carrying out an analysis of the number of component strokes 
in ground flashes from field change records cognisance had to 
be taken of the identification of the records bearing in mind 
that whilst intra-cloud flashes usually include a slow com= 
ponent of long duration, ground flashes nevertheless do .contain 
the occasional slow component following a stroke to ground 
which has been identified by other investigators as resulting 
from "continuing" currents. 
By far the greater majority of ground flash field change 
records however are clearly characteristic, and Fig. 18(a) 
shows a number of these which were visually identified. The 
identification of intra-cloud flashes has been primarily on 
the basis of 1vork carried out by r.fulan, privately communicated, 
and on published information by ~~uller Hillebrand (6) and 
Brook and Kitagawa(?) and there is overwhelming evidence in 
the oscillographic records obtained in. this investigation of 
a distinct form of field charge differing from that of ground 
flashes and conforming to the descriptions cited. Examples 
of these are included in Fig. 18(b). Included are a fevi 
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600 ms Time Sweep 
Std. Aerial with Cou nter 
97 7 
ERA. Aerial 
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-NOTE: The informa tion on the right of oscillograms indicates 
t he time sweep, the connections for each trace i n 











FIG. 18{a) Th e recorded field change of observed ground 
flashes. 
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Counter Input (Reversed 
Polarity) 
8 ,0 km 
580 ms 
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Counter Input (Reversed 
Polarity) 
11 ,7 km 
550 ms 
Counter Grid 
Counter Input (Re v ersed 
Polarity) 
6 10 ms 
Counter Grid 
Counter Input (Reversed 
Polarity) 
6,7 km 
NOTE: The info rmati on on the right of oscillograms indi ca tes 
the time sweep, the co nn ecti o ns for each trace in 
orde r, and the range if kn own. 
Recorded field changes assumed to be due to intra-
c loud flashes. 
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examples of intra-cloud flash field changes that appear to 
have very little underlying slow component but i n which the 
time intervals between the fast components are so short, less 
than 15 ms for example, as t6 render them suspect, and such 
cases have been identified by lf~lan as intra-cloud flashes. 
It is of course possible for a large magnitude slow com= 
ponent of field change to occur which would be so severly 
attenuated by circuits of relatively short time constants as 
to be unobserved. 
Finally many cases occur when the characteristic field 
changes for both ground and inter-cloud discharges appear 
consecutively on the same record and these have been classi= 
fied as two separate discharges for the purpose of qounting. 
In the early stages the oscillograph was used with a 
continuous internally triggered time sweep which therefore 
dispiayed all field change data but without time resolution . 
Later a single sweep of about 0,6 seconds was used, operated 
from the external trigger previously described, and in this 
instance the information was limited to this period. These 
aspects are discussed further in connection with the inter= 
pretation of the results. 
All data was abstracted from the oscillograms a t the 
CSIR using a D-MAC pencil follower equipment to digitise the 
coordinates of magnitude and time from a projection of the 
oscillogram and to transfer this to punched paper tape. A 
program was devised for the analysis of the data to render 
information regarding the number of components, the time 
intervals and total time together with their magnitude in 
arbitrary units. 
Altogether 1430 flashes were analysed having the number 
of strokes indicated in Table XVII which also shows the 
cumulative results and the percentages of the total in regard 
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.. . .'~!: .. . . 
Number of C9mponent Strokes in Flashes of 
Lightni~g to Ground 
Reporter 
1 2 3 4 5 6 or more 
Malan( 14) 13% 19% 18% 20% 12% 18% 
Pierce (i 5) 38% 27% 17% 9% 4% 5% 
Ber ger( 16 ) 65% 13% 10% 3% 4% 5% 
Andersoh 36% 16~0 12% 8% 7% 21 % 
Table XVIII Percentage number of Flashes having the 
indicated number of strokes 
.. 
The most significant aspect of _the data herein presented 
is the higher tendency to multiple stroke flashes observed 
for the Transvaal in South Africa and Rhodesia as obtained 
from the records of Malan and frotn this report, when compared 
with Pierce in the U.K. and Berger on Mt. San Salvatore, 
Switzerland. The latter in particUlar observed the largest 
proportion of single stroke flashes and only 5% with 6 or more 
strokes, whilst i n Southern Africa between 13% and 36% were 
single stroke flashes but approximately 20% exceeded six 
strokes. Pierce on the other hand observed about the same 
propertion of single stroke flashes as did the writer but 
thereafter the distribution dropped r apidly to the 5% level 
recorded by Berger. 
The corresponding thunderstorm day levels are 15 fbr the 
United Kingdom, 50 in Switzerland and about 80 in Southern 
Africa and it can be reasonably postulated that the above 
differences are associated with the degree of severity of 
lightning discharges, vlhich therefore must increase with 
the thunderstorm day level. 
It is shown i n Appendix II, Part II, that when the charge 
separation area is l arge, as would be the case i n very active 
thunderstorms, intra-cloud flashes a re the more likely - but 
if the ground flash regime is finally attained the charges 
involved are much larger and it would be expected that a high 
proportion of multiple flashes would result. However further 
explanations are required as to the discharge mechanism which 
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can give rise to multiple stroke flashes and this is discussed 
in Part II. 
An interesting feature reported by Berger( 16 ) was that 
of the 153 flashes observed, 36 were positive (conveying 
positive charge to ground) and these vtere all single stroke 
·~ r. . 
flashes. Despite the high probability of 0,65 in favour of 
sin~le stro~e flashes, there should still.have been about 
twelve m~tiple positive flashes. 
This aspect was therefore examined in respect of the 
present data with the results indicated in Table XIX. 
Negative Flashes Positive Flashes 
Number of 
Strokes Number Flashes % Total Number Flashes % Total 
.. ., 
1 444 37,6 62 50,8 
2 181 15,3 27 22' 1 
3 143 12' 1 18 14,8 
4 99 8,4 4 3,3 
5 88 7,5 3 2,5 
6 48 4' 1 3 2,5 
7 45 3,8 1 0,8 
8 34 2,9 0 o,o 
9 19 1 ,6 0 o,o 
10 80 6,7 4 3;2 
and above 
~ 
Total 1181 100,0 122 I 100,0 . 
Table XIX Comparison of the number of component strokes of 
positive and negative flashes 
Table XIX shows that 87,7% of all positive flashes had 
up to three component strokes whereas only 65% of all negative 
flashes were in the same category, and this indicates a 
significant tendency for positive flashes to have fewer com= 
ponents. Considering that in the case of Berger's data there 
was a much lower probability of multiple strokes for even 
negative flashes, the expectancy of a positive multiple stroke 




would be even less. 
Nevertheless both results suggest that there is an in= 
hibiting factor present i n the case of positivily tipped down= 
ward strokes which is not prese~t when the l eader is negative , 
and this factor would need explanation in any detailed propa= 
gation mechanism. It may be ei~her that it has to do 'ivith 
the lower velocity of positive streamers compared with 
negative, or that in the ca se of positive discharge s more 
charge is neutralised 1-rith each stroke, thereby leaving less 
charge over for subsequent discharges. 
12. Time intervals between component strokes of .a lightning_ flash 
An analysis was carried out on the time i ntervals between the 
first, second, third and fourth component strokes, and between 
all recorded strokes of lightning flashes without rega rd how= 
ever as to the inter-relation which may exist between them. 
For example the frequency distribution of first and second tine 
intervals wa s obtained independently for all results where 
they existed, irrespective of whether they occured within multi= 
stroke flashes or were simply tvTO or three stroke flashe s. 
The reason for this mode of treatment lies purely in the 
practical aspect of wanting to know what the pause times 
between strokes of a flash are and not the previous or follow= 
ing history - which however would be of considerable interest 
ahd could also be extracted from the results in due course -
but the number of permuta tions increases markedly ru1d more 
r esults are required if they a re to prove meaningful. 
The results exclude those in which the oscillos cope beam 
was free-running of course, and i n this case the effect of a 
restricted sweep time would be negligible if, as was observed, 
the mean value of time intervals was short by comparison. 
The frequency distributions of first, second, third and 
all time intervals have been plotted in Fig. 20, and some 
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Percentage of records exceec]_ing time 
' Time interval indicated in column 1 
Interval 
ms 1st 2nd 3rd All 
Interval Interval Interval Intervals 
10 95,3 93,8 93,3 91 ,2 
20 84,0 75' 1 73,1 71,6 
30 68,6 58,8 59,5 56,0 
40 56' 1 46,7 44,7 44,0 
50 44,7 I 36,2 32,6 34,4 100 22' 1 15,9 9,7 13,8 
150 
I 
12,8 9,0 5,9 7,7 
' 
200 8,2 5' 1 3,2 4,5 
300 3,3 2,0 2 '1 I 2' 1 
500 0' 1 0,5 0,2 I 0' 1 
I Total Records 844 643 476 3585 
r1e an Interval ms 74,7 I 62' 1 53' 1 56 ,8: l 
I I 
1 l\Iedian Interval ms! 44,7 I 36 ,6. I 35,7 34,9 I 65,9 69,2. i Std. Deviation ms 1 82,8 75' 1 ! I ' ~--------------~----------·----------~-------~-----------
Table XX Frequency distribution of 1st, 2nd, 3rd and all 
time intervals betw·een strokes of multiple flashes 
Comparing the order of time intervals, it is evident that 
not only the duration of the interval but also t he deviation 
from mean values reduces with increasing order from the first 
to the third time interval, but the extent of this reduction 
also converges except in the case of the standard deviation 
of the third interval which falls steadily. It may therefore 
be said that on average the succeeding time intervals are less 
than their predecessor, and not so dispersed, but taken all 
in all the spread is still very considerable. 
The first time interval is significantly longer than all 
time intervals, the mean being 31,5% in excess, the median 
28,2% and the standard deviation being 20,0% l arger than the 
values for all time intervals. This result is clearly seen 
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of all time intervals closely conforms to a Gaussian log-
normal distribution, whilst that of first time interval has 
two log-normal trends before and after the calculated median 
value. 
This type of departure may be due to the truncation of 
lower values, but it might ·well also be a f act that there is 
an absolute limit to the minimum value of time i nterval. 
By -r.·my of comparison with other observers the follov-r ing 




Percen t age of records exceeding 
indicated i nterval 
I l Anderson Pierce I Malan Berge r 








13,8% 26%, I I I 
~-~ 4,5% 9% i I ms 57 93 ! 45-63 l ! I Mean I 
ms 35 65 I 30- 50 ! ! Median 
Table XXI Distribution of Time Intervals with mean and 
median duration 
40 
In connection vli th the above t able the interval dura tions 
given by Pierce are notably larger than others and he made the 
same faint when comparing his data with that given by Bruc e and 
Golde 5). However, considering that the dispersion of time 
intervals is so large it would not be a t a ll surprising if 
results t aken over r el a tively s mall samples differ considerably . 
Considered from the standpoint tha t the time i ntervals 
between strokes represent the time ellapsing between the 
tapping of new sources of cha rge from the cloud, it a ppears 
unlikely that streamers of fixed velocity should traverse to 
neighbouring charge centres, since these would then r ange 
over distances which would be very large or very short and 
in no strict sequence. It seems necessary therefo re to seek 
an explanation in some other mechanism capable of explaining 
the very large dispersion in time interva l s despite a small 
median value. 
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13. Total duration of lightning flas~es to ground 
In this case and judging from previous observations by r121an ( 14 ) 
some 5% of all discharges l'fould exceed the 600 ms which vras 
the approximate limiting time swaep used in this investigation. 
Nevertheless the data was analysed and the results are com=-= 
~ared with those of Ivialan in Table XXII. 
I Duration I of '% of records with durations exceeding the 
h I Indicated values ! _____I 
I I I l ncluding )l~xcluding I 
IBe:rger 
l ms Single 1 Single 1 "lslan Pierce I 
! Strokes I Strokes 1
11 .. 




100 66,2% l 77% I !• I 44,8% I I 
150 55,9% 62% 
I I 37,8% l 
I 
I ! 
I 200 30,2% 44,7% 50% I 
1-
I i 
250 24,5% 36,2% 36% i I 
300 20,9% 30,9% 255~ I i I I I I 400 13,7% 20,3% 13% I l I I 7,2% 10,7% 7% I l 
I 
500 I I __ ,_j r---- I 
1153 l Total Number 1430 I 967 i 530 i 373 I I i i I 
I I 
·j I 
j l\t1ean Duration rrBI147,7 I 245 ' !281 '5 I 
I l ! I Median l j ! I Duration rrsl 66,9 1177' 1 l 180 j 180 :200 
I Std. Deviation I 182,0 I IDS/ ; 183' 1 l - I -I -- I ---· 
Table XXII Distribution of total duration of flashes with 
mean and median values 
The frequency distribution of the duration of flashes can 
be dipicted in two ways. In the first, all single stroke 
flashes which have virtually zero time duration may be added, 
in which case a possibly more correct absolute distribution is 
obtained if for example one is applyj_ng the data for the 
purpose of determining the probability of success with circuit, 
breaker auto-reclosing cycles. In this case successful op= 
eration is measured against all lightning flashes to the 
system. Secondly of course, for the intensive study of the 
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multiple stroke discharge, single stroke flashes are ommitted. 
In the preceeding table Berger's figure of 180 ms median duration 
definitely excludes single stroke flashes which were by far in 
the majority, and which if included, would have reduced the 
figure very considerably. Whether Pierce included 33% of 
his recordsof flashes which were single strokes, is not stated, 
but Malan includes them. In this instance however there were 
only 13% single stroke records and their omission or addition 
vrould not change the distribution radically. 
It is evident that the lack of records in excess of 
600 ms in the present investigation has tended to lower the 
duration times when compared with Malan, but it is noteable 
that despite this, there were more long duration flashes in 
the range exceeding 400 ms in the present records. 
It is of interest to note that both r1Ialan and Pierce 
found a correlation of the duration of flashes with the order 
of the number of component strokes. Unfortunately one quotes 
the median values and the other the mean values vrhich differ 
significantly as shown in Table XXII, but the comparison is 
nevertheless indicated in Table XXIII belmrr, shovring also an 
estimate of the median value for Pierce's observations based 
on 0,73 of the mean. 
- :; -~~ - I J Numberiof Malan Pierce Pierce Strokes Median Value Mean Value .Estimated Median in flash 
2 80 ms 150 ms 110 ms 
3 150 ms 200 ms 147 ms 
4 200 ms 340 ms 250 ms 
5 or more l 350 ms 515 ms 380 ms l 
I I 
Table XXIII Mean and Median values of flash duration with 
increasing order of number of strokes 
The correction factof of 0,73 for the ratio of the 
median to the mean duration was obtained from Table XXII 
where both values were given by Pierce. In the present in= 




a departure from a normal Gaussian distribution. Unlike the 
distribution of time intervals between strokes which followed 
a log-normal distribution the total durations in this investi= 
gation do not, neither do the values quoted by Malan. Further 
investigation confirms that they do not follow a normal dis= 
tribution either and the reason for this is not very obvious. 
It is possible however that the erratic manner of the dis= 
tribution of very long and very short intervals may have 
some influence. There are many cases where the time intervals 
are more or less equal within a flash~ that is either all long 
or all short; there are however also many cases where the 
majority are short intervals but one or two or more are long 
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Table XXIV Typical Patterns of time intervals between strokes 
Hence it is clear that whilst there is a correlation 
between the duration of a flash and its number of strokes, 
there is also r. pattern which indicates that a flash having 
a long duration may consist of a large number of strokes 
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with short time intervals between them, or it may comprise a 
few components with one or two very long time intervals, and 
this dual form of distribution might well ac count for the 
observed irregularity in the frequency distribution pattern 
for the duration of all flashes. 
14. Slow component field changes 
In 4,1 % of the flashes recorded, or 60 records, a slow field 
change was observed to follm-v one of the strokes, and in one 
case two strokes in the same flash, and examples of the 
recordings are shown in Fig. 22. Of the 60 records, 12 or 
about 20% follovTed the first stroke and in all cases there 
were succeeding strokes without slow components, 16 or about 
27% followed an intermediate stroke whilst 33 or 55% succeeded 
the last stroke of the flash. 
The 60 slow components were distributed in the stroke 
order as indicated in Table XXV . 
Number of slow I Stroke Order Percentage of Tot al Components -1 1 12 20,0 
2 9 15,0 I I 
3 8 13,3 I 
4 4 6,7 I 
5 7 11 '7 I 
6 6 10,0 
7 2 3,3 
8 4 6,7 
9 2 3,3 
10 1 1 '7 
11 2 3,3 
12 1 1 '7 
L:- 2 3,3 -+ I Total 60 100,0 
' 
! 
Table "'XXV Number and percentage of slow components 
associated with the stroke order indicated 
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FIG. 22 Examples of slow field changes following component 
strokes of ground flashes. 
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It can be inferred from this t able that apart from the 
preference for the last stroke, slow components could there= 
after be associated with any other stroke within a flash with 
a second preference for the first stroke. 
The term "slow 11 is of course relative and i n this context 
it is defined as a field charge which significantly delays the 
decay time of the measuring R.C. circuit potential beyond 
that which the time constant of the circuit would otherwise 
dictate. In this case a time constan t of less than 1 ms l-IaS 
used, so that if no slow component field change was present, 
or if it was very slow by compar i son, the decay time would 
not be observed when using a time sweep of about 600 ms. 
These field changes are therefore relatively large and their 
duration can be measured up to the point when the rate of 
change of field is insignificant in so far as this is deter= 
mined by the measuring circuit time constant. 
Table XXVI gives the frequency distribution of the 







Percentage of Records 








200 25 ,0 
300 9,6 
400 1 '9 
Mean Duration - 142 ms 
Median Duration- 115 ms 
Standard Deviation 
- 104 ms 
Table XXVI Distribution of the durations of slow· component 
field changes 
Both the mean and the median duration of slow components 




indicating that they are substantial components of field 
change which merit a full explanation. 
Brook et al( 17) in a sample of 200 records folh~d that 90% 
were ground flashes and of these about 50% contained slow 
components, which is an exceedingly high proportion compared 
with the present record and would appear to indicate that 
they are associated with a particular kind of thunderstorm. 
Pierce( 15) on the other hand does not give the proportion 
observed but does not say whether they irJ"ere in significantly 
large numbers. He did however observe that there appeared 
to be two types - in the first, v;hich he terms S ( oc), the 
field change immediately followed the return stroke (R element) 
without interruption until a steady field was obtained. In 
the second, or S(~) type, the field changs was interspersed 
with quiescent intervals often immediately succeeding the R 
element. With a one millisecond time constant this latter 
type would have produced a single slow component apparently 
not associated with the R element, and this has not been 
observed in the present records. However there is some 
evidence supporting the view that slo"'iT components are 
associated with certain types of storm in that several are 
observed to occur in one thunderstorm and thereafter there 
are large gaps in the chronological record. 
As for their explanation, Berger( 1B) observes from 
direct lightning current measurement, that downward negative 
strokes usually produced a number of impulse currents of the 
order of thousands of amperes and some of these are follow·ed 
by "continuing" currents of the order of h1..mdreds of amperes 
lasting for ten to 100 ms and more. The impulse currents 
are clearly identified with the fast R element field change 
of the return stroke, and the continuing current would pro= 
duce the slow component field change observed by other 
investigators. The possibility of a discharge to ground 
triggering off an intra-cloud discharge cannot, however, be· 
discounted, and this would also produce a slow field change; 
also the fact that since these field changes occur in close 
proximity to the junction (or J.) process between successive 
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R elements, there could also be some confusion as to whether 
they are associated with the return stroke proper or whether 
they are a separate distinct phenomenon. This matter will be 
further discussed in Part II of the thesis however. 
15. The Polarity of field changes of_ground flashes 
Reference to Fig. 18(a) will indicate that there was one 
observed case of a ground flash in which not all component 
strokes had the same polarity. In view of this, the 1430 
records -vmre subdivided according to Table XXVII. 
Description of Subdivision 
(i) All components positive 
f •• ) 
\ J_ .J . il~ but one component 
positive 
(iii) Both polarities 
(iv) All but one component 
negative 
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Table XXVII Polarity of field changes of groU11d flashes 
It is seen that positive field changes (negative flashes) 
certainly predominate but not to the same extent as observed 
previously for Southern Africa. The ratio of purely one 
polarity to the other in this case is 9,6:1 in favour of 
negative flashes whereas Anderson and Jenner( 19), from mag= 
netic link studie s of lightning currents to transmission 
lines in Rhodesia, noted a ratio of 14:1 whilst Schonland( 20) 
and Halliday( 21 ) both recorded a ratio of 17:1 for South 
Africa. 
Observations in Europe on the other hand, are very differ= 
ent. Berger, for example, in a private communication, records 
125 down-vmrd negative flashes to 39 positive resulting in a 
r a tio of 3,2:1 for Switzerland whilst Popolansky (22 ) i n 
Czechoslovakia found a ratio of 5,2:1. 
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Pierce(15) gives ratios of positive/negative field changes 
measured at Cambridge in the U.K. which vary between 4,5 for 
large field changes at close range to 1,1 for distant field 
changes of small magntidue. He does not however appear to 
have differentiated between field changes due to intra-cloud 
flashes with those toground, and in the case of the field 
changes due to discharges at large distances, those due to 
intra-cloud flashes are likely to be so small as to be neg= 
ligible; hence the ratio of 1,1 recorded should apply mainly 
to ground flashes. 
rlfackerras ( 23) recording in Queensland found ratios for 
ground flashes which also varied with distance from about 9:1 
at close range to 2,5:1 at about nine to twenty kilometers, 
with a mean value of 4,8:1 in favour of negative flashes. He 
also observed complex polarities in approximately 18% of his 
recordings. 
The evidence is therefore seen to be substantial that in 
the predominately heat or convection type of storms prevalent 
in the Southern African sub-tropics, over 80% of ground flashes 
are negative i n polarity - that is they lower negative charge 
to ground, whereas in Europe and the U.K. the proportion is 
very much less, the lower limit being of the order of 50%. 
In Queensland which is also subtropical but at the coast com= 
pared to plateau conditions inland for Southern Africa, close 
range storms produce about the same proportion of negative 
flashes as in the present investigation, and there appears 
to be no radical reason v1hy this should change with increasing 
distance unless there is some sampling mechanism which tends 
to favour positive flashes when at a distance, for example 
the current flowing or charge deposited in a stroke. 
Whilst Pierce( 15) found that the field change variation 
with distance was the same for both positive and negative 
field changes, Berger( 18 ) records that downward positive 
flashes had up to 300 C charge per flash compared with a 
maximum of 80 C for negative flashes and correspondingly the 
the values of Ii2dt were also longer; furthermore he observed 
that all positive flashes were single strokes which means that 
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the field change would take place in one step . Hence there 
is the distinct possibility that positive flashes giving rise 
to negative field changes might intrude in greater numbers 
when recording at long range simply on account of the higher 
magnitude field change triggering the recording equipment 
more frequently. 
However, in so far as the different ratios of positive to 
negative flashes is concerned in Europe compared with Southern 
Africa, the most plausible explanation seems to be in the 
different types of thunderstorm which may occur. A high 
preferance for negative flashes would appear to conform more 
closely to the classic bi-polar structure oi a convection type 
of thundercloud with virtually always the same polarity 
orientation with some occasional cases where the positive 
; 
charge, normally in the higher reaches, either moves downwards 
at some stage of the thunderstorm or the positive charge itself 
breaks dowr1 and discharges to earth after the negative charge 
has been depleted by previous ground flashes. 
Where positive flashes are more prevalent, it would appear 
that the charging mechanism may be different and that, as a 
consequence, positive charges are more frequently found in the 
lower altitudes. Berger in a communicated statement records 
the consecutive polarity of charges in clouds passing over 
Mt. San Salvatore in Lugano and in which positive and negative 
charge followed each other in about equal proportions. This 
may also be the situation with respect to frontal type thU11der= 
storms which result from the meeting of two layers or wedges 
of air masses at differing temperatures and moisture contents 
and in which it is difficult to envisage the same type of 
vertical charge seperation process as occurs with the con= 
vection types of thunderstorm more prevalent in the tropics. 
In view of the above comments, which are at this stage 
somewhat conjecture, it is necessary to state that the con= 
siderations which follow in Part II are mainly confined to the 
classical bipolar cloud model, although the principles of the 
mechanism of a discharge to ground must always be somewhat 
similar, whatever the manner of charge separation. 
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16. The rela tive magnitude of field changes i n successive strokes 
of a flash 
An analysis was undertaken of 905 os cillograms of ground 
flashes which had a t least t wo component flashes, and on vJhich 
no component magnitude was off-scale. 
First of all a comparison ll'la.s made of the mean , median 
and standard deviation of the r a tios of the magnitude s of the 
second component to the first, the third to the first and the 
third to the second , vl i th the result i nd icated in Table 
XXVIII below. 
~escription of ~'bgnitude Ratio 
I 2nd to 1s t ( 905 values) 
13rd to 1s t (671 values ) 
! 3rd to 2nd (671 values) 
i rrr ! M d. ,. Standa rd 1 
. 'lean f' e l an . D . t . : 
h 
8Vl a lOll ! -- ___ _.,.._ ___ ____.... 
,4 o,6 ; 5, 6 1 
I 1, 3 I 0,5 i 8 ,1 I 
! 1,4 I 0,9 I 2,1 t 
! I i ~ 
Table XXVIII Ratio of TJJagni tudes of oscilloscope deff ections 
due to field changes of the first, second and 
third component of a lightn ing fl ash 
It is observed tha t the three distributions ar e f a r fro:n 
normal Gaussian , and accordingly the standard deviation and to 
a lesser extent the mean va lue s are perhaps no t signific a nt 
since a fe 1or very l a rge values of ratios vfould have consider= 
able influence on these pa rameters. However the median v alues 
a re in all cases l ess than unity indicating a 50% probability 
that the second component for example would have a magnitude 
0,6 of the value of the first. Si milarly the third component 
shmvs a tendency to be lesser in magnitude than the second. 
Also whilst there i s a high probability tha t the t wo 
components following the fir st will be l ess in magnitud e , 
cases do occur wh en the reve rse is true , and these cannot be 
ignored. This is particularly emphas ised by the f act that 
the mean values of the ratio a re all ~n excess of unity . 
I n a second analys i s the amplitudes of the first , second 
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and third components were expressed as r a tios t o t he mean 
value of all components of the s ame flash, and t he r esults 
of this analys i s are more consis tent ru1d a r e a s i ndica ted i n 
Table XXI X. 
Description of Magnitude Ratio 
1st componen t to fJJe an (905 values ) 
2nd component to Mean (905 values) 









0 , 5 
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Table XXIX Ratio of magnitudes of oscilloscope defle ctions 
due to the first, s econd and t hir d component , t o 
tha t of the mean va lue f or all components of t he 
same flash 
I n this ca se the distributions ar e c losel y normal 
Guassian, a nd there i s now much more conclusive evidence of 
the l arger magnitude of the first component compar ed with 
the second or t h ird comp onent. The r a tio of t he mean and 
median of the second component to that of t he fir s t is 0, 6 
and 0,57 r espectively which agrees closely with the median 
value for this r a tio given i n Table XVIII. Table XXI X al s o 
shows that the second or third component s have i dentical 
dis tribution s, and both tend to be less in magnitude than the 
mean value for the flash. 
The above analysis ther efore doe s no more than i ndica t e 
that the probability tha t the first c omponent will be l a rger 
than all others, i s h i gh, but there i s still a significant 
probability tha t it -vlill be less . 
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THE CAPACITANCE OF AERIAL SYSTEMS 
PART I APPENDIX I 
Summary Aerial systems are used frequently in experimental 
work connected with lightning - for example in the 
measurement of electric field changes ~r in appli= 
cations to lightning flash counters. It is impor= 
tant therefore to be able to determine the parameters 
cf these systems 1 in particular their capacitance 
and effective height. 
The capacitance of aerials is dependant upon 
the charge distribution in the aerial and this in 
turn upon the operating conditions, and in most 
cases it is necessary to arrive at a compromise which 
best fits the actual electric field conditions with 
minimum errors. 
This appendix describes methods of calculation 
f~r a number of cases and discusses some of the 
errors that arise between calculation and measure= 
ment. 
Contents 
1. The capacitance of a charged sphere 
2. The capacitance of a horizontal 
cylindrical c~nductor of finite length. 3 
3. The capacitance of a vertical conductor 8 
4. The capacitance of the experimental 
standard vertical aerial. 14 
5. The capacitance •f an inverted L-
or T-shaped aerial. 21 
6. The effect of a c~nducting support. 25 
7. The capacitance of the E ~R.A . aerial. 28 
8. References. 32 
THE CAPACITANCE OF AERIAL SYSTEMS 
PART I; APPENDIX I~ 
1. Capacitance of a charged sphere 
The capacitance C of any eleo:trode or charged volume 
is defined as the quantity which relates the potentia l 
V of the electrode or charged volume to that of its 
total charge q namet1: 
v = q/c ·Volts (1.0) 
In the case of an isolated charge such as might 
be lodged on a sphere of radius "r" the potential on 
the surface of the sphere is calculated by as s uming 
the charge is situated at a point at the centre of t he 
sphere whence:-
(1.1) 
Where E0 is the permitivity of free space and has 
the approx imate value of 10-9/36II f arad-meters, and 
Er is the dielectric constant of the media which i s 
assumed to be unity for air. This potential is that 
of the surface of the sphere relative to zero potential 
at infinity and the capacitance by definition is simply:-
(1. 2) 
If however the charged sphere is relatively c l ose 
to an infinite perfectly conducting plane, such as the 
earth is us ually considered to be when the radius of the 
sphere is small compared to that ef the earth, the 
potential a t the surface of the sphere may be referred 
to this plane by considering the effect of a like charge 
of opposite polarity situated as a mirror image below 








' ' ' 
''-..._j 
Figure 1. Charge +q on sphere of radius r, at a height 
h above conducting zero potential plane. 
The charge on the sphere now distributes itself such 
that more charge is situated on the lower portion of the 
sphere due to the attraction of charge of opposite polari= 
ty on its image but if the radius of the sphere is small 
compared with its height above ground this effect is neg= 
lected, or in other words h ±.. r ~ h~ The potential on the 
surface of the sphere is then given by the following:-
V = q/4TI€ E ·(1/r-1/2h) o r · 
In this case if 2 h >> r the effect of earth is 
seen to be negligible. Likewise the capacitance is· 
simply:-
C = 4TIE E (1/r-1/2h) -1 farad o r (1. 4) 
However, the potential nf the sphere is·reduced and 
the capacitance increased by the proximity of the earth 
by an amount proportional to r/2h in both cases 
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2. Capacitance of a horizontal cylindrical conductor 
of finite length 
The following method of calculatien is described by 
Jordan1) using identical principles to the above~ 
First of all considering the potential relative to 
infinity, the potential at a point P on the surface 
of the conductor is derived assuming that the total 
charge q is distributed~ say uniformly~ along the 
centre line of the c(}nductor> of length "L" and radius 
"r", as in figure 2.0. This is analngous to the case 
of a sphere, in that the charge in that case was 
considered to be located at its centre. 
-·r=:::::----·-···----- --- ··- L --- _____ ___,...-'"! 
. _1_ ~ ~~-- ->i ~ ~- _ _t 
r I bx. 5· ---~ - -- _ c?_ / \ 
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1 ~X , j.< ~o-'X--- ~< X-X~I ! . I 
Figure 2.0 Diagram illustrating potential at P 
due to charge q distributed 
along centre line of c~nductor of 
length L and radius r. 
The charge 6q on a small element 6x situated x 
from one end of the conductor is given by:-
6q = q/L• 6x (2.0) 
The increment of potential at the point P (distant 
x
0 
from the same end) due to the elemental charge 6q 
is •then:-
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2 2 ..!_ 
when s = [(x
0
-x) +r )] 2 
Substituting for oq and putting E
0 
= E and Er = 1 




(2 . 1) 
(2~2) 
Similarly for that portion of the charge q which lies 




v2 = q/47TEL~ I [(x'-xA) 2+r2]-2 dx' 
X 
0 
The p~tential at P is therefore given by Vo=V1+v2 
and results in the foll owing expression:-
The bracket term of equaticn (2.4) gives rise to a 
function which is illustrated diagrammatically in figure 
2~1 below. 
< ) ;- --- -- :::.. __ :::- --
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Figure 2.1 Calculated potentlal along surface of 
conductor for assumed uniform charge 
distribution. 
' .t_ . 




The actual potential at any point along the surface 
of th~ c~nductor should of course be uniform, but merely 
becau~e of the charge distribi.ltioh assumed, tqe potential 
,. . ' ~ .. 
at th~ extremities falls off as shown. It c~rt be seen that 
the charge per unit length would need to be increased sharply 
as the extremities are approached if a uniform potential is 
to be achieved~ A better apprmdmation to the actual charge 
distrib~tion has been calculated with the aid of a computer( 2), 
but it is found that it is sufficiently accurate for all prac= 
tical purposes to find the average potential; since this 
value is only a few percent less than the potential calculated 
for the midpoint x
0
=L/2. In other t'fords, the effect of the 
fall of p~tential at the extremities is negligible. The average 
potential is given by the expression:-
L 




is as given in equation (2~4), 
resUlts in the following expression:-
This integral 
V = q/2rrEL~ [Ln(2L/r) -1] (L>>r) 
So in this case 
C = 2rr~L tLn(2L/r) .{j-1 
In order to calculate the effect of the earth, the 
potential at the point P, Figure (2~0) must be reduced 
by a term derived from the image charge as illustrated 




Figure (2~2) Potential at P due to the charge -q 
in the image. 










The integrals are of course identical to the previous 
cases with "2h" replacing "r", and possibly 2h cannot be 
neglected when compared with L in the case of short aerials~ 
Hence the complete expression for the aver~ge potential of 
of the conductor including the effect of earth is:-
V = q/2TieL~[sinh-1 (L/r) - sinh-1 (L/2h) 
+ [1+(2h/L) 2]! -(1+2h/L)] (2. 9) 
Where sinh"1 (L/r) = Ln (2L/r)if L>>r~ 
Of special interest perhaps is the case when L is 
infinitely long or at least L>>2h whence only the two 
-1 sinh terms remain in the bracket and the expression 
reduces to the well known form namely that:-
V = q/2TieL~ Ln (2h/r) 
7/ •• ~ 
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Whenc e the capacitance per unit l ength is : -
C/L = 2nE [Ln(2h/r)]-1 (2 .11 ) 
When a horizontal conductor is plac ed a t a he i ght 
h in a unif orm say negative electrostatic field of inten= 
sity E V/m such as produced by charges i n t he clouds , 
the potential due to this field at t he height h i s of 
course V = E ~h. The conductor would initially have 
charges induced in it of t q~ the positive value of 
which being on the upper most side (as E is assumed to 
be negative ) whilst the negative charge would lodge 
on the lower side. 
If the negat ive charge j_s allowed to esca pe say by 
attaching a radio-active material to the conductor, the 
conductoi' will become charged to the value of the poten= 
tial of the f ield at that height. 
If on the other hand the conductor is earthed, f or 
example by connecting it to an R C circuit for the 
measurement of f ield change, the potential of the con= 
ductor is reduced to zero and the negative charge es capes 
to earth l eaving a positive charge onl y on the con= 
ductor. This apparent anomaly is explained by the 
fact that at any point on the surface of the conductor 
at height h above ground, the potential due to the el ec= 
trostatic field is E.h which is negative for a negative 
field whilst the potential at that po i nt due to the 
induced positive charge on the conductor is positive 
but the quantity of charge is such tha t the potentia l 
due to it i s of equal magnitude to that of the potentia l 
of the inducing field, thereby making t he potential at 
the point zeroo 
The charge on the conductor under thes e circums tan= 
ces is given by 
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If the field changes by a small increment 6E~ in a 
in a time6t., t he change ln6q will be q == C.h.6E. 
In the limit dq/at = c.h.aE/dt. 
Whence the current flowing be tNeen the conductor and 
earth is given by : -
i = C .h., dE/ dt ~ 
The Capacitance of a conductor is not intrinsically 
dependant upon the value of dE/dt and its equivalent frequency 
spectra,~~ but Fhen it i s meast.rred using frequencies t:1at have 
a corresponding waveJ.ength whJ.ch is comparable with the length 
of the conductor., corrections have to be applied to the measured 
value to compensate for the d:!.stributed nature of the capacitance 
and inductance. 
The Capacitance of a vel"tical c ~ndEctor =-~~~_;_:. ____________ .....-.,:_..;.._ _ _
Obviously in the case of a horizontal conductor a vertical le~d 
may be required to connect such conductor to other circuits; 
a:).te·rnp.tively a vei•tical aer·~-~l j_tself may be emp:I,e>yed. Hence 
it is necessary to calculate the capacitance of such a verti= 
cal conductor and to consider it in relation to a possible 
connection to a horizontal member. 
The method of calculation for a vertical aerial is i n 
general similar to that outlined for the horizontal conductor 
in that a charge distribution is assumed, whereupon the paten= 
tial at a given point P on the surface of the conductor and 
distant x from the bottom end say is found ; finally the average 
0 
potential is derived and from this the capacitance is found~ 
By way of experimentation three different charge distri= 
butions are assumed., firstly uniform~ secondly linear - that 
is a uniformly increasing charge per unit length from zero at 
the base to a maximum at the top, and finally a parabolic 
distribution also assuming zero charge at the base. The effect 
of eartl1. is taken into acc o·:.'.'1.t from the outs et.!' si.nce the bas e end 
9/ ... 
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:J.s assumed to be in contact with it either directly 
or through a measuring circuit. Figure 3.0 lllus= 
trates the basic method of calculation. 
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Figure 3.0 Diagram illustrating basic arrangement 
of a vertical conductor of height "'h" and radius 
"r" in which a charge "q" is distributed .along 
its length in any assumed manner. 
Consider the potential at a point P on the surface 
of the conductor distant x
0 
from the base, and as s ume 
that the charge q is distributed along the centre line 
e~f the conductor in a prescribed manner. If the 
charge distribution is uniform the charge in a small 
element OX distant X from the base is oq = q/h~ OX~ 
As before, the potential at P must be found for 
the charge situated below P i~e. when x < x
0
, and 
abtlve P when x > x
0
; in addition the potential is re= 
duced by the charge in the mirror image. The potential 
10/ •• ~ 
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equation for this case is as follows:-
xo h 
V00 = q/4TIEh;[~ (s1)-1 dx + Jx (Sl)-1dx -;: (s2)-1dx] 
Where s1 = [(x -x) 2+r2 ]~ 
s1 = [(x~x ) 2+r2 ]~ 
0 2 1 
s2 = [ (x+xo) 2+r ]2 
The integrals are all standard f orms and the result 
is as follows for the case of a uniform distribution of charge: -
B~ 
B~ 
V = q/4nEh~ {2 sinh-1 (x /r)+sinh-1[(h-x )/r] 
00 0 0 
- sinh -i [ (hl-x
0
)/r]} (3 ~1) 
For the case of a linear distribution of charge 
6q = 2q/h2 ~x6x~ Whence upon integration the poten= 
tial is:-
v 
= 2q/4nEh2 {x sinh-1 [(h-x )/r]+ x sinh-1 [(h+x )/:r ] 
0 0 0 . 0 
+ [(h-x ) 2+r2 ]~- [(h+x ) 2+r2 ]~ (3~2) 
0 0 
For the parabolic distribution 6q = 3Q/h3.,x2ox 
Whence after the necessary integration the potential 
equation is likewise:., 
C; V02 ~ 3q/4TI€3; {2 (x~-r2/2) sinh-1 (x0/r) 
+ (x~+r2/2)sinh-1 [(h-x0)/rJ- (x;-r2/2) sinh~1 [(h+x0)/r] 
+ 1/2(3x0+h)[(h-x0 ) 2+r2 ]~1/2 (3x0 -h) [(h+x0 ) 2+r2 ]~ 
2 2 ..!..} - 3x [x + r ] 2 
0 0 
(3~ 3 ) 
Putting h = 2m and h/r = 103 the above functj_ons are 
plotted as Curves A1 B ~~d C respectively on figure 3~0 
(attached) in terms of the following general equation; 
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For the purp~se of comparison, an ideal linear potential along 
the c•nductor equal to the pt~~tential in a uniform field ,.l .1.c 




=h is twice the calculated average potential of the conductor . 
They'- show that if the charge distribution is assumed 
to be linear the potential along the vertical conductor 
closely c~nfdrms to the lihear potential of the field. As 
in the case of t he horiznntal conductor, the potential at 
the extremity, in this instance' the top end, falls away sharply, 
indicating that the charge distribution should actually be 
altered at the extremity. But as before, a sufficiently 
close estimate of the capacitance can be obtained by avera= 
ging the potential by integration with respect to x
0 
and 
dividing the result by h. 
For each of the cases mentioned the resultant average 
potential is calculated t~ be as follows :-
(a) For a uniform charge distribution 
V~=q/2rreh; [(Ln(h/r)-1)] (h>>r) (3 ~ 4 ) 
(b) For a linear charge distribution 
V1=q/2Tieh~ [(Ln(2h/r)-3/2] (h>>r) (3.5) 
(c) F~r a parabolic charge distribution 
V2=q/2rreh~ [Ln(h/r)-5/6)] (h>>r) (3~6) 
The above expressions are significantly clos~ to each 
other provided Ln(h/r) is sensibly larger than unity, as it 
usually is. For h/r=103 f~r example the values for the capa= 
citances per unit height are 9,402; 9,106; and 9,144 pF/m 
respectively. Hence ins~far as the calculation of capaci= 
tance is concerned, any charge distribution would prnduce a 
result USUally accurate enough for practical purpese~; hOW= 
ever the case of the linear charge distributi~n best fits 
the linear field gradient assumed, and is therefore adopted~ 
The capacitance of a vertical conductor, when in a uniform 
electrostatic field, is therefere taken to be as f~llows:-




The requirement that when connected to earth, 
the potential at any point along the conductor surface 
must be zero is sufficiently satisfied if the calcu= 
lated average potential of the conductor due to its 
own charge is made equal in magnitude to the average 
potential of the inducing electrostatic field E over 
the height of the conductor~ Here in this case 
V = ~ E~h (3~8) 
Compared with a horizontal conductor also at a 
height h above ground, the vertical conductor is seen 
therefore to have an effective height of h/2~ 
The capacitance of an aerial is however dependant 
upon the charge distribution and the conditions of' 
operation~ For example a useful method of measurement 
as described by Scuka3), is to charge the aerial by 
means of a battery to a predetermined potential, and 
then to discharge it through a resistance at the same 
time measuring the voltage decay versus time on an 
oscilloscope~ This can be done repeatedly by connec= 
ting and disconnecting the battery supply from the . 
aerial. The capacitance is then calculated from the 
exponential decay time constant which can be easily 
determined by plotting the logarithm of the observed 
voltage against time. This results in a straight 
line from which the exponent 1/RC can be determined, 
and since the resistance R used in the circuit is 
known the value of the capacitance C can be calculated. 
In the case of a vertical aerial, however, the 
charge distribution during such a test can be expected 
to be such that it is more concentrated at the end 
closest to earth, or in direct opposition to what is 
assumed to be the most likely condition when the 
aerial is under the influence of a uniform electro= 
13/ •• 0 
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static field. If., for example, the charge distribu= 
tion is linear in the inverse sense for such a test 
·condition., the potential equation involved is as follows, 
neglecting insignificant terms:-
The following table illustrates the calculated 
cppacitances per unit height for three. values of h/r 
and compares the test condition of equation 3~9 with 
that of the capacitance in a uniform field: equation 3.7. 
-------------2~.--------o......·r-: 
Parameters.. h/r=10 1,. h/r=1o3j h/r=10 l 
!---""'!l::~-------...i-----~----..;_---··- -----i 
Capacitance in a uni=l l f I 
form :f'ieJ.d ; l}i-,6) pF/rri 9,11 pF/m; 6,60 pF/m i 





; 16 5 
i 
111.,8% 
" 9'75 II II 
i 7,1% 
Hence the tendency for charge to concentrate on 
the portion of the aerial closest to the earth can have 
a marked effect in.the casa ~f small values of the 
ratio h/r, and in general., the measured capacitance 
exceeds the capacitance in a uniform field~ 
By way of comparison with other results Goodlet4) 
gave the following expression for the capacitance of a 
vertical conductor per metre of height:-
C/h = 111,o•f 2 [Ln(2h/r)-1]- 1,oJ-
1
pF/m 
. l J (3.10) 
He goes on to·support his calculation by a number 
of measurements which all show very close agreement, 
but neither the charge distribution assumed, nor the 
method of measurement, was outlined. 
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However, for a value of h/r of 103 the capacitance 
per unit height would therefore be 9,16 pF/m 
which compares favourably with the value of 
9,11 pF/m given in the table above for the capaci= 
tance in a uniform field. 
Also Anderson and Jenne~) gave a similar 
expression for the capacitance of a vertica~ con= 
ductor of height h, and radius r, with its base 
H above ground (converted to metric units) 
C/h = 111,0 {2[Ln(2h/r)·1]·Ln(3/2h+H) 
+ Ln(1/2h+H)} pF/m (3;11) 
When H =0 the two logarithmic terms oonta.ining H 
reduce to Ln 3= 1,0986, in which case the expression is 
almost identical to that obtained by Goodlet. 
The expression derived by the writer differs slight= 
ly only in the value of the numerical censtant and this 
value depends upon the form of charge distribution 
assumed. It is contended, however, that since the 
linear charge distribution assumed gives rise to a 
potential along the conductor which closely matches 
that of the inducing uniform field, the resulting capa= 
citance is the best approximation under the particular 
conditions of operation~ 
4. The capacitance of the exQerimental standard vertical 
aerial 
This aerial consisted of a tapered aluminium rod 21 30 m 
in length supp~rted on a steel pole of 2,54 ems (1inch) 
in diameter and 2,11 m high as illustrated in figure 
4.0 below~ 






2)o o, too 
II' I ~J 114-
' ~ t 
r = 3,25x1o-3 
r = 4,25x10-3 
r = 5,0x1o-3 
r = 0,0423 (equivalent) 
r = 0,0127 
Figure 4~0 Dimensions of staridard vertical aerial 
in metres~ (Not to scale) 
First considering that the radius of the conductor 
will enter into the calculation of capacitance within 
a logarithmic term it is reasonable to assume that a 
weighted mean radius will result in a sufficiently 
accurate value of capacitance~ The connection box 
at the base of the aerial was actually a square section, 
and the equivalent radius was assumed to be that of a 
circle having the same area~ The weighted mean radius 
for the whole aerial was then obtained by multiplying 
the length of each section by its radius, adding to= 
gether the five results and then dividing by the total 
length~ The result ~btained was 5,6 mm, and since this 
value was larger than' the radius of any of the sections 
above the connection box, the weighted mean for these 
sections alone namely 31 7 mm was also used in calcula= 
tions to provide an lower limit of capacitance~ 
16/. ~ ~ 
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Whilst the manner of the charge distribution to be 
assumed has been shown to be relatively immaterial, a 
linear form was used for the aerial including its support 
as illustrated in figure 4~1 
Aerial 
Potential L 











Figure 4.1 Form of charge distribution assumed 
for vertical aerial and support~ 
The process to be carried out has been illustrated 
in the previous case and will not be repeated here in 
detail except to outline the steps to be taken as follm•JS: 
(i) Find the average potential v11 of the aerial 
of length L due to its own charge q1 distri= 
buted as ql in the prescribed manner in the 
aerial itself and also in its image~ 
(ii) Find the average potential v12 of the aerial 
due to the charge q2 in the support distribu= 
ted as q~ in the manner prescribed in the 
support and also in the image of the support. 
(iii) Find the average potential v21 of the support 
due to the charge q1 in the aerial including 
the image. 
(iv) Find the average potential v22 of the support 
due to its own charge q2 and that of its image. 




The aver age ·potential of'' the ae-rial -v1=v11+V12 (ll- . 3) 
and .the average potential of the support_ V2=v21+V22 (4. 4) 
These potentials are stated in terms of q1 and 
q2 and the relative value of which may be found by 
equating these potentials to the average potential in 
an assumed uniform Field E over the length or height 
of the respective sections~ in order that the resultant 
p~tential shall be zero~ 
The potential of the electric field at the top of 
the aerial is E~ (Irl-h) and at the base it is E.h;hence 
the mean value is~[.E(Irl-h)+Eh] = ~ E(L+2h) 
The mean potential over t he height of the support is 
1 simply 2 E.h Hence 
v1 = ~E (L+2h) ' 
v2 = ~ E~h 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
The potentials v1 and v2 calculated from the 
integration as previously described have the follmving 
form of expression:-
v1 = 1/2rre•[Aq1+Bq2] = ~ E (L+2h) 
and V 2 = 1/27re [Cq1+Dq2 ]= ~ E.h 
Dividing (4.7) by (L+2h) and (4.8) by h 
the two left hand sides:-
[Aq1+Bq2] (Irl-2h) -




Whence q1/q2 = M =[D/h- B/(L+2h)](A/(L+2h) - C/h]-i 
M = (D!.B') (A .!.c') -1 ( 4.10) 
Substituting for q1 = Mq2 or q2 = q1/M, .as the case 
may be, in equations (4~7) and (4.8) to obtain the 
average potential of the aerial or the support in 
terms of the charge on that earial or the support then:-
18/ ••• 
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Average potential of the aerial v1 = q1_/21IE·[A+B/M](4.11) 
and average potential of the support 
V2 = q2/2rrE•[CM+D] (4.12) 
Whence the capacitance of the aerial and the support 
can be obtained as 
c1 = q1/ V1 = 27TE(A+B/l\1)-i 
and c2 = q2/V2 = 2TIE(CM+D)-i 
(~.13) 
(4.14) 
The expressions for A, B, C and D contain up to eleven 
terms each, but some a.re negligible \'.Then L or h is large 
compared with 11 r 11 and these terms are neglected in the 
expressions given below:-
V 11 = q1A/ 27TE 
Where A= 1/L(~2h)• f(~2h) sinh-i (L/r1). 
- h
2
/L - (~h) 2/L - (~2h)} 
V 12 = q2B/ 27T€ 
Where B = 1/h2• f/2(~2h)sinh-1 [ (L+2h)/r1 J 
- 1/2 (L+2h) sinh-1 (L/r1 )+L(3/4+h/L) 
+ (~2h) (h/2L - 1/lJ) + h2/L} 
V 21 = qi C/27TE • 
Where C = 1/L(~2h)·f(~h) 2/h)sinh-1 [{~h)/r2 ] 
-L(L+2h)/2h•sinh-1 (L/r2) - h sinh-
1 (h/r2) 
-L(L+2h)/2h•sinh-1((L+2h)/r2]+ L(1+L/4h) 
- 1/2 (~h) 2/h+h/2 + (~2h) (L/4h - i/2)+h} 
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V 22 = q2D/ 2rrE 
Where D = 1/h2 [h sinh-1 (h/r2) - 3/2h] 
For the standard vertical aerial L = 2~30 m 
6 -3 -3 h = 2~11 m r 1 = 5~ X 10 m or 3~7 X 10 m r 2 = 
12~7 X 10-3m and the numerical values Of the above 
expressions are given in the following T"abie I:-
., r -3 -3 
Constant A . I 1; 2256 -•· 1·~·4~~8 I 
I 647. 4 8 I 
·r = 5~0 X 10 m i, r 1= 3;7 X 10 m I 1 ' 
Constant B : 2)3 2j 0 7 1 
Constant c o,1653 0;1653 I 
_c_o_n_s_t_a~n_t~b~----------~---2_,_o_4_o_8 ____ ~-----2-~_o_4_b8·----- '.' 
" At o~188o 0~2156 ~ 
" B' 0~3627 0~3141 
" c' o~o784 o~o784 I 
" D' 0,9704 I 0~9704 I 
Radio q1/q2 = M ; 
Aerial Capacitance c1 I 
I 





I 30~3 pF 
I 
i9~6 pF 
! Ratio vi v2 1 3,097 1 
1--------------------------------------~i ________________ ~ 
,
1
· Aerial Effective Height i 
for vi 3,26 m 
! Support Effective 
l Height \ 1,055m 
I Ratio Effective Heights ! 
, I 
Table I Numerical Evaluation of constants for the 
Standard Vertical Aerial 
It is clear from the above~ first of all~ that 
the effect of the radius of the aerial on its capaci= 
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tance, is small, whereupon the value of 33,6pF is the 
more acceptable because it applies to the weighted 
radius of the complete aerial. The measured value was 
44 pF but this was found to include 14 pF internal capa= 
citance measured between the connecting box and the 
steel support-with the aerial portion removed, whence 
the resultant measured value was therefore 30 pF. 
Accordingly ~ value of 32pF was adopted as the capaci= 
tance for the aerial as being an approximate mean 
between calcu~ted and measured values~ 
For field change measurements, the standard ver= 
tical aerial was connected to_the oscilloscope by 
mearis of co-axial cable connected to the base of the 
aerial with its screen connected to the top of the 
support within the connection box shown on figure 4.0~ 
The base of the support was connected to an earth mat 
burried beneath it~ 
The question then arose as to whether the poten= 
tial applied to the measuring circuit was in fact the 
difference between that of the aerial and its support, 
or whether it was the potential of the aerial alone~ 
Firstly in so far as the effect of the electric field 
is concerned, and in the absence of the measuring circuit, 
the actual potential of the two parts is zero and no 
potential difference arises between the two even if 
the field intensity changes. However the amount of 
charge '6n both the aerial and its support changes 
with any change in the field intensity, but in this 
case only the current flowing from the vertical aerial 
flows through the measuring ·circuit; the current de= 
livered by the support '·on the other hand flows directly 
to earth. 
When the aerial is connected to an RC circuit for 
field change measurement therefore the aerial potential 
will vary with respect to the support, and its magnitude 
21/ ••• 
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will depend entirely upon the values of the resistence 
and capacitance of the measuring circuit as if the 
aerial was on its own. 
Secondly when comparing the response of the ver= 
tical aerial with that of others, the theoretical 
ratios of the oscill(l.g_ra.phic d e fl?-C :~ior).S , due to the 
response from this aerial compared with that of the 
others was quite outside the range of actual ratios . 
measured if the input potentials were based upon the 
difference in effective heights of the aerial and its 
support~ When on the other hand the vertical aerial 
response Has based upon its own effective height alone, 
the theoretical and actual ratios then coincided~ 
5. The capacitance Qf an inverted L- or T-shaped aerial 
' I 
In this case there is a direct connecti~n between a 
horizontal section and a vertical section as shown 
in figure 5~0. 
~--~- ---· L - ---?i 
' 
h 
Figure 5.0 Diagram showing an inverted L-shaped 
aerial. 
The averagepotential of the horizontal part of 






results from the calculation of the 
average potential of this port of the aerial due to its 
own charge q1, and is given in equation (2.9)~ 
The term Bq2 however is the average petential 
of the horizontal portion dueto the charge q2 in the 
vertical section. This is cal('ulated by the same 
method already outlined., the charge q2 being assumed 
to be distributed in a linear manner as before~ 
Then also the average potential ~f the vertical 
section has the f~rm:-
(5 .2) 
In this case the term Cq1 refers to the average 
potential of the vertical section due to the charge 
q1 in the horizontal section and Dq2 refers to the 
average potential due to the charge q2 • 
It remains therefore to combine these results 
on the basis that 
v1 = E~hand v2 = 1/2 E~h~ (5.3) 
This means, as preyifl'lusly1 that in order to make the 
_ p~tential along the surface. of either portions of the 
aerial zero, the average potentials may be equated 
_J;e the average p~tential existing in the inducing 
field over the dimensions of the respective parts~ 
sub9tit~ting this) 
in ~5.1J ana (5.2 
Aq1 +. Bq2 = 2 C~ + 2 Dq2 
Whe~ce q1/q2 = M = (2D-B)(A-2C)-i 
So q1 = Mq2 or q2 = ~/M 
And substituting the respective values in 







If c1 is the capacitance of the hor~tal section 
en its own and c2 is likewise the capacitance of the 
vertical secti~n then 
c1 = ~!v1 = 2ITe(A+B/M)-i and c2 = q2/v2 
= 2lle (CM/D) -i 




If now it is assumed that the capacitance Ca of 
the complete system is to be referred to the effective 
height of the horiz~ntal portion1 that is to the poten= 
tial Vi 1 substitute v2 = 1/2 v1 in equation (5~i0) 
whence 
q = Vi (Ci + 1/2 c2) = ViCa 
Hence Ca = Ci + i/2 C2 
(5.i1) 
(5 .i2) 
Where Ca is the capacitance ~f the complete aerial 
referred to the effective height of the horizontal 
member~ 
Re-substituting for the values of c1 and c2 
taken from (5.8). 
Ca = 27TE [(A+B/M) -i + 1./2 (CM+D) -1 
Where M = (2D-B)(A-2C)-i from (5.5) 
(5.13) 
The values of the c~nstants A1 B, C and D are obtained 
fr~m the integrations to obtain average potentials 
and the results of a numerical calculation assuming 
L = 10 m h = 5 m, r 1 = r 2 = 2 x 10-3m. are given in 







Description of Parameter Numerical 
ResUlt 
.. 
1/L ~inh- 1 (L/r 1 )-sirih(L/2h)+[1+(2h/L) 2 ]+ 
-( 1+2h/L] . . . . . 0,)744 
' , 
1/h lsinh-1 (2h/L~- [1:(L(2h) 2 :r~·+L/2h] . . O,Q935 ' ; 
1/L.lsinh-1 (L/h)+Lfh sinh-1 (h/L)-
- sinh-1(L/2h)-L/2h sinh-1 ( 2h/L)] 0,0643 
I . ' .. ,. . 
1/h lsinh- 1 (h/r2 ) - 3/2 J. . 1 ,4-038 
' .. 
(2D-B) (A-2C)- 1 = q1/q2 = Ratio of charges 4,2046 
'• .. .. '· ' 
A + B/M 0,7966 
·-· . 
CM + D 1,6738 
> 
c1 = Capacitance of horizontal portion 
(including effect of vertical portion) 69,16 pF 
" 
c2 = Capacitance of vertical portion 
(including effect 9f horizontal portioh) 33' 19 pF 
Ca = c1 + 1/2 c 2 = Capacitance of 1-shaped 
aerial 86,35 pF 
In the case of the T-shaped aerial, the general equa= 
tions connecting the potential of the two portions 
with the effective heights are identical to tHose 
of the L-shaped aerial. The only differende lies in 
the constants relating the mutual effect of the 
charge on one portion to that of the other. Hence 
the constants A and D are identical whilst B and C 
differ because of the relative position of the ver= 
tical portion, and are given below together with the 
results of a numerical calculation as before assuming 
-3 L = 10m, h = 5m, r 1 = r 2 = 2 x 10 m. 
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Description of Parameter of T-shaped Aerial Numerical Re sult 
A. As for 1-shaped Aerial 
B. 1/h [8h/1 sinh-1(1/4h)-1/h1[ 1+(4h/1) 2 ]t ] 
C. 1/1[2 sinh- 1(1/2h) + 1/h sinh- 1 (2h/1) 
-2 sinh-1(1/4h) - 1/2h sinh-1(4h/1)] 
D. As for 1-shaped Aerial 
M. As for 1-shaped Aerial 
C1 = Capacitance of hori zontal portion (inclu= 
ding effect of vertical section) 
c 2 = Capacitance of vertical section (including 
effect of horizonta l portion) 
c a = c 1 + 1j2c2 
Hence the capacitance of this T-shaped aerial is 
approximately 8% less than that of an otherwise 
identica l 1-shaped aerial. This percent age would 
not be the same , however, for another choice of 
dimensions. 









This has been partly dealt with in section 4 which 
describes the case of a vertical ae rial mounted on 
top of a conducting support. Perhaps a more common 
occurence, however, i s the case of an insulated 
vertical downl ead of an aeria l which is stapled to 
or is close to a vertical support which may be 
conducting - either bec au se it is metalic or because 
it is of wood, say, and i s s a turated with water. 
Figure 6.0 illustrates the case, diagr amatically . 





Figure 6.0 Arrangement of vertical donductor 
and conducting support 
As previously, the average potential Vi of the con= 
ductor is made up of two terms namely the potential 
due to its own charge qi and that due to the charge 
in the support and can be stated as follows:-
vi= i/2Tie•[Aqi + Bq2 ] 
Where A = i/h [sinh-i(h/ri) - 3/2] 
(6.i) 
(6.2) 
The calculation of B is undertaken in a similar 
manner as set ~ut in previ~us examples and results 
in the follo\'Ting expression:-
(6~3) 
Where 
Similarly the p~tential of the support is due 
to its own charge q2 and that of the charge qi in the 
conductor and in this instance the constants are simi= 
lar~ Hence:-
(6 .4) 
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Where C is as B except that d = a+r1 J i~e. r 2 
is replaced by r 1 J and D is as A except r 1 is replaced 
by r 2 • 
Under the influence of a field E1 v1 = v2 hence:-
So that q1 = Mq2 and q2 = q1/M 
Re-sbustituting the above in (6.1) 
(6.5) 
(6~6) 
The dapacitance of the vertical conductor, including 
the effect of the support is therefore:-
c1 = 27rE(A+B/lVI) -
1 
The capacitance of the support (out of interest) 
is 
By way of an example, it is assumed that h = 5m 
-3 -2 . 4 r 1 = 2 x 10 m and r 2 = 2,5 x 10 m. that lS a mm 
thick wire, say, and a 5 em thick supporting pole. 
Then it is assumed that the wire is spaced 5 ems from 
- -2 the pole i.e. a = 5 x 10 m. 













Capacitance of vertical wire 
alone 
. . I 
C = Capacitance of verti.ca1 . ! 
wtre including eff_ect of support ! 
Capacitance of support alone 



















Thus it is clear that the conpucting support reduces 
the capacitance of the wire in this case considerably 
by a factor of 2,55 infact - but the effect of course 
depends upon the distance maintained between the tvm. 
A similar effect occurs with vertical supports for a hori= 
zontal aerial, but the distances are in this case usual l y 
quite large so that the capacitance reduction is small~ 
7~ The Capacitance of the ERA Aerial 
This aerial consisted of six parallel horizontal wires of 
length L and radius r spaced d apart and erected between 
two wooden poles at a height h above ground, together with 
a down lead of radius r 2 • The effect of the possible con= 
ductivity of the wooden supporting poles when wet has been 
neglected~ 
The rigorous calculation of the capacitance of this 
type of aerial has been undertaken and since it is a. very 
long and tedious process it will not be repeated in detail. 
The principles of calculation however are exactly as pre= 
viously enumerated, particularly for the L-shaped aerial 




the potential of any individual wire due to the charge 
on the other wires and here it is necessary to assume that 
the total charge q1 on the wires is distributed evenly 
among the six wires. Although this may not in fact be 
true, experience has shown that reasonable differences 
in this type of assumption does not affect the final 
outcome by more than a few percent. 
The notation to be used below is exactly as that 
previously used and the following general statements can 
be made - where A, B, C and D are the constants of the 
aerials obtained from the respective integrations to ob= 
tain average potentials. 
1. Potential of Horizontal portion of 
Aerial alone = q1/2ne•A 
2. Potential of Horizontal portion of 
Aerial Hith downlead = q
1
/2ne. (A+BM) 
3. Potential of vertical lead on its own 
= 
4. Potential ~f vertical lead with 
effect of horizontal portion q2/2ne • (C+D/M) 
5. Ratio of charge q1 in vertical lead to 
that of horizontal portion =·q2/q1=M= (A-2D) (2C-B)-
1 
6. c1 = Capacitance of Horizontal portion , 
with effect of downlead = 2ne•(A+BM)-1 
7. c2 = Capacitance of Vertical downlead 
with effect of horizontal portion =2ne (C+D/IVI) -1 
8. Ca = Capacitance of Combined horizontal 
aerial with down lead = c1+1/2C 2 
Where A = 1/L fsinh-1 (~/d)+1/6 sinh-1 (d/2r1)-sinh-
1 (L/2h) 
. . + [1+ (2h/L) 2]L 2h/L- 1,561} (7 .1) 
B - 1/L [sinh -1 (2h/L) - [1+ (L/2h) 2 )~+ L/2h] (7 ~2) 
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c = 1/h [sinh-1(h/r2) - 3/2) (7.3) 
D = i/h[sinh-1 (1/h) + L/h si!l..h- 1 (h/L) - sinh-1 (L/2h) 
(7.4) 
-L/2h sinh-1(2h/L)) 
For the experimental ERA aerial used L = 13,28 m, 
h = 4,85 m and d = 0,1525 m. The wire used was rectangu= 
lar in section being 2,147 x 1,416 mm or 3,038 sq. mm. 
The equivalent radius -vms taken to be approximately that 
of a circle of the same cross~sectional area namely 
0,9834 mm, so that, 1,0 mm was assumed. 
· The values of the various constants calculated were 
as follo-v.rs:-
A= 0,288 B = 0,0266 C = 1,585 D = 0,1363 
JYI = q1/q2 + 0,0608 (A+ BM) = 0,287 (C + D/~~)= 2,40 
The resultant capacitances are therefore.:-
Ch = Capacitance of horizontal portion on 
its own = 193,2 pF 
Cv = Capacitance of vertical downlead on 
its own = 35,1 ~pF 
Hence C1 = Capacitance of horizontal portion 
with effect of downlead = 190,1 pF 
And c2 = Capacitance of vertical dovmlead 
-v;ri th effect of horizontal portion = 23,2 pF 
So Ca = Capacitance of complete aerial = 
= 201,7 pF 
A single capacitance measurement on the above 
referred to ERA aerial used in the experimental work, 
gave a value of approximately 260 pF using a 1 kHz Wayne 
Kerr bridge and making due allovmnce for the capacitance 
of test leads. 
Later, at the CSIR Pretoria, measurements were made 
on a number of these aerials using the discharge technique 
recommended by Scuka(3), and although the aerials were 
erected identically, the values varied between 238 and 
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288 pF vli th a mean value of 256 pF . 
Yet another set of measurements was undertaken in 
Pretoria, this time using a 1 kHz capacitor bridge. The 
capacitances of four aerials were 259, 266, 256 and 261 
including their dow~ leads and making due allowance for 
a 19 pF capacitance of the test leads . On the other hand 
when the vertical down leads were removed fro m the 
supporting pole and connected direct to the bridge termi= 
nals a t ground level, the capacitances of the first three 
of the four aerials mentioned above were 252, 250 and 246 
pF respectively. The above values we re all on the high 
side compared with calculated values, and acc ordingl y 
further calculations were carried out as described belov;r . 
Firstiy the capac itance of the horizontal section 
alone could be calculated from p~blished formul ae (5). 
This was as follows for a horizontal aerial of length L m, 
and height h consisting of "n" parallel wires of radius 
r and spaced "d" apart. 
C = 111 , 2 L • (1 /n [ P 11 + ( n-1 ) P 12] - k} - 1 pF ( 7. 5) 
Where for 1/4h<1 and using logarithms to the base 10: -
P 11 = 4,6o5{log(L/r) - KJ · 
P12 ==4,6o5[log(:c;~' - i<2l 
K2 = log(L/4h + 1 + [1 + (L/4h)
2 ]t) 
and k = 1,18 for n = 6 as obtained from a t able given i n 
the reference. 
Substituting the values of L, d, r and H given 
above, the calculated capacitance was 183 pF which is to 
be compared with 193 pF calculated for the horizontal 
section on its own by the previous mehtod. The agreement 
within five percent can be regarded as good, whence the 
discrepancy between these figures and measured values i s 
still not explained. 
A second rigorous calculation of the capacitances 
of the experimental ERA aerial was carried out this time 
assuming that the charge i n the six wires of the horizontal 
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portion was not distributed uniformly between the wires 
but could be calculated on the basis that the average 
potential of each of the wires must be equal. 
The charge was then found to be distributed such 
that the two outer wires carried 0,2040q (where q was the 
total charge) th~ adjacent index wires 0,1555 q, whereas 
the innermost wires carried 0,1406 q. The capacitance 
of the horizontal portion including the effect of a ver= 
tical down lead was then c1 = 191,21 pF, and that of the 
down lead including the effect of the horizontal portion 
was c2 ~ 22,94 pF, whereas the combined capacitance in 
a uniform electric field would be Ca = c1 + tc2 = 202,68 pF 
that is to say not very much in excess of the previous 
calculation. 
Since it was clear that the charge distribution under 
test conditions would differ substantially from that in 
a uniform electric field, calculations were then made 
assuming that the charge in the vertical downlead would 
be distributed in an inverse linear manner - namely a 
uniformly increasing charge density from zero at the top 
to a maximum at the bottom. Furthermore these calculations 
were made on both the experimental ERA aerial in which 
L = 13,28 m H = 4,85 m and r = 1 mm, and the standard 
CIGRE aerials used in Pretoria in which L = 14 m H = 5 m 
and r = 1,5 mm. The comparative results were as follows:-
C1 Capacitance of Horizontal Portion including effect of 
downlead 
c2 Capacitance of downlead 










Whilst the above figures showed improvement towards 
the test values, they still appeared to be on the low 
side and hence it was suspected that the wooden pole 
suports, regarded so far as being good insulators might 
on the other hand be conducting if moisture was to be 
present in the wood. 
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In order to calculate the effect of conducting 
supports, it was ass umed that they would carry a negative 
charge (as opposed to a positive charge i mposed on the 
aerial conductors under test conditions). The potent i a l 
of the supports due to their own charge would be negative 
but the charge would be of such a value that this poten= 
tial exactly balanced that i nduced by the positive charge 
on the conductors in order to make the potential of the 
supports zero. As in previous aerial calcula tions it is 
assumed that the calcula tion of average potentials of 
the conductors and supports would give sufficiently 
accurate results. 
If q1 = charge on the horizontal portion of the aerial 
q2 = charge on the vertical downlead a t one end 
q3 = charge on the support nearest to the downlead 
and q4 - . charge on the support f arthest from the dovmlead 
Tbenassuming that the support poles had a r adius of 
0,075 m and that the downlead was spaced 0,5 m away, the 
ratio of charges and the resulting capacitances calculated 
were as follows: 
ERA Aerial CIGRE Aerial 
Ratio q1/q2 Assuming no 
supports 6 , 26 6,66 
Ratio q1/q2 Assuming conducting 
supports 5,52 5,35 
Ratio q3/q2 Assuming conducting 
supports - 0,88 -0, 85 
Ratio q4/q2 Assuming conducting 
supports -0,45 -0,42 
c1 = Capacitance of Hori= 
zontal Section 195,24 pF 207' 16 pF 
c2 = Capacitance of Verti= 
cal lead 35,39 pF 38,70 pF 
C =C + c2 = Capacitance a 1 under test 
condition 230,63 pF 245,86 pF 
It is now evident tha t calcul ated values of capaci= 
tance, especially of the standard CIGRE aeri al approach 
to within 20 to 30 pF of the measured values and this 
margin of error can be regarded as satisfactory in view 
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of other practical factors not taken into account -
for example sag in the wires of the horizontal portion 
could influence the effective value of H. Also the downlead 
was not vertical but at an angle to the support pole and 
was also insulated whereby the capacitance could be larger 
than calculated. 
Better accuracy was also not necessary on account 
of the fact that these aerials were connected to circuits 
having a capacitance Cc of 100 pF of less, and under 
condition of steep fronted field wave form, the input 
voltage to the circuit would be Ca/(Ca + Cc). The effect 
of a variation of aerial capacitance from 230 to 260 pF 
for example produces a variation of the above ratio from 
0, 6975 to 0, 7225 which is an increase of 3, 5%·. 
Hov-;ever the results of the above calculation shovl 
that the wood poles should properly be regarded as being 
conducting if there is any possibility of moisture in= 
gression. 
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Part I Appendix II 
A recording of a 25 component multi]le flash_J2f_Lightni!};g 
1. Introduction 
High speed tape recordings of the input wave forms 
resulting from lightning flashes were undertaken in 
Pretoria as part of a research project which included 
apparatus for direction finding of lightning-flashes. 
It was important to know the 1v-ave forms at the input to 
a circuit which was being used as a trigger for the 
direction finding station. 
The recorder used was a Precision Instrument Model 
P. I. 6200 JYiagnetic Tape Recorder capable of at least 
four channel operation, and the highest tape speed was 
37,5 inches per second (0,95 m/s) at which the frequency 
response was satisfactory up to 100 kHz. 
Simultaneous recordings over a 12 minute interval 
were undertaken of the light output from lightning 
flashes, the response of a 10 kHz loop direction finder, 
the trigger timing operation, and the aperiodic signals 
received on the output side of the first triode of the 
input circuit for the trigger as indicated in the circuit 
diagram given below. 
~· '--~------.~·--·-·'······--·-' Trigger Aerial 




<P = 0,71 mm 
<t>'= 1,55 mm 
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The T-shaped trigger aerial was insula ted to a 
diameter of 1,55 mm , the conductor diameter be ing 0 7 71 w~, 
and whilst the calculated capac itance was 56 pF, the 
measured value was 100 pF indicating that the effect of 
its wooden supporting poles was significant . 
The equivalent electrical circuit obta i ned fro m the 
above diagram is as depicted below , taking account of the 
capacitance of the triode with due r egard to its ar.1plifi= 
cation factor. 
--~----·9 --:-











··- ------------ ----'0 _L 
c = 10-10 F a R1 = 2,7 x 10
5 ohms 
c1 4,4 X 10-9 F R2 
6 = = 1 X 10 ohms 
c2 = 1,6 X 1 o-11 F 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF TRIGGER I NPUT 
The 3dB band ~vidth of the circuit confirmed by both 
calculation and measurement was from 140 Hz t o 9 kHz, its 
corresponding rise and fall time cons tants being 16 ~s 
and 1,2 ms respectively. 
2. Recording Data 
The recording was undertaken during an active storm vrhen 
many close ground flashes were t ak ing pl ace and the tape 
was then played back at one ten~h speed to a Si emens 
Oscillomink r ecorder having an ink j e t pape r chart &J.d a 
response capab ility of 1 kHz. The paper speed vms 50 
ems/sec, and \.~Then the recording was examined it 1vas found 
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to contain a high frequency noise component which may 
be attributed either to pickup or instability of the 
particular recorder channel. However, since the noise 
level was small and of constant amplitude, the general 
\vave form of the traces could still be follo·wed, and 
measured. 
The complete recording contained data on a number 
of flashes and intra-cloud and ground flashes could be 
readily distinguished from the display of the aperiodic 
signal coupled with the other information. For example 
ground flashes were notable for the regular negative 
pulsations which occurred some milliseconds apart with 
relatively quiescent periods during the intervals between 
pulses. This pattern -vms followed also by the r egular 
light pulses and ringing of the 10 kHz loop aerial 
circuit. Intra-cloud flashes on the other hand produced 
a more or l es s continuous disturbance in all three 
channels with frequent bursts of light output and 10 kHz 
ringing which was however generally of lesser amplitude. 
3. Characteristics of the multiple flash 
One of the most prominent records obtained was of a 25 
component multiple flash which exceeded 830 ms in dura= 
tion and which was displayed over more than four meters 
of paper recording. The record was cut up into sections 
omitting the quiescent periods but otherwise set out 
exactly as recorded on Fig. 1 attached. I n some respects 
the impressive nature of the recording is lost by this 
treatment, but it does enable the individual disturbance s 
to be studied more closely. 
The circuit could respond to rise times of 16 ~s 
and the first stroke indicated such a fast element. The 
field 1vas maintained in this case for about 0,8 ms and 
then f ell ' to zero in about 2 ms which time hoi<Vever i s 
dictate ' by the time constant of the measuring circuit. 
The record is remarkable for the f act that the rise 
times for all subsequent strokes vvere more than tha t for 
the first- in some cases lasting more than a millisee011d. 
4/ ... 
Oms 2 69ms 3 127ms 4 178ms 
tH(~~,.ro~~\/'- rJ."'X, '\/''NI~ ~/'· . , ~,..-
5 214ms 6 273ms 7 321ms 8 417ms 
9 430ms· 10 472ms 11 499ms 12 509ms 
~~ .. , . ~~/~ 
13 519ms 14 538ms 16 556ms 
'111.1"~'#1 {\~ ' "'  . rw v1 . I l ' . 
'lv·Y 
17 596ms 18 612ms 19 624ms 20 633ms 
21 648ms 22 668ms 23 726ms 24 802ms 
25 830ms 
FIGURE 1 (Appendix II) 
Segmented diagram of electrostatic field change recorded during a single lightning 
flash to ground. 25 Different component strokes were identified and the time 
from start to each stroke in milliseC' . is indicated 
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Also there is a distinct irregularity i n the distribution 
of rise times and in f act also the overall wave forms 
for each component. These characteristics are difficult 
to expla in in terms of classical theory and also they do 
not conform to previously reported data. 
With regard to the wave t ails observed there i s 
definite evidence of the occurence of slow field changes 
immediately following at least some of the strokes. If 
the potential of the measuring circuit is allowed to 
decay normally it will do so exponentially with a time 
constant of about one millisecond. Those components, 
therefore, which indicate much longer decay times do so 
on account of a susta ined slow field change. 
This was particularly the case with stroke number 
25, the last, in which the decay time wa s drawn out to 
12 ms approximately. 
However stroke numbers 6, 7, 17, 20, 23 and 24 all 
show similar prolongations but of lesser duration. These 
cases would appear to be consistent with the notion of 
continuing currents i n s t rokes Which ar e dis cussed 
in the main paper . 
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Fitting of truncated and censored loggormal distributions to 
the lightni ng da t a of Berger by R. Markha~ 
The manner i n which the problem 1-ras solved is outlined below 
for the case of all flashes. The other t1-ro cases, namely 
positive and negative flashes were treat ed i n an analogous 
manner. The results only a re given. 
( a ) All flashes 
If the variable X follows the lognormal distribution, 
then the transformed variable Y = l n X follows the nor= 
mal distribution. The following calculations we r e carried 
out on the transformed data. 
(i) Determination of goodness of fit of the lognormal 
distribution 
It i s known that no values below 2kA were recorded. 
Thus under the hypothesis tha t the Uilderlying di s= 
tribution of the flashes is lognormal the observations 
form a random sample drawn from an i ncompl ete l og= 
normal distribution . The problem is t o determine 
whether the underlying distribution i s lognormal 
vli th 2kA as the point of truncat ion ( cf. A. Hald : 
Maxi mum Likelihood Estimation of the Parame t ers of 
a Normal Distribution which is Trunca ted a t a known 
point, Skandinavisk Aktuarietidskrift, 1949, 119 -
134). 
The dat a vrere transformed as mentioned above, 
and t he mean and standard deviation of the under= 
l yi ng normal distribution were estimated 
-as x = 3 ,4575 (ln kA) 
and s = 0 ,711 2 (ln kA) . 
*Mr . Markham i s with the Statistic s Di vision of 
the Na t i onal Research Institute f or r'Iathema tical 
Sci ences , Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research, Pretoria . 
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1 o ,6931 - 1 ,6094 
1
1,6094 - 2,3026 
2,3026 - 2,7081 
2,7081 - 2,9957 
2,9957 - 3,4012 
3,4012 - 3,6889 
3,6889 - 3,9120 
3,9120 - 4,0944 
4,0944 - 4,2485 
4,2485 - 4,3820 
I 4,3820 - 4,4998 
1
4,4998 - 4,6052 
4,6052 - 4,7875 
I 4 '7875 - 4 '9417 
! 4,9417 - 5,0752 
: 5 , 0152 - 5 , 1 930 1 
: 5 '1930 - 5 '2983 ! 

































































r.·Iaximum Observed I Expected 
Current, kA Frequency Frequency 
~10 13 8,5 
10 - 15 12 15,4 
15 - 20 8 18 ,4 
20 - 30 35 34,5 
30 - 40 38 26 ' 1 
40 - 50 17 18 ,2 
50 - 60 12 12, 5 
I 
60 - 70 9 8 ,6 
70 - 80 8 5,9 
80 - 100 5 7,2 I 
100 - 120 ! 3 I 3,7 I 120 - 140 i 2 2,0 
140 - 180 0 1 ,8 I 
~180 2 1 '2 
TOTALS 164 I 164,0 i 
;.__ __________ ~------' 
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Chi square = 18,5 with 11 degrees of fre edom. This 
means tha t if the transformed data were drawn from a normal 
distribution the probability of obtaining a value of chi 
square as extreme as or more extreme than 18,5 is about 0,07. 
This value can be considered consistent with the hypothesis 
of lognormality at the 0,05 level of significance. 
(ii) Probability of there being flashes less than 2kA 
If one accepts that the observations are from a lognormal 
distribution, then, 
Probability of there being flashes with maximum current 
less than 2kA = 0,00005 
(iii) Estimate of the number of fl ashes less than 10 kA given the 
number exceeding 10kA 
In order to make this estima te use vms made of the information 
already known concerning the observed strokes, viz. that 13 
out of the 164 were less than 10kA. Further the assumptio:p. 
vms made tha t no flashes of less than 2kA occurred. In view 
of (i) this appeared to be justified. 
Here it i s known that we have 13 flashes l ess than 10kA, 
but we assume that we do not knovl their actual values. This 
is an e xample of a censored s ample, and a censored normal 
distribution was fitted to the transformed da ta, (cf. Hald 
( loc. cit. ) ) • 
The mean and standard deviation were estimated as 
x = 3,4638 (ln kA) 
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~·1aximum ~ 
curre~t, kA I Y = 
~10 
10 - 15 
15 - 20 
20 - 30 
30 - 40 
40 - 50 
50 - 60 
60 - 70 
70 - 80 
80 - 90 
90 - 100 
100 - 120 
120 140 
140 - 160 
160 - 180 
180 - 200 
::>.. 200 


















26 - 2,7081 
81 - 2, 9957 
57 - 3,4012 
12 - 3,6889 
89 - 3, 9120 
20 - 4,0944 
44 - 4,2485 
85 - 4,3820 
20 - 4,4998 
98 - 4,6052 
52 - 4,7075 
75 - 4,9417 





Probability ! Ob= 1 served of 
Occurence fre= quency 
0,0487720 J,3 
0 , 09 16666 12 
0,1116666 8 
0,2122956 35 






1 o ,0179717 2 I o ,0222393 3 
0,0119797 2 
0,0067408 0 
1 o,oo39399 ! 0 : 0,0023804 1 
! 0,0044288 I 1 I 
1-
I 
TOTALS : 164 
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164,0 
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C~i-square = 18,6 with 11 degrees of freedom. As before 
the exceedance probability is approximately 0,07 and we do not 
reject the hypothesis of lognormality at the 5% level of sig= 
nificance. 
Hence, under this hypothesis and with N strokes ex= 
ceeding 10kA, the estimated number of flashes less than 10kA 
is computed a s 0,0513 N. 
(b) Positive_Elashes 
(i) Determination of goodness of fit of the lognormal dis= 
tribution 
Chi-squares 1,17 with 4 degrees of freedom. 
This is consistent with the hypothesis that the data is 
drmm from a lognormal distribution. If the hypothesis 
is true, the probability of obtaining a value of chi-
square of 1,17 or larger is approximately 0,88. Hence, 
we are dealing with a fairly good fit. 
(ii) Probability of flashes less than 2kA 
Probability of there being flashes in the region less 
than 2kA = 0,0025. 
(iii) Estimate of the number of flashes less than 10kA given 
the number exceeding 10kA 
Chi-square= 1,15 with 4 degrees of fre edom. This value 
is consistent with the hypothesis. 
If N flashes are registered with stroke currents 
exceeding 10kA , then the estimated number of flashes 
less than 10kA is co mputed as· 0,1315N. 
(c) Nega tive flashes 
(i) Determination of goodness of fit of the lQgnormal 
distribution 
Chi-square = 20,04 with 8 degrees of freedom 1iThich indi= 
cates t hat deviations from the hypothesis are s i gnificant 
at the 2% level. 
(ii) Probability of flashes less than 2kA 
This probability is not es timated s ince the da ta are 
probably not dravm from a lognormal distribution. 
(iii) Estimate of the number of flashes less than 10kA given 
the number exceeding 10kA 
Chi-square = 20,8 with 8 degrees of freedom. Deviations 
6 I . .. 
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from the hypothesis are significant at the 2% level, 
and as a result no estimate of the number of flashs s 
less than 10kA can be made. 
Note: This is the last page of Part I. Any following 
script will refer to Part II. 
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Part II A proposed new model for the lightning discharge 
Summary of qontents 
1. Introduction (Page 1) 
The conventional method representation of the bippoler thunder 
cloud cell by means of spherical c:t.arges does not lend itself 
readily to the calculation of critical field intensities with= 
in the cloud - nor can the mechanism of intra-cloud versus 
cloud-ground discharges be explained. 
Secondly there is still some need to amplify some aspects 
of the observed phenomena of the lightning discharge; for ex= 
ample, the reasons for the variation of charge and current mag= 
nitudes and of the time intervals between strokes of a multiple 
flash, need to be further investig&ted. 
Finally the application of the classical Le Jay statement 
of the total electric field requires further amplification when 
the magnitude of the charges involved are functions of time. 
This thesis therefore sets ~ut to try to clarify existing 
knowledge of the lightning discharge and to advance alternative 
bypotheses to explain the phenomena wherever this appears to be 
required. 
2. The isolated spherical space charge (Page 1) 
The properties of an isolated spherical space charge are enumer= 
ated together with the effect of the proximity of the earth. 
The field intensity is a maximum at the outer boundary of the 
charge and is not greatly affected by the earth unless it is com= 
paratively close. 
3. The conventional bipolar model (Page 5) 
The short-comings of the conventional model are demonstrated 
showing that the field intensity on the centre line between two 
charges is always in excess of that above or below the charges 
therefore favouring an intra-cloud discharge particularly in the 
initial stages when the charges are in close proximity. 
4. A new cloud charge model (Page 6) 
It may be assumed that charge separation in a cloud takes place 
over a horizontal circular area of Radius R, the charge separates 
vertically upwards a distance 1 0 and downwards a distance 1 1 to 
form the approximate shape of a cylinder. The charge density at 
the position of separation may be regarded as zero increasing 
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towards the extremities in a linear or other assumed manner. 
The field intensity along the axis of such a cylindrical charge 
arrangement may then be calculated, and it is found that this may 
either be a maximum at the extremities or at or near the charge 
separation area depending entirely upon the relative dimensions 
of the cylinder. For example for equal quantities of positive 
and negative charge, enclosed in respective cylinders of equal 
length 1 and radius R, it is found that if 21/R = 4, the field 
intensity at the centre equals that at the extremities when 
ignoring the effect of earth. Assuming that the field intensity 
necessary for ionisation in the whole region is the same, break= 
down will occur at the extremities of the cylinder rather than 
at the charge separation area when 21/R exceeds 4. The above 
model, which is described in more detail in Appendix I is there= 
fore capable of explaining the requirements which will determine 
whether intra-cloud lightning flashes will occur compared with 
flashes to ground. The proximity of the earth tends to assist 
breakdown at the lower extremity of the charged cylinder, but 
this effect is of secondary importance. 
5. The electrical breakdown process within clouds (Page 13) 
Intra-cloud breakdown occurs in an area of low charge density 
but high field intensity and arcs develop which have induced 
charge at their tips as a consequence of induction from the 
main field which intensifies the field between these tips and 
the main charges of opposite polarity. The arc channels grow 
in each direction simultaneously, neutralising the charge en 
route in the volumes penetrated. The result is a relatively 
slow continuous discharge but it is interspersed with pulses 
which give rise to fast 11 K11 field changes believed to be due to 
spasmodic extension of the streamers. This is cons i s tent with 
the notion of pockets of charge being neutralised with each ex= 
tension, but it is later surmised that the breakdown process 
itself could be of a spasmodic type if the field intensity re= 
quired for initial breakdown is higher than that required to 
maintain it. In other words, when ionisation ahead of the arc 
tips is initiated, it proceeds over a finite distance until the 
field intensity falls below a lower critical value when it stops 
temporarily. 
6. The breakdown process at the cloud top (Page 15) 
Although observations of electrical breakdown at the top of a 
cloud are scant, there is definite evidence that this does occur. 
However it appears likely that dissipation of the positive charge 
is assisted by the attraction of fast negative ions from the more 
highly conducting clear air sbo~e the cloud and this also assists 
in the production of ground flashes. 
1. The historical b~ckground to the mechanism of a lightning dis= 
charge to ground (Page 16) 
The original hypothesis by Schonland and modified by Bruce and 
Golde as to the mechanism of the lightning discharge to ground 
is described in which negative charge is lowered by the leader 
and followed by upward moving positive charge which may then 
develop streamers to neighbouring charge centres to produce 
subsequent strokes of the flash. 
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Subsequently Malan and Schonland postulated that the charge 
for subsequent strokes was abstracted from areas of charge which 
were contiguous and which -vrcre at higher and higher altitudes. 
This was later confirmed by radar observation of Hewitt and by 
Brook et al. 
The problem still remains however that the charge separation 
process does not appear to have the capability of generating a 
sufficient quantity of charge in the time required to sustain a 
multiple stroke. Furthermore there is as yet no reasonable ex= 
planation for the observed variability of the time intervals 
between strokes of between 10 ms up to 500 ms. 
8. The initiation of the downward leader stroke (Page 18) 
The possible physical conditions which exist at the boundary of 
negative bound charge when it reaches sufficient concentration 
to produce an ionising field intensity, are examined, and it is 
concluded that conducting arc or spark channels will be created 
which when exposed to the electric field will have positive tips 
facing the bound negative charge as a consequence of electron 
migration to the lower end by the electrostatic process of in= 
duction. This provides a mechanism to explain how the arc 
channels elongate until finally they comprise the start of the 
downward leader. The charge on the leader comprises a positive 
induced charge at the upper end which is exactly balanced by the 
electrons which migrated to the lower extremities. In addition 
neutralisation of bound charge in the cloud by the positive tips 
constitutes a virtual transfer of the charge to the lower end of 
the leader. 
The stepping of the leader is explained by assuming that 
the positive tips advance in spasmodic bursts each of which sends 
a pulse of electrons down the channel. The field intensity at 
the positive tip ends falls mementarily giving rise to a pause 
until the pilot leader has advanced sufficiently to increase 
the induced charge thereby raising the field intensity again to 
ionisation level. 
The above hypothesis compares reasonably well with those 
postulated by other investigators and appears to explain some 
facets of the observed behaviour of the leader which have not 
hitherto been too clearly defined in terms of the physical 
reactions vthich take place. 
9. The charge distribution on the leader channel (Page 28) 
Malan and Schonland considered that the charge lowered on the 
leader channel was distributed uniformly along its length, whilst 
Bruce and Golde gave reasons why it should be distributed ex= 
ponentially - that is increasing exponentially from the top to 
the bottom of the channel. 
Calculations show that the ratio of the field change during 
the leader stroke to that occuring during the return stroke 
would vary according to each assumption, when the distance D 
from the point of observation to the lightning stroke is large 
compared with the height H of the channel, and when the quantity 
of charge neutralised by the return stroke equals that deposited 
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originally during the leader stroke. For a uniform charge dis= 
tribution, this ratio should be unity whereas for a linear dis= 
tribution - that is uniformly increasing charge from top to 
bottom of the channel, the ratio should be 2,0. For an expo= 
nential distribution it should however exceed 3,0. 
Pierce found that the observed ratios were most frequently 
close to unity thereby supporting the case for a uniform charge 
distribution. However it is shown that if after the return 
stroke, the channel is left with a positive charge on it, the 
ratio of leader to return stroke field change could still be 
unity despite a linear or even exponential charge distribution. 
This suggests a mechanism for the discharge which would allow 
more electrons to migrate from the channel to ground than ori= 
ginally deposited on the channel, and this has been later found 
to be a feasible proposition. 
The only two other explanations of this anomaly would be 
either that the charge lowered in the leader is less than that 
neutralised during the return stroke, which is unlikely, or that 
the method of measurement of field change could be at fault. 
The leader field change is so much slower than that of the fast 
"R" element of the return stroke that it is possible that the 
former could be underestimated unless measurement is undertaken 
using a circuit having an adequately long time constant. Pierce 
records having paid specific attention to this point, however. 
10. The field intensity surrounding the leader channel (page 35) 
The vertical field intensity exerted by the charge in the leader 
is shown to be greatly influenced by the pattern of charge 
distribution assumed; since the field intensity is in any case 
limited by the field strength of the media this in effect means 
that the radial dimensions of the leader will be affected. The 
field intensity at the top end opposes that of the main cloud 
charge field but this effect is lessened if the charge is mostly 
concentrated at the lower end of the leader. 
A uniform charge distribution on the leader would tend to 
cause the corona radius to be greater at the centre than at the 
extremities, and this has not been observed. With a linear dis= 
tribution of charge however, a more uniform corona radius results. 
The radial distribution of charge in the leader was also con= 
sidered, and that in which the negative charge formed a concentric 
sheath around the core was found to be more appropriate to the 
mechanism of the discharge. Under high potential conditions the 
field intensity between the core of the channel and the corona 
radius boundary would be kept down to the ionisation field in= 
tensity level by a separation of charge which would tend to drive 
more electrons into the outer corona shell thereby creating a 
positive ion core. This core would be capable of sustaining an 
electron flow at velocities close to that of light, and would be 
responsible for the luminosity of the leader during the passage 
of electrons down the core. 
It was thereafter possible to envisage a complete conception 
of the leader channel as comprising a positive core with a negative 
sheath forming the corona shell. The top end would however consist 
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predominantly of positive ions whilst the lower end would com= 
prise mainly negative charge. It was considered that some of 
the negative charge in the corona shell must also exist in the 
form of negative ions in order than the charge should not tend to 
migrate to the lower end of the channel. This would also account 
for the relatively slow velocity of the return stroke tip when 
the potential collapses, since time would be needed to extract all 
the negative charge from the corona shell. 
Finally the question of branching was considered, but no new 
explanation could be evoked except that the large diameter of the 
corona sheath might contribute to the possibility of avalanches 
developing simultaneously in more than one direction. 
11. The potential of the lightning leader (Page 47) 
The simple example of the lowering of a spherical space charge 
towards the earth indicates that the potential of the charge must 
also be forced gradually to zero and this must of course apply 
equally to the lightning leader. If the potential gradient of the 
leader is confined to that of an arc in the channel and cannot ex= 
ceed the ionisation level of say 1x106 V/m in the cloud and 3x106 V/m 
ahead of the tip, it is clear that as the tip approaches the earth 
its potential also approaches zero and hence the potential of the 
top end must also change. This can be accomplished by the intra= 
duction of an induced positive charge at the top end, as postulated 
earlier, and it is also assisted by the movement of negative charge 
away from the cloud area towards the lower end of the channel. 
The notion that the potential of the leader tip is maintained 
at a very high level, not much less than the cloud potential, until 
it nears the earth causing a sudden breakdown, must be abandoned 
in favour of the more gradual process envisaged above. 
The potential of the top end of the leader channel, due to 
its own charge is shown to be inversely proportional to the length 
of the leader and not dependent upon its radius or charge distri= 
bution. At the bottom end it is likewise more related to the 
length of the channel than to the radius. 
At the top end therefore the potential is mainly determined 
by the cloud charges whilst at the bottom end it is mainly deter= 
mined by the charge on the leader channel itself. 
12. A model of the lightning leader (Page 52) 
In view of the previous qualitative discussions it became necessary 
to envisage a mathematical model of the leader progression which 
would enable quantitative calculations to be performed. 
This involved first of all the concept of a cylindrical bi-
polar cell with the charge distribution arranged say linearly and 
with the dimensions and charge values chosen such that the field 
intensity at the lower extremity was -1x106 V/m when ionisation 
and breakdown of the media was assumed to start. 
The leader itself was then assumed to form a cylinder, the 
length of which increased at a velocity v2 , fixed arbitrarily at 
say 2x1o5 m/s. The upward moving positive tips were assumed to be 
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enclosed also in a cylinder of a variable radius but with an 
upper boundary B1 which moved into the lower negative bound 
charge a distance z1 at a mean velocit.y v1 which would be much 
less than the actual positive tip velocities, and where the ratio 
of v2/v1 = c could be varied over a wide range. Hence the move= 
ment of the upper boundary B1 determined the amount of bound neg= 
ative charge neutralised and virtually moved into the leader. 
The field intensity at the boundary B1 between the positive 
tips and the bound charge was assumed to remain constant at 
-1x106 V/m and this determined the amount of charge of both signs 
which had to be induced on the leader. 
The field intensity required for breakdown ahead of the 
leader was assumed to be 1x106 V/m whilst the leader was in the 
cloud, say for 50fo of its traverse, but at the boundary of clear 
air it was assumed to be increased to 2x106 V/m and continue to 
increase to 3x106 V/m at ground level. These values could 
however be varied at will. 
The potm tial gradient of the leader assumed il.o start with, 
was that of an arc, namely 2x1o3 V/m, but it was found later that 
this had to be varied to allow for higher values. 
The computer program, which carried out a dual iterative 
function, calculated the charge on the leader and its radius and 
potential for an advance in 5fo steps to ground. This program is 
described in Appendix II. 
13. Jumerica} Results of Computation (Page 61.2. 
A specific numerical case is outlined in some detai 1.. This 
refers to a charge of± 71 C distributed in cylinders of 4 km in 
length and 0,5 km in radius situated above and below a charge 
separation area which is assumed to be 8 km above ground. This 
allows for a leader traverse distance to earth of 4 km which at 
a velocity of 2x1o5 m/s is accomplished in 20 ms. The field in= 
tensity at ~he charge base is -1 x1 o6 V /m and its initial potential 
is -6,4x10 Volts. 
Whilst there is no absolute indication as to the relation= 
ship betv1een the charge deposited on the leader and the total 
charge accumulated, an analysis of the variables show that if the 
arc voltage drop of even 1x104 V/m has to be maintained along 
the leader, the charge deposited would require to be of the 
order of 35 C and this appeared to be too high taking other 
criteria into account as well. Values of an order of magnitude 
higher, namely 1x105 V/m were however more realistic. 
The potential gradient along the leader is herein defined as 
the difference in potential between the upper boundary of the 
positive streamer tips and that of the lower tip of the leader 
divided by the length of the leader. Since at the upper end, the 
potential gradient is controlled to a breakdown value of 1x106 V/m, 
it follows that even allowing an arc gradient of 1x104 for most of 
the leader, the overall potential gradient will be higher than 
this value. Nevertheless it is suggested that despite the high 
average current values for the leader the mean potential gradients 
should be higher than that of arcs as determined in the laboratory. 
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The analysis of this special case also indicates that the 
induced charge on the leader should not excee·d about 1 to 2 C 
and that the velocity of the leader tip should be in the order 
of 20 to 30 times that of the mean velocity of advance of the 
positive streamer tips in the cloud, but that this relative 
velocity changes during the progress of the leader. 
The potential of the leader tip, tended to maintain a con= 
stant value until the last 5% of its traverse when it would reduce 
to zero. This value however was much lower than the cloud paten= 
tial depending upon the allowable potential gradient assumed. 
Very significant changes occured during the last 5% of the 
leader traverse to ground which are discussed again in a later 
section. 
14. The dart leader (Page 70) 
The model of the leader discussed is Section 12 also made provision 
for the possibility of the fast dart leader of subsequent strokes, 
and in Section 13 numerical results were obtained on the basis 
that since the dart leader followed a pre-ionised path, the field 
intensity for breakdown at the leader tip would bg much lower 
than that of undisturbc:d .. air. A figure of 1x10 V/m was arbi= 
trarily chosen and it transpired from the results that in order to 
deposit the same charge as for the first leader, the velocity of 
the positive tips would need to be increased by a factor of ten 
to keep pace with the high velocity dart, and there was no reason= 
able physical mechanism which would permit this. On the other 
hand the charge delivered in subsequent strokes was on the average 
less than that of the first stroke, as proved by the field change 
observations reported in Part I and a figure of about 1/3 the charge 
of the first stroke was suggested compared with 1/5 reported by 
Uman, and this would permit lower positive tip velocities. 
Nevertheless speculation as to the mechanism of the dart 
leader suggested that the step dart during the stepped leader might 
have an identical mechanism to the dart in subsequent strokes -
except of course for the interruptions which occured in the former 
case. 
If it is assumed, as suggested earlier, that ionisation and 
breakdown in the cloud area occurs in bursts - high velocities of 
streamer advance would be possible and pockets of charge would be 
neutralised until the field intensity falls below ionisation level. 
The velocity of advance thereafter vwuld be very much slower until 
such time as the field intensity again builds up to the point where 
another burst occurs. The mean velocity of the positive tips lies 
therefore between these two extremes and would be the value de= 
!'~-cted on the computed curves. 
In the case of the stepped leader the charge involved per 
burst, or step, would be small, since there are many steps during 
the leader progression. The dart in subsequent strokes would 
either need to deliver a much larger charge, or the charge is 
already available in the channel when the dart occurs. 
This matter is co·nsidered further after the return stroke 
mechanism is examined. 
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15. · Corona Losses (Page 75) 
Since the order of magnitude of the potentials of a lightning 
leader were known, Peek's formula for corona loss on conductors 
was adapted to fit the conditions for a negative leader stroke as 
closely as possible, and from which an estimate could be made of 
the amount of charge which would be needed to satisfy these losses. 
The resultant expression
1
for the charge dissipated showed 
that it was proportional to r2 where r was the radius of the 
current carrying core, about which there is only limited informa= 
tion. Assuming that the leader traversed a height of 4 km at a 
velocity of 2x105 m/s the corona loss charge for a one metre 
radius was found to be about 2 C and negligible if the radius was 
of the order of 1 mm. 
According to Peek the losses on positively charged conductors 
would be approximately three times that for negative charge, and 
this should also be reflected in the positive leader. 
However the results are derived from conditions on metalic 
conductors which may not apply in the case of a gaseous discharge, 
and must therefore be accepted with some reserve. 
16. The striking distance of the lightning leader (Page 79) 
The numerical data described in Section 13 shows that some 
significant changes appeared to take place during the last 5% of 
the leader traverse distance to ground. If the velocity ratio-
that is the ratio of the leader tip velocity to that of the mean 
velocity of the positive tips in the cloud is kept constant, the 
potential gradient of the leader increases and so does its radius. 
If however a constant potential gradient is assumed, the velocity 
ratio must decrease, but the leader radius must also increase even 
more and this would be accompanied by an increase in the induced 
charge on the leader. This would mean in effect that breakdown 
conditions begin to occur before the leader tip actually contacts 
the earth, and this is due to the effect of the leader image which 
only begins to assume a significant effect upon the leader tip 
when it it close to earth. 
The field intensity at the surface of the earth, beneath the 
leader increases by a factor of ten during the first 95% of the 
leader traverse, and by a further factor of 10 during the last 5%; 
if however the field intensity for ionisation and breakdown of the 
air at the ground surface is less than that for air in free space, 
an upward leader should occur from the ground towards the down= 
ward moving lightning leader. There is some uncertainty as to 
whether upward leaders may be assisted by positive ion discharge 
from a rough earth surface or by negative ion concentration above 
the surface such as is believed to occur with short laboratory 
sparks. 
The striking distance cf a leader is defined as the distance 
between the corona shell of the leader tip and earth, at the moment 
when an upward leader starts out from the earth. It is shown that 
this will depend on the charge on the leader, its distribution, 
and upon the relative magnitude of the breakdown value of the air 
at the leader tip compared with that at the surface of the earth. 
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In addition it is shown that during the last 5% of the leader 
traverse to ground its corona radius increases by a factor of two 
due to the proximity of its image, and this effectively reduces 
the striking distance. 
The effect of a protruding conductor on the striking distance 
(Page 87} 
The first case considered was that of a lightning leader descending 
directly onto a protruding conductor. The method of attack followed 
was to calculate the potential and vertical field intensity at the 
top of the structure due to a charge "q" on the lightning channel 
distributed say in a linear manner. Since the structure must be at 
zero potential, it will assume a charge "qo" distributed such that 
the potential at the top of the conductor due to that charge is 
equal in magnitude but opposite in polarity to that induced by the 
leader - thereby making the resultant potential zero. The field in= 
tensity due to this charge could also be calculated, and this field 
reinforced that due to the leader, and in the limit it could be 
assigned a value which would cause ionisation and breakdown at the 
top of the conductor thereby starting an upward streamer. 
The resultant equations provided a solution relating the 
striking distance to the dimensions of the structure and to the 
charge in the lightning channel in the form of a family of curves. 
Numerical values of striking distance versus charge could then be 
obtained for a particular structure height and width (or equivalent 
radius). 
These calculations whilst correct in principle are neverthe= 
less subject to the validity of the assumptions involved as to the 
manner of charge distribution both in the leader channel and the 
structure, and also of the values assigned to the limiting field 
intensity which will cause breakdown at the top of the structure. 
Of greater interest perhaps in the case when a lightning 
leader descends near a tall structure and the possibility exists 
that as a consequence of a streamer developing from the top, the 
lightning leader may be diverted to the structure. The method of 
numerical computation is similar to that for the case of the 
lightning leader progressing from overhead but consideration has 
to be given to the starting of upward streamers both from the 
structure and from the ground. The streamer which reaches the 
lightning channel first is the one which determines the final 
discharge path of the descending leader. 
18. The return stroke (Page 94) 
In this section the physical concept of the return stroke mechanism 
is critically examined in an endeavour to explain more fully the 
many and various experimental observations carried out over the 
years and to ascertain to what extent they can be integrated into 
an acceptable unified hypothesis. 
Firstly the velocity of the luminous tip of the return stroke 
at approximately 1/10th of that of light is nevertheless still 
relatively slow if the lightning channel is to be regarded as a 
highly conducting plasma. Furthermore assuming the same premise, 
there appears to be no valid reason why once the conducting channel 
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has been established between cloud charge and ground, the whole of 
the remaining charge in the cloud should not be discharged as con= 
tinuing current. Other questions concern the large variability 
in the distribution of peak current magnitudes, charge in strokes, 
and time intervals between strokes. 
Firstly it is shown by calculation that the velocity of the 
return stroke can be related to the measured waveform of the current 
discharged to ground by assuming that this current is derived by 
neutralising charge distributed along the channel starting from the 
earth upwards. In other words the electrons deposited in the channel 
are discharged from a point on the channel coinciding with that of 
the tip of the luminous upward moving streamer, and it is surmised 
that this provides an important clue as to the mechanism of the 
discharge. 
Secondly it seems clear that after discharging the negative 
charge the channel must be left with a nett positive charge, and 
this means that more electrons drain from the channel than were 
originally deposited there. This apparent anomaly takes on a physi= 
cal meaning if it is assumed that these electrons are derived from 
the corona shell as a consequence of ionisation between the core 
and the corona radius to keep the field intensity within the corona 
sheath down to the breakdown level of the air. 
When considering how much positive charge is left on the channel, 
it becomes evident that the concept of a rising zero potential 
streamer - namely the return stroke proper - cannot exist, other= 
wise continuing current would always follow. This leads to the 
proposition that the potential gradient of the return stroke channel 
has some finite value and is not as low as that of an arc. This 
gradient might properly be provided by the inductance of the core. 
The properties of a number of computed cases of leaders in= 
volving differing values of cloud charge and dimensions of 
cylinders are critically examined to try to find a common factor; 
it was found for example that the value of the accumulated cloud 
charge itself did not control the charge deposited in the leader, 
but it had some influence on the relative velocities between leader 
tip and positive tip advance in the cloud. A longer leader length 
gave rise to higher values of charge deposit due to the increased 
induction and the longer time for positive tip penetration. 
Finally it was concluded that the controlling factor seemed 
to be the potential developed in the cloud which could differ over 
a large range even for the same value of accumulsted charge, 
according to the dimensions of the charge. Thereafter the potential 
gradient of the leader channel appears to be the limiting factor 
as regards charge deposition, but this gradient needs to have a 
mean value of the order of 1x105 V/m which may exceed that of an 
arc. 
Typical values of charge on the leader and relative velocity 
are given in Table 18.1.10 on Page 110. For example a cloud 
charge of 71 C situated 4 km above and below a charge separation 
area at 8 km, that is having a 4 km leader length would deposit 
about 8 C of which about 1 C was induced charge. The velocity of 
the leader tip when approaching close to the earth would then be 
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about 20 times that of the mean velocity of the positive tips. 
The last few percent of the leader traverse to ground is obviously 
significant in that electrons start to surge out of the leader 
during that period, the source being the corona charge. Thereafter 
a progressive discharge of the corona charge occurs as the return 
stroke tip moves upwards, but as it does so, the channel becomes 
more positive with tho charge density increasing as the tip approaches 
the top of the channel where in fact it reaches the portion which 
is already charged positively. 
19. Continuing Current and Subsequent Strokes (rage 111) 
In Part I of this thesis it v.as observed that continuing currents 
appeared to be rare occurrences, whereas other investigators, also 
using field change observations, observed at least 50% of strokes 
with slow component field changes immediately following the first 
R element of the return stroke. Berger's most recent analysis -
completed after most of this thesis had been written - confirms 
that continuing currents are in fact not as frequently observed by 
him as earlier records tended to show. 
As a consequence of the hypothesis put forward herein, this 
anomaly is now easier to understand. The slow field change follow= 
ing the return stroke is undoubtedly due to the neutralisation of 
the positive charge left at the top of the leader after the return 
stroke discharge, and this could easily have been mistaken for con= 
tinuing currents which would give rise to a similar effect. Never= 
theless continuing currents do occur and they depend upon the con= 
ductivity of the channel being maintained and also upon the main= 
tenance of ionisation levels in the cloud. 
Berger has also provided experimental evidence that the re= 
turn stroke channel is left with a positive charge on it after the 
initial high current discharge thereby strengthening the hypothesis 
herein propounded. Accordingly there can be reniewed confidence 
in the mechanism proposed. 
In general therefore, the return stroke ends with the neutra= 
lisation of the positive charge left at the top of the channel since 
the field intensity must have fallen below ionisation level if the 
charge generation process is not fast enough to sustain it. The 
lower end of the channel loses its conductivity rapidly and is in= 
capable of sustaining further current flow to ground. 
When a break does finally occur, the upper reaches of the 
lightning channel are still conducting the charge of both signs 
can once more be induced thereby tending to recharge the channel. 
However it is clear that in the main the production of a subse= 
quent stroke requires further assistance from sources external to 
the mechanism • . 
These are in effect available in a number of forms namely the 
discharge of positive charge at the cloud top, which is also in a 
state close to ionisation according to the theory of the cylindrical 
charge distribution. Also the attraction of fast negative ions 
from the upper atmosphere, and of positive ions from below assist 
to build up the field intensity at the channel t op. 
In conformity with the notion discussed earlier, the dart 
leader of a subsequent stroke is not the main phenomena of the 
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stroke development but is evidently due to a fresh burst of ion= 
isation once the critical level has again been reached. This is 
supported by Berger's later f~eld change measurements indicating 
a much slower initial field cl1ange for a subsequent leader, com= 
pared with the one microsecond rise time of the current. Although 
not mentioned again in the thesis, this was a:'..so the evidence of 
the 25 component multiple stroke reported in Part I Appendix II. 
Here the majority of the field changes had slow rise times - the 
mean value being 0,4 ms which would in a~y case have suffered 
severe attenuation due to the small time constant of the measuring 
circuit. 
The resulting stroke sequence is f j_nally indicated on Figures 
19.0.1 and 19.0.2. 
20. The effect of polarity changLlP?~.1I)~ 
Lightning discharges from positively charged clouds are thought 
to be associated with isolated positive charge such as would occur 
if the lower negative charge in a bi-polar structure had been dissi= 
pated by a previous series of discharges to ground. For this reason 
the discharge path could be much larger than that of ground flashes 
and would be consequently associated with higher magnitudes of in= 
duced charge. 
In addition the propagation velocities of the respective tips 
of the leader channel are likely to be reversed in that the nega= 
tive tips in the cloud should propagate faster than they did through 
virgin air. Similarily the positive tipped leader should proceed 
at a slower rate because there is no charge ahead of it to in= 
tensify the field. The result of this would be that the charge 
extracted from the cloud should greatly exceed that of the nega= 
tive leader case. This is in fact what Berger observed in all 27 
of his records. The charge was in the order of 7 to 10 times 
that of the median value for negative discharges. It was not 
surprising therefore that not one positive multiple discharge 
occured for one simple reason that there could not be too much 
charge available to meet such a high demand. 
A second reason arises out of the discharge mechanism itself. 
In the case of a positive leader, the positive charge is lodged 
as ions in the corona shell where they are not as freely available 
as are electrons, or otherwise it is bound on cloud droplets. The 
negative charge is however in copious supply both in the channel 
core and in the ground when contact is made. Hence, according to 
the discharge mechanism proposed, negative charge in the form of 
electrons may neutralise the corona shell and the bound charge in 
the cloud with no stopping mechanism. Hence in the case of a 
positive discharge the process must continue until all positive 
charge in the cloud is neutralised. In the case of the negative 
discharge the supply of free electrons was strictly limited to the 
corona sheath. 
In part I multiple positive discharges were reported but their 
probability of occurrence was much lower than for ground flashes. 
21. Field changes due to lightning (Page 11g) 
The classical expression for the total electric field atributed to 
Le Jay refers to a single point in time and needs to be amplified 
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if it is to describe the electric field change when the value of 
charge varies with time, as occurs during the discharge process. 
A similar expression developed by Jordan for an oscillating dipole 
is perhaps more expressive. and shows also that the three compo= 
nents of the electric field namely the electrostatic, induction 
and radiation fields can be found from a statement for any one of 
them by differentiation or integration as the case may be. How= 
ever this is only strictly applicable when the propagation time is 
taken into account. Nevertheless approximate expressions for the 
variation of magnitude with time of the respective field changes 
may be obtained by neglecting the propagation time. 
The calculations assume the wave form of the current delivered 
to ground during the return stroke, and also the charge distribution 
along the leader at the moment of contact with the earth. Assuming 
then that the charge on the leader is neutralised progressively 
from the ground up, the electrostatic field change variation with 
time can then be evaluated. 
The induction field change may likewise be obtained by differ= 
entiating the previous expression with respect to time and when 
multiplied by S/c, where S is also a function of time, and c is the 
velocity of light. The radiation field change is likewise deter= 
mined. 
When the distance D of the point of observation from the 
lightning stroke is large compared with the height H of the stroke, 
all three expressions for the respective field changes agree with 
the Le Jay concept namely the proportionality to D-3, n-2 and n- 1 
respectively and Q, i, and di/dt. 
The radiation field change however contained a new term pro= 
portional to i2/q which has not been previously identified and 
which adds directly to the di/dt term. In the case of very high 
rates of rise of current coincident with the peak value therefore, 
the radiation field change could be much larger than previously 
thought possible. 
The question of the retardation time due to the velocity of 
prop~€ation of the wave can be resolved by means of an incremental 
type of computer program. This was used to determine the respective 
increments of time at the location of the point of observation com= 
pared with that at the lightning-stroke itself thereby enabling the 
curve of field variation with real time at the point of observation 
to be evaluated. 
The curves for three cases of charge distribution, namely 
uniform, linear and exponential, were computed, from which it was 
evident that the electromagnetic component of the field change 
assumed a magnitude which exceeded the electrostatic component at 
some value of D less than 20 km in the case of a uniform or linear 
charge distribution, and less than 40 km in the case of an ex= 
ponential charge distribution on the leader. This could be at 
least partly responsible for the observed departure from the n-3 
relation reported in Part I of this thesis. It is considered how= 
ever that another source of error could have been introduced by 
the omission of some measurements at very close range due to their 
having been off scale. 
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Finally the over-discharge of electrons from the leader during 
the return stroke would be equivalent to levelling out say a linear 
charge distribution to an approximate uniform distribution. Al= 
ternatively an initial exponential charge distribution will dis= 
charge approximately as a linear distribution. Since no measure= 
ments have been made on this aspect it is not possible to be more 
precise, but at least the approximate form of field change may be 
deduced from a comparison of the three cases presented. 
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Appendix I The cylindrical model of cloud charges 
This appendix gives the basis for the concept of the cylindrical 
cloud model in some detail and this proceeds to the derivation of 
formulae for the calculation of field intensity and potential at 
points along the centre line of the cylinder. Numerical results 
are given and curves drawn for many of the important parameters 
required for the study of the initiation and progression of light= 
ning discharges within and from charged clouds. 
Appendix II Description and Flow Chart of Computer Program for 
Lightning DischarRe Model 
By Mrs. L.O. Stander- Computer Science Division, National Institute 
for Mathematical Sciences 
This appendix describes the development of the computer program to 
simulate the progression of the leader from the base of the charge 
in the cloud to the ground. Basically it calculates the field in= 
tensities and potentials at different positions along the pro= 
grassing leader which at the same time requires solutions of the 
radial dimensions of the leader and of the positive charge area at 
the cloud end of the leader, and this involved a double iteration 
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in the program. First the leader radius R2 was found which would 
satisfy the conditions of a given ionising field intensity at the 
two extremities of the leader for a fixed value of the radius Rz1 
of the induced positive charge area. ·This then also gave the 
potentials and the mean potential gradient of the leader. Then 
if these values did not comply with controlled requirements as 
to the desired potential gradient, the value of Rz 1 was varied until 
it did so, but with each variation a new value of R2 was computed. 
Finally when Rz 1 equalled the radius R1 of the main negative 
charge cylinder, the potential gradient for the leader was cal= 
culated for each value of R2 found. 
The program was arranged to make calculations for any assumed 
value of the initial charges and their dimensions, including the 
possibility of the upper positive charge escaping vertically, and 
for any assumed value of the ratio of the velocities of the lower 
leader tip to the mean velocity of penetration of the positive tips 
into the main negative charge. 
The appendix includes a flow chart and an example of the com= 
plete computer print-out which shows the incremental values of the 
many functions used for the computation including the induced and 
total charge on the leader and the field intensity and potential 
at all points of interest. 
The computer model of the lightning leader discharge was found 
to be an invaluable tool to determine the conditions attending the 
breakdown process. 
R.B. Anderson, 
National Electrical Engineering Research Institute, 
Council for Scientific Industrial Research, 
P. 0 • Box 395 , 
PRETORIA. 
Republic of South Africa. 
PART II 
A PROPOSED NEW MODEL FOR THE LI%liTNI]Q_QISCHARGE 
1. Introduction 
In most previous models of thundercloudsJ it has proved to be 
conveniept to represent the cloud charges as contained on or in 
imaginary spheres; 1·rhereupon calculations of the field changes at 
ground level have been effected assuming various heights and 'dis= 
position of the centres of these sphereswhere the charge can 
theoretically be assumed to be concentrated. \Vhilst this method 
of analysis gives approximate results at ground level which may 
be reali~tic, it does not assist in the calculation of the 
field intensitites iikely to be ertdounteted within the cloud 
itseif~ nor dbes it permit a reasonable explanation of the mechahism 
likely to lead to cloud to ground flashes as opposed to intra-cloud 
flashes. 
Secondly, whilst the mechanism of the downward leader and 
subsequent return stroke has been postulated, including that of 
the subsequent strokes of multiple flashes, there is still apparently 
some need to explain the observed velocity of the return stroke, 
the variation in the charge delivered per stroke and ,its relation 
to variation in current magnitude and wave form, and the reason 
for continuing current after some strokes. 
Finally, for calculations of the field change related to 
real time, the application of the classical statements attributed 
to Le Jay (1926) are somewhat obscure, especially when the distance 
from the lightning channel is not large compared with its height, 
and this needs further elucidation. 
2 • The . isolated .-Sph~r.;ical :·Space Charge 
Consider a positive charge Q distributed uniformly throughout 
a sphere of radium R, and the conditions at a point P as illustrated 
in Fig. 2.0.1 · 
Fig. 2.0.1. The isolated spherical space charge 
So long as x> R the potential at the point P, and the potential 
gradient (which shall be hereinafter equated to the field intensity) 
are obtained from the well known relationships namely 
V (x> R)/ •••• 
v(x>R)= 
E(x> R) = 
- 2 -
Q 
Volts .............................. (2 .. 1) 
dl~ = 
dx . 
Q V/ . . 
4n~·z m •.•.•••••...••..••.. (2.2) 
And eo = l0-9/36n farad-meter 
Normally t~ese considerations are terminated at a point on 
the surface of the sphere, putting x = R, but in the case of a 
uniformly distributed charged volume it can be shown that 1·;nen 
X (R 
V(x <R) = B~eR (3 - x2/R2) Volts •••••••••••••••• (2.3) 
and E - _G;<;_... V/ (2 ) (x<R)- 4neR3 m •...•...•.•••...•..•..•..••••• ·4 
Whence at the centre of the sphere x = 0 and at the boundary 
X= R 
.... ( Vo = ...2SL and v = _g_(L .................... -... ,\ ( 2 . 5) 8ne:R r 8ne:R 
Eo 0 and Er 
Q (2.6) = = 4nER2 ...................... 
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----=· . : ~ .. 1~. ~-
Fig. 2 .o.~ I_llustration of the potential and field intensity 
associated with a spherical space cha-rge-. 
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The most pertinent result of the above is the realisation 
that the field intensity is a maximum at the boundary of the charged 
spherical charge, and insofar as this affects a cloud, ionisation 
and breakdown can be expected to occur around the perimeter of the 
charge in the first instance. 
This simple model may be used to give some indication of the 
probably critical dimensions of R for various values of Q, given 
a limiting value of Em which would be needed to cause breakdown in 
the cloud. According to I>lacky (1931) a value of 1 x 106 V/m for 
the moisture laden lower portions of a thundercloud might well be 
applicable whence from equation 2.6 
9 1.. 
3 ( Q • 1 0 /Em) 2 m • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • . • . • . • • . . . • • • • . • . • • ( 2. 7) 
Typical values of Rm together with the resultant values for 




Charge Density Maximum Potential 
Coulombs Coulombs/m3 Volts 
1 95 0,280 X 1o-6 0,142 X 10
9 
5 212 0, 125 X 10-6 0,318 X 10
9 
10 300 0,084 X 1o-6 0, 450 X 109 
50 671 0,040 X 1o-6 1 ,.007 X 10
9 
100 956 0,027 x lo-6 1, 412 X 10
9 
500 2120 0,012 X 10-6 1,185 X 10
9 
Table 2.1.1. Typical values of critical radius, charge density and 
maximum potential of an isolated spherical charged 
volume for a boundary field intensity of Em = 1 x 106 V/m 
The above calculations are all related to a zero potential 
sphere at infinity but the effect of the earth may be simulated 
by assuming that it consists of a horizontal zero potential plane 
below which is a mirror image of the charge situated in the cloud 
as indicated in the follmving Fig. 2.0.3. 
Fig. 2. 0. 3 I ... 
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ZERO POTENTIAL 
EARTH PLAN E 
Fig. 2.Jh). Simulation of an isolated positive charge Q situated 
above a zero potential earth plane. 
The potential at the centre of the upper charge is reduced by 
an amount given by the following from equation 2.1. 
V = Q/4ne:.2(H+R) Volts ..•.....•...•••....•......••• (2.8) 
and expressed as a proportion of the original potential 
= 1 .JL 3 • H+R (2.9) 
The height of the cloud charge would rarely be less than 
2 km, and for a radius of say 1 km, the reduction of potential 
would be about Vg or not much more than 10%. 
Similarly the increase of field intensity at the point P 
would be given by 











H + R ) 2 V / m • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 2 .11 ) 
For the same parameters as the example above, this increase 
amounts to 4% of the original field intensity, and, in con= 
sequence, it is reasonable to suggest that for all practical pur= 
poses, the effect of the earth may in those circumstances be 
neglected. It is also clear that because the field intensities 
in/ ••• 
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in the region of the charges in the cloud are relatively unaffected 
by the earth plane - with the proviso that it is not too close -
the probability of ground flashes occurring compared with intra-
cloud flashes is not greatly influenced by the height of the charges 
above ground. 
3. The Conventional Bi-polar ~odel 
Disregarding the earth plane, the potential and field intensities 
existing i'lithin the cloud may at first be examined by means of the 
conventional model consisting of say two charges of opposite polarity, 
initially equal in magnitude, and contained in spherical volumes 
of space charge, as depicted in Fig. 3.0.1. 
c 
D 
Fig. 3.0.1 Conventional arrangement of bi-polar cloud charges 
The points of immediate interest are those labelled A, B, C 
and D and the field intensity at each of those points is simply 
the algebraic sum of that due to each of the charges with due 
regard to the sign of the charge and the direction of the field. 
Conventionally the vertical component of field intensity at 
any point in this system is positive if unit positive charge placed 
at that point would tend to move downwards. Consequently for 
equal values of charge Q, the field intensities at B and C and 
at any point between is positive and is the sum of that due to 
the two charges whereas the field intensity at A or D is the 
difference of that due to each of the charges and the resultant 
field intensity is in this case negative. 
The field intensity at A or D is therefore given by the 
expression:-
Ea =Ed/ ..... . 
- 6.;.. 
V/m ........ (3.1) 
Similarly 
Eb = Ec = 4~ [ + i2 + ~~-)2] V/m •..•••.••• (3.2) ,d -.- R 
It is clear therefore that the field intensity at B and C 
between the charges 1-1ill always exceed that at A or D and ~tould 
therefore favour the development of intra-cloud discharges rather 
than ground~ This would in particnlar be accentuated during the 
initial stages of t:r..e chargo s::paration r:rocess when the t1-10 ch:1rges 
are close together. For example if B and C are coincident i.e. 
d = o then 
Q 
Ea = Ed = ----~ 
4nc:R~ 
V/m ...................... (3.3) 
V /m .....•.•..........•.••.. (3.4) 
Hence the field intensity at the junction of the charges is 
more than twice that either below or above the charges and clearly 
an intra-cloud discharge would be the more likely. 
In view of the fact that the breakdown strength of the air 
in the neighbourhood of the charge separation area is not normally 
in excess of 1.5 times that in the lower reaches of a moist cloud, ? 
the model is not a very satisfactory one to explain the incidence 
of ground flashes in some thunderstorms. 
4. A New Cloud Charge Model 
An approach to a new cloud charge model which is more realistic 
perhaps, may be based upon the fact that the charge separation 
process appears to take place in the region above the freezing 
level of the atmosphere, and charges of opposite polarity are 
respectively carried upwards or downwards from this region, the 
exact mechanism being still a somewhat controversial matter. 
Nevertheless the nett re'sul t is usually a concentration of negative 
charge in the lower regions of a cloud and positive charge towards 
the top, and it may therefore be postulated that the charge density 
varies fTom zero in the immediate vicinity of the charge separation 
area to a maximum at the extremities of the cloud volume. 
The exact manner of the charge distribution is a matter of 
some conjecture but for the purposes of a model any suitable 
distribution may be chosen, for example linear, parabolic, cubic 
of even exponential; and these may differ for the negative and 
the positive charged volumes respectively. 
The nex·t requirement is the physical form containing the 
charges and the most favoured appears to be generally cylindrical 
in shape to coincide with a circular vortex or updraft channel 
suggested by Vonegut (1965). However the choice of shape could 
be varied such as by employing inverted cones, ellipsoids or 
paraboloids/ ••• 
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paraboloids, but in each case the mathematics could be considerably 
involved and may not be justified considering the inexactness and 
variability of thunderstorm -cells anyway. 
As a starting off point however, it is assumed that charge 
separation takes place uniformly over a circular area of radius 
R, and that thereafter the charge separates and is confined to a 
cylindrical form having any convenient height or depth above and 
below the separation area. Initially the amount of positive and 
negative charge separated is as sumed equal, and it is convenient 
also, though not necessary, to assume that the separation distance 
is the same for both charges say 1 and the cylinder containing 
them therefore has a length 21. The charge distribution per unit 
volume may as a first approximation be assumed to be linear and 
to be the same for either polarity of charge it may then be 
expressed as equation 4.1 namely:-
1 
q = 
4y t. coulombs/m3 . . • . . . • • . . • . . . . • . . . . • . ( 4.1) 
'1tR 'Jv ~ 
\ 
Where x is measured from the centre of the cylinder up to 
a distance of L as depicted in Fig. 4.0. 1. 
J<-R >r R~ +q' 
T 
r -- - - ·--- -,p i 
I I 
I 
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(a) Diagram Charge Distribution 
Fig. 4.0. 1. Diagram showing cylindrical model of charged cloud 
with linear charge distribution. 
In Fig. 4.0.1 the points of interest are the field inten= 
sities at A, B and,Cand that at a Point P which is any distance 
"y" from B up to y = 1. Since the distribution has been assumed 
to be symmetrical around the point B, the field intensities at 
the extremities of the cylinder, or any points equidistant from 
B are equal. 
By/ .•• 
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By means of th~ normal process of integration the field 
intensity at the point P may be calculated resulting in the 
following expression: equation 4.2 




- (1±.~) + R2]2 2 
- (.k:~) 
2 [(L+y)2 
2]t + R + 12-i } V/m ....... ( 4.2) 
Where Q is the magnitude of the total charge of one polarity. 
The field intensity at A or C is obtained by putting y = L in 
equation 4.2 namely 
E =-E - - Q [.1:.. sinh-1 (.].-)] 
a c - - 2neL2 2R - 2R 
V/m ........... (4.3) 
Where Q is always a positive quantity. The field intensity at 
B is obtained by putting y = 0 in equation 4.2 namely 
... (4.4) 
In order to investigate the relative values of E or E 
compared with Eb, the value of the ratio E /Eb has be~n pl8tted 
for values of y = 2L(~a) from a = 0 to a ~ 0,5, and the result is 
shown in Fig. 4.0.2 (separately attached). 
It is evident first of all that the field intensity is a maximum 
either at point C or B depending only on the value of L/R and that 
there is a particular value of L/R for which the bTO field intensities 
are equal in magnitude- in this case 21/R = 4,1. 
Secondly for values of 2L/R>4 the field intensities a t the 
extremities of the cylindrical charged volume exceed that at the 
centre in which case it would be expected that breakdown could 
occur first in these areas. 
The question as to where a discharge will first be initiated 
depends also, however, upon the actual value of the field inten= 
sity required at a given point to cause ionisation and breakdown 
of the media at this point, and to obtain some information on 
this Table 4.1.1 has been compiled from the data given by Golde 
(1970) as to typical physical conditions within a thundercloud. 
Table 4.1.1/ 
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Altitute Pressure Temperature *Relative Air 
+ Critical 
Field Inten= 
Km mb oc Density sity V/m 
0 1 013 +28 0,97 2,92 X 10
6 
1 899 +20 0,89 2,66 X 10
6 
2 795 +14 0,50 2,40 X 10
6 
3 701 + 8 0,72 2, 16 X 10
6 
4 616 + 2 0,65 1, 94 X 10
6 
5 540 - 3 0,58 1, 73 X 10
6 
6 472 - 8 0,51 1,54 X 10
6 
7 410 -13 0,46 1, 37 X 10
6 
8 356 -18 0,41 1, 21 X 10
6 
9 I 307 -24 0,36 1,08 X 106 
10 
I 
264 -31 o, 32 0,95 X 106 





195 -50 I 0,25 0,75 X 10
6 
I i I I 
Table 4.1.1 Typical physical conditions within a thundercloud 
* Air density relative to NTP of 1 013 mb and 20°C 
+ Breakdown of air at NTP assumed to be 3x106 V/m. 
At this juncture it is necessary to consider the intrinsic 
breakdown strength of air and of moisture laden clouds more care= 
fullE. In the former case, the widely used breakdown value of 
3x10 V/m for air at normal temperature and pressure refers to the 
breakdown of a uniform field between two electrodes spaced one centi= 
meter apart. If the spacing of the electrodes is increased the 
average breakdown streng~h tends to a lower value quoted by Alston 
et al (1968) as 2,4 x 10 V/m. However the electric stress at the 
surface of the electrode where ionisation first takes place, is 
higher than the average value, and would correspond to the actual 
disruptive stress which is sought, that is the intrinsic breakdown 
strength which could be independent of the electrode configuration. 
Peek (1929) showed that the field intensity for ionisation was de= 
pendent upon the radius of the electrode, and if this was very small 
the stress could exceed 3 x 106 V/m - however this is due to the 
fact that electrons must be accelerated a finite distance to cause 
avalanches, and if the radius was suffici~ntly large, ionisation 
occurred at a stress very close to 3 x 106 V/m. For these reasons 
it would appear that this is the correct value of stress applicable 
to air when there is no restriction due to the effect of electrodes, 
and has been adopted throughout for the conditions at normal tern= 
perature and pressure (NTP) below the cloud level. For temperatures 
and pressures, other than NTP, the intrinsic strength would vary 
directly as the relative air density as shown in Table 4.1.1. 
When/ 
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When consideririg the conditions within the- cloud however, the 
electric strength is lm-1ered. by the pressence of water drops. As 
mentioned earlier, this was -demonstrated in the classic experiments 
of Macky (1931) whereby the field intensity required to breakdown 
a column of water drops falling through a vertical electric field 
was measured under varying conditions of drop size and spacing. 
The value of 1 x 106 V/m has since been accepted as a representative 
value for clouds containing water drops• and this according to 
Mason ( 1961) extends ~Tell above the freezing level wher~ water may 
still exist in a supercooled state. The division beh1een water and 
ice is not finite however but generally ice only occurs above the 
- 35°C level and water only below the 0°C level, and the region 
between is a mixture of the two which tends to more ice particles 
at the upper and more water at the lower extremeties. 
In terms of altitude, and referring to the values set out in 
Table 4.1.1 the cloud may therefore be considered to be more or 
less homogeneous electrically from cloud base, which may be at 2 km 
or even less, up to at least 8 km where the relative air densit; 
lowers the intrinsic breakdown strength for air to about 1 x 10 V/m 
in any case. Above this altitude therefore, the electric strength 
is less than anywhere else in the cloud and the air in this region 
is the more likely to break down under stress should the field in= 
tensity be sufficiently high. At the boundary between air and 
cloud, and particularly at ns base, there is a distinct increase in 
the electric strength - by a factor of more than two. However 
the presence of precipitation might alter conditions to some extent; 
nevertheless it is known that the spacing of water drops in rain is 
very large compared to that in the interior of clouds ahd hence the 
effect on the breakdown strength is likely to be minimal. 
Reverting again to the cylindrical model of cloud charge dis= 
tribution, which is described in some detail in Appendix I, the 
following tables illustrate some critical values of radius, charge, 
maximum charge density and potential which would occur when the 
field intensity is 1 x 106 V/m simultaneously at the centre of the 
charges, and at the extremities of the cylinder, that is to say 
when the probability of intra-cloud or ground discharge is equal. 
Critical Critical Critical Maximum Charge Radius Ratio Charge Length 1 R 21/R Q Density X 10-
6 
of one 
Cylinder H=4km H=8km H=4km H=8km H=4km H=8km H=4km H=8km 
km km km '- - Clbs Clbs Clbs/m
3 Clbs/m3 
1 0,49 0,48 4,06 4, 13 28 27 0,075 0,075 
2 1,03 0,98 3,88 4,08 118 113 0,036 0,037 
3 2,33 1, 49 12~58 4,03 422 257 0,017 0,025 
4 - 2,06 3,89 - 475 - 0,018 
5 - 2,86 - 13,50 - 828 - 0,013 
6 I - 4,65 - J2, 58 1 - _11 684 I - 0,008 . I 
I 
Table 4.1.2 Critical Values of Cylindrical Cloud Charge Parameters 
for equal probability of intracloud or ground flashes 
1o = 11 = 1 Qo = Q1 = Q Table/ 
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As an example of the application of the above table, if the 
height of the separation area is say 6 km and the length of each 









6 X 103m 
3 X 103m 
1, 0 
0,257 X H 
= 1, 542 X 103m 
3,89 
_ _2 -6 
7, 398 X 11 X 10 
= 266 Coulombs 
0,142 X 10-3 /H 
= 0,0237 x 10-6 Coulombs/m3 
The above means that if a total charge of 532 coulombs of 
both signs is distributed in a linear manner in a cylinder of radius 
R symmetrically placed with its centre at 6 km altitude and of the 
dimensions given, the field intensity at the lower extremity will 
be equal in magnitude to that at its centre, and will be the 
critical value of 1 x 106 V/m for ionisation and breakdown. If 
the cylinder has a larger 21/R ratio than the above, the field 
intensity at the lower extremity would exceed that at the centre 
(or charge separation area) and a breakdown towards earth is more 
possible. 
In the meteorological sense, if charge separation was occuring 
over a circular area of say 1,54 km radius, at an altitude of 6 km, 
an intra-cloud flash would be more likely to occur until the charges 
have separated over an equal distance above and below the centre of 
at least 3 km. Once the ± 3 km mark is passed, however, a ground 
flash from the lower extremity is more than likely. 
Exactly at the ± 3 km distance a charge separation of ± 266 
coulombs would be necessary to produce breakdown in either direction. 
At separation distances of less than ± 3 km, that is during the early 
stages of the separation process, a charge separation of less than 
± 266 coulombs would either produce an intra-cloud flash or no dis= 
charge at all; on the other hand, at separation distances greater 
than 3 km a charge of more than 266 coulombs would be required to 
initiate a flash but having attained the necessary value, a ground 
flash would occur. 
5. The/ 
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5. The Electrical Breakdown Process Within the Cloud 
There is much evidence that the rate of charge accumulation in a 
thundercloud cell is a relatively slow process, t aking minutes to 
reach the critical values for breakdown (Workman 1967) whereas for 
discharges to ground up to 10 coulombs may be neutralised in a few 
milliseconds and 100 coulombs or so in about a second. The break= 
down process in the cloud therefore must mak0 th9 charge available 
quickly and the charge must be able to move rapidly to satisfy this 
condition. 
Taking firstly the case of the intra-cloud breakdown, the 
amount of charge bound on charge carriers in the high field inten= 
sity area in the centre is limited, most being accumulated in the 
extremities of the cell. 
When the field intensity reaches a critical value for ionisation, 
breakdown will occur in this area perhaps considerably remote from 
the bulk of the charge which is inducing the field intensity, and 
any theory of breakdown must of course explain how these bound 
charges become involved. 
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It is not the purpose of tbi s paper to try to expla:i.n in detail 
the breakdown mgchanism, since this is bound to be quite complicated, 
but certain fundamental observations may not be out of place. Firstly 
this breakdown occurs in the centre of an extended field and in 
an area where there is only a sparse charge distribution, and as 
soon as any of the opposing charges begin to be neutralised, the 
overall field intensity starts to collapse, and it continues to 
do so until it is almost zero - despite this, the discharge con= 
tinues to the end. 
It would appear therefore that an actual current carrying arc 
developes in this region and extends simultaneously in both the 
upward and downward directions towards the main location of charges 
of opposing polarity, as illustrated in the following Fig. 5.0.1(a) 
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(b) (i) Initial Field Intensity 
(ii) Developed Field Intensity 
Fig. 5.0.1 Diagram indicating growth of arc column during intra-
cloud breakdown. 
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The voltage gradient required to maintain this arc is very 
much less than the value of the field intensity in the neighbour= 
hood, and hence it should grow rapidly in length, and this it may 
do by means of streamers which in the case of those uppermost contain 
negative ions and electrons at the tips which_neutralise positive 
charge in the area, and vice versa at the lower end 
During this process the field intensity pattern changes, and looks 
possibly like that which would be produced by two isolated spherical 
charges. In this event the field intensity at the extremities of 
the advancing streamers is accentuated thereby assisting the break= 
down in this area as illustrated on Fig. 5.0.1(b). 
The field change produced by such a discharge is slow and 
continuous, taking about a second or more, but superimposed thereon 
are a multiplicity of so called "spikes", named "K" changes which 
according to Brook and Kitagawa (1960) are dispersed at intervals 
of about 68~. These could well be due to spasmodic extension 
of the streamers in small steps similar to but much slower than 
the stepped leader of ground strokes. This would be consistent 
with the notion that both polarity of charges are bound upon 
carriers which could conceivably form small pockets of charge 
dispersed generally throughout the charged area. 
A further aspect of the above described mechanism, which is 
however common to all forms of lightning discharge, is the 
necessity to explain how single arc channels are produced when 
the charges which are being moved are dispersed over a considerable 
volume of space. It seems that an arc channel may start at a 
particular point ~mere the field intensity is highest, and there= 
after all discharge paths from many directions pass through this 
point. A means whereby streamers and filaments can be formed in 
directions other than the prevailing direction of the main field 
must therefore be found. 
6. The Breakdown Process at the Cloud Top 
Theoretically a discharge from the concentrated positive charge 
at the top of a cloud is possible, but in ~ractice it has not been 
observed very frequently. Mackerras (1968) refers to high-cloud 
discharges however, and on some occasion a bright spasmodic 
luminosity is observed to take place in that region, sometimes 
very actively, but on very few occasions is an actual arc channel 
visible - indicating that these may in fact be the termination of 
discharges within the cloud itself. Disregarding the earth, the 
nextnearest conducting plane is the electrosphere (Malan 1967) 
some 50 to 60 km in altitude, and this is hardly a likely target 
for a discharge. More possible perhaps is a discharge directed 
through or around the charge separation area to the seat of 
negative charge in the lower reaches of the cloud. Visible arcs 
around the outside of clouds have certainly been photographed. 
However it is perhaps more probable that owing to the greater 
conductivity of the upper atmosphere, and the ionisation taking 
place there due to cosmic radiation, positive charge is dispersed 
quite rapidly by way of ionic conduction or leakage currents. 
Alternatively the charge is more widely dispersed than indicated 
by a cylindrical model so that the field intensity in that vicinity 
rarely reaches ionisation le~~ before that in the centre between 
the charges. 
It is/ ••• 
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A recent paper by Brown et a l ( 1971) some1:hat supports what has 
been discussed above. They calculate that the upward directed elec= 
trio field from the conventional bi-polar thunderstorm cell will con= 
centrate fast negative ions in the vicinity of the cloud top forming 
a dense screening layer. These negative ions will be drawn from the 
clear air above the cloud and are able to exert electric fields close 
to breakdown intensities. However these calculations are based upon 
the establishment of an electric field deep 'l'rithin the cloud and 
they do not consider what would happen with the emergence of positive 
charge carried upwards towards the so-called screening layers. Hence 
whilst this postulation appears to be sould it also follows that the 
negative ions entering the channel top would very .soon be neutral= 
ised by the positive ions raised towards them. 
Several investigators have detected radar echoes from the top 
of cloud turrets. In particular Workman (1967) refers to descending 
areas of reflectivity which always proceeds a lightning discharge 
within the cloud. Such echoes might of course be due to descending 
charge carriers, but it is also possible that they emanate from areas 
of ionisation or ion-recombination which would also tend to descend 
as the positive charge on the carriers is neutralised by the descend= 
ing negative ions forming the screening layers. 
Finally it is clear that the neutralisation of the positive 
charge in the upper cloud or its escape due to ionisation, will create 
conditions more favourable to the production of ground flashes from 
the lower negative charge. 
1. The historical background to the mechanism of a lightning discharge 
to ground 
One of the earliest explanations of the sequence of events describing 
a flash of lightning was evolved by Schonland (1938) and this was 
later modified by Bruce and Golde (1941) and is depicted in Fig. 
1.0.1. Schonland considered that negative charge was lowered by the 
leader stroke from an isolated charge in the cloud and upon contacting 
earth, this charge was neutralised by an upward moving positively 
charged column which eventually penetrated the cloud until the channel 
became neutral. The development of a streamer from a new neighbouring 
charge to the partly ionised channel served to explain a subsequent 
stroke of the same flash. 
The lowering of negative charge in the first instance appeared 
to be confirmed by the observed resulting field change, whilst the 
upward moving neutralisation process coincided with the bright luminous 
return stroke which traversed the distance at a velocity of about one 
tenth of that of light. Schonland surmised also that subsequent 
negative streamer from a neighbouring charge centre having a velocity 
equal to that of the leader stroke, namely from 1 to 2 x 105 ms, 
would need to transverse from 3 to 6 km to account for the observed 
pause of about 30 ms between the first and a subsequent stroke of a 
multiple lightning flash. 
Bruce and Golde on the other hand considered that it was more 
probable that after the neutralisation of the negative charge on the 
leader, the channel would become positively charged instead of neutral. 
It was more reasonable to suggest therefore that a positive streamer 
would develope towards a neighbouring negative charge centre. Upon 
contact/ ..... 
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FIGURE 7·0 ·I 
DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING LEADER AND RETURN 
STROKES - (A) TO (D) SCHONLAND -(A) TO 




r A B c D E GROUND 
FIGURE 7·0·2 
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR GROUND STROKES 
SCHON LAND AND MALAN ( 1951) 
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contact with this centre the negative charge would now decend the 
leader channel followed by an upward moving positive charge which 
neutralised it to complete the process. 
Both viewpoints assumed therefore that the negative charge in a 
thundercloud would consist of a nuober of isolated pockets which would 
be discharged one after the other, thereby accounting for the multi= 
ple subsequent strokes of a flash 't'rhich according to the photographic 
observations of Schonland and Malan could be as many as fourteen. 
Ten years later Schonland and Malan (1951) postulated a tentative 
theory based upon their observations of the field changes which occured 
during the intervals between strokes tvhich they had termed "junction" 
or J-field charges and which appeared to indicate that the subsequent 
strokes of a flash tapped negative charge centres which were situated 
at higher and higher levels and that these charges were in fact con= 
tiguous. 
A revised sequence of events was therefore proposed as indicated 
on Fig. 7.0.2. The negative charge in the cloud was envisaged as a 
vertical column which was tapped by each successive leader by lowering 
negative charge to earth. After contact with the earth the charge on 
the leader was neutralised and replaced by positive charge which con= 
centrated mainly in the area in the cloud below the remaining negative 
charge. The so-called J-process then consisted in the neutralisation 
of this charge by a relatively slow advance of positive streamers 
vertically into the negative charge in the cloud. They supported this 
argument by referring to measurements of the velocity of positive 
streamers by Malan himself, and by Allibone and Meek (1938) which gave 
values of the order of 3 x 104 m/s whereupon the distances traversed 
in 30 ms would be of the order of one kilometre. 
Hence not only did this explain the tapping of charge at successive 
increments of height of about 1 km, but also it accounted for the median 
delay time of about 30 ms between the euccessive strokes of a multiple 
flash. 
In further confirmation of this notion Hewitt (1957) showed by 
means of radar observations that the successive strokes of a flash 
proceeded from areas in the cloud which were consistently at higher 
altitude. Finally Brook, e Kitagawa and Workman (1962) using one of 
the methods prescribed by Schonland and Malan, confirmed again that 
the apparent leader height increased with the stroke order. 
Whilst this proposal now appears to be well established it is 
still difficult to envisage how successive strokes may occur for 
reasons which will be described in the following section. 
The amount of charge dissipated per stroke according to Bruce 
and Golde (1941) and more recently Berger (1971) is of the order of 
8 coulombs whilst the mean time interval between strokes of a flash 
according to Malan (1956) and confirmed in this investigation was 
between 50 and 60 ms. Hence the average rate of charge accumulation 
would require to be about 150 C/s to sustain such a discharge for 
successive strokes. The mean recovery rate of thunderstorm cells on 
the other hand is of the order of 10 to 20 seconds (Workman 1967) 
and hence it appears to be completely outside the realms of possibility 
that/ 
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that multiple stroke flashes could be sustained by the normal charge 
separation process since from 750 to 1500 C "10uld need to be seper= 
ated to meet this requirement. 
However the sequence postulated by Schonland and Malan fits the 
cylindrical charge model very well, and according to this model, the 
neutralisation of successive portions of charge would reduce the 
length of the lower negatively charged cylinder. This would in turn 
result in a lower field intensity which would tend to be below the 
initial ionisation level, of say 1 x 106 V/m, thereby inhibiting 
further breakdown. Hence it must be concluded that either the ion= 
isation level must be maintained by other means, or in fact it must 
in itself be lower once breakdown conditions have been initiated or 
both. However, before giving detail consideration to the events 
subsequent to the completion of the return stroke, the probable 
process from the start of ionisation in the cloud is first of all 
examined. 
8. The iniation of the downward leader stroke 
According to the cylindrical model of cloud charges outlined in 
Section 4, the cloud charge separation process proceeds to a point 
whereby its physical dimensions and charge quantity favour the 
attainment of a vertical field intensity at the lower extremity just 
equal to the level required for ionisation and breakdown of the 
media in that region. Assuming that charge separation occurs above 
the freezing level it is most probable that the altitude of the 
breakdown area could be from two to three kilometers or so below, 
namely, where the cloud consists mainly of finely divided water drops 
at temperatures possible above zero. 
The air in this region becomes ionised over a restricted area 
and this entails orientation of the products of ionisation such 
that positive ions are created close to or within the negative 
charged volume thereby tending to neutralise negative charge which 
is bound on the cloud droplets or other carriers, whilst free elec= 
trons tend to be expelled downwards in the direction of the field 
towards the earth. This is illustrated in Fig. 8.0.1 below. 
Bound Negative Charge 
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·- - - -· - -
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· Free Electrons (Field E1) 
Fig. 8.0.1 Effect of ionisation at negative charge boundary in 
cloud 
It is clear from Fig. 8.0.1 that the possibility exists that 
the effect of ionisation is merely to separate charge such that the 
bound negative charge is virtually converted into mobile electrons 
which move from the boundary in the field direction. The initial 
ionising field intensity E
0 
at the boundary is thereby reduced, but 
owing/ ..... 
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owing to the virtual elongation of the dimensions of the cylindrical 
charge, the field intensity below the electron charged volume is 
increased so that further ionisation takes place and the electrons 
continue to move dowmrard. 
Physically it would be expected that this reaction would take 
place in a somewhat confined area where the concentration of bound 
negative charge is greatest, and that it would be accompanied by 
minute spark channels which would tend to join up forming the first 
manifestation of an embryo arc or spark channel which eventually 
becomes the downward leader stroke. 
One of the basic properties of such arcs or sparks is that they 
consist of a conducting plasma of ions which are mobile and in which, 
by induction from the electric field causes electrons to migrate and 
concentrate at the lower tips thereby concentrating positive ions 
at the top end close to the negative bound charge. If the distance 
between these ions and the negative bound charge is small a high 
field intensity will be maintained. This is diagramatically illu= 
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Fig. 8.0.2 Growth of an arc channel shown diagramatically 
In the area "A" near the charge boundary the field intensity 
must be sufficiently high to cause ionisation of the air ahead of 
the tips of the channel, and this can be ensured if the field 
created by the bound negative charge when reinforced by the positive 
charge in the tip of the arc is large enough, and this will be so 
expecially when the distance between the tip and the bound charge 
is small. Ionisation of the air will create positive ions ahead of 
the channel which will advance relatively slowly and this•will elon= 
gate the channel. The released electrons on the other hand migrate 
rapidly down the channel. The elongation of the positive · tip to= 
gether with the migration of electrons from the vicinity tends to 
increase the field intensity at the tip temporarily so that the 
velocity of the positive ions increases until such time as the tip 
reaches bound negative charge. When this occurs some of the positive 
ions combine with the bound electrons and field intensity is there= 
by temporarily reduced. 
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Meantime at the negative extremity of the channel at "B" - an 
additional electron is accumulated for each positive ion created at 
the top end, so that provided that the concentration of electrons is 
sufficiently large, an ionising field intensity can be created ahead 
of the negative tip also. In this case, for each ion pair formed 
ahead of the tip, an electron from the tip combines with the positive 
ion leaving a free electron, hence the channel extends itself physi= 
cally from one positive ion to the next. 
Regarding the arc channel in isolation, it must contain as many 
free positive ions at the top end as it has free electrons at the 
other, and its extension in both directions would depend on the 
field intensity which each end is capable of producing. This in 
turn depends upon the amount of charge in the tips and upon the 
magnitude of the intensity of the main field in w·hich the arc is 
produced. 
However when the one end of the channel, in this case the 
positive end, is close to the bound negative charge area, the 
temporary intensification of the field assists to extend the channel 
more rapidly and eventually it reaches the bound negative charge and 
neutralises some of it. 
When this happens the balance between electrons and positive 
ions in the arc channel is changed, and there are then more elec= 
trona at the lower negative end of the channel, the excess being 
equal to the amount of bound negative charge neutralised at the 
positive end of the channel. The arc channel therefore acts as a 
means whereby charge is virtually moved from the bound negative 
charge volume to the negative tip of the channel. However it is to 
be noted that in this mechanism current flows in the channel only 
during the extension of the positive tips; on the other hand charge 
transfer is effected by virtue of neutralisation of positive ions 
in those tips and no current flows. Hence if the positive tip 
channels have to negotiate a path ahead of them where there isno 
bound charge, they will do so rapidly because of the field intensi= 
fication which takes place as they advance and during this advance 
electrons are migrating in increasing quantity thereby tending to 
cause an increase of current in the arc channel. ~fuen the tips 
encounter bound negative charge however, this advance is temporarily 
halted owing to the neutralisation process which then takes place and 
during which no current flows along the arc. It follows also that 
extensions of the positive end of the channel l>l'ill produce extensions 
at the negative end as well because of the intensification of elec= 
trons which occurs. 
It would be expected that the negative charge in the cloud bound 
as it is on charge carriarn such as water drops or other heavy carriers, 
would tend to be fairly evenly distributed volumetrically and there= 
fore extensions of positively tipped sparks would be short and 
interspersed with neutralisation of each droplet; consequently assum= 
ing that there would be very many of such minute reactions taking 
place, the nett effect overall would be that the extension of an 
arc channel would occur virtually simultaneously with the neutrali= 
sation of bound charge ahead of it. 
It has been shown however that when charge is virtually moved 
from the area around the positive tipped streamers to a position at 
the/ 
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the lower end of the channel, the field intensity a t this positive 
end tends to fall and the reaction l'rould therefore tend to stop un= 
less the positive ion concentration could be increased to offset it, 
Since as illustrated in Fig. 8.0.2 the plasma channel forming 
an arc or even a spark is conducting and is situated >vithin the main 
electric field existing between the cloud and the earth, equal 
positive and negative charges are induced towards the two extremities 
respectively, as a result of induction from the main field, and this 
effect intensifies as the channel lengthens to bridge the gap beh1een 
the main charges of the electric field. This process is illustrated 
in Fig. 8.0.3 which follows:-
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Fig. 8.0.3 Diagram illustrating development of the leader stroke 
with induced charge to maintain ionisation fields E , 
0 E
1 
and E2 simultaneously 
Fig. 8.0.3 (a) indicates a volume of bound negative charge Q 
which has just attained an ionisation field intensity Eo a t its bas9; 
sparking is initiated in this area with ion orientation such that the 
upper tips contain positive ions, whilst the lower tips contain 
electrons in sufficient concentration to ionise the air ahead of 
them. 
In Fig. 8.0.3 (b) the spark channels have developed into fully 
fledged arcs which progress by the mechanism described above until 
a negative charge "q" has been moved from its original position as 
part of the bound charge Q to the lower extremities of the leader 
channel. The field intensity E
1 
at the new boundary would have 
fallen below ionisation level were it not for the charge .:!: "qi" 
which is induced in the conducting plasma of the leader arc channel 
merely by the migration of electrons to the lower end, so that the 
positive ions intensify the field at t he upper end. The charge in 
the/ 
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the lower extremities is therefore made up of the negative counter 
part of the induced char ge qi together with the negative charge "q" 
which was virtually removed from the bound charge in the cloud. 
The field intensity E2 at the negative tip of the advancing leader 
is reinforced by the additioP of this induced charge as the tip 
progresses, but the charge must be concentrated within a sufficiently 
small volume to ensure that the field intensity is high enough for 
ionisation to take place other~dsa it could not make progress. 
Since the induced charge q. is a fu~ction of the length of the 
leader channel with respect to ihe main inducing field it is clearly 
necessary for a balance to be maintained betwee~ the rate at which 
the leader advances and the rate at \1hich bound negative charge in 
the cloud is neutralised, if the progress is not to be interrupted. 
For example if the velocity of the tips is very slow, or slows doen 
the amount of induced charge qi generated may not be at a sufficiently 
high rate to maintain the field intensity in the cloud E1 at ionisa= 
tion and the process of :neutralisation ~>Till stop. This could be 
what happens in the case of the stepped leader. 
On the other hand it uould seem necessary to assume that the 
mechanism contains an element of elasticity in order to explain the 
stepped leader fully, or for that matter, the progression of the 
leader itself. In the latter case when the field intensity below 
the cloud charge reaches ionisation level, a small amount of charge 
neutralisation immediately lowers the field intensity again below the 
initial level, and according to the mechanism proposed, positive 
ion reinforcement would be required to start from the first instant 
if the reaction is to be able to continue without interruption. 
Similarly with regard to the stepped leader, the lower tip may be 
capable of self propagation at a lower velocity without the assistance 
of charge reinforcement due to the advance of the positive streamers 
at the top but as a consequence of a moderate charge increase induced 
as a result of the increase in length of the channel. However this 
may not be capable of continuing indefinitely if the velocity of 
advance of the leader is not sufficient to ensure that the field 
intensity ahead of the tip is sufficiently high to maintain ionisation 
field. 
If on the other hand it is postulated that the value of field 
intensity required for the initial ionisation is higher than that 
required to maintain it the above difficulties are overcome. This 
is no new hypothesis in certain related fields - for example corona 
discharge inception and extinction or even the properties of the 
arc itself, both as regards the potential required to maintain it 
together with the photo-emission from the ion colision and recombi= 
nation processes taking place in the plasma. Certainly in the case 
of neutralisation of negative space charge by positive ion penetration 
the emmission of energy resulting from such recombinations may well 
assist to maintain the ionisation process at a lower breakdown 
level than initially. 
Hence if the field intensity at the positive tipped end of the 
channel reaches an initial critical value for ionisation, the posi= 
tive streamers may now advance until the field intensity falls below 
a lower limit which will not support ionisation and they then cease, 
or at the least, slow down considerably. This impulsive advance 
would give rise to a pulse of current down the stroke in order 
that electrons may be conveyed to the negative tip and the velocity 
of/ 
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of thi·s pulse would be expected to be high since the process in= 
volves the transfer of electrons through the conducting plasma of 
the arc. Schonland (1938) indicated that the step darts of a leader 
are observed to have a velocity in excess of 1 x 107 m/s. This was 
of the same order as that of the velocity of advance of the luminous 
tip of the return stroke, and also of the dart leader of subsequent 
strokes. This phonomenon is consistant with that of a current surge 
along an ionised path. 
The pause time between steps of the leader would, according to 
the above postulation, be due to the time required for the field 
intensity at the positive end of the channel to rise again to the 
higher initial value and this therefore depends upon the velocity 
of advance of the so-called "pilot" streamer of the leader stroke 
the existence of which was postulated by Schonland but not actually 
observed by him. This is also in agreement with Schonlands state= 
ment that he found a linear relationship between the pause time "t" 
and the length of the step "1" such that if the · duration "t" increases 
it was followed by a corresponding increase in length of the step 
such that 1/t was in fact the effective velocity of the tip of the 
pilot leader which he then surmised must exist. 
Schonland rejected the notion of a travelling surge down the 
leader on the grounds that "such an explanation must always give a 
pause time which increases with the length of the channel and such 
an increase is not observed". 
This objection does not apply in this case because the pause 
time is herein defined as the time required for the field intensity 
at the positive end of the channel in the cloud to build up to 
ionising level again, and this is related to the velocity of the 
leader. The longer its length the greater is the amount of induced 
charge available at both extremities and hence if the velocity of 
the leader is high enough it could ensure that the field intensity 
at the positive end does not fall below ionisation and no pause will 
occur at all. This is in fact the case for the dart leaders of 
subsequent strokes which are not stepped. 
Schonland on the other hand regarded the pause time as the 
time necessary for the field at the lower negative tip of the channel 
to approach the critical value for ionisation whereas the present 
submission is that if the negative tip is to advance at all, the 
field intensity at the tip must already have attained its critical 
value. If this were not so it is somewhat difficult to explain not 
only how the pilot streamer continues to advance but also by what 
mechanism a signal is transmitted to the top end of the channel to 
initiate the downward step dart. Furthermore Schonland identifies
5 the minimum velocity observed for the pilot leader of about 1 x 10 
m/s with that of the drift velocity of electrons in avalanche in a 
critical field intensity of about 3 x 106 V/m in front of the tip 
below which ionisation by electron impact cannot occur. It is 
obvious however that this does not explain how the velocity can be 
larger, since the maximum observed for the leader is about 2 x 106 
m/s, although the majority ~o not exceed 5 x 105 m/s. 
cU 
It is herein submitted that the velocity of the leader tip is 
not primarily dependent upon the field intensity ahead of the tip 
since this cannot exceed the minimum level for ionisation which 
varies over a restricted range. It is however dependent upon the 
concentration/ ..... 
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concentration of electrons within the arc channel and this concen= 
tration is in turn dependent upon the amount of charge accumulated 
both as a result of the advance of the positive tipped end and also 
by induction as the leader channel increases in length within the 
main electric field. The dimensions of the leader tip will be 
automatically adjusted to maintain ionisation at the tip and also 
axially to maintain the potential, and it is the latter which mainly 
determines the velocity of propagation as will be made clearer in 
the following section which discusses this aspect. 
The remarkable constancy of the observed pause time of between 
50 and 90 ~s despite leader velocities which vary by more than a 
factor of five, suggests that no correlation exists between the 
velocity of the leader and the rate of restoring ionisation in the 
cloud. The density of bound charge in the cloud can vary however 
and neutralisation of charge to below ionisation levels may involve 
larger or smaller volumes of charge with consequently differing 
lengths of path over which the positive streamers must be developed. 
If the charge densities are high., these distances over which neutrali= 
sation occurs are smaller whereupon pause times for the stepped 
leader should be shorter for what may be identifal velocities of 
propagation of the remote leader tip, which is unaffected by small 
variations in the cloud charge density. 
Some support for this notion is evident from the work of Brook 
and Kitagawa (1960) in which a comparison is drawn between the pulse 
interval occuring during the leader stage of intra-cloud strokes and 
ground strokes. Tbayfound that for the latter a mean value of 80 ~s 
was obtained which agrees with Schonland's observation. However, 
for intra-cloud strokes the mean value of the pause was 680 ~s or 
a factor of 8,5 times that for ground strokes. As pointed out in 
section 4 and 5 herein, intra-cloud flashes occur in regions where . 
the variation of field intensity with distance is small - particularly 
in the charge separation area where the charge density tends to zero. 
Consequently if ionisation does occur it is likely to extend over a 
much larger distance than for ground flashes where the field gradients 
are high and the corresponding ionisation distances comparatively 
small especially close to the boundary of the charged volume. 
Whilst the minimum velocity of negative streamers has been 
stated to be 1 x 105 m/s that of positive streamers is much less -
of the order of 1 x 103 m/s being that of the drift velocity of 
positive ions in an avalanche; the distance traversed at this velocity 
during a pause time of say 100 ~s would be only 0,1 m. The extension 
of the positive tipped streamers however is mainly a function of the 
rapidity with which ionisation can take place ahead of the channel 
and the actual velocities are at least an order of nagnitude higher. 
Velocities of from 1,6 to 3,6 x 104m/shave been measured by Malan 
(1951) and Allibone and Meek (1938) who found values of from 2,1 to 
2,6 x 104 m/s, so that larger traverse distances are indeed possible. 
Considering that in the cloud charge region, the charge bound 
on each individual charge carrier has to be released by a spark, 
the mean value of the velocity of advance of streamers over a large 
area is likely to be very much less that that for an individual 
streamer. For example the le ader itself may traverse the distance 
of say 4 km to ground in 40 ms at minimum velocity whereas in the 
same interval, the positive streamers could t rave r se 1,44 km at a 
velocity of 3,6 x 104 m/s but much less at the mean value. Such 
distances/ 
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distances are commensurate with those indicated by the cylindrical 
model of the negative cloud charge. As already shown in section 4, 
the field intensity is zero w:i.thin a distance of about one fifth of 
the cylinder length from the lo•re r extremity , and the maximum length 
for the negative charged cylinder is unlike l y to exceed 5 km. 
To summarise this section so f ar, therefore, it is . ~ubmitted 
that a positive charge is needed at the junction of the leader arc 
system and that of the boQ~d ne gative charge in the cloud in. order 
to maintain the field intensity level of ionisation during the ad= 
vance of the leader downwards. This positive charge i s available 
as a result of the effect of the main electric field 1-thich induces a 
positive charge at the top of the conducting arc system by means of 
a corresponding displacement of negative charge or electtons towards 
the lower extremities of the leader cha~el. 
The charge on the leader channel therefore includes the negative 
counterpart of the induced charge, in addition to the charge equiva= 
lent to that of bound cloud charge neutralised during the process. 
The maintainance of ionisation leveis at the extremities of the 
leader channel ~ s cricitally dependent upon the rate of advance of 
the leader tip since the amount of induced .charge increases pro= 
portionally with the length of the channel. 
Charge is transferred down the channel during the extension of 
positive streamers; but when these encounter negative charge and 
neutralise it no current flows ~ If the velocity of advance of the 
leader is too slow, the induced charge generated may be insufficient 
to maintain ionisation field at the extremities of the positive 
streamers, and the process of neutralisation would tend to stop. 
If on the other hand the field intensity required to produce 
ionisation in the cloud is assumed to be higher than that required 
to maintain it, ionisation when once st arted may then proceed over 
a finite distance, thereby releas ing bound charge over this dis= 
tance. A pulse of current would arise as a consequence of the sudden 
electron migration to the lower end of the channel. This would 
afford a comprehensive explanation of the bright step dart which 
proceeds down the channel at a high velocity until it reaches the 
tip of the slow moving pilot streamer. 
However, since it has been found necessary to assume that there 
is an increasing accumulation of positive charge in the form of 
ions at the channel top, the spasmodic ionisation described would 
result in neutralisation of some of this charge by recombination 
with bound negative charge without causing a migration of electrons 
to the lower end and the field intensity will fall temporarily below 
ionisation. This will result in a pause until such time as the 
field intensity increases again as a consequence ~f the advance of 
the leader which results in an increase in the induced charge. 
The bright steps are therefore identified as due . to current 
surges wliich take place as a result of the spasmatic extensions of 
the positive tips through the volume or over the distance where no 
bound negative charge exists, whilst the pauses result from the 
short periods of neutralisation after which the field intensity 
has again to be built up, before the positive streamers can restart. 
At/ ..... 
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At this juncture it is per tinent to refer to the exposition 
py Lo~b ( 1966) regarding the ini t i a.tion of a leader stroke. 
Firstly he postulates the existEmce of a smeJ.l positive charge be= 
neath the negative charged. volurr;J ; t hi s cha:..~ge move s np~vards towards 
the main negative charge
6
thereby increasing t he field intensity_to 
between 0,7 and 1,0 x 10 v/m, as f ound by ~=:::cl:::y ( 193 1). At th1s 
value of field intensity water drops viil l e longate produci:g.g posi= 
tive streamers having velocittos f rom 5 x 104 u:p t o 1 x 106 m/s, 
but a value of 2 x 105 m/s is t aken P.s being re:p:tesentative. As 
a result of the observations of ot her inves-Gigato:rs he then states 
that the positive streamers w:i.ll di rect th3mselves upt-tards in the 
form of an inverted cone, t hereby neutral ising ne~ative charge and 
virtually funnelling the area down to a swaller one represented by 
the apex of the cone '\lrhich i s also propagati:1g downwards forming 
the start of a leader having a radius of 0 ,5 to 1,5 m. In this way 
he explaines how the J.eader col lects char ge over a '\llider area and 
reduces it to a small area by the coni cal furu1el arrangement postu= 
lated. 
The funnelling model appears to be veryusefui and is certainly 
needed to explain the mechanism in the final analysis. However 
there are some difficulties in regard to \'That happens once the 
initial positive charge has been neutralised since the funnelling 
process would cease. Ho'iTever it is consideTed that in view of the 
mechanism now proposed it is unnecessary to postulate the pre-exis= 
tence of a small positive char ge. It is adequate that streamers 
with positive tips develop when t he fie l d intensity produced by the 
main cloud charge concentration is st~ficiently high, and these 
streamers must diffuse into the bound charge in a divergent manner 
as described by Loeb whilst retaining the arc cha:nn.el at the apex 
for propagation downwards. 
There will .later be some quarrel over the maximum diameter stated 
by Loeb for the leader channel of 1 to 3 m, which ho-v;ever may be 
resolved when the source of light emission from the channel is con= 
sidered. The very high positive streamer ve l ocities compared with 
earlier measurements of the order of 1,5 to 3,5 x 105 m/s are also 
discussed with relation to a model, but it is now· clear that the 
extreme divergence of these streamers both latterly and upwards 
would give rise to a mean velocity of advance into the main negative 
charge which is much lower than the tip velocity of individual 
streamers. 
In this dissertation, the reason for the stepping of the leader 
has been attributed to pauses in positive streamer advance due to 
intermittent lowering of the field intensity. When the leader has 
advanced sufficiently to reinforce the positive ion charge in the 
tips (by induction) they advance again over a short distance and 
this sends a pulse of electrons down the channel. This would be 
somewhat similar t o what Loeb describes as an "ionising wave of 
potential gradient". However, his explanation of the stepping 
process is different and is summarised as f ollor,rs : 
Referring to the leader advancing is small steps of length 
"·L 11 m - remarkably constant at about 100 m - the field ahead attenu= 
ates as a result of dissipation by repulsion forces in the electron 
cloud, also as a consequence of energy dissipation by ionisation and 




Then follows a description of upward positive streamers in= 
creasing in velocity as they meet the downward moving charge until 
a lack of continuity of current occurs, whereupon a spacewave of 
potential gradient accompanied by ionisation sweeps down over the 
distance n.e" to the end of advance of the pilot streamer. Such 
. space waves have been observed and reported. 
At the end of the pilot leader advance the space wave of 
potential gradient restarts the advance downwards, but it is also 
partially reflected upwards causing reionisation but little lumin=· 
osity. This gives rise to a series of pulses up the channel at 
intervals proportioned to the length ".t". 
Above the cloud base the channel is expanding and the upward 
waves weaken in intensity. Despite this they still seem to neutra= 
lise the cloud charge higher up as the positive water point coronas 
expand draining more of the charge in the negative cell. 
Loeb maintains therefore that the conductivity of the channel 
is maintained by the drainage resulting from the space waves associ= 
ated with downward negative and upward positive streamers. This 
suffices to keep the channel conducting for tens of milliseconds of 
the streamer movement. It is therefore not essential to invoke an 
ultra high potential and a constant gradient in excess of x/p = 
3 x 103 v/m to maintain conductivity. 
The similarities between Loebs hypothesis and this disse~tion 
are that the pilot leader can only advance if the field intens1ty 
created ahead of it is sufficient to ionise the air, and that the 
stepping pulses come from above and pass down the channel. Also 
in both theories there is a stated tendency to a discontinuity of 
current which must be revived. But whereas Loeb envisages the 
leader tip as being responsible for the near stoppage and elliciting 
counter action by means of an upward space wave, this paper suggests 
that as the pilot progresses - and provided that it does so, more 
negative charge is induced in it as well as positive ions at the 
top end, which soon gives rise to a fresh breakdown in the cloud 
which in turn precipitates a downward surge. 
At this point it is pertinent to review the alternative sugges= 
tion of Bruce (1944) referring to the discovery of the "glow'' as 
opposed to the "arc" regime of spark channels. A high potential 
of the spark channel relative to the surrounding media gives rise 
in the first instance to a corona discharge of low luminosity, namely, 
a glow discharge, which is sustained by a current of the order of 
milliamperes. As the channel lengthens however, the current flow= 
ing increases steadily till at a value of about one ampere there is 
a sudden transition to what he calls an arc condition which is 
accompanied by a still further sudden increase in current to about 
hundred amperes. Since an arc has a negative resistance character= 
istic, this glow to arc transition is also accompanied by a re= 
duction in voltage gradient along the channel by a factor of ten or 
more. 
Since from section 4, the negative potential at the start of 
the leader is likely to be of the order of 108 to 109 volts accord= 
ing to the charge and height above ground, the potential along the 
leader rises towards the tip depending upon the current flow. At 
first this is likely to be small since it has only to supply the 
induced/ ..... 
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induced charge, and any lo~s due to corona which in the first in= ~ 
stance will be small because the difference in potential to that 
of the surrounds will initially also be small. The potential gra= 
dient along the leader will be high, so that the rise in potential 
of the tip would tend to follow that of its surrounds but is probably 
less and the difference would increase. This would continue until 
glow to arc transition occurs, and what might then be termed a space 
wave of potential gradient must occur to readjust the potentials to 
suit the new condition. This according to the present submission 
will call for an increase in the induced charge on the leader and 
hence an electric pulse down the leader - as discussed in a later 
section. 
For the next step to take place in a similar manner, glow con= 
ditions must again be reverted to for the whole channel and this 
is probably not possible because if corona conditions were sufficiently 
established before the change, they would be even more established 
after an infusion of more charge, and arc conditions should there= 
after prevail. This is even more acentuated when the leader approaches 
nearer to the earth. 
The other perhaps conclusive factor against this theory is 
that only one coulomb of charge deposited at the rate of one ampere 
would require one second. Not only is the charge known to be much 
larger, but also the time is much shorter, hence the current at least 
at the top end of the channel must be many amperes. If one could 
visualise a negative streamer emanating from the end of the last 
step, however, glow conditions might be possible for just this short 
extension until an arc extends it as the bright step which would 
also call for a pulse of electrons from the top end. 
9. The charge distribution on the leader channel 
Malan (1963) and also Schonland were of the opinion that the charge 
along a leader channel is distributed uniformly along its length and 
the support for this statement lies primarily in the magnitude of 
the observed field change . Bruce and Golde (1941) on the other hand 
considered that the charge is distributed exponentially with more 
charge situated towards the lower negative tip. Their contention is 
that if the leader is assumed to be a conductor charged at high 
potential, the charge will distribute itself according to the capaci= 
tance to earth along the leader which is known to decrease as the 
height above ground increases if the radius of the channel is assumed 
to be constant. Experimental proof was also obtained for this by 
means of simulating the conditions in an electrolytic tank. 
The evidence in support of a uniform charge distribution is based 
upon the premise that the field change during the leader progression 
to earth should equal that of the field change during the return 
stroke when the distance D of observation from the stroke is large 
compared with its height H. The calculations are given by Anderson 
(1969) and these show that provided the amount of charge dissipated 
during the return stroke is equal to that lowered by the leader then 
Er/Es = [ 1 + (D/H)2] 3/ 2 [ (D/H)-1 - [ 1 + (D/H)2 I -+ }·. ( 9. 1) 
Where Er is the return stroke field change and Es is the total field 
change. It can be shown that in the limit, when D/H approaches 
infinity/ 
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infinity, Er/Es approaches the value oft and this is already sub= 
stantially the case when D/H exceeds 5,0. 
The case of an exponential distribution of charge is not readily 
ammenable to calculation because it results in integrals of the form 
I n( 2 2)-m kx d X X + a e X 
Where "n" is an integer and "m" is a fraction having value of -h 
3/2, 5/2 etc. and the solution is a slowly converging series in each 
case. However a linear distribution of charge is considered to be a 
fair approximation and in this case it has been shown (Anderson 1969 
(a)) that:-
3/2 
E /E . = 2 [ (D/H)- 1 -csch- 1(D/H) ][ 1 + (D/H) 2 ] r s 
(9.2) 
In this case Er/Es approaches the value of 1/3 when D/H is large. 
From these results it would be exyected that in the case of an 
exponential distribution of charge Er/Es will be an even smaller 
fraction, perhaps of the order of 1/4. 
Hence the ratio of the leader field change El to that of the 
return stroke Er in the three cases mentioned should be 1,0 for a 
uniform distribution, 2,0 for a linear distribution and probably 
exceeding 3,0 in the case of an exponential distribution. 
Thus by observing the relative magnitudes of the field change 
which occur during the leader stroke compared to those of the return 
stroke, or the total, the probable charge distribution may be deduced. 
However the method of measurement of field change has to take into 
account both the very slow field changes which occur during the leader 
stroke as well as the fast so called "R" field changes of the return 
stroke - consequently the time constant of the measuring circuit must 
be long enough for the purpose otherwise erroneous results could be 
obtained. 
In the evidence which follows the notation due to Schonland 
(1938) is used whereby two major types of leader stroke are identi= 
fied. Firstly Type L(a) leaders which are in the majority, consist 
of fairly straight forward discharges to ground with a minimum amount 
of branching and a fairly constant velocity. Type L(~) leaders on 
the other hand consist of a fast moving first portion with excessive 
branching followed by a second portion to ground where the velocity 
and illumination is a minimum and in which no branching occurs. These 
leaders are thought to proceed first of all to an ·isolated positive 
space charge below the main negative charge before continuing to 
earth - hence the high initial velocity. Both the neutralisation of 
this charge and the profuse branching would tend to enlarge the 
leader field charge compared with that of the return stroke. 
Pierce (1955) obtained many observations of field change in 
England at distances over 20 km and using a measuring circuit with 
a time constant low enough to be able to record the very slow field 
changes associated with leaders. He reports that for discharges 
containing one strokeJ L(~) type leaders produced field changes which 
were/ 
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Now the effect of an induced charge of both signs appearing on 
the leader, can be represented on Fig. 9.0.1 by making the point 
charge q positive and the distributed charge q negative and this would 
then be an added effect to that of the main charges. 
The field intensity due tothese charges say q' is therefore ob= 
tained from 9.3 and 9.5 - with changed sign and may be written as 
follows for D>>H:-
Field Intensity after leader= E
1 
= q'H/2nED3 - q'H/6nED3 . 
....... ( 9. 8) 
During the return stroke only the negative value of q' is 
immediately dissipated whence the field intensity after the return 
stroke is given by 
E
2 
= q' H/2n eD3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 9. 9') 
Hence the field change after the leader is given by ( 9. 8) and 
this is positive and therefore added to the original field change. 
The field change after the return stroke is E
2 
- Ej = q'H/6neD3 and 
is therefore also positive and again half the magn1tude of that dur= 
ing the leader. 
Thus the effect of any value of induced charge 11 q 111 is merely 
to increase the field change during both the leader and the return 
stroke by equal proportions, the overall ratio remaining the same. 
If it is now considered that the remaining positive portion of 
the induced charge q' neutralises an equal quantity of bound neg= 
ative charge in the cloud situated at a higher altitude, the field 
change can be ascertained from the arrangement shown in Fig. 9.0.2 •. 
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Fig. 9.0.2 Neutralisation of negative bound charge - q' height h2 




Assuming D>>H the field :intmlsi ty at P befo re neut:cc.Ji sc.t).C!!l 
given by 
(9.10) 
Since- q' is bound charge +q'must move upwards to the height 
h2 to effect neutralisation but the field intensity \'Till then be 
zero. 
Hence the field change is 
(9.11) 
This therefore is a positive field change added to that of the 
return stroke, and which would tend to reduce the ratio of the leader 
return stroke field change. 
However it is likely to be a slow process and part of the so-
called junction (or J) field change which occurs between strokes of 
a flash, and if the distance (h2 - h1
) is small it will also be of 
relatively small magnitude. 
If on the other hand the leader channel was left positively 
charged after it had discharged all negative charge to earth, a 
further rapid positive field change would occur during the return 
stroke as illustrated in Fig. 9.0.3 below:-
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Fig. 9.0.3 Diagram illustrating sequence of charge distributions 
including a positively charged return stroke 
The field change during the leader namely E1 - E0 has ·be.en 
given above for D>>H as equation (9. 6 ) namely 
( 9 . 6 
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The field intensity E1 after the leader and before the return stroke has likewise been g1ven before as equation (9.5)' namely 
( 9. 5 )' 
Now if for example the negative charge q1 is suddenly replaced 
by a positive charge q2 distributed in like manner, the field in= 
tensity after the return stroke will be 
(9.12) 
The field change during the return stroke would therefore be 
Er = E2 - E1 whence 
(9 .13) 
Since q2 is positive and q1 negative, this field change is 
positive and is virtually due to the numerical sum of the charges, 
and if q2 is made equal in magnitude to q1 then 
(9.14) 
This is of course now equal to the leader field change El, 
and would therefore afford an explanation as to how the ratio of 
these field changes could be unity with charge distributions which 
are not uniform. 
In view of what has already been postulated with regard to the 
existence of po.si ti ve ions at the top of the channe 1, it is not diffi= 
cult to vis,hise that when the leader contacts the earth, more electrons )/. 
may migrate ~o earth that were originally deposited on the channel by 
the leader thereby leaving excess positi~~ ions in the channel. How= 
ever it might be expected that if this was to occur under the electric 
field conditions pertaining the concentration of positive ions would 
be greater at the top of the channel than at the earth end. 
In this case, it can be shown that the field intensity with an 
inverted linear distribution of charge (uniformly increasing from the 
ground upwards) is given by the expression, namely 
D>>H (9.15)' 
This is twice the value compared with (9.12) and the corres= 





In this case, if q2 is half the magnitude of q1 (which is neg= 
ative) the field change during the return stroke would be equal to 
that during the leader. 
This section may therefore be summarised by saying that the 
near equality in magnitude of the leader and return stroke field 
changes observed by ~ierce may be the result of a positively charged 
channel left after the return stroke and this would permit the 
assumption being made that the original charge distribution in the 
leader could well be linear or even exponential. 
10. The field intensity surrounding the l~r channel 
Consider first of all a relatively short length of leader channel of 
length L and radius "r" suspended vertically remote from earth as 
indicated in Fig. 10.0.1 
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Fig. 10.0.1 Diagramatic view of short leader channel 
Assume also that this short leader carries a charge q distri= 
buted along the centre line for length L according to the general 
relationship namely:-
( ) n( n+1)-1 q' = n+1 qz L C/m ................. , .. (10.1) 
Where "n" is zero for a uniform distribution, or any positive 
integer 1, 2 or 3 etc. say, representing a linear, parabolic or 
cubic distribution of charge etc. increasing towards the lower end. 
The field is considered positive if unit positive charge placed in 
the field tends to move downwards, and the vertical field intensity 
E1 and E2 at the top and lower end respectively is given by the 
relationships indicated in Table 10.1.1 which also shows the ratio 
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Table 10.1.1 Vertical Field intensity at the extremities of a 
short length of leader channel 
+ Exponent of equation for charge distribution 
(see equation 10.1) 
* Calculated from the observed progression of the 
second and third columns 
I. Assuming the values of "r" at the two extremities 
are equal 
The vertical field intensity set up by the leader charge is 
of course added algebraically to that of the main field produced by 
the cloud charges, and it is of some importance that at the top end, 
th~ main field is reduced by the leader field, whereas at the lower 
end it is reinforced. Furthermore, as to be expected, the more charge 
deposited towards the lower end of t he channel the less the opposing 
field is at the top end. 
It seems to be important _also to realise that q, 1 and rare 
all dependent variables which will be mutually adjusted to satisfy 
some limiting condition. For example the value of "r" at the lower 
tip of the channel will be such that the resultant value of field 
intensity to cause ionisation is not exceeded for a particular value 
of q and 1. The value of "r" therefore can be regarded as the corona 
radius of the channel, and this will vary according to the charge 
distribution assumed, and the length of the channel. 
Since the field intensity at the lower tip is required to be 
at least equal to the breakdown value for air, whatever charge dis= 
tribution is assumed for the leader, it follows from Table 10.1.1. 
that for a linear charge distribution the corona radius of the leader 
would be twice that required if the charge were to be distributed uni= 
formly, and correspondingly larger if more charge still is distributed 
towards the lower end as would be the case say for an exponential dis= 
tribution. 
This factor has an important implication at ground level to the 
effect that the less charge distributed towards the lower end of the 
leader, the closer will it have to approach the ground before final 
breakdown between the plasma core of the channel and earth can take 
place - that is to say that the so-called striking distance of the 





The next consideration is the horizontal component of field in= 
tensity along the leader channel as indicated by the symbol E0 on 
Fig. 10.0.1. Again assuming a line distribution of charge along 
the leader, and for the case when L>>r the horizontal component of 
field intensity for a uniform distribution is the same of course for 
z = 0 and z =Land is given by the expression in (10.2). 
E (z = 0) = q/4neLr 
0 
..................... (10.2) 
This is identical to the value for the vertical field intensity 
E1 and E2 Table 10.1.1. The field intensity at 45° from the vertical 
would be the vector sur.nof the two values and hence higher in magnitude. 
Alternatively, if the field intensity is constant at the ionisation 
value for air, the corona radius would change accordingly. Since a 
factor of V2 is involved, this suprisingly suggests that the shape 
of the base of the corona envelope is cylindrical; this is however 
dependent upon the assumption as to how the charge is distributed. 
For a uniform charge distribution the horizontal field intensity 
at the centre of the leader channel i.e. when z - L/2, is twice the 
value at the extremities, alternatively the corona radius is double. 
This would give rise to a channel which tends to bulge in the centre 
and no evidence of this, at least optically, has been obtained. 
In the case of a linear distribution of charge on the other hand 
the three corresponding values of the horizontal component of field 
intensity are as follows. 
E (z = 0) = q/2neL2 
0 




= E2 when L/r>>ln(L/r) (See Fig. 10.0.1) 
In this case it is seen that at least for the lower half of the 
leader length, the corona radius tends to be uniform assuming the 
same value of ionising field intensity of the air, and compared with 
the case of a uniform charge distribution, this is favoured in view 
of photographic evidence which tends to suggest that the corona 
radius is in fact approximately uniform. 
The above expressions lead to a convenient means to calculate 
the approximate corona radius for a linear charge distribution namely 
that 
r/q = 1/2neLE m/c (10.5) 
whence if E = 3x106 V/m say and L = 4x103 
r/q = 3/2 m/c ........................... (10.6) 
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It is clear from the above that, assuming a linear distribution 
of charge, a leader diameter of the order of 3m could only support a 
total leader charge of one coulomb and charge deposition of between 
5 and 10 C would require much larger leader dimensions than presently 
thought to be possible. All the evidence on this however is photo= 
graphic, and as is well known this could be misleading depending as 
it does upon the intensity of the light source, the optical system 
used as well as the sensitivity of the photographic emulsion employed. 
The use of photomultiplier techniques and quartz lenses for the study 
of laboratory sparks has certainly revealed the very weak luminosity 
of pre-discharge streamers which are generally invisible to the naked 
eye let alone less sensitive photographic materials. 
Finally it is necessary to determine what the effect on the field 
intensity would be if the charge is distributed differently across the 
radial cross section of the channel. If for example the distribution 
radially is uniform as assumed for the cylindrical case of cloud 
charges, the field intensity at the lower extremity for a linear dis= 
tribution of charge axially is given by the expression 
E2 = q/2n£1
2 • [21/r- Sinh- 1(1/r)] •••••• (10.7) 
Since sinh- 1(1/r) = ln(21/r) when L>>R 
and 21/r>>ln(21/r) 
equation (10.7) can be rewritten as follows, namely:-
(10.8) 
For equal values of r this value of field intensity is twice 
that given in Table 10.1.1 which is also for a linear charge distri= 
bution but distributed along the centre line. Hence for the same 
value of E2 the corona radius in the present case equation (10.8) must 
be doubled. 
Possibly a most realistic case to examine is that in which the 
charge is assumed to form an annular ring concentrically around the 
core of the channel - as might be expected of a corona sheath as 
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Fig. 10.0.2 Case of a linear charge distribution arranged concentri cal ly 
The charge distribution is assumed linear per unit length and is s ay 
q' = ~ x C/m 
12 
The charge in a small anular ring of thickness ox is then 
oq =~X OX 
L 
The field intensity at the point P on the axis at the base of 
the channel is then:-
j_ 
oe og cos 0 where cos 6-~ and S = [ (L-x) 2 + r 2]
2 
= 2 - s 
4ne:S 
Hence the field intensity due to all charge in the cylindrical 
shell is given by 






2 2 [(1-x) +r ] 
0 
3/2 
Putting (1-x) = X,dx = - dX, x = L-X we have:-
E/ 
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E - 9 { Iik:xlill1l = 9 
- 2neL2 - ~2 2neL2 
IX +r] 
_ 9 [ L-X 
- 2 2 
2neL [ i2-+lJ 
= 9 2 2neL 
[ f + ln(r) - lnl L + 
· Q 
Hence E = - 2 2ne::L 
Now when L>>r 
E = 9 2neLr ........................ -. ...... . (10.9) 
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This case is now identical to that of assuming that the charge 
is arranged along the centre line of the channel as the case n = 1 
of Table 10.1.1. 
Hence it has been shown that the mode of charge distribution 
both axially along the leader channel as well as radially, has a 
significant effect upon the field intensity around the leader and at 
its tip. The dimensions of the leader, that is primarily its corona 
radius, will therefore be dependent upon this distribution and will 
adjust itself until the field intensity equals that for ionisation of 
the media through which it is penetrating. 
The effect of earth cannot be neglected when the leader tip 
approaches ground and in the case of a linear distribution of charge 
along the leader arranged concentrically the field intensity at the 
tip allowing for the effect of the earth is given by the following 
expression, namely: 
Et - q/2~e12 • {-Sinh - 1 (1/r) + 1/r + Sinh - 1 [ (2h-21) /rl 
- Sinh-1 [ (2h-L)/r] 
_.1.1 2 2 2 
+ L ( (2h-2L) + r ] V/m ..... (10.10) 
Where L is the length of the leader, and h is the total height 
of the top of the leader above ground. 
Similarly the field intensity at ground level immediately below 
the leader is given by the expression namely:-
Eg- q/~e12 • {Sinh-1 [(h-1)/r] - Sinh-1(h/r) + 1 [(h-1)2 j_ J 2 2 + r J 
V/m •••••...•.•.••.•.•••.••••••..•. (10.11) 
In the special case when the leader re.aches ground level 1 = h 
whence both the above expressions reduce to the following namely:-
(10.12) 
And when h >>r h/r » sinh - 1 (h/r) 
Whence E ~ q/nEhr (10.13) 
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Hence if E = 3x10 V/m and h = 4 km say then r/q = 3 m/C and 
this is half the value calculated for this case when neglecting the 
effect of the earth. 
Two points are of importance in this regard. Firstly the leader 
may theoretically approach the earth until contact is made - that is 
according to the cylindrical model with the charge arranged either 
uniformly or concentrically. In practise the tip also contains elec= 
trons and in effect the corona envelope must extend ahead of the tip 
as it does radially, and this therefore will be the first to make 
actual contact. The corona radius "r" is therefore identified as the 
so-called "striking distance" of the leader, since at this juncture 
the leader process is at an end and the whole system breaks down to 
form an arc bridging the distance between cloud charge and the earth. 
This matter will however be referred to again in a later section. 
Secondly, the calculations made so far neglect the main field 
due to the cloud charges, including any induced positive charge at 
the top end of the leader. These charges according to their polarity 
will of course add to or subtract from the field produced by the 
leader, but usually the numerical value will be small compared with 
that due to the leader charge, the bulk of which is in close proximity 
to the lower tip. 
As mentioned previously, the supposition of a concentric radial 
distribution of charge on the leader has as its basis the concept of 
a corona envelope. Firstly a spherical space charge in which the 
charge m~y be distributed uniformly within the sphere, may attain a 
field intensity at its surface sufficiently high for ionisation, 
whereas the field intensity within the sphere is lower and tends to 
zero at the centre. Fundamentally, however, the charge may be situ= 
ated at a point in the centre or distributed uniformly on the sur= 
face of an imaginary spherical shell, the result would be identical. 
Similarly with a cylindrically shaped charge such as the leader, its 
corona radius may be determined by any of the three suppositions 
mentioned as to the distribution of charge - the definition being 
that radius from the centre line of the cylinder which gives rise to 
a field intensity capable of ionisation of the air at that point. 
Hence the corona radius of the channel may be calculated on the 
assumption that the charge is distributed along the centre line, but 
it may as well be distributed in a concentric shell - and this view 
is favoured because it assists with the explanation as to how charge 
becomes deposited along the length of the channel as it elongates -
instead of all charge being concentrated at the lower end. 
Since the cylinder, by virtue of its charge, is also at a high 
potential for most of its travers towards the earth, it is fully 
analogous to a conductor charged to a state of corona - and the term 
corona radius therefore becomes appropriate. 
As shown previously the corona radius of a lightning channel is 
very large compared with normal conductor standards and this poses the 
question as to what are the conditions existing between it and the 
core of the channel; furthermore of what does the core itself consist? 
Firstly in the case of a metalic conductor, all the charge is 
initially situated on or in it, but at the high field intensity con= 
ditions at which is necessary to promote the onset of corona, some 
charge leaves the surface of the conductor and is deposited in the 
surrounding/ 
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surrounding media. This phenomena has been studied by many investi= 
gators and in particular Loeb (1965) describes the work of many ex= 
parts in this field. It is not intended therefore to describe these 
results or theories in detail. Suffice to say that it is regarded 
as well established that spacG charges of ions of both signs, and 
electrons, form up in the media surrounding the conductor thereby 
modifying the normal electric stress pattern which would have other= 
wise existed. 
In the case of a negatively charged conductor positive ions space 
charge is to be found in the vicinity of the conductor surface with 
negative ions and electrons displaced to the vicinity beyond and ex= 
tending away from the conductor. In the case of short spark ~arc 
discharges, modern theories of the mechanism suggest space charge 
distributions which are mainly disposed axiaJ.l.y alo:1g the length of 
the arc with secondary emissions which tend to be radially disposed. 
The very long spark has of course not been investigated in view 
of practical difficulties, but of course the principles which apply 
in the laboratory spark should in some measure at least be capable of 
extra-polation to the case say of the lightning discharge. 
The conventional description of the lightning leader channel 
(Loeb 1966) assumes that it consists of highly conducting plasma core 
of few millimeters in diameter and a surrounding sheath of not more 
than 3 or 4 centimetres or so in extent. A plasma core however 
envisages gas in a high state of ionisation with ions and electrons 
in about equal proportions in equilibriu~. This does not seem to 
fit the theory of the lightning leader mechanism very well, since, if 
free electrons for example are in fact present and are mobile in the 
core, there appears to be no reason why they should not be impelled 
by the electric field producing them to the lower end of the channel -
or even driven radially out~vards to the limits of the corona radius 
until the field gradient becomes too small for ionisation by collision. 
In view of the above it would appear to be more valid to invoke 
the results of the corona investigation referred to by suggesting 
that in fact the centre portion of the lightning leader consists 
mainly of positive ions which have become separated as space charge 
by the prospective high radial electric field - the negative charge 
consisting of ions and electrons being forced to the perimeter but 
in quantity in excess of the positive ions to maintain the negative 
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Fig. 10.0.3 Diagrammatic representation of radial charge distribution 
of leader channel 
The charge distribution shown in Fig. 10.0.3 is similar to that 
shown in Fig. 3.7 of Meek and Craggs (1954) excepting t hat in the 
latter no charge is shown to be present in close proximity :o the 
conductor. However in this case the consideration was in connection 
with the corona regime applicable to a negative point positive plane 
gap, and it could be expected that if the metallic conductor is re= 
placed by an ionised column or other conducting media , conditions 
would differ. 
An attempt has been made to calculate the field conditions 
radially from the centre of the lightning-channel, using the above 
assumptions, and whilst this is possible, the results are not meaning= 
ful unless the limits of the various charge zones are known and also 
the actual form of the distribution. But whatever the field configu= 
ration may be, the radial component of field intensity at the centre 
line would be zero, and in view of this, there still remains the 
possibility that in fact there is no char ge present at that point. 
There would then be no actual core to the leader channel but rather 
two concentric cylinders of char ge , the innermost being made up of 
positive ions, and the outermost electrons and negative ions. 
The ~nclusion or omission of the inactive core of the channel 
does not i*fluence the ultimate corona radius nor the field intensity 
exhibited/ 
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exhibited at the perimeter or the tip, and for the purpose of further 
discussion the charge configuration illustrated in Fig. 10.0.3 is 
assumed. 
It is now therefore possible to build up a proposed physical 
picture of the leader channel as dipicted in Fig. 10.0.4. 
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Fig. 10.0.4 Diagramatic representation of charge disposition in a 
lightning leader 
Figure 10.0.4 shows all the features so far discussed with the 
exception that the core of the leader is now shown to consist of a 
positive column of ions down which any electrons freed by ionisation 
at the top may traverse at velocities which can approach that of 
light. The velocity of the positive ions upwards will probably be 
of the order of their drift velocity of namely about 1x103 m/s, and 
this will assist the extension of the positive upper tip. However, 
the velocity of this tip would not be limit ed to that of the velocity 
of the positive ions if the field at the head of the tip is sufficiently 
high for ionisation to take place - for in this case new positive ions 
are created during the advance. The speed with which this takes 
place adds to the velocity of the ions themselves andvalues as high 
as 5x106 m/s have been measured by Kritzinger (1962). 
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Similarly at the lower end of the channel, free electrons, if 
in sufficient . concen±ration, ionise the air ahead of them and the 
mechanism of this must follow the Townsend concept. The positive ions 
thereby created follow into the positive column above them whilst some 
of the electrons are directed into the negative corona shell, and are 
left behind by the advancing tip. 
Electron passage down the column must follow the concentration 
of positive ions by the mechanism of jumping from one ion to the 
next, and this is most likely to be confined towards the central 
position of the channel. It can be expected that herein lies the 
region where energy is expended in the form of light and heat account= 
ing for both the axial potential gradient and the high temperature of 
the core. It is therefore quite probable that photographic impressions 
of the leader would only record this highly active central core and 
would exclude the less active region beyond, where the only energy 
expended is due to the corona losses and the adjustment of charge in 
the corona sheath when the potential changes. In addition the very 
high current flowing during the return stroke is likely to be forced 
to flow within the smallest diameter possible, by the electromagnetic 
field then surrounding the core. 
The conception of Fig. 10.0.4 is of course intended to apply to 
the leader channel as a whole having a diameter of the order of a few 
metres and a length of a few kilometers. The breakdown processes 
which occur at the extremities may quite concievably follow the pattern 
of the laboratory spark discharge between electrodes, perhaps on 
a larger scale. For example Reather's cathode directed positive 
streamers, as outlined by Meek and Craggs (1953), consist of positive 
ion avalanches in succession with electron tails and assisted by photo 
emission which in this case are directed from the leader tip upwards 
into the negative cloud. The only difference is that whereas in the 
spark discharge, the cathode charge is mainly confined to the surfaco 
of the electrode (in the absence of secondary streamers) the positive 
streamers in the cloud actually move into the charged area. At the 
lower negative end of the leader however the anode is for the most 
part remote, and the streamers have to propagate without much 
assistance from the main directing field. Here electron tipped 
avalanches from the leader channel proper may also develope in the 
usual manner. However, in this case the model proposes that ionis= 
ing field intensities may be attained purely as a result of the 
accumulated charge within the confined dimensions of the leader 
channel, and it does not seem to be necessary to evoke the assistance 
of photo-emission to assist with the process. 
The lightning leader also differs from the conventional spark 
discharge in regard to the necessity for negative charge being dep= 
osited along the channel route and not all accumulated at the lower 
end. In order to achieve this, the lightning channel must as a ;.Thole 
be raised to a sufficiently high potential relative to its surrounds 
to induce excessive corona conditions. 
It is of interest here to note that the velocity of the negative 
charge in the outer corona shell cannot be high otherwise this too 
would migrate towards the advancing tip of the leader, and it must 
be assumed that in fact it exists mainly in the form of negative ions 
at this stage. This view is not inconsistent with that of the concept 
of corona in that the outward ejection of electrons as a consequence 
of the potential, eventually leads to attachment with molecules of 
air/ 
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air at the extreme boundary where the field intensity can no longer 
support ionisation. This may also be the reason why the velocity of 
the return stroke is reduced to that of about 1/10th of that of light 
since on collapse of the potential the negative charge needs time to 
return to the core. 
Finally in this section the question of br~nching must be 
discussed. According to Schonland (1938), severe branching is 
associated with what he terms type ~ leaders in which the velocity 
during the initial portion of the stroke is high, whereas for the 
later progression to ground, the velocity is very much reduced and 
little branching occurs. He attributes the phenomena to the presence 
of pockets of positive space charge in the first instance, whence the 
leader velocity is increased during the approach to this charge and 
is accompanied by multiple branching. On the other hand there is much 
photographic evidence showing that branching of the first leader under 
other circumstances is a common phenomena. For example most 
flashes selected at random from the records in Pretoria showed 
branching of one kind or another, and it is therefore necessary to 
consider other possible reasons for this phenomena. 
Firstly as regards the leader tip itself, it has been shown that 
for the case of the concentric charge distribution, the field in= 
tensity in the direction of propagation of a straight channel tends 
to be twice that of the field intensity at right angles. Since the 
field intensity cannot exceed that for ionisation in any direction 
the channel tip tends to elongate such that the corona radius will 
be greater at the tip than it would be radj_ally and this in itself 
points towards an extension in the direction of movement rather than 
latj(erally. However the effect of the main field produced by the 
cloud charges, whilst being small compared with that due to the leader 
charge, is nevertheless directed vertically, and would therefore tend 
to guide the tip along the field direction since there is no radial 
component. 
The presence of pockets of positive space charge however will, 
as Schonland suggested, distort the generally vertical direction of 
the main field, and this no doupt accounts for the tortorous path 
followed by the leader in any case. Serious departures from the ver= 
tical must therefore surely be due to such distortion as a consequence 
either of large volumes of positive space charge being present in the 
air or in prominent features on the earth where a concentration of 
positive charge has taken place. Strokes occuring at 450 across the 
sky are not uncommon and could be the result of a concentration of 
positive charge on the earth induced by another large negative charge 
in the cloud above, which has not as yet reached ionisation - such as 
in a neighbouring thunderstorm cell. 
Branching may however be somewhat unrelated to the above in that 
the leader, having selected a particular direction of advance, suddenly 
chooses to advance along another direction simultaneously. Cognisance 
must also be taken of the fact that Schonland and Malan established 
that the return stroke followed up each branch in succession, indi= 
eating that charge had been previously deposited thereon. In one 
case cited by Schonland (1938), the branch continued to develop in 
length until the main channel reached the earth whereupon the branch 
stopped abruptly; on the other hand some branches are very short and 
appeared to have stopped advancing at an early stage. 
One/ 
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One possibility is suggested as a consequence of the compara= 
tively large diameter of the corona sheath of the leader. This is 
that whilst the overall field intensity created ahead of the tip 
results mainly from the total charge on the leader; the bresRdown 
avalanches which develop are on the other hand much smaller in ex= 
tent, and may be localised at several points around the perimeter .of 
the lower portion of the corona envelope. It would then be possible 
to envisage that usually one, but sometimes two (or perhaps even more) 
of these avalanche craters stem from the beginning of the extension 
of the leader in one or more directions. 
An alternative conjecture would be that the leader approaches 
two separated centres of positive space change in which case streamer 
development from and to these charges could cause the leader to 
branch. 
Suffice to say, in conclusion, that it would be difficult to 
make calculations of the leader field intensities and potential tak~ 
ing account of branching, and this has not even been attempted. HQw~ 
ever the effect of branching could be at least qualitatively assesse~· 
11. The potential of the lightning leader 
In Section 4 it has been shown that the maximum potential withi~ 
cloud space charges varies between 0,5 and 2,5x109 volts accorqing t'o 
altitude, and for the case when a field intensity of 1x106 V/m hls been 
reached at the extremities of a cylindrically shaped arrangement of 
charges. The conducting ieader channel is connected electrically to 
the region of high negative potential at its uppermost extremity and 
thereafter the lower tip traverses the space between the charge and 
earth where the potential in this space, in the absence of the leader, 
steadily approaches zero. Mathematically, the potential in the space 
rises from a high negative value in the cloud to zero at the earth's 
surface. 
Since the lightning channel should exhibit the properties of an 
arc or spark having comparatively low voltage gradients of the order 
of several tens to hundreds of volts per metre, it would be expected 
that the potential of the lower tip would be maintained at a high 
level compared with the potential to earth in space. 
However consider first of all a charge "q" contained in a spheri= 
cal volume of radius "r" situated "h" above earth. The field inten= 
sity at the surface of the sphere is then given by the expression 
namely:-
E = q/4rce: • [ 1/l + 1/(2h-r)21 - V/m .•••• (11.1) 
Similarly the potential at the perimeter of the spherical charge 
is given by the expression namely 
V = q/4rce: • ( 1/r - 1/(2h-r)1 Volts (11.2) 
If it is assumed that the field intensity E does not exceed the 
ionisation breakdown level, say 3x106 V/m, the radius of the spherical 
charge/ 
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charge is then determined by the value of the char ge "q" and the height 
" h" above ground. 
If now the charge is say kept constant and is positive and t he 
sphere is moved close to earth that i s "h" i s reduced, t he field in= 
tensity would tend to increase above ionisation level but .the radius 
"r' would increase in order to maintain t he field i ntensity constant. 
On the other hand both a reduction in the height "h" and an 
increase in the value of "r" would reduce the potEmt ial of the sphere. 
There is therefore no possibility of maintaining both t he poten= 
tial and the field intensity limitations simultaneously and hence the 
potential must i nevitably fall as tha char ge is lowered towa:rds the 
earth. For a negative charge the potential will rise towards zero. 
The case of the lightning leader i s identical to the above . The 
field intensity at the tip must be maintai ned at ionisation level 
and the injection of more charge a s the leade r progresses is accom= 
panied by a tendency t o increase t he corona r adius and the potential 
must inevitably f all (numerically). 
It follows from the above argument that if the potential of the 
lower end of the leader tip must rise from a high negative value a t 
the start to zero upon contact with the earth, and if the potential 
gradient along the leader is less than that of the surrounding space 
the potential at the top end of the leader must also rise during the 
progression of the leader. 
This is achieved in two ways - firstly as a consequence of the 
virtual transfer of negative charge from the bound char ge area in 
the cloud towards the lower tips of the lightning channel. Secondly, 
the introduction of an induced pos itive charge a t the to~ end, as en= 
visaged for other reasons in the previous section, will a lso t end to 
make the potential of that end more positive. This is i l l ustrated 
diagramatically in the following figure 11.0.1. 
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Fig. 11.0.1 Diagram illustrating potential in space between cloud 
and ground. 
A - potential in space in absence of leader 
B - potential along leader channel 
Curve A illustrates that before the leader starts out, the 
potential at the cloud is saE -1x109 Volts and it rises steeply at 
the initial rate of say 1x10 V/m for breakdown until it reaches a 
more or less constant gradient, until finally the potential approa= 
ches zero at the earth's surface. 
Curva B illustrates a leader channel which has progressed to 
the point "c" after which the potential rises rapidly at an initial 
value of say 3x106 V/m - for ionisation. Then the normal arc voltage 
gradient of say 1x104 V/m is maintained between b and c whilst between 
"a" and "b" the voltage gradient cannot exceed say 1x106 V/m. This 
results in a short fall of ~otential from the original value of 
-1x109 Volts to say -0,7x10~ Volts, and it i s this shortfall which 
must be made up by the lowering of ne gative cha~ge together with the 
effect of a positive induced charge at this end of the leader channel. 
The potential along the axis of a cylindrical volume of charge 
having a linear axial charge distribution has been ca lculated in 
Appendix I and may be applied to a long cylinder such as the leader 
channel. At the top end of the channel, the effect of earth may be 
neglected and for a channel of length L and radius r the potential at 
the top of the channel is given by the following expression namely:-
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v1 ~ qr/3neL2 ·{I 1+(L/r)2J 312 - (L/r)3- 1} ....... (11.3) 
When L>>r the above expression reduced to the following 
V 1 = q/2nE:L ...................................... (11.4) 
Hence when the length L of the channel becomes large compared 
with its radius r, the contribution to the potential at its top end 
due to its own charge is inversely proportional to the length of the 
channel, and is virtually independent of its radial dimensions. 
Similarly for the case when the charge on the leader is arrangad 
concentrically instead of being radially distributed uniformly, the 
expression for the potential at the top of the channel is then as 
follows namely:-
................. (11.5) 
When L»r this expression reduces to that of ( 11.4) indicating 
that at the top end, the potential contribution of the leader is also 
unaffected by the manner of the radial distribution of the charge. 
This contribution is however small compared to that of the charge s 
in situ in the cloud, and it is the latter which will mainly determine 
the potential existing at the start of the leader channel. 
Reverting now to the lower end of the leader and neglecting the 
effect of earth for the present, the potential due to the charge on 
the leader alone, which in this case will be larger than the contri= 
bution of the cloud charges, is given by the following expression 
namely:-
2 { -1 2 3/2 v2 = qr/2nE:L • L/r sinh (L/r) - 2/3 [1 + (L/r) ] 
+ (L/r)2 [1 + (L/r)2Jt- 1/3 (L/r) 3 + 2/3} (11.6) 
And when L >>r this expression reduces the following namely 
V2 = q/2nE:L • [sinh-
1 (L/r) -1] 
Similarly when the charge is arranged concentrically:-
1 
2 2 





And when L>>r this expression also resolves to that of (11.7). 
It may therefore be concluded firstly that the potential at both 
the extremities of the leader channe 1, due to its mm charge, is in= 
dependent of the manner of radial distribution of charge. Further= 
more, even at the lower end, it is more dependent upon the length of 
the channel than it is on the r adius. 
The effect of earth on the potential 
lower the potential by an amount inversely 
of the channel which in the limit, that is 
the earth, will render the potential zero. 
potential due to all charges in the cloud. 
at the lower end will be to 
proportional to the length 
when the leader contacts 
This also applies to the 
This argument implies that in fact, the potential of the leader 
tip steadily approaches zero as the tip approaches the earth, and 
that it is not an effect which Nould give rise to a sudden change 
when breakdown occurs between the tip and earth. 
The notion that the tip of the lightning channel maintains the 
very high potential of the cloud until it is very close to ground 
must therefore be abandoned in favour of a more gradual process in a 
time interval dependent upon the velocity of the leader. 
The actual value of the potential gradient along the leader is 
not well defined. Firstly the lowering of say only 1C of charge in 
a matter of 20 ms say would give rise to a current of 50 amperes 
flowing at the top end of the leader, and this is more than sufficient 
to establish arc conditions as opposed to a spark. Un~er these con= 
ditions the potential gradient should lie between 2x1 0 and say 6x103 
V/m. On the other hand the current flowing into the lower extremity 
should be very much less than that flowing at the top end since 
charge is deposited en route down the leader. Hence the potential 
gradient may decrease towards the top. In fact Bruce ( 1944) put 
forward the proposition that the stepped leader extended first of 
all as a glow streamer in which the current vTOuld initially be very 
small and the potential gradient correspondingly high, perhaps of 
the order of 10 to 100 times that of an arc. As the leader extended 
the current would increase until at a value of about 1 ampere, glow-
to-arc transition would take place resulting in a higher current and 
lower level of potential gradient. 
It is however difficult to envisage how this transitory behaviour 
can occur at the lower tip in isolation, since the potential of the 
tip has been shown to be influenced by that at the top end. However, 
it is possible that the induced charge at the top may at first be 
only just sufficient to maintain a glow discharge on the leader until 
it extends sufficiently to permit arc conditions. 
This leads to a possible explanation of the stopped l eader since 
it suggests that during the progress of the pilot, the potential 
gradient along the leader is high - following the natural gradient 
in space to some extent. A transistion from glow-to-arc would then 
give rise to an increase in current with corresponding lower paten= 
tial gradient which in turn requires a higher charge transfer l-Thich 
reduces the field intensity at the top end to stop the process. 
12. A/ 
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12. A model of the lightning leader 
As a result of the foregoing discussion it i s now possible to consider 
a model for the lightning leader progression starting basically with 
any two charges, Q0 and Q1 arranged in the form of cylinders of length 
1
0 
and 11 respectively and having a common radius R
0 
= R1• It is 
further assumed that these charges are situated such that the char ge 
separation area isH above ground as depicted in Fig . 12.0.1. 
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Fig . 12.0 .1 Basic configuration of a bi-polar cylindrica l charged 
cell with a linear distribution of charge 
If it is assumed for the sake of the model that the charge is 
distributed in a linear manner from zero at the charge separation 
area to a maximum a t the extremities, the radial charge distribution 
being uniform, the field intensity at any point along the centre line 
AOBG may be determined according to the expressions given in Section 
4 and Appendix I. 
If now Q0 = + Q and Q1 = - Q the convention for the polarity of 
the field intensity and its direction is assumed to be such that the 
vertical component of field intensity a t a point is positive if unit 
positive charge placed at tha t point would tend to move downwards. 
The field intensity at A due to charge Q0 therefore is negative a s 
Q0 is positive and this component predominates since the charge Q0 
is the closest. The component due to the charge Q1, is le ss in magni= 
tude and is positive as Q1 is negative . The resultant vertica l field 
a t/ 
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at A is therefore negative, the field intensity due to the respective 
image charges being so small by comparison does not influence the 
above statement. By the same criteria the field intensity at 0 is 
positive whilst that at any point between B and G is negative. In 
this connection a positive field intensity is regarded as an electric 
field which is directed downward. 
The values of the dimensions L and R, and the charge Q, are then 
chosen such that the field intensity at B will be equal to or in excess 
of that at 0 and wil be say -1x106 V/m. This is assumed to be the 
value required for breakdown of the media at B as derived by Mecky 
(1931); however the field intensity at A will then also be near this 
value and this needs to be taken into consideration during the dis= 
charge process. 
As pointed out in Section 4, any value of Q can be used since 
the L and R dimensions are adjusted accordingly, but the value chosen 
should determine the severity of the individual stroke discharges and 
whether there is a capability of a multiple stroke discharge. Accor= 
ding to early investigations, the average discharge involves a dipole 
moment of 100 C.km which at a height of say 4 km would involve 25 C 
per flash. Hence at an average of three components per flash approxi= 
mately 8.C would be dissipated per stroke. 
More recently Berger (1970) has communicated data for the charge 
in downward multiple strokes measured by the integration of current 
wave forms of direct measurements on the tower on Mt. San Salvatore, 
Lugano Switzerland. All of the lightning strokes measured were less 
than 250 C per stroke and 50% were less 6,5 C; these results included 
strokes with continuing currents however so that the values of charge 
associated with purely impulse currents would be less - probably much 
less in view of the large amount of charge delivered as continuing 
current. 
Similarly Berger (1971) reported on the charge in negative down= 
ward single stroke flashes only, in which all 47 strokes measured 
carried less than 126.C. and 50% less than 7,5 C. including continu= 
ing current charge. Also the total charge delivered per flash did 
not exceed 250.C with 50% less than 14.C. 
Hence it is not easy to define what is needed in a model, but 
it would appear that for an average condition for impulse charges 
alone, that is excluding continuing currents, about 5.C. would be 
delivered per stroke involving about 20.C. of total charge. However 
the accumulation of charge in the cloud could be at least 250 C or 
more to allow for continuing current discharge and for the possibility 
that not all the negative charge in the cloud would be neutralised 
during a single flash. 
The next step in the model process is to assume that after a 
short interval of time, the boundary B of the negative cloud charge 
moves upwards to a position B1, say at a velocity v1 m/s covering a 
vertical distance of .z1• Similarly and simultaneously the negative 
eharge dissipated in the area z1 is virtually moved into the start 
of the leader of length z2 , and having a new radius R2 , represented 
by a new . lower boundary B2 which has advanced from the original point 
B at a velocity of say v2 m/s. This step is then shown on Fig. 
12.0.2. 
Fig. 12.0.2/ ..... 
------------------L----~--·----~~------- ---------------
Fig. 12.0.2 Diagrammatic representation of the development of a 
leader channel 
Disregarding for the present the significance of the area z1 on 
Fig. 12.0.2, decisions are then required as to the order of magnitude 
to be assigned to the velocities v1 and v2 for upon them depends the 
amount of charge involved. 
First dealing with the velocity v2 , being that of the leader 
tip, the only information available is due to the measurements of 
Schonland, Malan and colleagues. 
Referring to the first leader Schonland (1938) gives values from 
a minimum of 1x105 m/s for a negative leader (which coincides with 
the drift velocity) to a maximum of 5x105 m/s for type a leaders, 
the most frequent value being 1,5x1o5 m/s. He also remarks that the 
velocity was approximately constant. For the first portion of the 
type ~ leader however velocities varied between 5x105 m/s and 2x106 
m/s, and for the second portion the velocity fell to values of the 
order of the minimum. Type ~ leader however were in a minority. 
For the step darts leader superimposed on the stepped leader, 
and for the uninterrupted dart leaders of subsequent strokes a very 
high value of velocity of 1x107 m/s is quoted. 
A comparison with the negative laboratory spark is afforded by 
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The result for the point-plane gap is perhaps the n~arest 
geometric comparison with the lightning leader, nevertheless it 
indicates a velocity nearly an order of magnitude less than the 
drift velocity of electrons in avalanche; the remaining cases how= 
ever are within the limits observed by Schonland for the leader pilot 
streamer velocity. 
Loeb (1965) reports the results of work by Kritzinger (1962) in 
which he measured the velocity of negative corona and streamers from 
a poin~ at 50 kv over 10 em gaps which varied from 6x105 m/s to 
1,5x10 m/s. At 300 kV the velocity was 1x106 m/s for a 30 em gap 
and increased to 3,5x106 for a 20 em gap. These velocities are in 
the highest range discussed by Schonland and are influenced by the 
length of the gap and the potential. 
The differences in velocity are attributed by these investi= 
gators to progression by means of avalanches which ar e inherent ly slow 
and invisible, to that of streamers which are less stable but attain 
high speeds when the voltage applied to the gaps greatly exceed the 
minimum required for breakdown. Hence by analogy, the more common 
type a and the later portion of t he type ~ leaders would conform t o an 
avalanche type of progression whilst the first portion of the type ~ 
leader gives rise to streamer propagation. 
With regard to positive streamer velocities there are many 
laboratory measurements varying over a wide field some of the reported 
results being as follows:-
Schonland (1938) 
Malan (1951) 




Meek and Craggs (1953) reporting Raether's measurements give 
the positive streamer velocities corresponding to the same gap 
arrangements indicated earlier namely:-
Point-plane gap 
Sphere-plane gap 




These values of velocity were all much larger than those for 
the negative streamers in the same gap arrangements, whereas 
previously reported values were about one hundred times lower. 
Kritzinger (1962) by comparison measured velocities from 
1,5x105 to 5x106 m/s for streamers but in particular he noted that 
they together with repeated return strokes built up the luminosity 
of a slower moving leader channel having velocities from 1x104 to 
1x105 m/s which he identified as the streamers of Allibone and Meek 
(1938). Loeb (1965) attributes this phenomenon to ionising space 
waves of potential which he claims are akin to the return strokes of 
lightning as Kritzinger noted. In applying this data to the mechan= 
ism of the penetration of positive streamers into a negatively char= 
gad volume of cloud it is apparent that perhaps the fast moving 
streamers exist in the breakdown process between the positive tips 
and/ 
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and the millions of bound negative charges; howev~r the progress of 
the ionised channel proper into such volumes is more probably much 
slower. 
In order to involve the negative charge distributed over a very 
large volume in the cloud considerable lat~eral movement of streamers 
would be necessary so that the upwards velocity of the bou~dary B1 of 
the negative charge in Fig. 12.0.2 would be expected to be very much 
lower. 
Hence in the model of the lightning discharge suggested it may 
be expected that the positive mean velocity v1 is likely to be very 
much less than that of the negative leader tip, not so much as a con= 
sequence of the prospective velocities of the tips themselves but as 
a result of the geometry, namely the large area to be covered by 
the positive streamers compared with the restricted area of the neg= 
ative leader tip. 
With regard to the actual velocity of streamer tips, it would 
appear that this is not entirely dependent upon the tip field in= 
tensity - except that a minimum ionising field must be present - but 
rather on the rate at which ionisation can be propagated ahead of 
the tip. This in turn is related to the potential of the tip which 
is maintained by the potential of the source of charge. 
Hence the velocity of the leader is expected to be greatest 
when the cloud potential is highest and to be affected also by the 
proximity or otherwise of positive space charge which lies ahead in 
the path of the leader, which would increase its velocity as it 
approaches. The potential at the base of negative charged volumes 
indicated in Appendix I varies with the dimensions of the charges 
and also significantly with their height above ground. For example, 
for equal lengths of 1
0 
and 11, the lengths of the positive and 
negative cylindrical charges, the potential does not exceed about 
1x109 V, nor does it fall below about 0,5x109 V when H is 4 km. How= 
ever if the positive charge reaches a length of say 6 km, the paten= 
tial can be as high as 1,6x109 v. 
On the other hand if H = 8 km, the potential varies from about 
0,5x109 V for the smallest dimensioned cylinders up to in excess of 
2x109 for the largest. 
For the average and most common leader the velocities varied by 
a factor of five over the minimum, and this is about the same order 
of magnitude for the variation in potential. 
Hence for the model of the discharge a velocity of V2 = 2x105 m/s 
is assumed for first trials for the leader and this is assumed to be 
related to v1 by a factor "c" which may vary from 1 to 100 to repre= 
sent the possible range of velocities of advance of the lower bound= 
ary B1 (Fig. 12 .0.2 refers). 
From this the following relationships are derived namely that 
z1 = v1t, and z2 = v2t and v2 = cV1 where "t" is the time ellapeed from the time of start of the leader on its downward path. Assuming 
constant velocities therefore, the length of the leader z2 increases 
until it traverses the full distance between cloud and ground namely 
(H-1 1) in a time given by tmax = (H-11)/V2 seconds. At the same time the boundary B1 moves upwards into the charge Q1 releasing a 
portion "q" to be deposited on the leader. 
If/ 
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If the charge Q is assumed to be distributed in a linear manner 
then the amount of cJarge displaced is then given by the relationship:-
q = Q1 [ 1-( 1-z1/L1 )2] • • •• • • •••• • •. • • •• • •. • • • •. •. • • • • ( 12.1) 
It is clear that since the amount of charge deposited on the 
leader is limited to a few coulombs, the velocity v1 must be restric= 
ted as also the total charge Q1• For example if Q1 =- 100 C and say 
q = - 10 C is moved out in say 20 ms then z1/L1 = 0,0513 and for 
11 = 4 km z1 = 205,2 m, and V 1 = 1x1o4 m/s whence the ratio "c" is 
20 - that is v2/v1 = 20. 
The next step in the model assumes that during the advance of 
the boundary B1, the field intensity at the central point along the 
axis, say, must not be allowed to fall below a minimum value. 
This assumption does not allow for the possibility that if the 
field intensity required for ionisation at B was initially say 1x106 
V/m that thereafter a lesser value is needed to maintain ionisation. 
This however would result in a transient behaviour which, as previously 
surmised, could result in the stepping of the leader, and it is ignored 
for the present because the stage must eventually be reached when 
the initial ionisation level must again be maintained. 
In order to maintain a value of field intensity of 1x106 V/m 
at B1 therefore, it is necessary to induce a positive charge qi in 
the area z1 distributed in such a manner and over such dimensions as 
to give this result. At the same time an equal amount of charge, but 
of opposite polarity, is deposited in the leader channel z2 simul= 
taneously. 
The process now involves the calculation of the resultant field 
intensity at B1 due to all charges and a solution for the value of qi 
results from the premise that this field intensity must be equal to 
say 1x106 V/m. This is however more easily said than done because 
many other variables now have to be introduced, and since the formulae 
for field intensity are relatively complicated, s computer becomes 
necessary for the calculations. 
Assuming a charge Q is enclosed in a cylinder of length L and 
Radius R and it is distributed linearly in the axial direction -
that is uniformly increasing density from zero at one end to a 
maximum at the other - and assuming further that the charge is 
situated in a given position relative to the height H above ground as 
depicted in Fig. 12.0.2, the field intensity at any point along the 
axis is given by a general expression as follows, namely:-
E = K [+Part I± Part II] where K = Q/2n£L2 (12.2) 
and Part I or Part II = { sinh-1 [ (a-b)/Rl - sinh -1 [ (a-c)/R] 
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Part I refers to the real charges and Part II to their images 
and a, b, c and d, are values in terms of the lengths L, z or H 
according to the point for which the calculation of field intensity 
is wanted. In these the values of z1 and z2 have been stipulated in 
terms of the velocities v1 and v2 chosen, and the time, but the vaJues 
of R for each case has to be determined. 
Referring to Fig. 12.0.2 the values of R0 = R1 are taken from a 
particular case involving Q0 = + Q and Q1 = - Q and 10 = 11 say which 
are chosen such that the field intensity at B is 1x106 V/m and as 
fully described in Appendix I. Other cases given of unequal charges 
and lengths could also be used if desired. Then if the radius Rz 1 
of the positive charge area z1 is assumed constant, the value of the 
radius of the leader channel R2 for any z2 may be calculated on the 
basis that the field intensity at the point B2 has to be equal to 
that of the value for ionisation at that point. The charge distri= 
bution in the area z1 and that of the leader z2 must also be assumed. 
The program is an iterative one to find the value of q. and R2 
which will fit the stipulated conditions and is carried out
1
as follows:-
The total time for the leader to reach ground is calculated and 
divided into an arbitrary number of steps - for convenience 5% of 
the total time per step - and a value of ionising field intensity at 
B~ - the leader tip, is assigned to each step, say 1x106 V/m during 
i s traverse throuBh the cloud and the higher values varying between 
say 2x106 and 3x10 V/m yt the clear air between cloud base and the 
ground. This also therefore settles the value of z2 for each step, 
and also z1 if the value of "c" is now chosen. 
Choosing a fixed but artitrary value of Rz 1, and a convenient 
starting value for R2 the field intensity at the point B1 is cal= 
culated for the three known charges namely: 
Eo1 due to the positive charge Q0 in 10 and R in the upper cloud 
E11 due to the remaining negative charge (Q1-q) left in (11-z 1) 
and R1, 
and E21 due to the negative charge 11 q" moved into the leader of 
dimensions z2 and ~ 
The sum of the three is then Eb 11 which will fall short of the 
ionisation level by the difference Ed=- 1x106 - Eb11 
It is this difference Ed which has to be made up by the induced 
charge z qi placed in the z1 and z2 areas respectively. 
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If E( +q) = qi F( z1) where F( z) 
Then Ed= E(+q . ) + E(-q.) 
l. l. 
Whence qi = Ed/t F( z1) - F( z2 )1 
is the func tion dcp0nding upo:!:l 
t he dirte!lsiono of t :ts z1 area· 
and the i'orm of char ge dis t r i = 
but ion 
vJhe r e F( z')) r e:fsrs t o the char·ge 
dis t rib·J.t i on a:1d d.:j_mans i ons of 
t ho J.eeder time step 
Hence having found the value qi of induced charge which will 
satisfy the condition that the field intensity at B1 equals -1x10
6 V/m 
for an arbitrary value of the ratio Rz1 and R2 , the fie~d intensity 
at the leader tip B21 namely Eb2 is now calculated from the following 
components field intensities:-
Eo2 due to the positive charge Q0 in 10 and R0 in the upper cloud 
E12 due to the remaining negative charge (Q1-q) left in (L1-z1) 
and R1 
Ez12 due to the positive charge q . found and induced in z1 of 
radius Rz1 
l. 
and Ez22 due to the negative charge (q-qi) now deposited on the 
leader to z2 and R2 
The sum of these intensities, namely Eb2 , is unlikely to be equal 
to, but may be close t o the value stipula ted for that s tep. If it 
is numerically less than the required value, the value of R2 arbi= 
trarily chosen was too large~ and vice versa, whereupon a s~ipulated 
reduction in ~ (or increase) i s then tried and the complete ca l= 
culation repeated until Eb2 finally falls wit hin s ay 10% of the 
stipulated value. 
Having then found a solution, using the first chosen value of 
the radius Rz1 of the induced charge in the z1 area , potential con= 
siderations must now follow. Here it is assumed that the potential 
difference along the conducting arc or spark formed in the z1 and z2 
areas must equal some assumed value which may vary from say 2x104 
V/m up to 2x105 V/m or more depending upon whether arc conditions are 
assumed to be present justifying the lower value perhaps, or spar k 
conditions in which the potential gradient may be high. 
The potential at the beginning or top end of the spark , namely 
at B1 and that at the lower end, namely B2 termed Vb1 and Vb2 
respectively may then be related as follows :--
Let the potential difference VD1 = Vb2 - Vb 1 
And the arc potential gradient VD2 = (z1 + z2 ) Vg 




Then the ratio VD1/VD2 must be made equal to or at least within 
10% of unity. The potentials Vb 1 and Vb2 may be calculated from the 
following general formula for cylindrical charge- s in whi ch t hG charge 
distribution is linear namely:-
V = K [ ± Part I ± Part II] \·the re K == QR/2n d 2 (12.3) 
and Part I or Part II ={a/R sinh-1 [( a-b)/Rl- a/ R sinh- 1 [(a-c)/Rl 
[ 
21 3/2 [ 21 3/2 
-2/3 1 +[(a-b)/R] J + 2/3 1 +[(a-c)/R) J 
- a/ R [ (a-c)/R] [1 +[(a-c)/Rl 2] t 
+a/R(b/R)2 - 2/3(b/R) 3 - a/R(c/R)2 + 2/3(c/R) 3} 
As for the field intensity equation (12.2) a, b, c, and dare 
values representing the dimensions 1 1 z1 or z2 and H1 Part I being 
the expression for the real charges whilst Part II is that for the 
mirror images. 
The potential at the two points is calculated as the sum of the 
potentials due to the four sets of charges namely Q0 ,(Q1-q), qi, and 
(q-qi) in the respective areas and if the value of VD 1/VD2 is not 
close to unity the value of Rz 1 is now adjusted accordingly. However 
for each new value of Rz 1 chosen, a new value of R2 must also be found 
in turn until all conditions are satisfied. 
During the trial and error which was inevitable over the ten 
months which it has so far taken to develop the computer program a 
number of factors became clear. 
In the initial program there was no adjustment of Rz1 to allow 
for a constant potential gradient along the leader channel; this caused 
the potential of the leader tip to rise from a ne gative value of the 
order of -109 volts to zero as it progressed to earth. This would 
have been accepted a s correct were it not fo~ the f act that it 
transcended the known properties of an arc or spark which the leader 
channel must possibly be assumed to be. 
There is some doubt over this question hol'rever in view of the 
fact that the measured potential gradient along an arc for example 
is that occuring when the arc is fully fledged and is not part of 
the initial breakdown process. The lightning leader on the other 
hand, whilst it must necessarily convey currents in excess of the 
maximum of one ampere, is still nevertheless a breakdown streamer 
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and its potential gradient may therefore be uncertain - particularly 
in the case of the stepped leader. If on the other hand it becomes 
as a spark channel, despite its high current, the potential gradient 
could be greatly in excess of say 1x105 V/m and there seems to be no 
particular cogent reason why it should Eot assume the natural gradient 
determined by the electrostatic field conditions vrhich wou1d alter as it 
progresses to ground. 
However the program was altered to allovr any chosen value of 
potential gradient to be entered, and as explained earlier the iter= 
ative :program adjusted both Rz 1 ( >vhich enclosed the positive induced 
charge) and R2 that of the leader, to meet the stipulated conditions. 
The second factor which became clear was that the assumption of 
a linear distribution of charge axially for the leader channel 
(z2, R2 ) which was however distributed uniformly in a r adial direction 
gave values for the leader radius R2 which appeared to be too large. 
The criterion for this was however purely intuitive since the trial 
runs were aimed at keeping the leader radius down as lo>v as possible. 
This lead to the concept of the concentric charge distribution re= 
ferred to in Section 10 which allowed for half the radius for the same 
limiting value of field intensity. It was also found that the 
potential at B1 and B2 tended to be unaffected by the form of radial 
distribution of charge. In view of the above the program was altered 
to allow for the field intensity only being calculated on the basis 
of the concentric charge distribution the general formula for which 
being as follows, namely:-
E = K [j: Part I .± Part II] Where K 2 = Q/2ne:z 
and Part I or Part II~ {sinh-1 [(a+z)/R]- sinh-1)a/R) 
- z/R (r1 + (a+z)/Rf]-+} 
(12.4) 
where "a'' is in terms of 1
0
, 11, z1
, z2 , and H, and z refers to z2 • 
Also Q = (q-qi) the charge on the leader. 
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This concentric form of charge dist~ibution for the leader channel 
effectively halved the radius of the leader channel compared with a 
radial distribution which was unifo~m, and as has been previously dis= 
cussed it has some basis in the physical model. Its disadvantage is 
the fact that in practise the leader tip \·;ill o:f course not present 
the form of an open-ended concer.tric cylinder described by the model. 
However it has the advantage th3.t t he tip may proceed to ground level 
without introducing infinite field i nte:nsitiesr and the interpre= 
tation to be placed on this is that the distance from the earth to the 
core of the leader equals the corcna radius. This matter is referred 
to again when discussing the striking distance of the l eader. 
At one stage during the development of the program, a parabolic 
form of charge distribution was assumed for the positive charge area 
z1 on the grounds that since the charge will then be more concentrated 
towards the positive tips of the streamers, less charge might be re= 
quired to maintain a breakdown field intensity in the B1 region. This 
proved to make no material difference t o the calculations and was 
therefore ab~ndoned. However this does illustrate that even a sub= 
stantial ch&nge in the assumption as to the form of charge distribu= 
tion to be used did not affect the final calculations because of 
other factors which were affected and which had a compensating effect. 
For example to this case the cb~ae in the potential at B1 would have 
been less than the chengB in field intensity hence the radius of the 
z1 area would be affected and so on. 
Finally the program was arranged to calculate the field in= 
tensity at the cloud top at A and also at ground level at G immediately 
below the leader. In the case of the cloud top field, and in order to 
study the effect of a rapid movement of charge upwards, the top bound= 
ary A was allowed to proceed at a velocity v proportional to v1 such 
that v0 - c0 v1 whence the proportion c0 coulg be made any desired 
value. Thus if c0 was made equal to say 20, this meant that the 
boundary A at the cloud top would move upwards at a velocity which was 
20 times. that of the velocity of the boundary B1 thereby simulating 
the effect of the upper positive charge dissipating into the upper 
atmosphere. 
The program was written by Mrs. 1. Stander of the Numerical Analy= 
sis Division of the National Research Institute for Mathematical 
Sciences and is described in Appendix II. 
13. Numerical Results of computations 
Referring to Fig. 12.0.2, a first choice of parameters for a compu= 







= 4 km R
0 
= 0,5 km H = 8 km 
-71 C 1) = 4 km R1 = 0,5 km 2x105 m s v2 = cv1 where c is variable 
c0 v1 where c0 was initially kept constant at 2x105 in 
order to keep the boundary A virtually stationary. 
Since the vel~city of the leader tip v2 was kept constant for 
convenience, the traverse of the leader over the 4 km to ground was 
arranged in 20 equal steps of 200 m (not to be confused with the 
"stepped" leader) amounting to 5% of the distance at time intervals 
of 1 ms making a total traverse time of 20 ms. 
This/ ..... 
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This particula~ configuration of charge ensured that the field 
intensity at both the upper and lower ex~remities of the ·cylinder 
was -1x106 V/m initially and the program was arranged such that for 
each step advanced by the leader, sufficient positive charge qi 
should be induced into the z area to ensure that the field inten= 
sity at the lower extremity ~1 did not fall numberically below this 
value - in other words an ionising level having unce been achieved, 
it was to be maintained at -1x106 V/m during the advance of the 
leader. 
Since the ratio 21/R was 16 and well in excess of 4, there v1as 
no question that the field intensity at the centre of the cylinder at 
0 would be at ionisation level - in fact it was 3;6x105 V/m- and 
intra-cloud breakdowh was therefore obviated. 
The field intensity Eb2 at the leader tip was stipulated for 
each step and for the first stroke of the flash it was assumed that 
initially for 50% of the traverse to ground - that is for 2 km - the 
leader penetrated cloud media irr which case the ionisation level was 
assumed to rettlsin constant at -1x106 V/m. 
At the lower cloud boundary however, whs~e clear air conditions 
may ocetir, an abrupt inc~ease in the field intensity required for 
breakgown was assumed, say, from -2x106 V/m increasing steadily to 
-3x10 V/m at ground level. 
Assuming a starting value for the leader radius R2 say equal to 
the cloud cylinder radius R1, and for Rz1 enclosing the induced 
positive charge, the computer then first of all calculates, by means 
of an iterative process, the value of induced charge qi and the 
corresponding value of R2 to meet the conditions stipulated above for 
the first step. Next the potential gradient is tested and if this 
is not within 10% of that stipulated for the program run, an appro= 
priate adjustment is made to Rz1 and the process of finding a new 
value of qi and R2 and again the potential gradient is repeated 
until this criterion is finally also satisfied, and all data is then 
printed out and the next step is commenced. 
At the 50% step where the abrupt charge is field intensity is 
assumed to take place, a repeat calculation is carried out in order 
to indicate what adjustment is necessary to the values to start forg= 
ing the leader through the higher strength air. 
In order to simulate the effect of a dart leader of subsequent 
strokes, it was reasoned that the effect of the pre-ionised channel 
followed by the dart was a lower breakJown strength, arbit~arily 
assumed to be -1x106 V/m, in view of the lack of any known experi= 
mental data on the subject. 
The value of -1x106 V/m breakdown strength for a pre-ionised 
channel may be too low if judged by work of Goodlet Edwards and 
Perry (Meek e Craggs 1953 pp 295) who showed the breakdown voltage 
between two co-axial cylinders fell from 88 kV to 64 kV as a result 
of successive sparking when the gap is enclosed. This amounts to a 
reduction of approximately 73% on normal breakdown field strengths. 
First/ ..... 
First of all the advance of the bom1dary B1 upwards at a velocity v1 decides the amount of botud char ge q fi'1~Jly :c.0utralised and de= 
posited on the leader according t o the ::.'ollo'l'riug Table 13. 1. 1. 
Velocity Ratio llc" ve:ocity " 1 C!1ar ge q de :pod ted on leader 
.-. .... ---~ .. - ... ~ _ • .-.y-~_D.rr.'\ __ , _,,_. __ _ 
5 4, C;:: IC 
ti. 
V"/ s ··25' 6 Coulombs 
10 ' 4 2,0x10 11 -13,2 II 
15 1,3x1 04 11 9,0 11 
20 1,0x104 11 6;9 " 
25 0, 5x1o4· 11 5,6 11 
30 0,7x104 II - 4,7 it 
50 0,4x104 n 2,8 n 
100 0,2x104 n 1 '4 " 
......._ ___ , __ ~,----~·---------
Table 13. 1. 1 Charge "q11 neutralised in cloud and deposited on leader 
Q1 = -71C v2 = 2x10
5 m/s v2 = cv1 
Whilst there is nv absolute criterion as to the amount of charge 
lowered by the leader as a proportion of the total cloud charge, there 
is reason to suppose that it should not exceed say 10 C. Bearing in 
mind that the figures in Table 13.1.1 do not include the induced 
charge it is therefore evident that values of the ratio "c" in excess 
of 15 should be used which correspond t o velocities of v1 of less 
than 1,3x104 m/s. 
Low values of the velocity v1 are perhaps quite realistic in view 
of the fact that this represents a me~< velocity of advance of the 
positive streamer tips. The actual velocity of individual sparks 
would however require to be much higher if they are to traverse the 
whole of the volume represented by the dimension z 1 of radius Rz 1• 
In the case of the high velocity dart of the order of 1x107 m/s, 
that is 50 times the value assumed f or the stepped leade r , t he traverse 
time is of course reduced by this proportion and for the same ratio 
"C11 the charge moved is the same as in Tabl~ 13. 1. 1. The velocity v:1 
on the other hand is also 50 times larger, and whilst this may be 
possible up to a point it is more than likely that actual values will 
be less, and the limiting ratio of velocity "c" will therefore be 
higher than for the stepped leader, and the charge moved correspond= 
ingly less. 
Dealiug first of all with the case of the dart leader, since the 
control value of the leader tip field intensity is constant at -1x106 
V/m, and choosing a value of c = 20, the computed values of induced 
charge qi for various values of potential gradient have been plotted 
on Fig. 13.0.1 using a percentage time or distance basis for the 
leader tip traverse. The discontinuities evident in the curves are 
due to the limits set for the various control values in order to pre= 
vent the number of iterations becoming too large. 
Fig. 13.0. 1/ 
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Fig. 13.0.1 illustrates clearly that for a potential gradient of 
2x103 to 2x104 V/m which would be normal for a full bodied arc, the in= 
duced charge on the leader would be enormous and quite out of the 
question - for example 14 C would be needed up to about 50% of the 
traverse. 
However it also shows that for induced charges of the order of 
5 C or less indicated by the dotted lines, the potential gradient along 
the leader should exceed about 1x105 V/m, and that at the start of 
the leader values of 3x105 V/m would be needed to meet the boundary 
conditions stipulated. 
Again if the value of the radius Rz1 enclosing the induced posi= 
tive charge q . is plotted as Fig. 13.0.2 for various values of the 
potential graaient along the leader, the corresponding points for a 
maximum induced charge of 1; 2; or 5 C can be plotted in by noting the 
intersections of the dotted lines on Fig. 13.0.1 with the distance of 
traverse. 
This now indicates even higher limits for the value of potential 
gradient along the leader if the value of Rz 1 is not to exceed 0,5 
km, which is the radius of the main charge cylinder. 
It also shows that for this assumed velocity ratio of 20, an 
induced charge of between 1 and 2 C will be needed corresponding to a 
potential gradient greater than 1,2x105 V/m. 
It is now necessary to consider the case of variable velocity 
ratios keeping the potential gradient constant. Here a value of 
1,5x105 V/m is suggested by the previous example as being of the 
right order of magnitude, and the induced charge was then calculated 
for velocity ratios varying between c = 5 and c = 100 and plotted in 
Fig. 13.0. 3. 
This figure shows that for a constant potential gradient, if the 
induced charge is to increase in linear proportion to the length of 
the leader, as would be expected, the velocity ratio c = v2/v1 must 
increase from a value below 5 to start with, to a value of say 100 
to induce 2 C, and 50 to induce 1 C. For a constant value of leader 
velocity v2 , the velocity of the positive tips represented by v1 must 
therefore start off at high value and then slow down as the leader 
progresses. Alternatively if the positive tip velocity remains con= 
stant the velocity of the leader tip must increase substantially as 
it progresses towards ground. The latter has not been observed by 
Schonland or by anyone else so far as the writer is aware, and the 
former, that is a slowing down of the positive tip velocity, is a 
possibility but the velocity change is very large. 
If the variation of Rz 1 is now examined for the same case - that 
is for a constant leader potential gradient of 1,5x105 V/m with 
variable velocity, the computed results are indicated on Fig. 13.0.4. 
This again shows that if the radius of the positive charge volume Rz 1 
is not to exceed that of the main charge of 0,5 km, induced charges 
reaching a maximum of less than 1 C would be permitted and again the 
relative velocity of the leader to that of the positive tips would 
need to change by a factor approaching 10. 
Considering/ ...... 
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Considering the physical factors involved i~ would be expected 
that the volume of positive charge induced at the top of the leader 
channel will begin with dimensions not much larger than the leader 
channel radius, but will increase with the propagation of the leader 
somewhat resembling the funnelling arrangement postulated by Loeb 
(1966) and referred to earlier. However it is unlikely that the 
radius enclosing this charge would exceed that of the cylinder enclos= 
ing the main negative bound charge which is being neutralised. Re= 
garding the potential gradient of the leader, it is evident that the 
applicable values greatly exceed that of the laboratory arc, and 
there is alsv no particular physical reason why it should remain con= 
stant. 
It is evident from the numerical results so far that if the ve= 
locity ratio remains cunstant, the potential gradient must vary and 
vice versa and the limitations placed upon these functions by the 
dimensions of the positive induced charge suggest that both the ve= 
locity ratio and the potential gradient should vary. 
The computer program was therefore modified to seek an iterated 
value for Rz1 during the initial traverse of the leader until such 
time as it reached a value equal to R1, which is the radius of the 
cylinder enclosing the bound negative charge. In order to do this, 
an arbitrary starting value for the potential gradient had to be 
stipulated for the iterative program until Rz 1 = R1, and there= 
after the potential gradient could be calculated. The starting 
value had to be as high as possible, otherwise the initial induced 
charge tended to be in excess of the final wanted value; on the other 
hand i f too high, the assumed potential gradient would exceed the 
maximum value which electrostatic considerations would allow, and the 
program would not function correctly. Hence computer calculations 
during the initial period when Rz 1 is approaching R1 must all be re= 
garded as arbitrary. 
Fortunately as observed from Fig. 13.0.5 this initial period 
lasted only during the first 20 to 25% of the leader traverse, and at 
least the trend of .conditions during this period can be seen. 
It would appear that irrespective of the field intensity required 
for breakdown at the leader tip, induced charge on the leader can be 
achieved with less change in velocity ratio than previously but in the 
reverse order. Initially the velocity ratio is required to be high 
and for a given linear increase in induced charge it falls steadily. 
This means that for a constant leader velocity, the velocity of the 
positive streamers starts off very slowly and increases steadily as 
the leader progresses to earth. Alternatively of course for a con= 
stant positive tip streamer velocity the leader velocity is initially 
high, slowing down during the later portion of its traverse. 
The computer study shows also that the results are the same 
whether the leader tip field intensity is say 1x106 V/m for the com= 
plate traverse, as might be expected uf the dart leader, or whether it 
has to ne~otiate higher field strengths below the cloud base of from 
2 to 3x10 V/m. 
Regarding the arbitrary area up to about 25% of the leader 
traverse, all that can be said is that the assumed values of poten= 
tial gradient were too low and that in fact higher values should be 
used/ ..... 
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used to keep the induced charge down to small values approaching zero. 
On the other hand the model may concievably give somewhat. inadequate 
results during this stage in view of the fact that the charges are 
assumed to be enclosed in relatively thin discs with large radii 
whereas the field intensity is calculated for the centre line of the 
discs only. 
Although there is no exact basis upon which to determine what 
amount of charge might be lowered from a charge dipole of differing 
dimensions and charge magnitude, it is seen from Table 13.1.1 that if 
the velocity ratios "c" are as low as 5 to 10t the charge abstracted 
by the leader will be from 13 to 26 coulombs to which must still be 
added the induced charge which could, according to Fig. 13.0.5, vary 
between 2,5 and 5,5 coulombs. These would mean that the total charge 
lowered by the leader would be from about 16 C to 31 C which is per= 
haps possible, but well in excess of the mean values measured by 
Berger and others of between 5 and 10 coulombs. Furthermore if the 
stroke was to be followed by continuing current much more charge will 
usually then be lowered from the cloud, whereas there is, in this 
case, only a limited amount available. 
On the other hand for velocity ratios in the range of from 20 
to 50, the charge extracted from the cloud is in this case between 3 
and 1 coulombs and the induced charge from Fig. 13.0.5 would not ex= 
ceed 1 coulomb. These orders of magnitude are much more realistic 
but nevertheless arbitrary and probably depend finally upon the 
potentials. 
Fig. 13.0.6 and 13.0.7 therefvre shows the calculated values of 
the potential gradient along the leader. Firstly Fig. 13.0.6 is for 
the gase when the field intensity at the leader tip is maintained at 
1x10 V/m and it includes the arbitrary area between 0 and 25% of 
the leader traverse when the gradient was stipulated for the program 
run until such time as the positive charge radius Rz 1 equalled that of 
the negative bound charge radius R1• An interesting point regarding 
this arbitrary area was that the values of gra~ient used cvuld not 
exceed the maximum which in most cases occurred at 25 to 30% of the 
traverse, there being no solutions of the equations in such cases 
within the limits of the iteration process allowed in the program. 
The starting potential at the cloud in this case was -6,4x108 Volts 
and the mean potential gradient over the 4 km to ground is therefore 
1,6x105 V/m. The potential gradients during the ~nitial traverse of 
the leader to ground however vary from about 3x10 V/m when the 
velocity ratio "c" is 50, down to 3x104 V/rn when c = 5. 
In every case the potential gradient reduces during the traverse 
of the leader and between 90 and 95% of its traverse the values of 
potential gradient have fallen to below 1,5x105 when c =50 to below 
1x104 V/m when c = 5. 
It is interesting to note that the very low value achieved in the 
latter case is of the same order of magnitude of the arc voltage drop 
which lies between 2x103 and 1x104 V/m, but this case also coincides 
with the case when the charge on the leader is about 30 coulombs and 
the current flowing in the leader during its advance is of the order 
of 1500 amperes. 
More realistically, when considering velocity ratios of not less 
than/ ..... 
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than c = 15, the lower limit of :potEmtial gradient (for the case 
tip field intensity of 1x106 V/m) is 1x105 V/m which is an order 
magnitude greater than the accepted value for an arc volt drop. 
Values in excess of 2x105 up to 3x105 V/ill are indicated ho\·Tever 




Fig. 13.0.7 on the other hand illustrates the effect of a leader 
forg~ng its way through air havtng a breakdown strength varying from 
2x10 V/m at cloud base to 3x10 V/m a t the earth's stiTface. At a 
velocity ratio of c = 50 there ~s not much difference in the potential 
gradient compared with the 1x10 V/m limit on ionisat ion level, but at 
C = 5 the values of potential gradient became negative and the case 
does not therefore exist. The minimum value :c-;ach"' d at c = 10=-hO\qever, 
wae 5x.104 V /m compared \qi th 7, 5x 104 V /m "1-rhen t he limiting field in= 
tensity was 1x106 V/m. 
The above quoted figures of potential gradient are in general 
identified as those applying for streamers as c~'0sed to arcs in short 
gap breakdown phenomena. This is so daspite the higher currents flow= 
ing into the leader stroke. 
Furthermore, and contrary to popular expectation, the potential 
of the leader tip falls much more rapidly during the advance of the 
leader as a result of the high potential gradients. As a consequence 
of this the final breakdown across the relatively short gap as the 
tip approaches the earth is not so sudden an affair as imagined, since 
the field intensity at the earth is building up to breakdown values as 
the leader approaches and when it reaches a height equal to its corona 
radius above earth, the field intensity at the earth is equal to the 
field intensity at the tip of the channel. 
The increase in potential gradient during the last 5 to 10% of 
the leader traverse to ground as indicated on Fig. 13.0.6 and 13.0.7 
is a feature of the calculation at constant velocity ratio. If one of 
the prospective induced charge lines (shown dashed) is followed, it 
will be noted that the velocity ratio must reduce slovtly during pro= 
gression until at the end of the traverse the reduction is rapid. 
The 2 Cline for example indicates a f alling velocity ratio from 
c = 50 to c = 12 during the leader traverse between about 35% and 
90%. This, in all probability, is due to an increase in velocity of 
the positive tips as a consequence of a build up of the positive in= 
duced charge at the top end of the leader. 
Fig. 13.0.5 on the other hand shows that the velocity ratio re= 
mains close to a value of 12 for the 2 C line whereas Fig. 13.0.6 
and 13.0.7 whould therefore indicate an increase in potential gradient 
during this period. 
This change in conditions is obviously due to the effect of earth 
which begins to manifest itself more substantially when the leader 
approaches close to ground. It is observed to be much more prominent 
at the lower values of velocity r at io "c" than at high values, and this 
in turn relates it to the charge which is highest with low values of 
1'c". In a sense the mathematical conception of the leader may begin 
to depart from its physical characteristics at this point, and this 
may therefore be a possible criterion for breakdown. In this regard 
it should be noted that a 5% traverse is equivalent to 200 metres, and 
it is of interest to note that a radical change begins to occur at about 
~ this distance from earth at value of c between 12 and 20. 
The/ ..... 
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The initial potential at the upper end of the channel is deter= 
mined of course by the magnitude, dimensions and disposition of the 
positive and negative cloud charges and is shown in Figs. 13.0.8 and 
13.0.9 for the two cases of leader tip field intensity. 
In these cases, it has an initial value of about 6,5x108 Volts, 
and during the progressivn of the leader the upper potential varied 
both as a consequence of the advance of the leader charge downwards 
and the advance of the positive tips upwards. It is also modified by 
the induced charge and prospective values of one, two and 3 C are 
shown as dashed lines on the respective figures. 
At the upper end of the channel an increase in the value of in= 
duced charge raises the potential more positive (or decreases the 
potential numerically) as would be expected. However the induced 
charge has the opposite effect upon the potential of the lower tip of 
the channel - a result which was not predicted from a qualitative 
consideration. Fig. 13.0.8 and 13.0.9 show that the higher the 
prospective value of induced charge the higher is the numerical value 
of potential of the tip above zero. Furthermore, a leader following 
the course indicated by a linear increase in induced charge - that is 
following any one of the dashed lines indicating prospective induced 
charge - the potential of the tip at values of 1 to 2 C tends to remain 
constant until very late in the traverse when after 95% it must of 
course revert sharply to zero. 
The inverted effect of the induced charge is of course due to the 
differing potential gradients. The 1 C prospective charge line is 
associated with velocity ratios of between 50 and 20 which also in 
turn refers to lower values of charge and therefore leader current, 
whereupon the potential gradient is correspondingly high. For 2 C 
prospective induced charge on the other hand the velocity ratios 
tend to fall to below 10, with higher values of charge and corres= 
pending current and with lower potential gradients. This is illus= 
trated clearly on Figgs. 13.0.6 and 13.0.7. 
The total charge lowered by the leader, that is the sum of the in= 
duced charge neutralised by the upward advance of the positive stream= 
ers at B1, is now shown on Fig. 13.0.10 for velocity ratios varying 
between 10 and 50 and is the same for the two cases whether the 
leader tip field intensity is held constant at -1x106 V/m, or whether 
it is raised from the 50% transverse onwards from -2x106 V/m to 
-3x106 V/m. 
The dashed lines shown on thi~ figure are derived from Fig. 13.0.5 
and represent the cases of a linear increase in induced charge with 
length of leader for values of one, two and three coulombs. It will 
be clear therefore that if the total charge lowered by the leader is 
not to exceed about 10 C, the induced charge will be between 1 and 2 C 
and the velocity ratio will decrease from some value in excess of 50 
to approximately 15. 
The computed values of the Radius R2 of the leader are shown in 
Fig. 13.0.11 and 13.0.12. Both sets of data show the characteristic 
change in radius between 90 and 100~ of the leader traverse, and as 
before this is more pronounced when the velocity ratio is low and also 
when the field intensity maintained for the leader tip is at the lower 
values. The computation is based upon a leader of constant radius and 
it/ 
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it is unrealistic to assume that when it reaches near the earth, the 
whole leader tends to expand. What is far more likely is that the 
lower end of the leader tends to fan outwards upon sensing the mirror 
image of the charges in the earth. That the effect is not due to a 
discontinuity in the functions used for the calculation is proved by 
the fact that finite values of radii are calculated - these are shown 
on Fig. 13.0.11 but omitted on Fig. 13.0.12 merely for convenience. 
Furthermore there is no such discontinuity or even abrupt change in= 
dicated in the value of charge on Fig. 13.0.5 or Fig. 13.0.10. This 
therefore must be accepted as a consequence of the electrostatic con= 
ditions surrounding the leader on closely approaching the earth and 
has a significance with regard to the "striking" distance, or more 
precisely, the distance when breakdown conditions begin to be effec= 
tive, and this is discussed further under the question of the strik= 
ing distance. 
The second point regarding the leader radius is that it varies in 
an inverse ratio to the field intensity maintained for the tip. This 
is understandable since for the same charge the radius needs to be 
correspondingly less for the higher field intensity. Referring to 
Section 10 the approximate expression for the corona radius is given 
by equation (10.13) which states as follows, namely:-
r/q = 1/n€E h m/C 
where E is the tip field intensity and h is the overall height of the 
leader channel. 
Hence for a channel height of 4 km and for E = 1x106 V/m r/q = 
9,0 m/C and for E = 3x106 the value of 3,0 m/C, and this is as cal= 
culated from the charge and radius for all values of velocity ratio 
of the computed results, for the coseof 100% of the leader traverse. 
14. The dart leader 
An important question now arises regarding the dart leader. The 
first leader forges gn ionised channel through air which has a field 
strength of say 3x10 V/m and in so doing the radius of the channel 
is small. If the subsequent dart leader lowers the same quantity of 
charge, its radius will be limited to the dimensions of the now pre-
ionised channel, in which case the field intensity at its boundary in 
the radial direction would still be 3x106 V/m, but the figld strength 
of the ionised air in the channel would be less, say 1x10 V/m. This 
may result only in an increased velocity of the tip since the field 
intensity along the direction of propagation is so much less - and 
this is in accordance with observation. In other words, given a 
driving potential such as produced by the cloud charge, the leader 
will ba propagated at a higher velocity the less the resistance to 
breakdown ahead of the tip. 
On the other hand, if only one third of the first leader charge 
is deposited in the channel, the field intensity both axially and 
radially would not exceed 1x106 V/m. However while there is evidence 
that, exeluding continuing currents which consume very large values 
of charge after the return stroke, the charge lowered in subsequent 
strokes is on average less than that for the first stroke, but there 
is/ ..... 
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is nevertheless a considerable scatter in the values and some sub~ 
sequent strokes are known to be more severe than the first. 
In part I Section 16, the ratio of magnitude of field changes 
of 905 1st component strokes to that of the mean for each flash was 
given as 1,5 with a median ratio of 1,4 and a standard deviation of 
0,7. This states virtually that there is a 50% probability that the 
ratio would be 1,4 but there is also a fair probability that the field 
change of the first struke cuuld be less than the mean value for the 
flash. 
Regarding the 2nd component, which would comprise the dart leader, 
the mean value of the ratio was 0,9 and the median value 0,8 with a 
standard deviation of 0,5. On this basis the ratio of the field 
change of the 1st stroke to that of the 2nd would be of the order of 
1,7. However due to the time constant used for measurement, the slow= 
er leader field change would be attenuated more than that of the high 
velocity dart leader whence the ratio of field changes would be some= 
what greater - perhap of the order of 3. This would therefore suggest 
that the dart leader charge is about 1/3 of that of the first leader. 
Uman (1969) reports the results of various investigators concluding 
that whilst the average charge lowered by the stepped leader is 5 C 
that of the subsequent dart leader is about 1 C. Berger (1967) 
gives a few examples of the peak value of lightning currents deliver= 
ed in the first and subsequent strvkes from which it can be ascertained 
that there is a more or less random distribution of high and low 
currents, the first not being necessarily the largest. However the 
peak current delivered may nut be directly related to the charge in 
the stroke depending so much as it does upon the wave from of the 
current discharge. 
Hence whilst the model suggests that the dart leader can deposit 
a charge equal to the 1st stepped leader, it is more than likely to 
be less depending upon the state of pre-ionisativn of the channel. 
Another aspegt affecttng the dart leader is its very high velocity 
varying from 1x10 to 2x10 m/s, compared with a range of 1x105 to 
3x106 for the stepped leader. If the charge deposited is equal in 
the two cases this suggests that the rate of extraction of charge from 
the cloud is increased by a factor of at least ten - and this seems 
to be improbable because the field intensities at the top of the 
leader have no special reason to increase - in fact the model holds 
this constant at a breakdown value of 1x106 V/m. 
Referring to Fig. 13.0.12 a leader with a tip field intensity of 
3x106 V/m and with a velocity ratio of about 17 would have a radius 
of 15m and from Fig. 13.0.10 would deliver about 9 C of charge. On 
the other hand for a dart leader having a field tip intensity of 1x106 
V/m the velocity ratio required for the same radius according to Fig. 
13.0.11 is about 50, and again on Fig. 13.0.10 this positive tip 
velocity in the first case would be 1,18x104 m/s assuming a leader 
velocity of 2x105 m/s, but the positive tip velocity would be 4x104 
m/s in the case of a dart leader having a velocity of 2x106 m/s. 
Looked at in another way, if the velocity ratio c remained the 
same, that is the ratio of the leade.r · ti p velocity to t h·.:: '; of the 
upper positive tips, the dart leader would extract the same amount of 
charge as the slower first stepped leader in about one tenth of the 
time - but the positive tip velocity would have to be also ten times 
higher/ ..... 
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higher. On the other hand, if the charge lowered by the dart was 
only one tenth of that of the stepped leader, the velocity of the 
positive tips would remain unchanged. The charge deposited by the 
dart leader is certainly more than one tenth, but if it is one fifth 
then the positive tip velocity must
1
increase by a factor of two; if 
one third the factor increases to 3 /3 and so on. 
The above figures do not ring true for the reason that there is 
presently no reasonable mechanism which would explain why the upper 
positive tips of the dart leader should increase in velocity. If 
anything, due to the discharge of some of the charge in the cloud 
the field intensity will tend to fall and the velocity of proga= 
tion will reduce or stop rather than increase. 
Since there is no satisfactory explanation of this to be found 
in the literature it is permissable to speculate on various possi= 
bilities which may be followed up. 
First there is a marked similarity -vri th the step darts which 
proceed down the leader channel at regular intervals corresponding 
to each step. This dart has a high velocity of equal order of mag= 
nitude to the dart leaders vf subsequent strokes and the high velocity 
is said to be due to the fact that the dart follows a pre-ionised path 
in both cases. Schonland (1938) derived an expression for the ve= 
locity of the dart (or wave) as follows:-
1/3 
v d •• m/s e ........................... 
where ni is the electron density in front of the wave, 
v is the electron drift velocity, e 
(13.1) 
and d is the mean distance between electrons, assumed also to be the 
wave front distance over which a strong electric field extends. Loeb 
(1966) considers this to be suspect on the basis that there are no 
physical grounds for the assumption that the time for the wavefront 
to go a distance "d" is the time for each electron to travel the 
average distance between electrons. Secondly for initial electron 
densities greater than 10 12Jm3 the formula predicts dart velocities 
in excess of the speed of light. 
Loeb takes care of these points in the following modified 
expression, namely:-
v = av d/ln(nf/n.) 
w e ~ 
................................ (13.2) 
Where a is Townsend's first ionisation coefficient and is the 
number of new electrons created per centimetre by a drifting elec= 
tron and where nf is the final electron density after the wave front 
has extended a distance d and is given by 
..... 
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nf = n. exp•(~· t) and t -- d/v \.AV • • e • • • • e ., • e • • e e e • e • • ~ e w (13.3) 
5 
According to Uman (1969) if the ratio nf/n1 is chosen say about 10 then for an electric field of 7,2x106 V/m8 a= 0,3 m, a= 4x104 /m, ve = 3x105 m/s then the wave velocity is 3x10 m/s or the speed of 
light. The total potential difference across the wave front is 2x106 
Volts. 
If the electric field chosen is smaller, the value of a, d and 
ve will also be smaller, and a reasonable dart leader velocity is 
found. Also the potential difference across the wave front will be 
less. 
There can therefore be little doubt that this mechanism explains 
the dart velocity whether it be in the stepped leader or subsequently 
the dart propagating in the ionised path left by the previous stroke, 
but it was observed by Schonland that if the interval between strokes 
becomes large, the dart leader would again proceed in a series of 
steps. This he attributed to the fact that the degree of ionisation 
in the channel decays with time until a point would be reached where= 
by it required a fresh breakdown process as for the first stepped 
leader. 
Hence it is reasonable to suppose that if the precise mechanism 
for the dart in a stepped leader is evaluated, the same mechanism may 
be applicable exactly to the dart of subsequent strokes. 
The model herein described and evaluated for a particular case 
indicated the position that occurs when the leader is assumed to 
progress at a constant velocity of say 2x105 m/s and does not account 
for the steps or darts. However it does show that if the charge in= 
duced on the leader by the electric field is to increase proportin= 
ately with the length of the leader the velocity ratio must decrease 
steadily - and for a constant leader tip velocity this means that the 
velocity of the positive tips must increase. 
Correspondingly the potential gradient along the leader is shown 
to decrease steadily as the leader advances to ground. (Except 
during the last 10% of the traverse). 
Now these could be regarded as mean values which would be attained 
if in fact there were no dart leaders or stepping, but it is obvious 
that the mean velocity of the positive tips for example may also be 
achieved by a series of bursts at high velocity followed by quiescent 
periods at low velocity. Similarly the potential gradient of the 
leader may fluctuate between high and low values as determined by the 
current flow in the leader. In this regard, if during the pilot lead= 
er progress the magnitude of the current flowing is small, the poten= 
tial gradient would tend to be high corresponding with that of a 
streamer; on the other hand a sudden burst of current would tend to 
lower the gradient during this transient period. Hence the poten= 
tial of the tip of the leader would momentarily fluctuate above and 
below the mean potential for the point in space. 
In view of the above considerations the following hypothesis of 
the possible mechanism may be advanced. 
The/ ..... 
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The charge separation process proceeds initially to the point 
where the field intensity increases to an initial breakdown lev&l of 
say -1x106 V/m at a point or small area at the base of a cylindrical 
charge containing negative charge bound say on water drops. 
Immediately ionisation takes place in that area, it spreads 
rapidly over a restricted volume of negative charge until the field 
intensity is too low to support further ionisation. This may perhaps 
be in the region of say -0,5x106 V/m. The bound negative charge is 
neutralised. by some of the positive ions which were the product of 
ionisation~ leaving a nett negative charge in the form of free elec= 
trons which are expelled downwards in the direction of the field 
thereby creating ionised spark channels which join up to form the 
nucleous of the start of the downward leader. 
These spark channels being conducting and under the influence 
of the electric field extend in length due to the concentration of 
electrons and positive ions at thet~ extremities, and in addition 
they are assisted to do so by the induced charge separation which 
virtually adds more charge of each sign to the extremities as the 
channel increases in length. This may be regarded as a relatively 
slow process occuring as it does when the external field intensity 
is less than breakdown, but the local field intensity at the respec= 
tive tips is still sufficient to ionise the air immediately ahead of 
them. 
The space previously occupied by negative bound charge has been 
neutralised but it does contain the positive induced charge on the 
channel tips which eventually builds up the field intensity again 
to reach the level of -1x106 V/m whereupon another burst of ion= 
isation takes place. 
This now causes a surge of electrons down the channel at the 
high velocity of the stepped dart and in so doing causes the potential 
of the tip of the leader to change abruptly to a new level determined 
by the redistribution of charge along the leader. 
The leader tip continues to extend and the step dart repeats 
itself at intervals dependent upon the velocity of the leader. The 
induced positive charge at the top increases steadily with the in= 
crease in leader length so that when ionisation bursts occur, the 
velocity of the ionisation wave front in the bound charge increases 
thereby fulfiling the average requirement that for a constant leader 
tip velocity, the velocity ratio decreases - that is the mean velocity 
of the positive tips increases as the leader proceeds to ground. 
If therefore the step dart lowers charge into the leader with 
each step over and above what has already been deposited in previous 
steps, including the charge lowered during the progress of the pilot 
leader, it follows that the charge lowered per step dart is very 
small since there are numerious steps of the order of 50 to 100 m in 
length in one leader of a few kilometres in length. This in turn means 
that the intermittent breakdown process taking place at the upper 
extremities is also very confined in volume and suggests therefore 
that the fall in , field intensity below ionisation level is not very 
large before the process stops. 
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The single dart leader for subsequent strokes, if it is to re= 
semble the stepped leader dart at all, must therefore either deliver 
a very much larger charge - with a corresponding large volume of 
ionisation taking place in the cloud at as rapid a rate, or some if 
not all charge must already be available in the pre-ionised channel. 
The one outs~anding difference between the stepped leader and 
that of subsequent leaders is the fact of the extensive ionised 
channel which the dart follows, and if this is suspended so to 
speak between the cloud charge and the earth without actually main= 
taining low conductivity contact, the full capacity of induced charge 
on this channel would be available so long as there is an inducing 
field present. The possibility therefore exists that if at some 
interval after the first return stroke has taken place, contact be= 
tween the channel and earth is lost, electrons must immediately 
regroup at the lower end of the channel to establish this induced 
charge and this may in fact constitute the dart leader. Under these 
circumstances the negative induced charge would at least be discharged 
to earth, and according to Fig. 13.0.10 this amounts to 1/7th of the 
total charge that would otherwise have been lowered by the first 
stepped leader. The dart leader of subsequent strokes does deliver 
more than this to the earth so that it must be assumed that the dart 
charges the channel up to full potential by virtue of a burst of 
ionisation in the cloud capable of the · same relative high velocity. 
This is indeed possible since the induced positive charge can be 
made available at the positive tipped streamers at the same rate as 
the dart descends the ionised channel. 
This line of reasoning suggests that the leader breaks contact 
with the earth first. If it did not, the top of the channel would 
remain highly positive and the discharge would be continuous as it 
frequently is. In Part I Section 14 is was indicated that only 4% of 
all flashes produced continuing currents. However the measurements 
were made with a circuit having other time constants of less than 
1 ms and this would be bound to suppress the slow field charges aris= 
ing from continuing current so that only very large field changes 
would be detected. This would account for the fact that other in= 
vestigators have found 1fhat. has .been· assumed to be continuing current 
in . ~l:Jout 50;o of all flashes. 
The argument with regard to the mechanism of the dart leader 
however cannot be completed before consideration of the return stroke 
which proceeds it, and this is undertaken in a later section. 
15. Corona losses 
Now that the potential of the leader channel is clarrified - at least 
in so far as the particular model is concerned- it is pertinent to 
consider possible losses sustained by the leader before the advent of 
the return stroke. Such losses would amount to the reduction of the 
charge available for neutralisation during the return stroke. 
In this connection Bruce and Golde (1941) postulated that of a 
total of 8 C lowered by the leader only one coulomb was neutralised 
by the return stroke and this of course would have a very significant 
effect upon the magnitude of current delivered to ground. Such 
losses of charge could be accounted for in two ways. First of all 
electrons expelled into the outer perimeter of the corona sheath 
could/ ..... 
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could become attached to heavy air molecules and thereby become 
immobilised possibly never to be able to return to the active channel. 
Secondly by means of corona loss which may be defined as leakage loss 
due to the neutralisation of electrons or negative ions from sources 
of positive ions external to the leader channel. These ions would be 
either present in the space between the leader and earth as a con= 
sequence of its conductivity or they may be supplied from space charge 
generated by points on the earth under the influence of the electro= 
static field. 
An approximate quantative estimate of the possible loss may be 
obtained by means of the empirical formula devised by Peek (1929) for 
corona loss on conductors adapted to suit a vertical channel. 
This is as follows for two conductors of radius "r" and spaced 
"2s" ems apart namely:-





= Applied potential (r.m.s.) kV 
= Disruptive potential (rms) kV 
And Vd = Edr.m.ln(2s/r) kV •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Where E0 = Field Intensity to cause ionisation kV/cm 
& = relative air density 
( 15 .2) 
(15.3) 
m =surface smoothness factor for the conductor (taken as 
unity) 
First of all the value of Vd, the disruptive voltage at the con= 
ductor surface may be disregarded in this case since its magnitude is 
likely to be very small compared with the applied potential. 
For example for a conductor size even as small as 1 mm and for 
6 = 0,9 say, then Ed= 1,175 E0 and where E0 is say 30 kV/cm (3x10
6 V/m), 
the value of Ed is then only 35 kV/cm. 
The value of Vd in equation (15.2) is then largely controlled by 
the value of the radius chosen, and the value of "s" is equivalent to 
the height above ground of an element say 1 m in length. To make Vd 
as large as possible, the first value of r would not exceed say 10 ems 
whilst the value of r in the logarithmic term would not be less than 
1 mm. Undgr these circumstances, the assuming s = 4 km, Vd wor~s out 
at 5, 55xC1.0 Volts. Even this exagerated value of V d is still very 
much less than the potential of the leader channel which from Fig. 
13.0.9 is likely to be at least 1x108 Volts. 
Reverting now to Eq (15.1), the value of 6/2s can be disregarded 
compared to the value of r, and if this is at least 1 em so can the 
constant 0,04. The frequency f may be taken as unity. 
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Now having due regard for the fact that Peek's formula applied to 
two conductors, the loss on a single lightning channel will be half 
this value. Furthermore if only one third of the loss occurs when 
the conductor is negative a further reduction by a factor of 3 is 
required. The loss due to d.c. potential should be of the same order 
as an equal rms value of the a.c. potential. 
Hence Equation (15.1) may then be simplified to the following 
in respect of the cor~na loss of one meter length of a lightning 
channel of radius r and height s above ground and expressing V in 
volts instead of k.V. 
.......................... (15.4) 
According to section 13 it was noted that the potential of the 
leader extremities remained more or less constant for any given value 
of induced charge. If therefore V1 is the potential at the top, V2 
the potential at the bottom of the leader channel and if z is the 
length of the leader at any instant t. Then the potential of an 
element oz at distance x from the top would be given by 
V2-V1 
V(x)=V1+( z )x ·························•••••••·• (15.5) 
The current flowing in the element is Pox/V amperes and this 
may be substituted in equation (15.4) as well as makings= h-x where 
h is the height of the top of the leader above ground. 
amperes 
(15.6) 
Now if x is first kept constant, current will flow in the ele= 
ment ox during the period when z = x to z = h where z = Tt and v is 
the velocity of the leader tip. Hence the charge delivered to the 
element &x can be calculated from f idt between the limits of 
tm = h/V and to = x/V putting z = vt. 
For sake of simplicity subs t itute t he fo l lowing ccns tants in 
equation (15.6) 
a = [ r/2] t (h-xJi. ox.1b-B 
b = v 
1 
c = (v -V )x 
2 1 










+ ~c I 1~t dt 
t 
0 
Hence 6q = ab(t -t ) + ac/V-lnl(t /t ) coulombs m o m o 
Where tm = h/V and t = x/v 
0 
...... (15.7) 
In order to obtain the total charge dissipated in corona loss, 
equation (15.7) may then be integrated with respect to x over the 
limits x = h to x = o and rewriting, the following integral therefore 
requires a solution namely 
h h 
q = K1 I (h-x)"tdx + K2 I x(h-x)-tln(h/x)dx ........... (15.5) 
0 0 
The first part of the integral resolves ~nto 2/3 K1h3/2 and the 
second part resolves finally into 0,374 K2hm3/
2 where the constant 
term 0,374 is the difference between two infinite but rapidly con= 
verging logarithmic series. 
Hence the solution of equation (15.5) may be restated as follows:-
Where r = radius of lightning leader channel 
v = velocity of leader channel tip 
h = height of top of leader channel 
v 1 =potential of top of leader channel 
v2 = potential of tip of leader channel 
(15.6) 
From the example in Section 13, Fig. 13.0.9 for the case where 
the cloud charge is ± 71 C and the charge induced in the channel is 
say 1 C. 
v = 2x105 m/s 
h = 4x103 
v1 = -6x108 v 
v2 = -2x108 v 
h3/2 = 2,53x1o5 
2/3 V = -4x108 
0,374(V2-V1) = 1,5x108 
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The value of the radius of the leader core is not kn-own, but from 
the photographic evidence of Schonland (1953) the luminous radius 
varied between 0,5 and 5 m but this may include the corona radius 
which is visible at the extremity of the step dart, and ma;r-not be 
the radius of the current carrying core which should be less than 
that of a return stroke. Orville (1968) has deduced a value of less 
than 0,36 m assuming that the NI·I spectrals radiation observed by him 
came from the core of the leader. 
If the current carrying core is 1 m radius, the charge dissi= 
pated in the example stroke would be about 2 C but if it is of the 
order of 1 em or less it would be negligible. A simplified version 
of equation (15.6) may be obtained by making V1 = V2 = V the mean 
potential of the leader channel whence: 
....................... (15.8) 
The fact that corona losses are less than would be expected is 
due mostly to the fall in the numerical value of the potential of the 
leader as it approaches the earth. Also it is certainly dependent 
on the value to be assumed for the radius of the core of the leader 
which must be very much smaller than the corona radius. 
It must be concluded therefore that whilst there is undoubtedly 
some corona loss in a lightning leader, the equivalent value of charge 
dissipated is not large compared to the total charge lowered in the 
leader. This statement must however be viewed in the context of 
whether or not Peek's formulae for metalic conductors can indeed be 
extra-polated to that of the lightning channel. 
The position with positive discharges may however very 
different since the corona loss can be expected to increase by a 
factor of three. In this case the leader is surrounded by a sheath 
of positive ions which in view of their low mobilities they will not 
return to the core of the leader as easily as would electrons. 
16. The Striking distance of the lightning leader 
According to the information provided by the numerical example des= 
cribed in Section 13, the leader channel proceeds to the earth with 
slowly decreasing potential gradient, and decreasing velocity ratio, 
whilst for a linear increasing induced charge the radius of the leader 
remains constant. For a cloud charge of 71C, the prospective maximum 
induced charge would appear to be about 1C, and for this value, the 
potential gradient falls to about 1x1o5vjm and the velocity ratio to 
C = 20. This means that the mean velocity of advance of the positive 
streamers at the top tends to 1/20th of that of the leader tip. The 
corona radius of the leader remains fairly constant at about 10m 
and the potential of the tip falls slowly to about -1,5x108 Volts. 
For about 95% of the traverse however, that is 200 m from the 
earth in this instance, conditions beging to change. In particular 
the potential of the tip falls rapidly to zero and this in turn leads 
to a sharp increase in the potential gradient (for constant velocity 
r atio) and also in the radius of the leader. 
80/ 
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In order to examine this phenomena in more detail, Fig. 16.0.1 
was first of all drawn up to show the induced charge required for 
the last 5~ of the leader traverse to ground for velocity ratios 
varying between 20 and 30. The dashed line marked A indicates a 
linear increase in induced charge with the length of the leader to 
a prospective maximum of 0,8C, and to achieve this the velocity 
ratio "C" must be between 28 ar.d 29 (virtually constant). 
Next on Fig. 16.0.2 the curves of leader potential gradient were 
aeo drawn for the same range, and Curve A then shows the progress 
for the same value of linear induced charge of 0,8C maximum. This 
shows that from about 97,5~ transverse, the potential gradient would 
tend to increase. 
An increase in potential gradient does not seem to be either 
realistic or physically possible, particularly as it has been de= 
creasing steadily up to that point and this has been accompanied by 
a steady increase in charge deposition and therefore current flow, 
and these are mutually compatable and correct. Hence the line B 
was drawn on Fig. 16.0.2 to represent at least a constant value of 
potential gradient which if it is to be achieved will then necessi= 
tate a rapid decrease in velocity ratio. Since the velocity of the 
positive tips in the cloud is not likely to be affected by the lower 
tip conditions at this stage, it may be expected that the tip sp'eed 
reducBs over the last fe w perc ent of its t r averse to ground . 
Accepting this possibility therefore, the curve B may then also 
be drawn on Fig. 16.0.1 to show that it must also be accompanied by 
a sharp increase in the induced charge - something in the order of 
doubling the prospective charge from 0,8 to 1 ,6C in a very short dis= 
tance. This requirement would be accompanied by a sudden increase in 
electron flow from the top of the channel with an intensification of 
the positive charge at the tips at that end and a tendency also to 
increase their velocity- thereby reducing the velocity ratio. This 
is in any case a consequence of keeping the leader potential gradient 
constant. Hence there is a physical concept which supports this 
proposition. It also leads to the conclusion that the electrostatic 
conditions on the leader are tending towards final breakdown con= 
ditions upon contact with the earth, where it would be expected that 
the closer the leader approaches, the higher the charge concentration 
at the tip will be, accompanied by a rapid increase in current. 
The effect of this charge intensification on the potential of 
the leader tip is illustrated on Fig. 16.0.3. A linear increase in 
the induced charge to 0,8C ~~uld follow the value of C = 28 to C = 29 
and is represented by the curve A approximately. A constant leader 
potential gradient would on the other hand be represented by Curve 
B which shows that the potential of the tip would tend to remain 
numerically constant but will be forced to zero eventually. The 
departure from Curve A is seen to be rather minimal. 
Finally the change in leader radius is shown on Fig. 16.0.4, 
and this was not expected at all since it refers to the whole length 
of the leader and not just the tip. A uniform leader radius was 
assumed for the simplification of the model of the discharge, in 
order to afford a method of calculation which was not too complicated, 
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Experience with these calculations however indicates that the 
shape of the leader channel could be varied since the field intensity 
at the tip is determined primarily by the charge magnitude and di= 
mansions in the immediate vicinity of the tip. The contribution to 
the field intensity at the tip due to charge some ten to one hundred 
metres or so away is small by comparison with that of the more local= 
ised charge. Hence an increase in the computed radius could refer 
equally to the radius near the lower extremity, allow.ing the rest of 
the channel to increase a relatively small amount if any. 
To assume that the radius of the channel remains constant on 
approaching ground would mean not only that the ratio between the tip 
velocities increases, but also that the potential gradient increases 
even more than shown on Fig. 16.0.2, and as discussed previously there 
is no physical grounds for this. On the other hand the divergence of 
a leader tip is common occurence with the long spark, and is more 
likely to occur when the tip approaches a plane electrode, as was ob= 
served by Kritzinger (1962). 
Hence the increase in leader radius - or at least the tip 
radius - is an inescapable conclusion of this excercise and it is 
shown from Fig. 16.0.4 that when the potential gradient is held 
constant, the leader radius increases even more as shown on Curve B 
compared with Curve A. 
It is here necessary to consider in more detail the effect of 
the model adopted for these calculations. The charge has been assumed 
to be arranged concentrically, and for the purpose of the model the 
field intensity is calculated at the centre of the annular ring forming 
the open ended "tube" so to speak. Theoretically this tubular leader 
may actually contact the earth with the field intensity and potentials 
calculated, but of course it is a poor physical representation of the 
leader tip itself which must present a hemispherical shape perhaps in 
which the electrons are highly concentrated. 
However it was shown in Section 10 that the concentric charge 
distribution assumed produced a field intensity at the centre of 
the annular ringe of radius R which is the same magnitude as that 
produced at a distance R from the extremity of a line charge - as 
illustrated in Fig. 16.0.5 below - provided that the radius of the 
leader is small compared with its length. 
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Line Charge Dis tri bu ti an 
Fig. 16.0.5 Diagram illustrating the line charge equivalent of a 
concentric charge distribution for the leader tip 
This latter model is somewhat similar to that of a charged 
conducting sphere whereby the field intensity at the surface of the 
sphere can be calculated by assuming that the charge is concentrated 
at a point at its centre. Hence when the concentric cylinder of 
charge reaches the ground it may be assumed that the equivalent line 
charge is still a distance R from ground, but that the corona radius 
has in fact made contact and the process breaks down. In this sense 
the corona radius becomes the so-called striking distance. 
From the construction of the model it is obvious that if the 
field intensity at the leader tip does not exceed the breakdown 
strength of the air through which the tip is forging, the field in= 
tensity at ground level immediately below will always be less, and 
unless the electric strength of the air at the ground surface is 
less than that of free air, the leader will proceed until the corona 
radius reaches the surface. Fig. 16.0.6 shows the field intensity 
at ground level for the last five percent of the traverse of the 
leader to ground. According to the computation for this special case, 
the field intensity at ground level before the leader started out was 
3,7x1o4 V/m whereas at 95~ of its traverse it has increased to be= 
tween 3 and 4x 1 o5 V /m that is nearly ten times • However a further 
ten fold increase takes place during the last five percent of the 
traverse and in fact most of this occurs within 3~ of the traverse 
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120 m. If the breakdown strength of the air at the ground surface 
is say only 1 x1 o6 V /m, the tip of the leader would advance to within 
2 to 1% of its traverse distance to ground before this occurs, and 
when it does an upward positive tipped leader should rise from the 
earth to meet it. 
There are however two opposing view points regarding the con= 
dition of the air immediately above that of the ground plane. The 
first is discussed by Loeb (1965) in reviewing the work of Kritzinger 
(1962) on long sparks. This is to the effect that the image charge 
in the earth (which is positive in this case) is capable of raising 
a blanket of negative space charge above the earth and this space 
charge may be capable of a high enough field intensity to ionise the 
air at the ground surface thereby raising positive streamers which 
may then ascend to meet the down coming leader. This mechanism ser= 
ved to expiain the phenomena observed when negative streamers cross 
a point-plan1e gap, and must be valid if the conductivity of the 
air in the gap is sufficiently high to muster the requisite quantity 
of negative ions to do this. On the other hand if the surface is 
not smooth and contains many sharp corners and points, ionisation of 
the air at the ground surface may take place at a lower level than 
normal air breakdown level in >mich case a positive space charge is 
created which will tend to form upward streamers as well. Either of 
these view points will however serve to explain the possibility of 
an upward leader from level ground. On the other hand, when the 
corona sheath surrounding the down coming leader tip makes contact 
with the earth, the resulting breakdown to the conducting core of 
the channel could be taken for an upward leader of a length equal to 
the corona radius. 
In the particular computed example, the contribution of the 
charge in the channel to the field intensity at ground level is more 
than 90fo of the total when the leader is within 5? of its traverse 
to ground, and this must apply to most other cases. Hence calcula= 
tions . may be undertaken neglecting the effect of charges in the 
cloud as a first approximation, and for this purpose, the leader 
charge may be assumed to be distributed along the centre line of the 
leader as illustrated in Fig. 16.0.7. 
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Fig. 16.0.7 Diagrammatic representation of leader stroke with line 
charge distribution 
For a linear charge distribution on the leader, the charge per 
unit length is q' = 2qx/h2 where h>>r whence the charge in an element 
6x is then 
The increment of field intensity at any point P distant y from 
ground due to the charge in the element ox is then 
••••••••••••• 4 • . ••••• (16.1) 
where a = a-x ~ = b-x 
a = h-y b = h+y 
The field intensity at the point Pis then the integral given 
in equation (16.2) namely: 
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E = q/21teh2 
y 
z -
·{ I x(a-x)-2dx 
0 
z 
+I x(b-x)-2dx . ••••• 
0 
Hence Ey ~ qj2,.Eh2 { a/(a-".) 
+ ln (b~z)/b +2} 
a = h-y b = h+y 




When dealing w1 th conditions close to ground h>> y or r and h-~ z 
whence the logarithmic terms and the constant value of "2" may be 
neglected compared with the terms a/(a-z) or b/b-z. 
Hence as a reasonable approximation equation (16.3) may then be 
written 
EY ~ q/2E<h2 • [ (h-y)/(h-y-z) + {b+y)/(h+y-z)] •• • (16.4) 
The field intensity at a distance r ahead of the line charge 
which is identified as the leader tip, is given by putting y = h-z-r 
whence 
Et ~ q/21tEh2 • [ (z+r)/r + (2h-z-r)/(2h-2z-r)] ..... (16.5) 
Since z>>r the above simplifies to the following: 
Et = q/21t<h2 • [ z/r + (2h-z)/( 2h-2z-r) ] • • • • • • • • • • ( 16.6) 
When the so-called leader tip reaches ground z = h-r and 
neglecting r compared with h 
Et = q/nehr •••• V/m g .......................... (16.7) 
This familiar expression may be transposed to give the following 
relationship between r and q namely 
r/q = 1/ne:Eh m/C ............................ ( 16.8) 
Hence if the field intensity at the leader tip and at ground level 
simultaneously can be say 3x106 V/m then for h = 4 km say r/q = 3 m/C 
and this is the value computed in the numerical model for the case when 
the leader traverse distance is 100%. 
However, if the leader has traversed say 90% of its path, then 
z = 0,9h say, then the bracket term of equation (16.6) becomes 
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0 g!l + h ['1, 1/(0,2h/.c ... 1)] 
' r r 
When h/r is of the order of 400, t hen 0, 2 b/r> >1 which means 
that the second term resolves to a va}ue of about 5,5 and this is 
small compared to the first term. 
Hence in this case 
Et(z = 0,9h) ~ q)2rcehr .......................... (16.9) 
Hence comparing this equation with (16.lr) the effect of the ~ 
proximity of the image charge in the earth introduces a fac~or of 
2 in the field intensity equations over the very short distance of 
less than 10% of the leader traverse; this i s to say that U .e value 
of r/q advances :(rom 1,5 m/C to 3 m/C within this distance. In fact 
Fig. 16.0.4 shows that this effect occurs mainly during the last 2% 
of the leader traverse in the particular case computed. 
Thus the so called striking distance may be calculated from 
equation (16.8) for the case where the field intensity at ground 
level can equal that of the tip of the leader before ionisation and 
breakdown occurs. 
On the other hand, if the breakdown field intensity at the sur= 
face of the earth is less than that assumed for the leader tip, an 
upward leader will be forthcoming from the ground before the leader 
reaches earth and if this instant may now be defined as determining 
the striking distance it may be obtained by means of the appropriate 
substitutions in the above equations. 
The field intensity of the tip is given by equation (16.6) in 
which the appropriate value of r can be determined from equation (16.9). 
The striking distance "d" may then be stdted as d = h-z-r where z is 
still unknown. 
The field intensity at ground level is obtained by putting y = 0 
in the equation (16.4) for Ey in which case 
Eg = q/rce:h(h-z) ................................ 





Dividing by equation (16.9) the following relation is then ob= 
tained namely:-
(h-z)/r = 2Et/Eg ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (16.12) 
Hence if the value of charge q is known, the value of r is ob= 
tained and hence the value of z for a known value of h. It should be 
noted that equation (16.12) is not valid for the case when Et = E 
since the factor of two referred to previously is assumed to be g 
effective when the leader tip approaches very closely to earth. 
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The striking distance "d" may therefore be expressed as follows: 
............................... (16.13) 
Whence r = qj2nehEt from Equation (16.9) 
(16.14) 
For exa~ple, for Et = 3x106 and h = 4x103 m, r/q = 1,5 m/C. Then 
if E = 1x10 V/m for breakdown, d/r = 5 whence d/q = 7,5 m/C. 
g 
It is of interest to note here that the striking distance is 
not only dependent upon the parameters stated namely q, E and h, but 
it is also dependent upon the charge distribution on the leader •• A 
uniform distribution of charge for example results in a factor of 
two decreases in the striking distance compared with the linear dis= 
tribution assumed. Similarly an exponential distribution of charge 
which concentrates more charge towards the leader tip than does the 
linear distribution assumed, would give rise to a longer' striking 
distance This is therefore an important parameters to determine 
since it directly affects the protection to be afforded by protective 
conductors such as overhead ground wires or lightning conductors for 
buildings. 
17. The effect of a protuding conductor on the striking distance 
Following on the considerations given in Section 16, the effect of a 
protruding conductor or structure may be qualitatively examined firstly 
by assuming that the electric field intensity produced by the cloud 
charges can be neglected compared with that due to the lightning 
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Fig. 17.0.1 Diagramatic representation of a lightning leader 
approaching a raised s t r ucture. 
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The charge q on the leader is assumed to be distributed linearly 
along a line, and the field intensity Et at the tip a distance r from 
the line charge has been given in Equation (16.6) in the last section. 
So also the field intensity at the point P on the top of the 
structure due to the charge on the leader can also be obtained by 
putting y = y0 in equation (16.4) whence 
0 0 0 0 
= q/2neh2 • [(h-y )/(h-y -z) + (h+y )/(h+y -z)] 
......•..•••...•.•••• (17.1) 
Putting z = h - (r+d+y0 ) and neglecting y0 compared with h in 
the numerators Equation 11.1 then simplifies to the following ex= 
pression: 
Ep1 = q/2•eh • [1/(r+d) + 1/(2y0 +r+d)] ,,,,,,,,,,, (17.2) 
Then if d' = r+d the expression can be written as 
And since the last portion of the expression is purely a 
function of the ratio (y /d') it can be written 
0 
Now, referring to Appendix I of Part I dealing with the capaci= 
tance of Aerial systems, it would be reasonable to assume that a 
positive charge is raised in the structure, and that this might be 
distributed linearly as for a cylindrical cloud charge such that the 
charge density is a maximum at the top of the structure and zero at 
ground level. If this charge is say q
0 
and is contained in a cylinder 
of radius r 0 and height y0 the field intensity at the point P at the 
top due to this charge is then given by the following expression 
Ep2 = - q /2ney 
2 
• [2y /r - Sinh-1(2y /r )] 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
... (17.4) 
Since the bracket term is similarly a function of the ratio 
(y0 /r0 ) the expression can therefore be written 
Ep2 =- q /2ney 
2 • F2 (y /r ) 0 0 0 0 ................... ( 17.5) 
The total field intensity at the top of the structure is the 
sum Ep1 + Ep2 
and can therefore be written as follows namely:-
Ep = q/2nehy ·F1(y /d') - q /2ney 
2 .F2 (y /r ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 (17.6) 
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If the charge q in the lightning channel is negative and q0 in 
the structure positive, EP is therefore negative and is clearly more 
intense than in the absence of the structure. 
The value of the charge q can be related to that of q by making 
the potential of the structure
0
zero since it is assumed to be con= 
ducting and in contact with the earth. Actually of course every part 
of the structure is at zero potential and the charge in it will dis= 
tribute itself accordingly, and a close approximation would be to 
assume that the average potential of the structure due to its own 
charge should be equal in magnitude but opposite in polarity to the 
average potential of the structure due to the charge in the light= 
ning channel. 
The average potential of the structure due to the charge in the 
lightning channel would be approximately half the value at the top of 
the structure since the field gradient is approximately uniform near 
the earth's surface. The average potential of the structure due to 
its own charge however will be greater than half the potential at the 
top because of the fall-off of potential as the tor is approached, 
purely as a conseQuence of the fact that the assumed linear charge 
distribution is not ideal as pointed out in Appendix I of Part I. 
According to that analysis, the charge should actually be more con= 
centrated at the top than assumed. However, no allowance should be 
made for this in the potential calculation since if the charge is 
more concentrated at the top of the structure, the field intensity 
Ep2 of equation (17.5) is also too low and should also therefore have 
been adjusted. 
Accordingly, since the ratio of q /q is to be determined it will 
be sufficiently accurate to obtain thi~ by equating the potential at 
the top of the structure only to zero. 
The potential at the structure top due to the charge q in the 
lightning channel is obtained from Fig. 17.0.1 by the expression as 
follows namely: 
( 17. 7) 
Where a = h-y and b = h+y 
0 0 
This expression resolves after integration to the following 
namely: 
= q/2neh2 ·{ (h-y
0









+d') J } 
Where d 1 = r+d as before 
( 17 .8) 
Neglecting y0 compared with h where it is appropriate then 








/d') ••••••••••••••••••••••• (17.10) 
The potential at the top of the structure due to its own charge 
q0 is more complicated being given by the derive~ expression namely:-
Vp2 = qo/n£ro2yo2·{ r f~+l)-trdr.xdx-I {~2+i)-+rdr.xdx} 
0 0 0 0 
Where ex = y -x and ~ = y +x 
0 0 
The integration of the two terms in equation (17.11) finally 
resolves into the following exact expression namely: 
- Vp2 = q /2n£y ·F4(y /r ) ••••••••••••••••••••••• (17.12) 0 0 0 0 





f+4/3a3+2/3} •••••••••• <11.13) 
Where a = y /r 
0 0 
It is now possible to equate the total potential at the 
structure top to zero whence:-
V = V + vp2 = 0 whence from equations (17.10) and (17.12) 0 p1 
V = q/2n£h•F
3
(y /d') + q /2n£y .F
4
(y /r ) = 0 ••• (17.14) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
From this the ratio q0 /q is derived and may be stated therefore 
as follows namely: 
q fq =- y /h·F
3
(y /d')/F4(y /r ) 0 0 0 0 0 
(17.15) 
Substituting the value of q0 thereby found in terms of q in 
equation (17.6) then yields the following relationship namely:-
Ep = q/2n£hy
0 
• [ F1(y0 /d') + F2(y0 /r0 ).F3
(y
0




Hence if Ep is the known value of field intensity required to 
promote ionisat1on of the air at the top of the structure, then for 
a given height h of lightning channel there is a family of curves 
relating q/y0 with y0 /d' and y0 /r0 since equation (17.16) can be ex= 
pressed in the following form namely: 





0 p 0 0 0 0 0 0 
............ (17.17) 
Hence if a range of values of y0/r0 say from 10 to 100 is chosen 
and a range of values of y0 /d' say 0,1 to 1,0 and from 1,0 to 10,0 
then the corresponding values of q/y0 can be found for Ep = - 1x106 V/m, 
say, and for h = 4x10J m say. These values are plotted in Fig. 17.0.2 
and Fig. 17.0.3 for the two ranges of y0 /d' respectively. 
Then for a particular structure having the height y0 = 50 m say 
and the equivalent radius r 0 = 1m, values of q/y0 can be established 
for each value of y0 /d' chosen reading along the line y0 /r0 =50. 
Since Yo has been chosen this results in a set of values of d' for 
corresponding values of q, the charge in the lightning leader channel. 
Now d' = d+r where r is the corona radius of the lightning leader 
channel which may be established from the relationship given in 
equation (16.9) in the previous section, namely as follows: 
Where Et is the field intensity for ionisation at the leader tip 
which may be taken to be say -3x106 V/m. Hence if h = 4x103 m, then 
r = -1,5 q and the relationship between d and q may therefore be cal= 
culated for the particular structure. This is illustrated on Fig. 
17.0.4 for the various values of y0 /r0 cited above. It is here evident 
that except for very small values of charge, the relationship between 
striking distance and leader charge is practically linear, and this 
could be used to establish a simple empirical set of data for a range 
of structure heights and radii. The effect of the radius of the 
structure is seen to be significant, the smaller the radius the greater 
the striking distance per coulomb of charge. This is to be expected 
in view of the intensification of the field that occurs as a consequence 
of the charge raised in the structure needed to keep its potential zero. 
This is of course based upon the various assumptions as to charge 
distribution both in the lightning channel and the structure, and upon 
the values of breakdown field intensity Et and Ep, and on the height 
of the channel. The effect of the standing field due to the cloud 
charges had also been neglected, because at ground level at least it 
is less than 10% of that due to the charge in the lightning channel 
itself. For very tall structures however this may not be valid in 
view of the field intensification taking place and a correction would 
have to be applied. Also the charge q
0 
raised in the structure is 
assumed not to influence the field intensity at the tip of the leader 
because it is usually very small compared to the leader charge q but 
this clearly may not be so with very tall structures. 
The charge raised in thg structure up to the point where the field 
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(17.15) and for the two special cases cited it remained remarkably 
constant over the range of radii chosen. For example, for a structure 
height of Yo = 50 m and for y0/r0 = 10 the charge q0 raised was between 
7,2 mC to 7,5 mC for a leader charge variation between 1C and 7C. 
Similarly when y0/r0 =50, the charge q0 varied between 1,3 mC to 1,4 mC for the same leader char ge variation. l''ig. 17 .0.5 shows the values of 
q0 for other values of the ratio y0/r0 but all are applicable only t o 
a structure height of 50 m. The higher values of charge raised in 
the structure apply to the lower values of y0/r0 since to attain the 
same field intensity at the top, a larger charge would be needed the 
larger the dimensions (in this case the radius) of the top. 
The cons id.erv.t i ons eo far apply to a lightn i ng l eade r - des cending 
directly onto a conducting structur e , and me r al y ind i cat a that an up= 
ward s t rGame r could st ar t f rom the structur e befor e the l eader ti p 
reaches it. Inevitably the streamer will contact the leader tip caus= 
ing final breakdown. Of more importance perhaps is the case of a 
leader which descends at some distance from the structure in which 
case it is important to calculate whether an upward streamer could 
reach the lightning channel before it reaches the earth, since this 
would direct the discharge to the structure. 
Although it is not intended to outline the calculations in full 
at this stage, the principles of the calculation are exactly similar 
to those carried out above. Fig. 17.0.6 illustrates a particular case 
in point. 
I h-z-r 
f 1 G fvg 
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Fig. 17.0.6 Diagram illustrating the possibility of diverting a 
lightning leader to a structure 
Given limiting values of. field intensity at P and at G of Ep and 
Eg respectively which may both be less than that of Et at the tip of 
l1ghtning channel, the problem is to calculate the position of the 
leader tip at the instant when both or either values are reached. 
From that instant positive streamers advance at velocities of Vp and 
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Vg respectively compared with the leader tip velocity Vt and it is a 
question as to whether the streamer from P can reach the channel be= 
fore that from G or before the leader contacts ground if no streamer 
develops from G. 
The field intensity at P due to the charge q in the lightning 
channel can be resolved into a vertical and horizontal component to 
which the respective components produced by q in the structure must 
be added, thereby enabling the resultant fiel~ intensity Ep to be cal= 
culated. 
It would be a reasonable approximation to obtain the field in= 
tensity at the corner P of the structure by calculating the vertical 
component as if at the centre point at P' as before, whilst the hori= 
zontal component may be found by assuming the charge q0 is distributed 
along the centre line of the structure and is therefore spaced r 0 from 
the side P. A similar assumption would be necessary for the calculation 
of the potential at P. 
The value of q
0
/q is found as before by making the potential at 
the structure top zero. 
The value of z may be expressed in terms of time, if the leader 
velocity Vt is assumed, whereupon the value of Ep likewise varies 
with time and the instant it r&aches the critical value assumed, if 
at all, can be established. Thereafter., it can also be established 
when a streamer developing at a velocity of Vp will reach the channel. 
Similarly the field intensity at G may be calculated, and it is 
likely that the component due to the charge q0 in the structure is 
•egligable compared with that of q in the leader channel. This com= 
ponent however acts in oposition to that of the leader charge so that 
the position of maximum field intensity on the ground is desplaced in 
a direction away from the structure, and this may require to be found. 
~nilst it would be permissable to make the velocities VP = Vg, the 
time that the leader reaches the point G will be shortened by any 
upward leader from G. 
In concluding this section sight should not be lost of the 
possibility that in the case of very tall structures, point discharge 
may occur before the field intensity is sufficiently high to start an 
upward leader. Such a possibility was cited by Malan (1969) who ob= 
served the peculiar behaviour of the 250 m high Hertzhog tower in 
Johannesburg. Positive ions released as space charge above the tower 
in very strong electrostatic fields may in fact tend to inhibit 
streamer development. The opposing view however is that negative ions 
are attracted from the atmosphere which intensify the field around the 
top of the structure thereby assisting the development of a discharge. 
These matters are therefore in need of experimental verification. 
Certainly during the investigations described in Part I, and later 
confirmed at the CSIR in Pretoria, there were many occasions on which 
vertical aerials of only 5 m in height discharged to the atmosphere 
in field which were high but not sufficiently so to cause breakdown. 
These discharges lasted 15 to 20 minutes and were finally terminated 
when a lightning flash occurred in the close vicinity. Although the 
electric field was intense, it was nevertheless fairly constant, but 
the discharge from the aerial took place in the form of pulses which 
increased in frequency as the electric field slowly built up in mag= 
nitude. The pulses had a time constant of discharge equal to the time 
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constant of the aerial circuit. 
18. The return stroke 
The physical picture of the leader structure deduced from the data 
discussed so far envisages a channel which essentially consists of a 
positive ion core surrounded with electrons and negative ions bound 
in a sheath of some metres in radius as a cons8quence of the high 
potential of the leader channel -· at least until it approaches close 
to ground 
Substantial changes take place during the last 3% or so of the 
traverse to ground in that the potential o~ the leader tip is forced 
to zero, and there is also a tendency to increase in dimensions - or 
fanning outwards - to an order of twice the ori ginal leader diameter -
and these effects are due to the clos3 proximi ty of the leader image 
charge - or physically to the concentrati on of charge in the surface 
of the earth. 
An upward streamer will develop from the earth before the leader 
corona envelope makes contact with it if the field intensity required 
to breakdown the air at the surface is less than that of the air 
ahead of the tip of the leader, or if the leader advances towards a 
protuding conductor which in consequence intensifies the field at 
the top of the conductor. 
Once the corona envelope of the leader makes contact with the 
earth the process which began during its approach, intensifies because 
the whole of the conducting channel now bridges the gap bet~'leen a 
very high potential cloud charge and zero potential earth. 
The major experimental data available regarding the events which 
follow are firstly that the current delivered to earth rises rapidly 
to a maximum of between 2 to 200 kA in the order of from 5 to 20 ~s 
with a mean value of about 10 ~s, and then tails off approximately 
exponentially in a matter of from 100 to 500 ~s. However -in a large 
number uf cases continuing currents of a few hundred amperes may flow 
for periods up to one hundred or more milliseconds. 
Secondly the luminosity of the channel increases abruptly causing 
a visible upward moving streamer which proceeds at a velocity of the 
order of 1/10th of that of light. On meeting a branch in the leader, 
the streamer follows along the branch with a momentary increase in 
brightness whilst simultaneously continuing upwards along the main 
channel with reducing luminosity and velocity. 
The process stops when the luminous streamer reaches the cloud 
or after a period of continuing currant: after a quiescent interval 
of from 10 to 500 ms with a mean value of about 60 ms or a median 
value of 35 ms, a fast dart leader may occur, only on this occasion 
the current rise time is less than a microsecond and the current wave 
tail according to Berger is much more regularly exponential. The 
peak current delivered can be of the same order of magnitude as that 
of the first stroke, but the charge deposited is usually less. Other 
dart leaders may follow, the mean number being three to four and the 
maximum 30 or more. 
Finally from Section 9 comes the suggestion that in order to 
account for ratios of between 1 and 2 of the leader field change to 
that observed for the return stroke, whilst still adhering to a charge 
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distribution which is at least linear and may even be exponential, it 
is necessary to envisage a discharge of electrons from the leader 
which exceeds the actual amount deposited - in other words that the 
leader channel should acquire a positive charge. 
Dealing first of all with the question of the veloci ty of the 
tip of the luminous return stroke streamer, Loeb (1958) has made a 
calculation of the velocity which depends upon the concentration of 
positive ions in the streamer and that of electrons ahead of it and 
there can be no serious disagreement with this basis. It would be 
expected that the greater the quantity of charge on the leader, the 
greater will be the speed of the reaction which neutralises this 
charge since the field intensity at the upward moving tip will tend 
to be enhanced. 
Since the velocity of positive ions in the tip is very small 
compared to that of the tip itself, it is clear that electrons must 
move downward into the tip and that they become the main current carry= 
ing media. The upward moving streamer may therefore be regarded as 
a growing conducting channel of plasma carrying current consisting of 
free ions of both s i gns in about equal numbers. The luminosity would 
therefore be the result of intense collisions and recombinations be= 
tween the descending electrons and the ions in the streamer. It 
follows from the above that the velocity of the upward streamer re= 
presents the degree to which neutralisation of the charge in the 
channel is proceeding and a calculation of the velocity can be made 
starting with the known wave shape of the lightning current delivered 
to ground. 
By way of an example, the current 1vave form of a lightning die= 
charge proposed by Bruce and Golde (1941) may be assumed namely: 
i = I [ exp(-at) - exp(-bt) J amperes 
Where a = 4.4 x 104 and b = 4.6 x 105 .... -1 s 
The total charge delivered to ground is then 
00 
••• (18.1) 
q = I idt = I [ 1/a - 1/b J coulombs ••••••••••• ( 18.2) 
0 
If for the sake of argument the charge q is assumed to have 
been distributed uniformly along the leader channel of height h , 
the charge per unit length is q/h and tho neut r alisation proc~dure 
is illustrated in Fig. 18.0.1. m 
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Fig. 18.0.1 Diagram illustrating the part neutralisation of a charge 
q distributed uniformly over a leader channel. 
At any instant t1 a charge q1 has been eliminated from the section 
of channel of height h1 from the earth; then q1 = hlq/h and also 
idt ............................ (18.3) 
The velocity "v" of the tip of the return stroke is therefore 
v = dh/dt = h /q·i(t) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
m 
(18.4) 
Substituting for i(t) and q equations (18.1) and (18.2) res= 
pectively. 
v = hm [exp(-at)- exp(-bt)] [ 1/a- 1/b] - 1 (18.5) 
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The maximum velocity occurs at the instant of maximum current, 
tm, and is given by differentiating equation (18.1) and equating it 
to zero whence it is found that 
tm = (b - a)-1ln (b/a) seconds ( 18.6) 
Substituting the values of "a" and "b" and assuming hm = 2 km 
say it is found that the maximum velocity is approximately 7x107 ms 
compared with the value of 8x107 m/s given by Bruce and Golde (1941). 
Malan (1963) gives extreme values of 2x107 up to 1,4x108 with 
3,5x107 m/s as that most frequently occurring. The value calculated 
above can be varied within a limited range by other assumptions such 
as the height of the leader, the manner of the charge distribution 
and the lightning current waveform, but in general the good agreement 
between calculated and observed velocities merits serious consider= 
ation of the theory from which it is derived. 
In the case of a linear distribution of charge, the charge q' 
per unit length for a position on the channel at height x above ground 
is given by the expression 
q' = 2q/h • (1-x/h) C/m m m ...................... (18.7) 




q1 = 2q/hm • I ( 1-x/hm)dx 
0 
( 18.8) 
Equation (18.8) is quadratic in terms of the variable h
1 
whence 
the real solution becomes 
.......................... 
Now q1/q is the ratio of the charge neutralised up t o a 
h1 and for a time t1 and may therefore be expressed in terms 
current waveform namely 
t1 
q/q = I idt I 
00 
Jidt = q(t)/q 
0 0 
(1 8 .9) 
height 
of the 
and this must of course vary between 0 and 1 over the time t = 0 to 
t = respectively. The velocity of the return stroke tip is then 
dh/dt and by differentiating equation (18.9) resolves into the follow= 
ing expression namely: 
............. (18 . 10) 
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Compared with equation (18.4) for a uniform charge distribution 
the maximum velvcity is seen to be reduced by a factor of two, since 
near the maximum value of i(t) the value of q(t)/q is very small. 
Hence in the case of a uniform charge distribution the velocity 
is proportional to the current and decays rapidly if the current decays. 
For a linear charge distribution, the initial velocity if half the 
magnitude and it does not decay so severly as for the uniform charge 
distribution case. Finally if the charge distribution were to be ex= 
ponential as suggested by Bruce g Golde (1941) the velocity of the 
return stroke would be more or less constant on t his hypothesis, but 
its magnitude would be considerably less than that indicated for the 
other two cases. 
According to one example cited by Berger ( 1967 ) a charge of 2C 
coincided with a peak current of about 20 kA. Hence for a leader of 
4 km in height, the maximum velocity of the return stroke would be 
2x107 m/s which is the right order of magnitude. 
Wagner et al (1963) derives a relationship showing an approxi= 
mately linear proportionality between the peak lightning current and 
the return stroke velocity, which they claim to be supported by obser= 
vation. As will be clear from above such a relationship could exist 
if the ratio of peak lightning current to that of the +.otal charge 
remained sensibly constant - which might reasonably be expected - and 
provided there is not a very large variation in the height of the 
leader discharge. 
At all events it is clear that there is some fairly close 
eonnection between theory and experimental results tending to give 
support to the basic hypothesis as to the manner in which the light= 
ning channel discharges during the return stroke. However the vel= 
ocity is relatively slow and the overall duration of the discharge 
long and not at all commensurate with what would be expected of say 
a metalic conductor bridging the potential of the cloud charge to 
earth. 
The reasons for this are two-fold. In the first place one source 
of supply of electrons, namely from the cloud, is inhibited because 
the electrons are bound upon water droplets or other nuclei and have 
to be freed by the action of slowly moving positive streamers and this 
accounts for continuing currents after main stroke o. The second source 
of electrons is in the corona sheath of the lightning channel and 
since the electrons are mobile this must provide for the main high 
current discharge. 
The known time scale for the discharge is determined by the 
return stroke streamer which is proceeding at a velocity of say 4x107 
m/S over 4 km of leader channel could complete the discharge in 100 ~s. 
If on the other hand, the electrons at the top of the channel were 
able to proceed down the channel at the speed of light, they would com= 
plate the traverse in 13,3 ~s and allowing for a zero potential wave 
propagation up the channel at the same velocity to start the reaction, 
the whole process could not last longer than about 27 ~s. On the 
other hand an analysis carried out on the approximately exponential 
decay times of the lightning current observed by Berger showed that 
these had a mean time constant of decay of about 105 ~s with a vari= 
ation of between 50 and 150 ~s. From this the mean duration up to 95% 
of the discharge, was about 300 ~s with a maximum of 450 ~s. 
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One explanation that satisfies the conditions stated above is 
that the discharge process only occurs as the return stroke tip ad= 
vances up the channel. In this case the total duration of the dis= 
charge equals that of the return stroke time, and the velocity to 
charge and current relations will be in accordance with that described 
above. However the potential of the advancing tip is not likely to 
be much in excess of zero because the potential gradient along the 
channel will be small and when this reaches the top near the cloud 
charge the field intensity would be so high as to immediately pre= 
cipitate a rapid discharge of the remainder of the cloud charge, and 
this does not occur. 
On the other hand if the potential gradient along the channel 
is maintained at least to some extent, the channel may then behave as 
a short circuited capacitance. Fig. 18.0.2 illustrates the effect of 
a change in value of potential gradient as a consequence of an in= 
crease in the current flowing in the channel. 
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Fig. 18.0.2 Diagram illustrating change in conditions on contact 
between leader channel and earth 
A- Condition just prior to contact 
B - Conditions after contact 
GROUND 
Fig. 18.0.2 shows that if the potential gradient along the 
leader is allowed to reduce, the potential at the cloud end of the 
channel must rise (fall numerically) and in order to do so a large 
POsitive charge must be induced in the top end of the channel. This 
in effect means a transfer of electrons from the top end of the channel 
leaving an excess of positive ions to make up the positive charge 
required. 
That this process need not proceed at the speed of light is 
self evident from the fact that it is only the rate of growth of the 
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return stroke channel which determines the length of channel that 
requires to aave a low value of potential gradient. Hence the transfer 
of electrons from the corona envelope should proceed at a rate deter= 
mined by the velocity of the return stroke tip. 
This now means that the channel must discharge more electrons 
than were originally deposited along it as negative charge during the 
leader process, as had been surmised during earlier discussions; the 
source of these electrons is assured as a result of the secondary 
separation of charge which was envisaged within the corona sheath to 
keep the field intensity equal to the level required for ionisation 
since this level cannot be exceeded. (See Section 10. Fig. 10.0.3) 
It is clear therefore that the current delivered to ground de= 
pends not only on the rate of neutralization of charge deposited on 
the leader channel, but also upon the excess charge delivered from 
the corona envelope in order to increase the induced positive charge 
at the top of the channel - which in turn allows the discharge to 
proceed. This hypothesis also satisfies the requirements that the 
magnitude of the fast field change during the return stroke can be at C) X 
least equal to that of the leader at a distance D) > H despite the ~ 
fact that the initial charge deposition was not uniform as discussed ~ 
in Section 9. 
The one problem remaining is that of determining the quantity 
and distribution of positive charge remaining in the channel, after 
the passage of the return stroke. Firstly it should be noted that 
positive charge in the form of ions was initially already present in 
the whole length of the channel by virtue of the secondary corona 
sheath charge separation, and the distribution of this charge is 
likely to be proportional to the potential at any point on the channel. 
This, according to the model described previously, increases from 
zero on contact with the earth, to the high value existing at the 
cloud end of the channel. 
a.... 
When the channel discharges~portion if not all the negative 
counter part of the charge, it will leave positive charge on the 
return stroke channel which is therefore increasing in quantity per 
unit length as the tip of the return stroke moves upwards. This view 
point would also be consistent with the notion that if a vertical con= 
ductor is raised .from earth in n negative electric field, a positive 
char~ is induced on the conductor in such quantity as to maintain 
the potential of the conductor a t zero, and this too will tend to en= 
sure that there is more positive charge per unit length at the top than 
thorc would be at the base. 


































Fig. 18.0.3 Diagramatic arrangement of return stroke with positive 
charge raised during traverse upwards (Ignoring induced 
charge on leader) 
If Q is the total charge bound in the cloud and distributed 
linearly as illustrated on Fig. 18.0.3(b) the potential at any point 
P between B and G due to this charge may be found from the standard 
formulae given in Section 4 or Appendix I. 
Similarly if q is the prospective maximum charge deposited on 
the channel and it has the length z = h-y0 and a radius r, the po= 
tential at P due to the charge q may be found either from the formulae 
given previously for the concentric distribution of charge given in 
Section 11 or the approximate line charge given in Section 16. 
Also if q0 is the prospective charge to be raised by the return 
stroke - that is by the time it reaches the cloud- and its length 
and radius are y0 and r 0 respectively the potential at the top of the 
return stroke due to this charge would then be given by equation 
(17.12) of Section 17 which is repeated as follows namely: 
V = q /2~ey • F
4
(y /r ) 
p 0 0 0 0 
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) = 1/a a Sinh (2a) - 2/3 1+(2a) 
+ 2a2 [1+(2a) 2]t + 4/3a3+2/3} 
The radius of the return stroke channel is considerably less 
than that of the leader, reputedly not larger than a few centi= 
metres, consequently when y r 0 the above expression simplifies 
very considerably to the fol owing namely: 
V = q /2~gy • ln(4y /r ) 
p 0 0 0 0 
..................... 
When the return stroke reaches the cloud y0 = h, and for 
h = 4x103 m say and r 0 = 10 em say Vp = q0 x5,4x107 Volts. 
(18.11) 
Hence it is clear that a positive value of q0 in the order of 
10C would be capable of creating a potential at the top of the channel 
of the same order of magnitude as the negative potential existing 
as a consequence of the bound charge rema~n1ng in the cloud which of 
course would result in the potential being zero. 
The charge required to achieve this would be less if account is 
taken of the fact previously mentioned that in order to ensure zero 
potential along the whole length of the channel, the charge would 
tend to concentrate more severely at the top of the channel than 
allowed for by a linear distribution. However the field intensity 
at the channel tip would be given by equation (17.4) of the last 
section namely 
E =- q /2~EY 2 [2y /r - Sinh-1 (2y /r )] 
p 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 When y Q>> r 0 the Sinh term can be neglected and at the channel 
tip Yo = h. 
Whence E = - q /~Ehr p 0 0 ................................. (18.12) 
Hence if h = 4x103 m E = - q /r x9x106 V/m. 
p 0 0 
If q0 is positive, the field intensity adds to that already 
present below the cloud charge, and if this is already at an ioni= 
sation level of say -1x106 V/m it is quite clear that the effect of 
increased positive charge at the top of the leader will cause further 
breakdown for any real value assigned to q0/r0 • 
To illustrate the above by means of a numerical ca lcuiation, 
suppose h = 4km as before, and that the potential o1· tne cloud end 
of the leader is say -5x108 Volts- a value which would be quite low 
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according to the computed examples. The following Table 18.1.1 then 
shows the calculated values of the charge q0 required to reduce the 
potential to zero for various assu~ed values of r 0 • It is then 
possible to calculate the values of field intensi i y exerted by this 
charge, by substituting for q0/r0 so obtained in equation (18.12). 
r - qo qo/ro E 0 p 
~---r-' 
1 em 7,8 c 7,8 x102 I -7,0x109 V/m 
10 9,3 c 1 e. I em 9,3 x10 -8,4x10 V m 
1 m 11 , 5 c 1,15x10 1 -1 ,Ox108 V/m 
10 m 1 5' 1 c 1 , 51 -1 ,4x107 V/m 
l 
Table 18.1.1 Example of calculation of positive charge q0 
raised in return stroke to make cloud poten= 
tial zero, and resultant field intensities 
for various values r 0 • 
h = 4x103 V =- 5x108 Volts 
To recap for a moment, the leader was envisaged as progressing 
to earth whilst at the same time a positive induced charge at the 
top end of the leader assisted to maintain the field intensity there 
at an ionising level of say -1x106 V/m. According to the results of 
computation on this process, a charge of the order of about 1.C. 
spread out over the whole of the radius of the so called Z1 area 
equal to that of the main negative bound-charge radius, was all that 
was required to do this. 
Now the field intensity due to the negative charge in the channel 
is in such a direction at the top that it tends to lower the field 
intensity in that region; When it is suddenly removed by the return 
stroke discharge, therefore, the field intensity at the top of the 
channel will increase whereupon further breakdo"m and ioni~a ti on will 
occur, in any case. 
If however, in addition to the above, it is now assumed that 
zero potential is virtually transferred by the tip of the return 
stroke channel to the cloud area, it is clear from the above cal= 
culations that the field intensity in ·the cloud would be enhanced by 
a considerable amount as q0 /r0 increases. If q0 /r0 is small, then 
both the charge which would be needed to make the potential zero, and 
the radius r 0 would need to be very large if the added field inten= 
sity has to be small and this does not fit the concept of a small 
radius for the return stroke channel compared with the leader. 
Other difficulties which would result would be that during the 
upward movement of the return stroke, the charge moved to earth would 
be the sum of that deposited originally by the leader and that re= 
quired to balance the positive charge raised by the return stroke. 
Furthermore the charge deposited by the leader is already to be en= 







conditions at tke cloud end. These charges are mounting up to values 
well in excess of the 5 C thought to be the mean charge dissipated 
by a single stroke of lightning. Hence either the whole scale of 
values, in particular the quantity of accumulated charge in the cloud, 
would need to be reduced, or the hypothesis of a rising zero poten= 
tial wave aba.nd..oned if it can be satisfactorily replaced, 
In order to provide a review of the order of magnitude of the 
quantities which are being considered a series of data was computed 
for various values of cloud charge using the model devised in Sections 
12 and 13. The examples taken were as follows including the pre= 
viously described case, and the respective curves drawn up are 
enumerated in Table 18.1.2. 
Cloud I Heigh-t of ~Length of Height orJ Radius o4 Figure 
Charge JSeparatio:c. Charge Leader Charge f Numbers 
Q H 'L = 11 
I h Ro = R1 t -I 0 I 
Coulombs km km km km - J 
43 8 2 6 0,5 ,~ 8. 0. 4-1 8. 0. 7 
I 
I I 43 6 I 2 4 0,5 ~8.0.8-18.0.11 
~ 3. 0. 5-1 3. 0. 1 0 71 8 4 4 0,5 I 
168 I 8 I 1 '0 1  8. 0. 12-18. 0. 1 5 I 4 4 I 








In each of the curvgs cited the field intensity for ionisation 
was assumed to be -1x10 V/m in the cloud area persisting for 50% of 
the leader traverse to ground,increasing abruptly to -2x106 V/m at
6 the cloud-air boundar~ and thereafter increasing linearly to -3x10 V/m 
at ground level. The pnngram started with a predetermined arbitrary 
value inserted for the potential gradient along the leader which was 
maintained until the radius of the positively charged volume RZ1 
equalled that of the cloud charge R1• When this was reached the com= 
puter calculated the potential gradient applying thereafter. Cal= 
cula tions proceeded for constant values of "c" which is the ratio of 
the velocity of the leader tip v1 to that of the mean value v2 of 
the positive streamers at the top of the channel, designated by the 
symbols c = v2/v1• As previously, for the purpose of uniformity, 
the leader tip velocity was kept constant at v2 = 2x1o5 m/s but since 
all velocities are relative, this substitution is purely for con= 
venience and may be varied at will without affecting the computed 
results. 
Since it is not an easy matter to compare a large set of curves 
the following tables depict comparative values of charge, potential 
and potential gradient, for various values of c. Table 18.1.3 first 
of all shows the value of prospective maximum induced charge needed 
to maintain the ionisation level at the stipulated figure of -1x106 V/m. 
This charge is the value attained when the leader reaches the ground 
without inducing any intensification due to the proximity of the 
mirror image near the earth plane. This intensification is achieved 
by a change in velocity equivalent to a shift to a lower value of c. 
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Body of Table shows maximum induced charge - Coulombs 
Cloud Height c = v2/v1 Charge of Values of velocity ratio Leaders 
Q h 10 I 20 30 50 70 I 100 
43 6 9,0 3,7 2,2 I 1, 2 I 0,8 I 0,5 
I I 
I 
43 4 5,5 2,4 1 '5 0,8 0,5 0,3 
71 4 2,4 1 ' 1 
I 
0,7 I 0,4 - -168 4 13,2 7,2 5,2 3,5 2,7 I -I I 
Table 18.1.3 Maximum prospective induced charge in leader for various 
values of velocity ratio c = v2/v1 
The value of induced charge for the 43 C case at 4 km height is 
approximately 2/3 of the value at 6 km indicating a rough proportionality 
with the height of the channel other things being equal. The induced 
charge required for the 71.C case for the same height of leader channel 
is less than that of the 43C case because of the longer charged cylinder 
which is 4 km against 2 km, and which means that the influence of the 
upper positive charge on the field intensity at the top of the channel 
is less despite the higher value of total charge. 
It can also be seen that for the same value of velocity ratio, the 
induced charge is not pr~portional to the total charge in the cloud as 
for instance the cDmparison between the 168 C and 71 C case. The in= 
fluence of the radius of the charge is evident since that of the 168 C 
is 1 km against 0,5 km for the 71 C case. 
Hence generally the dependence of the induced charge upon the 
dimensions and disposition of the main cloud charges is very much in 
evidence. This would also apply if the lengths of the cylinders en= 
closing the respective positive and negative charges are not equal. 
The total charge lowered by the leader is the sum of the induced 
charge and that due to penetration of the lower charge by positive 
streamers at a mean velocity of v1• If v2 is held constant therefore, 
the amount of charge extracted will decrease as the ratio "c" increases 
as the following Table 18.1.4 indicates. 
' 
Body of Table shows total charge on leader - Coulombs 
Cloud Height 
= v2/v1 Charge of Values of velocity ratio c Leader 
l 
i l I Q h 10 20 I 30 50 70 100 ' 
6 
I t ! ! 43 30,9 15,6 
' 
10,4 6,2 4,4 3,1 
43 4 21,0 10,6 I 7,0 4,2 2,9 2' 1 
I 71 4 15,9 8, 1 5,4 3,2 - -I 
168 4 45' 1 23,6 ! 16,2 10, 1 7,5 -
Table 18.1.4 Total Charge on Leader Channel for various values of the 




The common factor which is maintained by the computer program 
throughout the complete range of data is that the field igtensity at 
the cloud end of the leader should be maintained at -1x10 V/m and that 
at the leader tip extremity should be equal to the breakdown strength 
of the media through which the leader tip is penetrating at any particu= 
lar instance. This does not mean however that the velocities of the 
respective streamers maintain a value proportional to the field inten= 
sity. for if they did s0, the value of the velocity ratio would be 
fixed also for the last three cases - and this is clearly not admissable. 
The mean velocity v1 in the cloud is for example primarily depen= 
dent upon the rate at which positive charge is induced in the tips and 
the distance the tips have to cover when the field intensity tends to 
increase above ionisation - that is it is also dependent upon the field 
gradient ahead of the tips. If this is very high as would be expected 
of a charge confined in a small volume such as the 43.C cases, the 
distances are small and the velocity of the tips also small. The in= 
duced charge on the other hand is dependent on the cloud potential as 
well as the leader dimensions. 
The potential of the upper end of the leader at the moment when 
the leader reaches ground is indicated in Table 18.1.5 which follows: 
I j Body of Table shows negative potential of upper l I Height Cloud 8 
'Charge of 1 ~ of leader x 10 Volts 
Leader 
I 
Values of velocity ratio c = v2/v1 I 
' I I i 
. 
l 1 100 Q ! h 10 20 30 i 50 70 ! I • 
43 I 6 t- \ 0,1 ' 3,2 j 4,0 4,6 4,9 5' 1 I 
4' 4 2,4 I 4,0 I 4,5 4,9 -I -
71 4 4,9 I 5,6 5,9 6,0 I - -168 4 7,4 8,8 9,2 9,6 9,7 I I -' l ' 
Table 18.1.5 Potential at upper end of leader channel for various 






The influence cf the induced positive charge in lowering the po= 
tential is clearly evident in all cases when the value of "c" is low. 
However the total charge at these values is also high compared with a 
mean value of say 5 C for the lightning discharge, and it is more prob= 
able that the higher values of "c" are the more applicable. The po= 
tentials are also seen not to be directly proportional to the charge 
obviously because they are a function of the dimensions enclosing the 
charge. 
The above potentials are those at the cloud end of the leader at 
the instant that the leader touches earth so that when divided by the 
height of the leader the mean potential gradient between cloud and 






















Body of Table indicates Mean Potential Gradient of 
Leader x 105 V/m 
a ues o ve OCJ. y ra J.O C = 2 1 v 1 f 1 "t t• v /v 




I o, 1 
I 
0,5 0,6 I 0,8 0,8 0,8 
0,5 0,9 1 , 1 I 1, 2 j I - -I 
1, 1 1, 3 1, 4 1 1, 5 I - -I ! i I ! 1, 7 2, 1 2,2 I 2,3 I 2,4 l I i -! I 
Table 18.1.6 Mean Potential Gradient along leader channel when tip 





According to Table 18.1.6 it is an inescapable fact that the ini= 
tial mean potential gradient along the leader will vary depending upon 
the cloud potential and will exceed that of the arc vvltage drop along 
the channel. It should of course be appreciated that since the gradient 
of the positive tip end is 1x106 V/m (or about a factor of ten higher, 
then an arc gradient) this gradient would exist only over a relatively 
short distance, so that the . mean gradient over the remainder of the 
channel is not much less than the values stated. 
It is clear also that if the gradient is to be reduced, the ve= 
locity ratio must change to a smaller value, and this is equivalent to 
a surge of charge. However as pointed out in a previous section this 
surge starts to take effect during the last 5% of the traverse or less 
and the mean potential gradient before this happens is already lower 
as indicated by the following Table 18.1.7. 
I Body of Table indicates Mean Potential Gradient at Height 95% Traverse x 105 V/m Cloud I of I Charge Leader Values of Velocity Ratio c = v2/v1 .... 
Q h i 10 I 20 I 30 I 50 I 70 f 100 ; ... 
l I l 43 6 I -0,4 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,7 0,8 I 43 4 0,1 0,5 0,8 1, 0 I - -







Table 18.1.7 Mean Fotential Gradient along Leader Channel up to 95% of 
its traverse to ground for varying velocity ratios c = v2/v1 
Comparing Table 18.1.7 with the previous o~e indicates a consider= 
able change of the potential gradient at the same value of "c". In fact 
the one case of c = 10 for 43 C at 6 km is negative, i~dicating that 
there is a potential rise (numerically) instead of a fall at this value. 
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It is clear that if the gradient is not permitted, for physical 
reasons, to increase during the :i..ns -;; ·-5% of traverse, the velocity ratio 
must be lowered. The following values of ratio change for maintaining a 
constant potential gradient can be identified from the two above tables 
and the applicable change in induced charges are also shown. 
Height .Mean Potential 
I 
Value of ncn I Induced Charge Cloud J of Gradient Coulombs Charge ! Leader 
x105 V/m 
j at at 




43 I 6 0,6 j I I 2,2 50 I 30 I 1, 2 I 43 4 1 ,o 50 l 25 I 0,8 i 2,0 
I i i J, 
! 
71 4 1' 3 50 20 j 0,4 ; 1' 1 I 168 4 2,1 70 I 20 2,8 I 7,2 I I l I 
Table 18.1.8 Table indicating change in velocity ratio to maintain 
the leader potential gradient cJnstant between 95% and 
100% traverse showing also the change in induced charge. 
A reftuction in the velocity ratio v2/v1 would mean of course that 
if the leader tip velocity v2 remained constant, the positive tip mean 
velocity v1 must increase. Alternatively if v1 remains unchanged, v2 
must reduce. However the curves have been drawn up on the basis of 
constant values of velocity ratio which in effect means that the re= 
lative extension of the leader channel is accompanied by a proportional 
extension of the dimension Z1 or the height of the positiTe charge area. 
Hence if the leader extends the last 5% of its traverse, the positive 
end should extend a relatively larger amount to maintain a constant 
field gradient. 
The sudden increase in charge called for under the above circum= 
stances would be consistent with the probability that the symptoms of 
a return stroke begin to take effect when the leader tip potential is 
forced to zero during the last few percent of its traverse to ground -
or in other words this signals the start of the breakdown process, and 
the manner of the change indicates what the return stroke mechanism 
may consist of. For example an increase in induced charge means a . 
transfer of more electrons to the lower tip thereby creating a larger 
positive charge at the top end to lower the potential there (numerically) 
thereby permitting a lower or at least unchanged potential gradient. 
That the potential of the leader tip at 95% of its traverse to 
ground is still quite high is evident from the following Table 18.1.9 
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I Table shows negative potential of leader tip 
Cloud Height 8 
Charge of at 95% Traverse -x10 Volts 
Leader Values of velocity ratio c = v2/v1 
Q h 10 t 20 t 30 50 l 70 100 I 
4~ ' 6 3,5 I 2, 1 1 '5 1 '0 
' 
0,8. I 0,6 
43 4 3,2 I 1 '9 1 '4 1 '0 I - -71 4 2,6 1 '6 1 '2 0,8 I - -
168 4 5,3 3,6 2,8 2,0 I 1, 7 -
Table 18.1.9 The negative value of the potential of the leader tip at 
95% traverse for various values of velocity ratio 
The above values are of course based upon maintaining a field in= 
tensity ahead of the tip of 3x106 V/m and assuming that this could be 
uniform over the 200 m that represents the last 5% of traverse, the 
total potential needed over this gap would be 6x108 Volts. None of the 
above values of course approach near this value except the 168 C case 








The Table also illustrates that the magnitude of the cloud charge 
alone is not necessarily the criterion for breakdown of the last remain= 
ing gap to earth for instance the 71 C case compared with the 41 C case. 
Having considered the above examples in some detail it would 
still seem to be an open question as to what are the criteria which 
determine the total charge lowered by the leader and neutralised by the 
return stroke, and where the mean level of say 5.C. is to be placed. 
In order to explain a multiple stroke flash for example it must be 
assumed that even if the cloud charge is of unusually high magnitude, 
the individual stroke charges cannot also be too high, otherwise the 
number of strokes would be limited, and would tend to be no greater than 
that of a lesser cloud charge. On the other hand individual stroke 
charges cannot be regarded as being all of about equal magnitude other= 
wise there would be no reliable explanation as to the very large diver= 
gence in the range ~f observed peak lightning currents of from 2 to 200 kA. 
This argument in itself suggests that there is no direct relation= 
ship between the quantity uf cloud charge and the charge lowered in the 
leader and this is further born out by the considerations of the 
properties of the cylindrical charge dipole whereby there are a large 
number of varia tiom in cylinder lengths and radii which will produce the 
same field intensity at the base of the cloud. 
However variations in the dimensions of the charge give rise to 
variations in the initial potential at the base of the cloud even for 
the same charge magnitude and field intensity, and it is therefore 
reasonable to suggest that it is this potential which will mainly deter= 
mine the leader parameters, up to a point at least. Thereafter it should 
be the limitations imposed upon the leader as to the potential gradient 
developed along its length and the velocity of the respective streamers 
at its extremities which will specifically determine the charge. 
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If for example the mean potential gradient along 95% of t he leader 
traverse was fixed at a value of say 1x105 V/m the following Table 














' Height of I Lea~er 
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0,5 i 3, 1 0,8 4,2 
i 1 , 1 8,1 
f 7,2 j 23,6 
Table 18. 1. 10 Values of charge in leader for a mean po= 





The effect of a lower allowable potential gradient would be to 
increase the amount of charge delivered and vice-versa, but the approach 
appears to be generally in accordance with expectation and in conformity 
with the properties of an arc. 
Having completed a review of the effect of lightning leaders 
originating from differing cloud source charges it is now possible to 
speculate on what may be a more precise mechanism of the return stroke. 
The most significant feature appears to be the change in conditions 
called for during the last few percent of the traverse to ground. The 
potential of the leader tip must be forced to zero and this requires 
abrupt changes in the potential gradient along the leader, or in its 
velocity and its radius with corresponding changes in the induced charge 
on the leader, and these effects are primarily due to the proximity of 
the mirror image of the leader - or physically as a consequence of the 
concentration of charge on the earth's surface as the leader tip 
approaches close to it. 
If the potential gradient on the leader does not in fact vary over 
a wide margin, these changes will result in an increase in the induced 
charge - that is more electrons will concentrate at the lower end thereby 
allowing positive charge to accumul a t e at the cl oud end i n order t o r a i su 
the potential at that end. This tends to keep the potential of the 
leader tip high (numerically) rut at some instance the remaining gap to 
earth suddenly breaks down, and the tip potential is forced to zero. 
Again if the potential gradient along the leader cannot increase -
and this would be expected of an arc channel - more positive charge still 
is required at the cloud end of the channel to maintain the correct 
potential, and this is achieved by a sudden drain of electrons from the 
channel leaving it more positive. This drain of charge must be in ex= 
cess of that deposited along the channel since the positive charge at 
the top end must be increased above the level which it was just prior 
t.o breakdown. 
The source of the excess electron charge required is obviously the 
corona envelope which virtually collapses at least partially from the 
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ground up, and it is evident that this discharge proceeds up the channel 
at the velocity of the return stroke tip and not at the speed of light 
otherwise the whole channel would radiate light simultaneously. How= 
ever since the charge is distributed linearly with more charge towards 
the lower end it would be expected that the extent of collisions and 
recombinations of electrons with the positive ions of the core would be 
greatest at the lower end, trailing off towards the top of the channel. 
The electron movement during discharge must initially be radially 
towards the core and the luminosity should therefore increase as the 
centre is approached when the electron density becomes sufficiently 
high. This would account for the much smaller radius observed for the 
return stroke based as it is upon the visible light output. The con= 
centration of electron flow in the core is also probably assisted by 
the electromagnetic "pinch" effect which intensifies with increasing 
magnitude of the current. 
The potential drop along the return stroke channel is likely to 
be of the same order as it was during the preceeding leader, but it will 
be increased by the inductance of the channel coupled with a high rate 
of change of current magnitude. 
Renee the model of the return stroke discharge which envisages an 
upward moving channel into which electron discharge takes place into 
the tip as it advances would appear to be t Gnable with the exception 
that a nett positive charge must be left on the channel which increases 
until it reaches the top of the channel. The amount of this charge is 
of the order of twice the charge induced in the leader prior to con= 
tacting ground, and is not the charge that would be needed to carry 
zero potential to the cloud end of the channel - an eventuality which 
has been shown to be inadmissable. This positive charge is likely to 
be distributed such that more charge is left at the top of the channel 
than at the bottom and this tends to even out the apparent linear dis= 
tribution of negative change discharged into the return stroke channel. 
In other words the original charge deposited on the leader may be 
distributed linearly say (or even exponentially) with more charge to= 
wards the lower end of the leader. When the return stroke occurs, how= 
ever, this charge is dischargqd to earth in the reverse manner, but 
electrons leave the channel in increasing quantity as the tip progresses 
upwards thereby adding to the diminishing original charge, and tending 
therefore to simulate a uniform charge distribution. 
19. Continuing Current and Subseguent Strokes 
Continuing currents following the return stroke have been observed by 
other investigators to occur in about 50% of the component strokes of 
a flash although this was not supported by the present investigation 
reported in Part I. However it is likely that the short time constant 
used for the measuring circuit in this investigation effectively 
attenuated the slow field change which would result, and hence it would 
not be observed except under esceptional circumstances, that is to say 
when the continuing current was very severe. This is supported by the 
fact that the leader slow field change was also not observed in the 
majority of the present records. 
Since the above paragraph was written, Berger (1972) has completed 
an exhaustive analysis of all his downward lightning flashes at Mt. San 
Salvatore and he has informed the writer that only a few cases of con= 
tinuing currents were observed by him in contradiction to the belief 
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that they occur frequently. 
This is now understood since all other investigators have assumed 
continuing current from evidence of the slow field change which fre= 
quently follows the fast "R" element field change due to the return 
stroke proper. According to the mechanism proposed herein, the slower 
neutralisation of the positive charge left at the top of the lightning 
channel after the fast electron drain comprising the return stroke would 
give rise to a slow field change but would not give rise to current flow 
to ground at the root of the channel. 
Berger (1972) also measured the field change close to the tower 
struck by lightning and found that in the case of a negative stroke 
~. lowering negative charge) the field excursion was negative taking 
milliseconds as the leader approached. It then rapidly changed in the 
positive direction in microseconds corresponding to the drain of neg= 
ative charge of the main return stroke; the field then overshot until 
it was actually of positive polarity, and then in a matter of milli= 
seconds it reverted slowly to zero. A change in polarity of the field 
was also confirmed by the record of a sensitive 7 mA current circuit. 
This observation confirms that the channel is left positively 
charged after the main return stroke and normally delivers no measurable 
current to the ground when this state is reached, and it therefore is 
in full support of the hypothesis herein advanced. 
However, continuing currents have been observed in some cases and 
whatever mechanism is proposed must also allow for this to happen. 
According to the mechanism described, the return stroke proper 
ends with an accumulated positive charge on the top end of the leader, 
and the field intensity there has been maintained. Accordingly the 
discharge of the cloud must continue at least whilst there is a con= 
ducting channel still bridging the space between the high potential cloud 
and ground. 
The process is likely to be controlled by the conductivity of the 
channel, for so long as this remains high, the potential gradient tends 
to remain low and current flow will continue. If the conductivity 
diminishes however such as by the action of wind elongating the channel 
or the lowering of its temperature, with consequent loss of ionisation, 
it would be expected that the arc could finally extinguish because the 
potential required to maintain it is higher than that available at the 
cloud. 
Another factor which would tend to maintain the discharge would be 
the natural rate of charge generation in the cloud as well as the ten= 
dency to increase the field intensity due to either upward movement of 
positive charge at the cloud top, or the accumulation of screening 
layers of negative charge, as described by Brown et al (1971). 
The previous history of the channel should also affect its ability 
to support continuing current - for example a high current discharge 
would produce a correspondingly high conducting channel more capable of 
continuing current than a low current discharge. In the latter case 
also the general level of charge generation would also be at a minimum 
mitigating against continuing current. 
The positive charge left at the top of the channel after the return 
stroke could not survive a process of continuing current and would of 
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returning from its positive excursion to a stable field intensity which 
was only slightly less that it was prior to the stroke. Surprisingly 
however, the field intensity prior to the second stroke started build= 
ing up at least 35 ms before the stroke made contact and this is not 
at all in conformity with the observation of a fast dart leader for 
subsequent strokes. 
On oscillogram No. 141(a) the initial leader took 38 ms whilst the 
subsequent one took 16 ms and started out from the moment that the field 
intensity changed polarity from a positive to a negative value. This 
change in polarity was not so evident in Oscillogram No. 139, but it 
undou , ly occured some 5 to 10 ms after the first stroke. 
The important point about the above observations is the much slower 
build up of the field in preparation for a subsequent stroke than would 
be thought if the charge was lowered by a dart leader, and in view of 
the discussion in section 14, the conclusion which seems to b~ emerging 
is that the dart leader is another phenomena, similar to the step in 
the first leader, and that it is not responsible for the lowering of 
the main charge into the channel, in preparation for a subsequent 
return stroke. 
This evidence of a more gradual build up of charge on the channel 
fits the hypothesis much better for it is then clear that the channel 
loses conductivity at the base very soon after the return stroke 
electron avalanche - so to speak - aided by the excess positive ion 
charge left at the top end. The discharge between the cloud charge and 
the top of the channel continues until the positive charge is netrualised, 
but this portion of the channel is still in a conducting state. If the 
field intensity at the top is brought back to ionisation level a further 
burst of ionisation takes place which recharges the channel at about 
the same rate as it did for the first leader, but being partly conducting 
steps do not occur until, near the base, at least one is needed to break= 
down the only faintly conducting channel to earth. The well known 
observation of Berger (1965) that the rise time of the current in sub= 
sequent strokes is always less than a microsecond compared with 5 to 20 ~s 
for the first stroke adds further confirmation that this is a phenomena 
dependent upon the breakdown characteristics of the last 100 m or so of 
the channel path to earth - and it fits the hypothesis of a fast dart 
leader occuring at the moment of final breakdown of the channel for 
subsequent strokes. 
In view of the above it appears to be highly probable that sub= 
sequent strokes are entirely dependent upon agencies outside the dis= 
charge mechanism - for which there is some other considerable support= 
ing evidence. 
Firstly, although the charge separation process has been gauged 
to be far too slow to produce enough charge in the period required to 
support a multiple stroke discharge, it does at least act towards doing 
this. It may well be also that the effect of the generation of opposing 
screening charges suggested by Brown et al (1971) may mask the rate of 
charge generation in the cloud as well so that external field measure= 
menta may produce far too low an estimate of what is happening within 
the charge separation area. 
Secondly the cylindrical model shows that under symmetrical con= 
ditions at least, if the field intensity at the lower end of the 
charged cylinder reaches ionisation, that at the upper extremity does 
so also - or very nearly so. At this altitude the conductivity of the 
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air is also higher and so the level for ionisation and breakdown lower~ 
so that it is quite probable that ionisation does in fact occur simul~ 
taneously with that of the start of a downt•mrd leader at the base. 
This being so fast positive ions are created which may be expelled up~ 
wards by the electric field of the dipo l e, and this would tend to en= 
hance the field intensity at the base of the charge ~ thus adding to 
the effect in the same way as additional charge generation. In a similar 
fashion, fast negative ions drawn in downwards from the upper atmosphere 
would have an exactly similar enhancing effect upon the field at the 
base of the charge. 
Free positive ions released into the upper atmosphere would of 
course constitute one source of charge to maintain the fair weather 
positive field throughout the globe. However the possibility of re= 
combination of the cloud top charge with free negat i ve inns cannot be 
overlooked. This would still have the effect of leaving a nett positive 
charge in the upper atmosphere as if the positive ions had escaped, 
and it would also still enhance the field intensity below to promote 
multiple discharges. 
Re-combination, unless occuring in a diffusion process would pro~ 
duce light smission which would surely be visible during a lightning-
discharge to ground. Procter (1971) has later communicated having ob= 
served VAF echoes from the top of a cloud which were apparently quite 
unconnected with those coming from discharges taking place lower 
down ~ and this could be due to the effects described above. Proctor 
in fact should be able to finally confirm or deny much of the phenomena 
occuring within a cloud which in this thesis has been advanced as hypo= 
theses only, based upon many observations on lightning. 
Finally the effect of free positive ions in the atmosphere below 
the cloud has also not been taken any account of. Apart from the free 
ion content of the air, there must be a considerable volume of positive 
space charge evolved from the earth - particularly from sharp points, 
protruding structures, mountain ridges and trees to name but a few. 
The movement of this charge towards the base of the charged dipole must 
again enhance the field intensity in favour of promoting another dis~ 
charge. 
All these factors added together could possibly make up for the 
short fall evident from the rate of charge generation and promote sub= 
sequent strokes of a flash - and the time intervals between them would 
depend upon the collective rate of this activity. Severe charge generation 
on a large scale would then tend to promote more strokes and short time 
intervals whereas less active centres would produce less and possibly 
may not be sufficient to support more than one discharge. This is also 
a common visual impression of storm activity in the tropics . 
An explanation is still needed as to why the charge dissipated to 
ground in subsequent strokes is less than that during the first stroke. 
Ulman (1969) quotes various sources as 20% whereas in Part I a value 
of 70% was deduced from field change measurements. Berger (1972) con= 
firms that the charge is less for subsequent strokes but the proportion 
has not yet been evaluated. 
One obvious reason is that the first stroke has numerous branches 
whilst subsequent strokes have not. Also the cloud potential has fallen 
due to prior discharges. It may well be that the charge on subsequent 
strokes is due primarily to the induced charge as a consequence of a 
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final break in the channel at the ground end and this does not con= 
stitute more than a coulomb judged from the numerical calculations 
carried out earlier. This would also tend to explain why in fact 
there are no branches for subsequent strokes, since charge could only 
be induced on that part of the channel which has a reasonable con= 
ductivity. If the low conductivity at the root of the channel is lost, 
despite its initial history of very high ionisation, this would apply 
even more so to the branches which merely dissipated the original charge 
deposited on them and could not be involved in continuing current to 
maintain their ionisation. 
The explanation for the fast dart leader discussed in section 14 
must therefore constitute a secondary breakdown process, similar to 
that of the stepped dart leader, which occurs just prior to or co= 
incident with the breakdown of the lower portion of the ionised channel 
to earth. 
The sequence of events described herein may now be roughly depicted 
on Fig. 19.0.1, omitting, however, the intrusion of screening charges. 
Briefly recapping the process the following is the sequence. 
(a) The field intensity at the base C of bound negative charge Q1 
reaches ionisation level and spark streamers start to form having 
positive and negative tips which advance upwards and downwards 
along the field direction in general. 
(b) By the time the cloud base has been reached some 20 ms or so 
later, a positive induced charge qi is firmly established in the 
network of positive tipped streamers and a negative charge q1 has 
been moved from the bound charge and deposited on the leader and 
branches including the negative counterpart of the induced charge 
qi, the total charge deposited being algebriacally (q 1-qi) 
(c) The leader reaches ground with less branching perhaps after about 
30 ms and the return stroke begins. 
(d) A rapid discharge of the deposited negative charge begins includ= 
ing however an additional negative charge qr leaving the return 
stroke streamer more positive towards the top. 
(e) After about 100 ~s or more all negative charge on the leader and 
branches is discharged and the luminous streamer reaches the cloud 
adding a positive charge qr to the induced charge qi, and the 
field intensity between channel and cloud charge is suddenly in= 
tensified. 
(f) The field intensity between the positive tipped streamers at the 
top of the channel and the remaining negative charge Q2 = Q1-q1 in 
the cloud has been intensified and further streamer development 
then occurs releasing more negative charge which dissipates the 
positive charge (q1+qr) left on the channel top. This might take 
10-20 ms or more. Meantime if the root of the channel at ground 
level maintains a high enough conductivity, more charge is dissi= 
pated from the cloud in the form of contuing current to ground 
which may last up to 100 ms or so. If however the conductivity 
of the base of the channel is reduced to a low value until the 
current to ground ceases, the discharge only continues at the top 
of the channel until most of the positive charge is dissipated and 
the process stops because the field intensity falls below 
ionisation. The conducting part of the channel will however 
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(g) If the field intensity at the top of the channel is again in= 
creased to ionisation a burst of charge resulting in the dart 
leader will deposit more charge in the channel and once again 
bridge the gap to earth for a subsequent stroke. This process 
can continue many times depending upon the rate of charge genera= 
tion and charge dissipation ertcrnal to the cloud being sufficiently 
high to allow the field intensity at the channel top to be re= 
peatedly raised to ionisation level. 
A diagramatic reprerentation of the same sequence of events is 
shown on Fig. 19 .• 0.2 which in this case illustrates the effect of 
screening charge drawn from the surrounding clear air. It also shows 
the possibility of the upward movement of the main upper positive charge 
with possible dissipation in the screening layers at the cloud top. The 
influence of positive charge in the air below the cloud also is illus= 
trated. 
20. The effect of polarity change 
Whilst the electrostatic model of the lightning discharge enumerated 
hereiu should be unchanged whether the lower cloud charge is negative 
or positive, distinct differences have been noted by many investigators 
in the propagation of the spark discharge, and of corona with differing 
polarities but reasons for this do not appear to have been clearly ex= 
plained physically. 
Positively tipped streamers appear to have considerably less 
difficulty negotiating spark gaps, as a consequence of which the break= 
down potential for positive point-negative plane gaps is very much less 
than when the point is negative. Also positive corona streamers are 
long and continuous whereas negative corona is confined and pulsating. 
Berger (1967) on the other hand noted that streamers leaving the 
top of negative towers were able to propagate amazingly long distances 
towards the cloud compared with the short streamers from positive towers 
in contradiction to experience with long spark gaps. He also found that 
no case of multiple positive discharge of lightning took place in his 
i•vestigation over 18 years or so. In this investigation, reported in 
Part I, there was conclusive evidence that the probability of a posi= 
tive multiple stroke discharge was considerably less than for the 
negative strokes which w·ere by far the more frequent. 
In the proposed mechanism for negative discharges propounded in 
this thesis, the affected portions would be as follows: 
When the cloud charge is negstive the propagation of positive 
streamers into it is by means of ionisation by field intensification as 
the tip ions get closer to the charged water drops. At the other end, 
namely the downward leader, propagat ion proceeds as a consequence of 
ionisation both by field intensification as well as collision, and there 
is rio charge ahead of the tip. If this process is reversed it follows 
that the velocity of negatively tipped streamers advancing into a 
positively charged cloud will be faster and the velocity of the positive 
leader slower since the latter must rely upon a sufficient charge con= 
centration to ionise the air ahead of it and thereby advance. Hence 
the velocity ratio c = v2/v1 (i.e. leader to cloud streamer velocity) 
will be considerably reduced, and according to the model developed this 
will result in more charge being deposited on the positive leader com= 
pared with the negative case. This was indeed observed by Berger ( 1967) 
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. end ·~collfirmed by his 1972 analysis - in fact the median charge de= 
posited was seven to ten times greater for positive leaders. This 
would also be one good reason why positive discharges do not produce 
many multiple strokes, since there would simply not b& enough charge 
to support too many consecutive strokes. 
On the other hand a negative cloud top is likely to be more 
ammenable to ionisation and dissipation of the charge, but in all 
likelihood the usual bipolar cloud structure does not exist in this 
case of a positive discharge to earth. It is more probable that 
either the positive charge is isolated or the negative charge origi= 
nally beneath it has been dissipated by previous ground strokes. 
At ground level, on the other hand, a concentration of negative 
charge as opposed to positive would facilitate ionisation of the air 
above the surface and particularly at the top of a tall tower, and it 
is not difficult to understand how a self propagating upward leader 
can develop having in mind the powerful ionisation capability of nega= 
tive streamers once started. Why the reverse should be true for the 
laboratory point-plane gap is probably due to the relative proxi~ity 
of the plane whereby the image charge is able to exert influence upon 
the field intensity at both anode and cathode. 
Then looking at the make up of the leader channel itself, the 
position of ions and electrons is reversed in the corona sheath,positive 
ions being in the outer shell. Firstly the corona losses should be 
at least twice as high as the negative case - as observed for conductors, 
presumably because positive ions tend to propagate into the surrounding 
space, whereas electrons tend to attach themselves to heavy molecules 
and do not escape beyond the ionisation field boundary. In the case 
of the positive lead~r therefore the charge lowered to meet corona 
losses should not be negligible as assumed for the negative leader in 
Section 15. 
The propagation of a positive leader, should follow the same 
pattern as that proposed, except of course that electrons move up the 
channel towards the cloud. The charge distribution should also be 
the same - namely more positive ions towards the lower tip than the 
top. However in the case of the negative tip reaching ground, the 
electrons were dislodged from the collapsing corona sheath to discharge 
to ground - in fact over-discharge-to provide a nett positive charge 
on the return stroke channel. 
In the case of the positive discharge however, the electrons are 
freely available both in the channel core and in the ground and the 
positive charge is lodged as relatively immobile ions in the outer 
corona sheath and bound on water drops in the cloud. The resulting 
recombination process must therefore differ substantially from the 
negative discharge case in that the electrons may now flow unimpeded 
to neutralise the positive ion charge without any stopping mechanism. 
It is most probable therefore that the return stroke takes place at a 
much higher velocity - though this has never been observed - and that 
a continuing current is inevitable until all positive charge in the 
cloud is neutralised. This latter statement is confirmed by every 
observation of Berger (1972) although the number of cases was only 
twenty-seven. Fifty percent of these cases had impulse charge ex= 
ceeding 15 C with 8% exceeding 170 C but the total charge dissipated, 
that is including continuing current had a median value of 85 C with 
5% exceeding 400 c. It was hardly surprising therefore that no multi= 
ple strokes occurred. 
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The field changes of the positive discharees reported in Part I 
did not however exhibit observable continuing current but as previously 
stated the time constant of the measuring circuit was less than 9 ms 
and this could therefore have gone undetected. Secondly whilst about 
50% of these discharges were single stroke discharges, the remainder 
were in fact multiple stroke flashes. 
21. Field Changes due to lightninR 
Some aspects of the electrostatic field change which occurs during 
leaders and return strokes of lightning have already been fully dis= 
cussed in Section 9 in relation to their respective magnitudes for 
differing assumptions as to the charge distribution on the leader. 
This discussion finally resolved into the present hypothesis 
whereby the ratio of the two field changes could approach unity for a 
non-uniform charge distribution on the leader only if a positive 
charge was virtually raised on the leader during the return stroke -
reverting once again to the most common negative leader. This 
argument applied only to the overall field change at a distance "D" 
from the stroke which very much exceeded "H" the stroke height. 
This present section is therefore now to be limited to a short 
and perhaps incomplete discourse on the field change occuring during 
the return stroke only - incomplete because there has been very little 
experimental work done on the subject of the time resolved field change 
during the 100 ~s or so that this occurs. Secondly since the mechanism 
of the discharge is somewhat hypothetical and may requirn further 
experimental proof, it is desirable at this Ptage to consider mainly 
the principles involved. 
For this purpose the simplest of cases is first of all outlined 
and extensions to this are considered afterwards in discussion. 
In order to calculate the field change during the return stroke, 
a model representing the approximate conditions is essential, and the 
one chosen is in accordance with that set out in Section 18. It is 
assumed that during the leader process, charge is distributed uniformly 
over a vertical channel with no branches. Immediately contact is made 
with the earth, a current "i" begins to flow, and this signals the 
start of the return stroke. The current ghannel elongates upwards 
with a velocity of the order of 107 to 10 m/s and during this process 
the charge along the leader is dissipated until on reaching the top of 
the channel the process stops, continuing currents thereafter being 
neglected. The surrent carrying portion of the channel is assumed to 
have no nett quantity of charge, and the calculation of the field 












Fig. 21.0.1 Diagram illustrating calculation of the electrostatic 
field change during the return stroke 
The vertical components of the electrostatic field intensity at 
the point "P' due to the charge in a small e+ement ox is given by 
e = e I cos e, where cos e = x/S, s = (x2+D2)2, and e I = 2q I /4ncs2 and 
q' = q/H.6x. Whence the field intensity at P due to all elements 
between x = h and x = H is 
H 
I 2 2 -
3/ 2 
Es = q/2neH· x.(x +D ) .dx ••••••••••••• 
h 
This integral resolves into the following: 
E ·= -q/2neH· s .......... 
(21.1) 
(21.1) 
Now if the lightning current "i" to ground is expressed as a 
function of time t the charge delivered to ground in a time "t" is: 
t 
q(t) =I i.dt .................................. (21.3) 
0 
and the total charge "q" on the leader is obtained from the same ex= 
pression putting the limit of "t" at infinity. Hence the height "h" 
which has been neutralised up to a time t is therefore 
t 
h( t) = H • I 1.:..21 = H-F(q, t) 
0 q 
........ ... .......... (21.4) 
Substituting for "h" in equation (21.2) and re-arranging the 
terms to indicate the value D/H, the electrostatic field change with 





( t) ~ -q/2Mif- • { (D/H)-1 - ( _;( q 0 t )+(D/H)2 ] -t } V /m 
••••••••••••••••• (21.5) 
It can be shown that when DIH>>1 equation (21.5) reduces to 
................ (21.6) 
When t is infinite, F(q,t) = 1 whence it is seen that when D is 
large compared with H the electrostatic field change during the return 
stroke is half the total field change. 
The electromagnetic field changes are, according toLe Jay (1926), 
related to the electrostatic field change by the following classical 
statement namely:-
................ (21. 7) 
Where M is the charge moment 2QR, and c = 3 x 108 mls. 
The analysis in elemental form as calculated by Jordan (1953) 
gives the following results of the solution of the appropriate Max= 
well equations for an alternating current element I· Bl.coswt located 
at the origin of a spherical co-ordinate system namely 
E(S) = Ifll.sinBI4n:e [sin wt'lwr3 +cos wt'lcl- w sin wt'lc
2
r] 
......... •· ...... . (21.8) 
and E(r) = 2Icl cos e I 4rce [sin wt 'lwr3 + cos wt 'I cr2 ] 
.................. (21.9) 
and H(¢) = Iol sinel4rc[ cos wt•ll- w sin wt'lcr] •• (21.10) 
Where t' = t-rlc and c = 3x105 mls 
Hence the three terms of the electric field are identified, with 
the Le Jay statement, the electro~tatic field being proportional to 
llr3, the induction field to llcr and the radiation field to llc2r; 
also the induction field is the first derivative of the electrostatic 
field multiplied by ric, and the radiation field is likewise obtained 
from the induction field. 
In the case under consideration, namely at the surface of the zero 
potential plane, the component vector of the electric field is in the 
vertical direction, and if the electrostatic field change is expressed 
as a function of time then 
1221 ••••• 
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E. = slc.d(E )ldt 1 and E = slc.d(E1)Idt' ••••• ~ s r (21.11) 
Neglecting for the present the retarded time t' 
( 2 2 -
312 
d E ) = -q/2neH. h.dh. (h +D ) 
s 
............. (21.12) 
I 2 2 •
3 12 I Whence d. (E )ldt = -q 2neH. h. (h +D ) .dh dt s ... (21.13) 
Whence the following statement can be derived namely 
............. (21.14) 
And when DIH>>F(q,t)-+ 1 
.................... (21.15) 
Hence it is seen that the induction field Ei is proportional to 
the current in the channel and to liD2 as expected. 
In an exactly similar manner the radiation field Er is determined 
by differentiating the expression for Ei(t) 
Hejloe Er ( t) ., -1/2~oo2 • [i ( q, t) +(D/H) 2 ]-j-{ F( q, t )di/dt 
+ i 2(t)/q. [[1-2i(q,t) [i(q,t)+(D/H)2 r 1) } 
And when DIH» F( q, t) -+ 1 
•••••••••••• (21.16) 
•••• (21.17) 
ihilat the radiation field conforms in all respects to the 
accepted requirement that it is proporti•nal to dildt and to liD it 
also contains an unusual term proportional to the square of the 
current. In the event therefore of very high rates of rise of current, 
coincident with the peak value as observed b~ Jerger (1967) for the 
first stroke of a lightning flash, the radiatJ.on :;::~.eJ.a intensity 
could be a more predominant factor than preTiously thought possible. 
To take account of the retarded time for propagation between the 
lightning channel and the point of observation it is evident that if 
an incident occurs at a time t, then a small increment of time re= 
presented by (S-D)/c passes before any change takes place at a position 
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which is distant D away from the base of the channel and S away from 
the location of the change. 
Hence t' = t + (s-D)/c Where S = H [ i(q, t)+(D/H) 2 ] -!-
So ~t' = ot + oS/c 
Where oS/c can be shown to be 4h.&h/c(D2+h2)t 
Hence Ot/Ot' = { 1+4!!/qc.F(q, t)i( t). [ i(q. t)+(D/H) 2] -t} -1 
••••••••••••••• (21.18) 
The fact that ot/ot' is shown as a function of the current in 
the stroke is merely incidental to the geometry for the calculation 
of ., h". 
Hence if on a computation program the value of d(E )/dt is 
calculated for a small increment of time St, it is multrplied by the 
above fraction to obtain the value d(E )/dt' and the function repre= 
senting the particular field change caR be computed in terms of the 
time at the point of observation 
As a check on the above results the electromagnetic field may 
be calculated directly referring to Fig. 21.0.2 as follows: 
·t- -· 1 
! 
I 




















Fig. 21.0.2 Diagrammatic representation of lightning current flowing 
in a section of lightning channel of length h. 
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The increment of the magnetic field intensity at P due to the 
current "i" flowing in the small element 6x of the channel, is then 
oJf = 2i(h)ox.Sin~/41tS2 ........................ 
2 2 1 Where Sin~ = D/S and S = (x +D )2 
(21.19) 
Hence the field intensity at P due to current in the whole length 
of channel of height "h" is the 
h 
u;..-- f -3/ 11 (h) = i(h)D/21t • (x2 +D2 ) 2 dx •••••••••• (21.20) 
0 
................. (21.21) 
Now according to the assumptions made for Fig. 21.0.1 "h" is a 
function of time and from (21.4) h(t) = H.F(q,t) as defined, and 
substituting this in (21.21) the following expression is derived namely: 
. , 1 
). 2 2 -2 Jhl (t) = 1/21tD • F(q,t)•i(t) ( F (q,t) + (D/H) ] 
................. (21.22) 
Th~ flux density as a function of time at the point P is then 
B = 'IJ.J( and the vertical electromagnetic field intensity is - Be V /m 
where "c" is the velocity of light. Hence making these subsitutions 
in (21.22), the induction field intensity as a function of time is 
then given by the expression namely:-






It is of more than passing interest to note that the above con= 
version from electromagnetic units to electric units of V/m is equi= 
valent to the assumption that the electromagnetic field radiates from 
the lightning channel at the velocity of light, and that the electric 
field intensity at any given point is found by assuming that the flux 
cuts a vertical conductor at that point producing a potential gradient 
along this conductor numerically equal to the field intensity. 
Whilst equation (21.24) is not identical in form to equation 
(21.14) derived from the differentiation of the electrostatic field 
intensity, both expressions converge to the same value when 
D/H»F(q,t) -+1. This is because neither expression takes account of 
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the retardation in time due to propagation at the velocity of light 
which becomes more prominant at points close to the lightning channel. 
If now the radiation field is derived by differentiating equation 
(21.24) as was the previous procedure the following expression results 
namely:-
And when D/B>>F(q 1 t)~1 this resolves to 
Once again the expression (21.25) is not quite identical to 
equation (21.16) but (21.26) is the same ao (21.17). Both approaches 
include the term i 2(t)/q which adds a component of field intensity 
directly to the di/dt term. 
It may be concluded from the above comparisons that the two 
approaches to the problem of the calculations of the three components 
of the total electric field are compatable and should lead to the same 
result if the retardation time is taken into account. 
Now for a distribution of charge which is linear instead of be= 
ing uniform the charge distribution per unit length is given by the 
expression namely: 
q' ~ 2q/H • (1-x/H) coulombs/m ................. (21.27) 
For a given lightning current wave form i(t) the height of channel 
neutralised at any instant of time is then given by 
h(t) = H { 1- (1:F(q,t)) ~j = H G(q,t) (21.28) 
Whence F(q,t) = 1/q f idt as given by equation (21.4) 
0 
The electrostatic field change with time is then calculated in 
an exactly similar manner as outlined in detail for the uniform charge 
distribution case given above with the results which follow namely 
E
6
(t) = -v'neif' • {(D/H)-1 -( 1-G(q,t)] (G2(q,t)+(D/H)2 ]--t 




Comparing (21.30) with the uniform charge distribution case (21.6) it 
is seen that the over·all fie·ld. change when t = oo and F( q, t) and G( q, t) 
are unity, the linear field change is 2/3rd that of the uniform field 
change for the same value of charge q, H € D. This fits in with 
previous· calculations that showed that when the charge distribution 
was uniform, the return stroke field change was one half of the total 
field change, that is including that during the leader, whereas when 
the charge was distributed linearly, the return stroke field change 
was only 1/3rd that of the total. 
Then continuing with the derivation of the electromagnetic field 
change as before the expression obtained is as follows namely: 
................ (21.31) 
And when D/H>>G(q,t) -+1 
................ (21. 32) 
This expression is exactly analogous to the uniform distribution 
case equation (21.15) with G(q,t) replacing F(q,t). 
Similarly the radiation field component is derived as before 
giving the result as follows namely:-
2 [ 2 2 -+{ Er(t) = -1/2n£c • G (q,t) + (D/H) ] G(q,t).di/dt 




2 t 1} •••••••••••••••• (21.33) 
Again when D/H>>G(q,t) -+ 1 
Er ( t) = -H/2nec2n • { G( q, t) ·di/dt+1/2 -12 ( t )/q. [ 1-F( q, t >rt 1 
•••••••••••••• (21.34) 
The radiation field in this case differs slightly from the uni= 
form change case in that it contains the term 
which approaches infinity when F( q, t) -+ 1. However this is counter 
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balanced by i2(t) ~ o. 
Finally the case for an exponential charge distribution can be 
handled by a computer incremental program in the following m~er. 
If the charge distribution per unit length is expressed in the 
form 
q' = q/kH• [exp.(-x/H)] C/m ••••••••••••••••••• (21.35) 
Where k = (e-1)/e, "e" being the base of the Naperian.. logarithm. 
Then the charge q(h) dissipated from a length h of channel is 
q(h) = q/k • [1-exp(-h/H)] = q(t) ............. (21. 36) 
Where q(t) is the charge dissipated in a time "t" corresponding 
to the height "h" · 
Then from (21.36) 
1-exp(-h/H) = kq(t)/q = kF(q,t) .. •· ............. . (21. 37) 
Hence by taking logarithms the relationship connecting the value 
of h with time · is derived namely that: 
h(t) = -H ln. [1-kF(q,t~ ...................... ' (21.38) 
Whence dh/dt = Hk i(t)/q (1-kF(q,t) ] ••••••••••••••••• (21.39) 
For a small change in h of oh, the change in charge oq is given 
by 
Oq = Oh • q 1 and from (21.35) with X= h 
6q = q6h/kH • exp(-h/H) ....................... (21. 40) 
The resulting change in electrostatic field (referring to Fig. 
21.0.1) is then 
3 2 2 1 6(E ) = -6q.h/2ne:S Where S = (h +D )2 ••••••• s 





o(E )/dt = -q/2n~H.h exp(-h/H)/ks3 • dh/dt ..... (21.42) 
s 
The electromagnetic induction field is then given by E.(t) = 
S/C.d(E )/dt whence ~ 
s 
Ei(t) = -1/2n~c • h·exp(-h/H i(t)/(h2+D2) 8-kF(q,t)] 
•••••••••••• (21.43) 
Where h(t) is given by equation (21.38) 
Now to account for the retardation time for propagation as before 
I ( 2 2)-~ ot' = ot + oS c where 6S = 4h.oh. h +D 2 
and oh is found from (21.39) whence substituting these values 
6t/6t'- { 1+4Hk/cq • h.i(t)/(h2+n2)t (1-kF(q,t)]} -
1 
•••••••••••••• (21.44) 
Hence given a current wave form i(t), the charge q is calculated 
by integration and then starting with a small interval of time ot, 
the increments 6q and oh can be found, and the increment ot' for a 
chosen value of D and H. 
A numerical calculation was carried out of the total electric 
field assuming a current wave approximating to the observations of 
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Fig. 21.0.3 Typical current waveform for first strokes approximating 
those observed by Berger 
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Disregarding pulsations which were observed at the wave peak, the 




For t = 0 to t = T 
p 
For t = T to t = 00 
p 
i = I a exp (~t/Tp) 
p 
i = Ipexp [ -(t-Tp)/T] 
.... (21.45) 
... (21.46) 
Mean values derived for the constants were a = 4x1o-2 and 
~ = 3,22 and ae~ = 1. Typical values of Tp lay between 8 and 25 lJ.S 
with a mean value of 13 lJ.S and for T between 50 and 150 lJ.S with a 
mean value of 105 lJ.S. 
For the purpose of calculation of the electric fields the follow= 
ing values were assumed:-
H = 4 km 
T = 10 lJ.S p 
T = 100 lJ.S 
I p = -20 kA 
q = -2,06 c 
The computer program was written by Miss A. van Wyk de Vries of 
the Numerical Analysis Division and allowed for the computation and 
plotting of the total electric field change for the three cases of 
assumed uniform, linear and exponential charge distributions, in= 
eluding the effect of propagation time, and these are shown in the 
three pairs of curves from Fig. 21.0.4 to Fig. 21.0.9. 
The curves were plotted against a normalised value of E which 
must be multiplied by the scale factor shown on the right hand side 
of the graph. This provided a simple means to compare the actual wave 
form and from which it is clear that the electromagnetic field starts 
to exert influence at fairly close ranges and overtakes the effect of 
the electrostatic field at the following distances from the lightning 
stroke. 
Uniform Charge Distribution < 20 km 
Linear Charge Distribution < 20 km 
Exponential Charge Distribution < 40 km 
According to Malan (1963) the two field intensities were observed 
to be about equal at about 25 km, and on the above evidence this would 
again suggest that the distribution of charge was at least linear. 
However the above data does not include the effect of a positive 
charge being induced on the return stroke channel as it progresses 
upwards as proposed in Section 18. This would have the effect of 
evening out the charge distribution towards a more uniform distribution 
if it was linear in the first place, and hence the tendency would be 
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It is furthermore clear that if the rate of change of current is 
less than the values assumed - for example for subsequent strokes, 
Berger observed that the time to peak Tp was less than 1 ~s - then the 
electromagnetic field will intrude even sooner than the curves indicate. 
Hence these factors provide a possible explanation as to why the 
observed field change magnitudes reported in Part I did not appear to 
be decreasing with range according to a D-3 relationship. On the other 
hand the data excluded the effect of very near flashes since the re= 
corded field change would have been invariably off-scale, and this 
would have tended to slant the data to show a slower rate of field 
attenuation than may have actually taken place. 
It is obvious however that the relationship can only be checked 
by observation of the wave front of the field change, in which case 
it would be possible to discern when the electromagnetic field starts 
to overtake the electrostatic field charge. 
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THE CYLINDRTCAL MODEL OF CLOUD CHARGES 
• . !a=;:z':s · .• w . 
PART II APPENDIX I 
' Summary The classical model ~f cloud charges contained ori spheres 
or in sperical space charge vAlumes, does not explain ho'! cloud- . 
ground lightning flashes may be init i ated as opposed to intra-cloud 
flashes, since the field intensity ~n the centre line be t ween say two 
charged spheres of opposing polarity is invariably greater than 
that on the centre line bel~w the charges - particularly when sepe= 
ration distances are relatively small. The. model representing 
charge seperati~n taking place within a cylindrical form, with 
zero charge density at pr near the centre and a maximum at the extre= 
mities does, on the other hand, pravide a basis for the ca1culation 
of critical conditions when intra-cloud or cloud-g~und discharges 
have an equal or z r::;ater probability· of occurence. 
This append1_jc describes the . detaite¢1 derivatitm of the cyl::ln= 
drical model and indicates the significance of the various numerical 
results computed. 
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THE CYLINDRICAL MODEL OF CLOUD CHARGES 
PART II APPENDIX I 
1~ Basic -Concepts 
The physical explanation of charge seperation in blouds 
is not as yet fully determined as may be gathered from a 
recent review by Stm1 (1969) in which all current models are 
critically examined against the requirements enumerated origi= 
nally by Mason (1953) and which are requoted below: 
"1~ The average duration of precipitation and lightning 
from a single-cell thunderstorm is of the order of 
30 min. 
2~ The average electric momemt destroyed in a lightning 
flash is about 110 Coulomb-km, the corresponding charge 
being about 20-30 Coulombs. 
3 ~ The magnitude of the charge that is being seperated 
immediately after a flash, by virtue of the fall speed 
v of the precipitation elements, is of the order 8000/v 
Coulombs, where v is measured in metres per second~ 
4~ In a large. extensive thundercloud this charge is gene= 
rated and seperated in a volume bounded by the - 5 and ... 
40°C levels and having an average radius of perhaps 2 km~ 
5~ The negative charge is centred near the - 5°C isotherm 
while the main positive charge is situated some kilo= 
metres higher up, usually above or near the - 20°C level~ 
6~ The charge generation and seperation processes are 
closely associated with the development of precipitation 
in the ice phase - probably in the form of soft hail~ 
These precipitation particles must be capable of falling 
through. upcurrents of several metres per second. 
7~ Sufficient charge must be generated and seperated to 
supply the first lightning flash within 12-20 min of 
the appearance of precipitation particles of radar-detec= 
table size~ 
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an invoronment in Which water can be frozen. 
In storms having cloud bases from 1 km ~o 3 or 4 kms 
elevation the position of the negative charge center is 
the same with respect to temperature~ Lightning strokes 
to ground start at this center regardless of the depth 
of cloud below this level. They never start in lower 
levels of the cloud nor do they originate in the rain 
below the cloud. 
The cloud must contain an ample supply of liquid 
water supercooled. A 0°C isotherm must be above the 
cloud base~ A relatively tall~ nearly vertical~ cloud 
tower must exist above the freezing level. Evidence 
is overwhelming that this cloud tower contains ice 
forms as well as liquid water. 
The vertical cloud must be strongly convective 
during the electricity producing stage. The circulation 
must be strong enough to handle a very critical trans= 
portation job - electrical charges, once made free, 
must be sep~ated rapidly over distances of 3 to 5 
or more km~ The carriers of free charge, both positive 
and negative, must be differentiated in such a way that 
they may be se rated vertically by gravity versus 
updraft while in the same vertical air stream, 
The charge transportation mechanism must be such as 
to provide a recovery time sufficiently short to allow 
for lightning flashes seperated in time by as little 
as 10 ~r 20 seconds. At the same time, as will be seen 
later, the cloud must be able to contain the charges 
being transported without developing such high potential 
gradients as to cause breakdown through the sides of the 
cloud. Considerations relative to recovery time and 
charge containment during transport are crucial and 
provide the most exacting acceptance criteria for the 
selection of an electrification process. 
Although it may not be necessary in all cases, 
the charge structure should develop in such a way that 
the first lightning discharge takes place between the 
two centers within the cloud, as is usually observed~ 
4/ .•• 
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The delivery of negative charge to the lower center 
must continue for a variable time of approximately 
12 minutes after the top of the radar cloud begins to 
descend." 
Workmen, later in the same publication, envisages charge 
seperation taking place in a vertical direction with a gradual 
concentration of charge of one sign at the upper and lower 
extremities and with charges of both signs present near the 
midway .mark but the nett charge being zero at about -18°C 
or at approximately 8 km altitude. 
Hence the concept of the cylindrical model is again 
not at variance with even this explanation of the charge 
seperation process along a vertical plane. 
The unknown factors are of course the mannep in which 
the charge is concentrated and the actual dimensions of the 
phenomenon. The charge density may be assumed to increase 
in a linear manner, or more steeply at a parabolic or even 
exponential rate, or it may assume some other more complica= 
ted form. Certainly no single assumption will be completely 
right, and most likely, in practice, it is continuously 
varying in any case. However in the absence of any real 
ev1dence to the contrary, a uniformly increasing charge den= 
sity, namely a linear form; is assumed as a first approxima::: 
tion because this leads to more simple mathematical expressions 
for the field intensity and potentials which have to be cal= 
culated. 
2. The electrical characteristics of the cylindrical charge 
model. 
Figure 2.1~1 illustrates a single cylinder of charge 
of length L and radius R with the charge density zero at one 
end and increasing uniformly to a maximum at the other, and 
the total charge being say Q 
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Figure 2~1~1 Diagram showing a unit cylindrical 
charge model~ The dotted triangle illustrates the 
charge distribution pattern. 
If it is further assumed that the charge density 
throughout a thin disc of ex in thickness is uniform, the 
·charge density can then be expressed in the form 
q' = 2 Q x clbs/m3 
ITR2L
2 
The charge on the thin disc is then':-
e q = IIR 2 q' ex = _2Q..........,x"="'" ....... ox_ 
L2 
L 






Now the vertical field intensity at any point P along 
the axis AB of the cylinder distant y from B can be. calc~ 
lated in the following manner: assume first of all an annular 
ring of radius r and width er situated in the aforementioned 
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disc of thickness ox dist a.r.~t x from B tb.er). t ile volume 
of this ring is 2.llr.6r.tx m.1d i ts cho!'[e oq 2.s t her e'""' 
fore:-
( 
r-, . ! : \ 
c... 3 "-.- ./ 
The convent ion used t:ru:oughout these cal culat ions is 
to assume all charges are posit ive and that the direction 
of the electric field is positive at a point if unit positive 
charge placed at that point Nould trend to more dovvr:twards -
that is assuming that eventually the calculation Nill be 
referred to the earth at a lower level~ 
In this case the charge in the cylinder ly5.ng below the 
point P will produce a negative vertical field at P, whilst 
that above P will produce E• positive field~ T:1.e field inten= 
sity oe' at P due to the charge oq in the annular ring is 
therefore given by 
oe' = -oq/ 4rre e s 2 o r 
Where e
0 
= E = 10-9/36IT and Er = 1 for air~ 
And 
2 2 l. 
S = [a +r ] 2 and a= y-x~ 
However the vertical component of the field is 
oe = oe. 1 cose 
Where case = x/s 
And hence 
oe = -6qa/4rres3 
(2 ~ 5) 
(2.6) 
(2~7) 
The horizontal component of the field at the point P 
is zero since it i s radial and each vector component is 
cancelled by an equal and opposite component due to the 
charge situated. diametrically opposed to j_t~ 
The total electric field intensity at P due to the 
charge situated below P is therefore given by the integral:·-
rdr.xdx 
" 3 s 
(2~8) 
First treating x as constant, the integral is of 
the standard form 
and has the solution -A f[r2+o2)-~J: and this over the 
Where a= y-x~ 
[ 
2 2 _1. ] limits of r = o to r = R is - A [a +R ] 2 - 1/a 
(I) (II) 
Hence E1 = rr:2L2 [ / ~tR2 )~ - ~ x dx} (2~9) 
If X = y - x., dX = -dx and x = y - X 
Both the R.H.S. integrals are now standard forms and 
the solution is ·therefore 
( 2 ~10 ) 
Resubstituting for X = y-x and applying the limits of 
integration between X=O and X=Y then 
[ 
2 2 1. 2 2 1. 
I = -y[ (y-x ) +R ] 2 + (y-x) [ (y-x) +R ] 2 
2 y 
- R2ln I (y-x ) +J (y-x) 2 +R21] 
2 0 
2 -1 
I = R sinh (:£)+ y/2 
2 R 
And II = -S: xdx = -y2 /2 
(2~11) 
(2~12) 
8/ •. ~ 
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If the factor R2/2 is taken out of the brackets 
of (2~11) and (2~12) 
2 1 
(y/R) + y/R [1+(y/R) ]2 ·2 y/R 
(2~13) 
The field intensity at Point A is then given by 
putting y = L in (2.13) 
Whence ~ = Q { sinh-1 (L/R) + L/R(1+(L/R2 ]~ 
2TIE L
2 
- 2 ~ - (L/R)J (2;14) 
Similarly Figure 2.1.2 indicates the position for the 
calculation of the field intensity at P due to the charge 
located above p~ 
L 
~R ;+.ot:,...-- R ,q --1 
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ef. I \ r;l :J \ 
1 t I 1 \ I \ I 
IB 
I 
Figure 2~1~2 The cylindrical charge model for 
calculation of the field intensity at P due to 
the portion of charge Q lying above point P. 
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The direction of the electric field at P is in 
this case positive, by definition# and all equations 
are otherwise identical up to (2~9) which can be 
restated as follows:-
{ 
L (I) L (II)} _ J a ,*dx 
1 
+ J xdx 
L 2 y[a2+R2 f~- y 
(2~15) 
Where a = (x-y) 
Putting X = x-y dx = dX and x = y+X and substituting 
these in the first integral:-
Putting X = x-y and applying the limits of x = y to x = L 
I= -y[(x-y) +R ] 2 - (x-y)[(x-y) +R ] 2 
{ 





Ln I (x -y) + JCx-y) 2+R2 1} 
2 y 
-y[(L-y) 2+R2]~- (L-y) [(L-y) 2+R2]~ 
2 
+ R2Lnj (L-y) + 'cL-y) 2+R2 1 + yR -R2LniRI 
2 ~' 2 
So I = R2sinh-1 (L-y) -
2 R 
L 
J 2 2 And II = x dx = 1_ - ~ 
y 2 2 
2 2 l 
(~y) [ (L-y) +R F+ yR 
Taking out R2/ 2 the field intensity is therefore 
{
sinh-1 (L-y) - (L+y) 
R R 
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Hence the field intensj.ty at point B is given 
by putting y = o in (2a18) 
So Eg = Q {sinh-1 (L/R) - L/R(1+(L/R) 2 ]±+(L/R) 2} 
27TEL2 
(2~19) 
Since the field intensities at A and B are in 
opposing directions_, the algebraic sum of the two 
expressions for ·EA and ~ will r~sult ·in the· numerical 
difference in magnitudes and from inspection of (2.14) 
and (2a19)~ 
[sinh-1 (L) - L] (2.20) 
R R 
The field intensity at any point P is given by E1+E2 
from (2.13) and (2~18) as follows:-
{ 
-1 ) -1 ( ) ( ) ( )2 l EY = Q sinh (L-y + sinh y:_ - !:1-J!. [1+ .k:l ] 
27TEL2 -r . R R R 
+ (Y/R)[1 + (Y/R) 2Jl+(L) 2 - 2(y) 2 (2~21) 
R R 
It is noted that the primary equations for the field·, 
intensity have the general form:-
E = t Q {sinh -1 (a-b) - sinh -1 (~) + 
27TE L2 R R 
. 21 2 2} - (a+c) (1 + (~) ]2 + (b) - (g) . 
R R R R 
Hence it is convenient to summarise the above by means 
of a diagram and a statement of the value of the constants 
as indicated below:-
hR ~kA f"\' 4 
T' ', i- / -7 -7\ .,-.-~-,- t.l ... r,.,. T , T. 
L.. 1,1 1',' 1,.1 I II /J I I I 
I \j t;· ' I I I 
I I I 'I . I 'I I I I / I 
1 
I//)\/{; I i / I I 'j 
I I j\ I ·' I I I I I I 1 
.;JL_ . I 1 II ;Yif I/ I I i 
IB 
1. Field Intensity at P due to charge 
in cylinder lying below Po 
For Equation (2~13) substitute a = y 
b = y c = o in General Equation (2~22) 
For the field intensity at A Equation 
(2o14) Put Y = L~ 
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2. Field Intensity at P due to charge 
in cylinder lying above P 
For Equation (2;18) substitute 
a = -y b = -L c = -y in general 
equatic!l (2~22) 
For the field intensity at B., Equc;.:o:: 
tion ~2.19) Put y = o. 
The above rule oniy applies to discrete calculat:i.ons 
for a particular configuration and rtot to their sum or 
d.:i.fference. For ex~mple (2.20) and (2~21) do not conform 
to the generai ect1lation. However having demonstrated the 
manrter of derivation of this type of equation it is proposed 
hereafter merely to quote the values of the constants for 
convenience whereever possible. 
3. Field Intensity of a bi-polar model of cylindrical charges 
Having considered a single charged cylinder, the next 
step to a bi-polar model can be constructed; this is done 
with a view to the arrangement which may be later applied 
to a bi-polar thunder cloud and is illustrated in Figure 3~1~1~ 
~····- -- t? o ·-·-_.fjr t~ ~ ----~ 
T :<~9:--+ - -- I 
L~ I ·.\ / I 
I ! /./ I ' * l ,·;0 X -l- ! ---;r:---·--~1 ... _ X 
I ~ / ', ! ~ 
I I l I 
I P+ , __ ....... . 
"•. 
I ! .. I 
Figure 3.1~1~ Diagram illustrating a bi-polar cylin= 






It can be seen that the field intensity pattern 
(neglecting the effect of earth) is symmetrical around 
the horizontal plane XBX' and hence the field intensity 
at a point P distant y from the axis need only be considered~ 
Conventionally the two charges Q
0 
and Q1 are both considered 
positive~ but a numerical negative value may be given to 
one of them at a later stage. 
There are three sections of charge involved in calcu= 
lating the field intensity at the point P1 and as shown in 
the previous section the values may be expressed in the 
general form of equation (2.22) and the constants for each 
case are given below:-
i. flo =f. f<o. ~ r ;_·-~---··:n ··: 
I ... '0 I /ji 
I \ i I ' 
lo I , • .r j 
' I I I ., 
.
1 
. , I 
I '\ . ... I 
~-.i·-·--··1~~-- _ _l_ 
·Y 
pj. .. 1_ 
1. Field Intensity at P due to 
charge Q
0 
Qo [ + General Equation] 
2 EL 2 (2.22) 71" 0 
a = y b = -L
0 
c = o 
R = R0 ~ (3~1) 
2. Field Intensity at P due to 
portion of charge %_ lying above 
point P 
-~--...-- [ + General Equation] 
2 (2.22) 27reL1 
a=Y b=Y c = 0 
(3.2) 
3. Field Intensity at P due to 
portion of charge Q1 lying below 
point P~ 
E::l2 = _ Q1
2 
2rreL1 
a = -y 
R = ~ 
[-General Equation] 
(2.22) 
b = -L1 c = -y 
(3~3) 
13/. ~ ~ 
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Hence the resultant vertical field intensity at the 
point P is 
(3. 4) 
For the special case of equal and opposite charges, 
Q0 =+Q and Q1=-Q and for L0 =L1=L and R0 =R1=R Equation (3~4) 
resolves into the following:-
E = y 
In this special case 
by putting y = o whence:-
~ = Q {sinh -i(~) 
7TeL2 
(L-y) (1+ (L+y) 21~ 
T T 
(3.5) 
the field intensity at B is given 
- L (1 + (L)2]~ + (~)2} (3~ 6 ) R R 
and t he field intensity at A or C is given by putting y = L 
whence 
EA = EC = Q fsinh-1 (2L) - (2L)} 
2neL2 R R 
(3.7) 
An inspec t i on of (3.6) and (3.7) indicates that the 
ratio EBIEc for example, is dependent only on the ratio 
L/R, and this means that it is the geometric dimensions of 
the charges which will determine ' whether or not a discharge 
will start in the centre between the charges - namely an 
intra-cloud discharge, or at say the lower extremity to 
indicate a dischar ge towards ground. 
In order to find the critical dimensions, Figure 3~1~ 2 
(attached) has been computed to indicate the ratio EpfEc 
using equations (3.5) and (3.7) respectively. In the case 
of this diagram t he length L is the cylinder length for one 
of the charges j_n conformity with the equations from which 
the information is derived. 
14/ •. ~ 
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When the ratio Ep/Ec = 1 or -1 it of course means 
that the field intensities at P and at C are equal., and 
it can be seen that at the centre of the cylinder (A = 0.,5) 
the ratio Ep/Ec = 1 when 2L/R = 4 approximately. For 
larger ratios of 2L/R the field intensity Ec exceeds that 
at the centre., or any where else in the region between the 
centre and the extremity. 
Hence when 2L/R = 4., conditions are critical., and 
intra-cloud or cloud-ground discharges are equally probable~ 
When the ratio exceeds this value however., a discharge to 
ground is more probable. 
In terms of the aerodynamic situation within a thunder= 
storm therefore., it is clear that if charge separation 
takes place over a given area., say circular of radius R, 
then in the initial separation process the ratio of L/R 
is inevitably small and an intra-cloud discharge would be 
favoured if the amount of charge generated is sufficient 
to produce breakdown conditions. Once the separation 
process has proceeded beyond the critical dimensions, a 
discharge towards ground could be initiated. Hence the 
rate of charge separation, in terms of quantity of charge, 
is also an important factor; if for example under severe 
conditions charge separation areas are extensive and the 
rate of charge build up is also high., intra-cloud flashes 
would be favoured~ If on the other hand the quantity of 
of charge separated proceeded at a relatively slow rate 
compared with the rate at which the cylinder elongated., 
the critical dimensions for ground flashes to occur would 
be reached before an intra-cloud discharge could take place~ 
Hence small areas of charge separation coupled with a low 
rate of charge build up., together with high velocities of 
separation are most likely to lead to ground flashes whereas 
large active charge separation areas with low velocities of 
s eparation would create conditions more favourable for intra-
cloud flashes. 
Another important feature which is evident from Figure 
3~1.2 (attached) is that except for 2L/R ratios of less than 
2.,0 the position of zero field intensity is relatively close 
15/ •.. 
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to the extremity, namely about 2L/10~ If breakdown and 
ionisation occurs at the extremity therefore, it will be 
confined to small dimensions, since the field intensity 
falls away very rapidly to\'Iards the charge separation area~ 
The same is not true of the conditions around the 
charge separation area. For example when 2L/R = 4 the 
field intensity could reach ionisation level over a compari= 
tively large distance, and this distance increases with 
increasing 2L/R ratios. 
The initiation of arcs in the cloud separation area 
therefore, if it occurs, is likely to be over a widespread 
area compared to an arc at the extremities where the field 
gradients change rapidly with distance by comparison. 
So far the effect of earth has been neglected, and 
in general this is a valid assumption during the initial 
separati-on process, that is when the separation distances 
are small, and when charge separation is taking place at 
very high altitudes, for example 8 km above ground. How= 
ever the effect of earth increases in prominence when the 
separation distances have become large, and the lower 
charge is appreciably closer to earth than the charge 
separation area or the upper extremity. Hence the criti= 
cal L/R ratios will be ~owered and also there will be a 
greater tendency for a discharge to be initiated from the 
lower extremity than from the upper, assuming that break= 
down conditions are homogeneous throughout the cell. 
The equations for the effect of the mirror images of 
charges are of the standard form equation (2.22) and the 
applicable constants are gi11en below. However it is con= 
venient first of all t o introduce a standard dimension 
for the height above ground H, and in order to maintain a 
uniform presentation~ and this value is taken to be that 
to the charge separation area - or region of zero charge 
density as shown in figure 3.1.3. 
16/. ~. 
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Figure 3.1~3~ Standard Bi-polar Cylindrical Charge 
arrangement indicating zero potential earth 
plane and mirror image of charges. 
The equations for the vertical field intensity at 
any point P lying between the charge separation area at 




{ i Part I i Part II} 
Where Part I refers to the real charges and Part II 
to the imaginary or mirror image charges respectively, and 
are of the form previously given in (2~22) and repeated 
hereunder for convenience. 
Part I or Part II 
= {sinh -i (a-b) - sinh -i (~) + (a+b) 
R R R 
- ( ~) [ 1 + ( ~:.:2) 2] ~ + (b) 2 - ( £) 2} 
R R R R 
2 .!. 
[1 + (a-b) ] 2 
R 
(2~22) 
In order to determine the relative effects at the 
points A, B, and C in Figure 3.1.3. a computer program was 
devised to calculate the values of charge which would be 
required to produce a breakdown field intensity of 
1,0 x 106 V/m at each of the points in turn, assuming that 
Q
0
=+ Q Q1=-Q and L0 =L1=L and R0=R1=R~ A range of values 
of R and L applicable to values of H = 4 x 103m and 8 x 103 
were selected. The respective equations of field intensity 
are as follows referring to the general equation (3.8) and 
(2~22) above:-
EA = EAO + EAi Where EA
0 
= Field Intensity at A due 




, R0 ~ 
And EAi = Field Intensity at A due to the lower 
charge Q1 L1 R1, in both cases including their 
images~{ } 
And EAo = Q - Part I + Part II (3.9) 
2nEL2 a = L a = 2H+L 
b = L b = -L 
c = 0 c = 0 
Also EAi = -Q { -Part I + Part II } (3~10) 
2neL2 a = L a = 2H+L 
b = -L b = L 
c = 0 c = 0 
18/ •• ~ 
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Similarly for the point B, ~ = ~0 + ~1 
Where E_g
0 
= Q {+ Part I + Part II } (3~11 ) 
27fEL2 a = 0 a = 2H b = -L b = -L 
c = 0 c = 0 
And ~1 = -Q {- Part I+ Part II } (3. 12 ) 
27fEL2 a= 0 a = 2H b = -L b = L 
c = 0 c = <lD 
Also for the point C, Ec = ECo + EC1 
Where Eco = Q {+ Part I + Part II } 
2ITEL 2 
(3~13 ) 
a = L a = 2H-L 
b = -L b = -L 
c = 0 c = 0 
And EC1 = -Q {+ Part I + Part II } (3.14) 
2nEL2 a = L a = 2H-L b = L b = L 
c = 0 c = 0 
The computed r esults indicated the following: 
Maximum values of charge QA for vertical field intensity at A 
II II II II 
% 
II II II II II B 
II II II II 
~ 
II II II II 
Ratio of maximum charges QA/% 
II II II II ~/Qc 
The purpose of the program was to illustrate that 
starting with a g iven value of R for the radius of the 
charge separation area, the charge must build up to the 
values computed for each extended value of L to achieve a 
critical breakdown level at the respective points A, B, 
II 
or c. (figure 3~1~3). If the actual charge separated does 
not surpass the leas t value indicated, no discharge will 
start anywhere~ However if the actual charge build up does 
exceed the least value, ionisation and breakdown would 
occur at that point~ 
Furthermore i f the ratios QA/Qc or ~/Qc exceed unity 
breakdown would occur first at C in pref erance to A or B 
respectively, that is to indicate a dis char ge to earth. 
On the other hand if these ratios are less than unity a 
discharge is most likely to start from poi nts A or B. 
19/ •. ~ 
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cloud flashes are probable up to cylinder length L of 0,5 km 
namely L/R = 4 where 2L is the tdtal length of the charged 
cylinder. Beyond this point, discharges from either the 
top or the lower extremity may take place. 
In the case of a larger value of R = 1,0 km say, intra-
cloud discharges will take place first, if the charge builds 
up to at least the values stated for~~ up to L = 1,75 km~ 
From L = 2 km onwards however discharges from the lower extre= 
mity to earth are certain if the charge magnitude is suffi= 
cient. 
The effect of the earth on the lower extremity compared 
with the upper is more clearly in evidence in this case, and 
so long as the electric strength of the air is . the same for 
the two, a discharge from the lower end will be favoured~ 
Other cases of the value R are illustrated in Fig. 3~1.4 
and 3.1;5 attached which show the charge required for a given 
value of L and R for H ~ 4 and H = 8 km respectively• Only 
the lowest values of Q are plotted,; excluding QA and the 
dividirtg lihe between the probability of intra-cloud and 
cloud-ground discharges is shown and this follows the 2L/R 
ratio of 4 using the total length, or L/R = 2 if only the 
dimensions of the one of the charges is considered. 
Of course the position differs if the values for L for 
the two charges differ, as they most probably do in practise, 
and also if the charges differ in magnitude say as a result 
of previous discharges to earth which deplete the lower 
charge. This is considered in more detail in the following 
section, but the principle remains the same namely that the 
tendency to one or o:ther type of discharge depends on the 
geometric arrangement of the charges and the rate of increase 
in charge build-up compared with that of the elongation of 
the cylinder. 
It is also of interest to note that the quantity of 
charge required for intra-cloud discharge will be in general 
less than that for discharges to ground simply on account 
of the fact that intra-cloud discharges will take place 
during the initial process of charge separation when the 
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charge build .up is least. 
Furthermore the quantity of charge involved in the 
more active and extensive charge separation process when 
the value of R is large, is very much greater for discharges 
to ground than for small values of R. It follows that the 
more active thunderstorms, whilst tending t o produce intra-cloud 
discharges more frequently, would also tend to produce 
ground discharges involving the larger quantities of charge~ 
From this it may be inferred that in terms of high thunder= 
storm activity, ground flashes of lightning, although in 
the minority would nevertheless be more severe than in times 
when the thunderstorm activity is less intense. 
4. Critical parameters of the bi-polar cylindrical charge model 
In order to determine the critical values of charge~ 
cylinder radius for any given conditions of the respective 
lengths of the positive and negative charge cylinders, a 
further computer program was devised~ The lengths of 
cylinder namely L
0 
and L1 were varied over a range accor= 
ding to whether H was taken as 4 or 8 km~ It was also 
assumed that the charges may not be equal, and that ratio 
of the negative charge quantity to that of the upper positive 
charge was varied from 0,5 to unity. 
The program was then arranged to calculate the critical 
value of R, assuming that this was the same for both charges, 
which would produce an equal value of field intensity at 
the points B and C Fig~ 3.1.3 - that is at the charge 
separation area and the lower extremity respectively. 
Having calculated the critical value of R, the corres= 
pending critical value of the positive charge Q was calcu= 
lated which would give rise to an equal field intensity of 
1.x1oCv/m at the two points, and also the maximum charge 
density all on the assumption of a linear charge distribu= 
tion of course. 
The position of zero intensity was also interpolated 
in terms of the fraction of the length of the lower negative 
charged cylinder, in order that its relative movement could 
22/. ~ ~ 
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be studied. It was also needed for the calculation of the 
maximum potential existing within the charged negative 
cylinder as a second part of the program~ 
The volume of data so produced in the form of tables 
is so large that it is doubtful if it would serve arty 
useful purpose reproducing it here in full~ Accordingly 
it is proposed to indicate only some pertinent results as 
evidence of a cross section of the data by means of tables 
and curves as follows:-
Body of Table indicates Critical Values 
I . 
Length L Lcwer of Rad-ius R - km ·- -· 
Charge C~linder Length of upper positive charge cylinder 
- L . km 
.·· 0 
km 1 2 I 3 4 l 5 6 
i 
1,28 0,5 0,42 0,64 0,83 0,98 i 1,14 
1,0 0,49 0,84 1,10 1,33 1,56 1,79 
1,5 0,49 0,95 1,30 1,62 . 1,94 2,29 
2,0 0,45 1,03 1,49 1,93 2,41 2,97 
2,5 0,41 1,11 . 1,74 2,42 3,23 4,25 
3,0 0,36 1,28 2,33 3,48 4,73 6,01 
Table 4.2~1 Critical Values of the Radius R of 
chargee cylinders for Q
0 
= +Q; Q1 =-Q; H = 4 km. 
Body of Table indicates Critical Values 
,, of R - km 
Length L~ ~ower 
Charge C linder Length of upper positive charge Cylinder 
- L - km 
0 
km 1 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 
! 6 
0,5 0,27 0,45 !0,59 0,71 0,82 0,92 
1,0 0,27 0,53 0,74 0, 90 1,06 1,21 
1,5 0,22 0,55 0,81 1,02 1,22 1,40 
2,0 0,18 0,53 0,84 1,10 1,35 1,59 
2,5 0,14 0,50 o,85 1,18 1,49 1,81 
3,0 0,12 0,47 0,89 1,32 1,75 2,20 
Table 4.2.2 Critical values of the radius R of 
charged cylinders Q
0 
=+Q; Q1 =-0,5 Q; H = 4 km. 
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A comparison between tables 4.2~1 and table 4.2.2 
indicates generally that if the lower negative charge is 
less than the upper charge, the critical radius for any 
configuration of the respective length of the charged cylin= 
ders is also less. This means, as wou~d be expected, that 
the critical ratios of L/R are increased in consequence of 
which it would be more difficult to initiate discharge from 
the lower end of the cylinder. However a discharge could 
be initiated under these conditions but there would be a 
limi~ing point beyond which this could not happen, for 
example when the quantity of negative charge tends to zero~ 
The table 4~2~3 indicates the values of the critical 
radius R for H = 8 km and these are in general less than 
the values for H = 4 km, 
Body of Table indicates Critical Values 
Length L1 Lower 
of Radius R - km 
··- . 
Cylinder Length of upper positive charge cylinder 
km - L - km 0 
: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0,48 0,83 1,07 1,28 1,47 1,65 
2 0,44 0,98 1,35 1,67 1,94 2,19 
3 0,33 0,98 1,49 1,90 2,26 2,60 
4 0,24 0,91 1,54 2,06 2,53 2,91 
5 0,18 0,81 1,54 2,22 2,86 3,48 
6 0,14 0,71 1,59 2,56 3,58 4,65 
Table 4~2~3 Critical Values of the Radius R of 
charged cylinders Q
0 
=+Q; Q1 =-Q;~ H = 8 km. 
Figures 4.1~1 and 4.1.2 attached indicates the results 
of the above tables graphically for the case of Q =-Q, 
0 
and H = 4 km and H = 8 km respectively~ 
Comparing the effect of differing heights namely 
Table 4.2.1 and Table 4.2.3 for H = 4 and H = 8 km respec= 
tively, the differences between the critical radius are 
small when the lengths of the charges are small. However 
at the limits, for example when L1 = 3 km and L0 = 6 km~ 
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resulting in much smaller values of the ratio L/R. Conse= 
quently the effect of ground in this case has become more 
evident towards the end of the separation process, but it 
would have little influence during the initial stages. 
Hence intra-cloud discharges can occur equally readily 
whether charge separation takes place at 4 or 8 km altitude, 
but discharges towards ground are more probable at the later 
stage when H = 4 km than they are when H = 8 km. 
The following Table 4.2.4 shows the value of the ratio 
2L/R, assuming L
0
=L1=L and for equal charges. 
(a) Value of 
: (b) I I 2L/R for Q0 =Q1 Length L I Ratio Ratio I 
2L/H 2L/R km H = 4 km H = 8 km ., 
1 4,06 4,14 0,25 4,14 
2 3,88 4,08 0,50 4,07 
3 2,58 4,03 0,75 4,03 
4 - 3,89 1,00 3,88 
5 - 3,50 1,25 3,50 
6 - 2,58 1,50 2,58 
Table 4.2~4 ( a ) Value of Crit i ca l Rat io 2L/ R f or tvvo 
altitudes and for equal charges L
0
=L1=L ahd Q1=-~0 
(b) Normalised values per unit H. 
The values of 2L/R shown on table 4~2~4 are obviously 
equal for unit value of L/H indicating the equivalence of 
the two cases by means of their gemoetric configuration~ 
Hence one value of the critical ratio 2L/R can be found for 
each value of 2L/H, and this simplifies the understanding of 
the data. For example for 2L/H = 1,5 then 2L/R = 2,58 
and so on, and it is therefore clear that the effect of earth 
starts to become significant when 2L/H is 1,0 or greater, 
since the critical ratio when remote from earth is approxi= 
mately 4,0 as previously derived from Fig~ 3~1.2 attached. 
By definition, the critical values of R calculated for 
each case are those for which the field intensity in the 
region of charge separation equals that at the lower extre= 
mity, that is to say the probability of a discharge starting 
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of 1/H2 as indicated in the last column~ This relation= 
ship~ as with that of the critical radius R~ follows from 
the geometry of the arrangement if normalised to the basis 
of per unit H~ and the inverse square proportion arises 
from the fact that the field intensity at differing alti= 
tudes is inversely proportional to the square of the dis= 
tance between the charge and its im~e~ However, once 
again it is demonstrated that the effect of earth is small 
during the initial stages of separation; for example up 
to a cylinder length ·Of 2 km the critical charge is prac= 
tidally the same whether the charge s epa r ation zone is at 
4 km or 8 km hence the probability of a discharge to ground 
during this period is remote in either case~ but the proba= 
bility of an intra-cloud discharge is about equal if the 
rate of charge s epar ation is equal. If the critical values 
of charge are not r 2atH'i ed during the ea:rtly stages of s epac:: 
ration, then the effebt of earth becomes more prominent 
thereafter, and this affet!ts discharges to ground. Aocor= 
ding to table 4~2~5 more charge has to be accumulated at 
L = 3 km for H = 4 compared with H = 8 km, thus apparently 
f avouring ground d1s charges at H = 8 km~ This result is 
misleading however, because the critical ratio 2L/R has to 
be in excess of 4 for H = 8 km compared with 2,58 for H = 4km 
before a ground discharge can take place; h :: :nc e the results 
of Table 4.2.5 must be vi ewed in conjunction with those 
of Table 4.2.4. 
5. The Potential of a cylindrical charge model 
The calculation of the potential at any point along the 
centre line of a cylindrical charge is eff ected in a simi= 
lar manner to that of the calculation of field intensity 
described is Section 2; this also results in a standard 
form of equation the derivation of which will be demonstra= 
ted in the two examples which follow. Thereafter it is 
merely necessary to state the value of the constants to 
be used for any other variation. 
21 I.~~ 
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The following Figure 5.1.1 illustrates the case of a 
charge distributed in a cylinder of length L and radius R, 
situated for convenience beneath the charge separation area 
which is at an altitude of H above ground~ The charge dis= 
tribution is assumed to be linear, that is zero at the 
altitude H and increasing uniformly to a maximum at the lower 
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Diagram illustrating the calculation of 
at the point P due to portion of charge 
lying below P. 
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As in Section 2 the charge density is expressed 
as follows:-
The charge on an annular ring of radius r, width 
(5.1) 
6r and thickness 6x situated at x from the one end is also 
as previously derived namely 
clbs 
The potential at P due to the increment of charge 
6q is then:-
Where 81 = (a2+R2) ~ a= x - a a= y 
1 
and s - (t3 2+r2) 2 t3 = b - X X = 2H-y 2 -
(5 .2) 
(5 ~3) 
(The reason for putting y = a will become clear below) 
Thus the potential at P due to all charge in the cylindrical 
region lYing below P is therefore as follows:-
V - Q/ITR2L2 ·{ J't( 2 2) -~ d .. "~ - , 1 - • .I a + r r. r .. "" .. . o_,'" • . .. 
·o Y 
SR rL 2 2 _ 1. } - j__ (t3 +r ) 2r~dr~x.dx 
0 y 
First treating x as constant and integrating with 
respect to r between the limits r = o and r = R. 
V- Q/~R2L2 ; [~[(x - a) 2+R2 ]~x dx 
-f (x-a) x dx - fr (b-x) 2+R2 ]~ x dx 
y y 




Rewriting (5~5) as follows for easier handling:-
V = Q/nR~2 fr(a) + I(b) + II(a) + II(b)} (5.6) 
Where I(a), I(b), II(a) II(b) arethe above integrals 
in sequence:-
Each part is then integrated with respect to x between 
the limits x = y and x = L with the following results:-
I(a) = R3/2 {a/R sinh-1 [(L-a)/R]- a/R sinh-1[(y-a)/R] 
+ 2/3 [1 + (L-a)/R] 2] 3/2-2/3 [1 +[(y-a)/R]
2
] 312 
+ a/R[ (L-a)/R)[1+( (L-a)/R] 2 ]~ 
-:- a/R [ (y-a)/R] [1+( (y-a)/R] 2 ]~ (5.7) 
When a= y equation (5.7) simplifies to the following:-
3 { -1 r 2]312 Hence I(a) = R /2 y/R sinh ((L-y)/R]+ 2/3 l1+[{L-y)/R] 
- 2/3 + y/R[(L-y)/R][1+ (L-y)/R] 2Ji} (5.8) 
Alsoi(b) = R3/2 {(a/R)(L/R) 2 - 2/3(L/R)3- (a/R)(y/R) 2 
. + 2/3 (y/R) 3} (5;9) 
Similarly when a = y, equation (5~9) simplifies to 
the following:-
I(b) = ~/2 {(y/R)(L/R) 2 - 2/3(L/R)3 - 1/3(y/R)3}(5;10) 
Continuing with the integration of II(a) and II(b) 
as follows:-
30/. ~ ~ 
J 
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II(a) = R3/2{b/R sinh-1[(b-L)/R]- b/R sinh-1[(b-y)/R] 
- 2/3[1+[(b-L)/R]
2]3/2 + 2/3[1+[(b-y)/R] 2]3/2 
+ b/R[ (b-LYR] [ 1+[ (b-L)/R] 2)! 
- b/R[(b-y)/R][1+ [(b-y)/R 2]! (5~11) 
Where b= 2H-y 
and II(b) = R3/2{ (b/R)(L/R) 2 - 2/3(L/R)3 - (b/R)(y/R)
2 
+ 2/3(y/R)3} (5;12) 
At this stage attention is drawn to the similarity 
between the above integrations whether they refer to the 
upper positive charge involving a = y or whether to the 
image in which b = 2H-y~ Both parts may in fact~ and as 
previously stated, be expressed in a general form as follows:-
. . 
- 2/3 [1+na-b)/RJ 2J3/2+ 2/3 [1+[ (a-c)/RJ2] 312 
+ a/R[ (a-b)/R] [ 1+ [(!.-b)/R] 2 )~ -a/R[ (ate )/R] {1+ [ (a-c )/RJ 2]! 
+ a/R(b/R) 2-2/3(b/R)3-a/R(c/R) 2+2/3(c/R)3} (5.13) 
Hence the general form of the equation for potential 
can be written 
V = QR/2rrEL2;{t Part I ± Part II} (5~14) 
In this particular case the sign of the Part and the 
constants a#b#c i n (5~13) would be as s i gned the 
following values~ 
31/. ~ ~ 
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V1 = QR/2rrEL
2;{-Part I(a=-y, b=-L, 
+ Part II [a =2H-y, 
C=-Y] 
b=L, C=Y] } ( 5 ~ 15 ) 
Hence it will be most convenient f or f uture similar 
statements of potential to use the above general form 
Proceeding therefore to the remainder of the calcu= 
l ation for the potential at P this time due to the portion 
of charge situated . in the cylinder above point P, it is 
convenient to express the equation as follows with an illus = 
tration. 
~- - R ~-· R - '1 -···- ·rrr·,_ -:--::-·-~-7f"~- -~~;·-r· · 
1 ., . .. · / . /; '· / ... · ! 
! / / f l _,\ / y 
Potential at P due to charge 
situated above P:-
-,. J / / . / _.,·· .... i 
' , • ·' • "' t 
I l- _ -::___~-;_~---·~---- - t_ j I 1 1 \ 
H l /. ! 
i _ '/ I ··-··- ··- ·.-'' 
QR/2rreL?{-Part I 
a = y 
b = y 
c = 0 
+ Part II }} 
a = 2H-y 
b = y 
c = 0 
(5 .10) 
Hence the potential at P due to all 
charge in the cylinder is simply 
·" ---· ~ 





Dealing now with the potential at P due to the upper 
pos itive charge, the equation of potential is as given 
below: 
i '. 
Lo I ', 1 
I I '. ' / 





r-~~;r--:;,...--, ~1-,--.,.._..,---,- / ----r-;· ,. 
Potentital at P due to the upper 
positive charge 
2 { Part II } v = Q R /2rreL0 • -Part I + 0 o o a= y a 2H-y = 
b = -~ b = -L 0 
c = 0 c = 0 
(5 .17) 
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In order to calculate the potential at P due to the 
effect of both the upper positive and the lower negative 
charge, the basic dimensions being Q , L R and H and 
0 0 0 
~, L1, R1 and H, respectively, and assuming that the 
quantity of charge in the lower cylinder is perhaps less 
than that of the upper by a fraction p say, then by 
putting Q
0 
= +Q and Q1 = -pQ, the above expressions are 
calculated and the resultant potentials added. 
6. Potentials of a bi-polar model 
~c. ··- il, --~ -. Ro ____ .,; 
- 'ii' ,·:- - - ---r-···- ·- -···. ·J 
i I \ <(.c, :B I' i 
I \ I . 
! 
I . I 
I I . lo: 1 ! 
i I . . I . I 
Referring to the diagram, the paten= 
tial at P at any distance y from 
the charge separation level at B 
· I \ 1 1J i 
-f-~ l ---- --- ~ ~~ ··- ·-·· .. ···1 r --
! ( i I ' \ i !J 
is given by the sum of the paten= 
tials due to the various portions of 
charge described in section 5. 
The portion of the cylinder 
between B and C is of most interest 
in view of the possibility of a 
lightning discharge originating in 
this region and in this regard it 
is of interest to note that the 
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l' 
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potential at B must be close to zero 
and that maximum positive potentail 
1 I ' ; --r--:--. """! --:-, - - . - _:- : - , 
must exist at some point between A 
and B closer to A (in view of the 
charge distribution assumed) whereas 
I 
maximum negative potential must exist on the line between 
B and C and closer to c. The position of maximum poten= 
tial must necessarily coincide with that of zero field 
intensity and this in fact leads to the method of its 
its calculation~ 
The computer program was first arranged to solve 
for the value of y lying between B and C which resulted 
in zero field intensity, and this was done for a number 
of conditions of differing lengths of L
0 
and L1 and of 
charges Q
0 
aand Q1 but it was assumed for the pur_pose 
of calculation that R
0 
= R1 • 
33/ •• ~ 
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This turned out to be an iterative process of some 
complexity in view of the type of expressions which had 
to be employed, and the programming was undertaken by a 
member of the Numerical Analysis Division of the CSIR 
as duly acknowledged at the conclusion of this appendix~ 
Some of the results are indicated in figures 6.1.1 and 




= K0 L1 when the field intensity is zero for conditions 
of equal charges and for H = 4 and 8 km respectively. 
These figures show that the range of the factor 
K0 varies bet\'Teen about 0, 71 to about 0,81 for the condi= 
tions assumed for H = 4 km, and from 0,75 to 0,85 for the 
8 km case, indicating the fact that zero intensity is 
located fairly close to the lower extremity, and hence 
also the maximum negative potential. Hence when con::-: 
sidering a discharge starting towards ground from the 
lower end, the pos ition of ze ro fi e l d i ntensity lies 
within a relatively short distance. At the same time 
the potential at the start of the discharge is likely 
to be very high as will be further discussed later. 
The following Table 6.2.1 gives some values of K0 
for the case when °1=-Q0 and L0 = L1, namely the condis: 
tion which exists at the start of a discharge when 
H = 4 km and 8 km~ 
i (b) I (a) I 
Length L of Factor K
0 
for Zero Field 
' 
I cylinder Intensity lRatio 2L/H I Xo 
t 
km H = 4 km H = 8 km 
1,0 0,781 0,7~2 8:53 0,1~2 2,0 0,775 0,7 1 0, 1 
3,0 0,738 0,779 
I 
0,75 0,779 
4,0 - 0,775 1,00 0,775 
5,0 - 0,764 1,25 0,764 
6,0 - 0,738 1,50 0,738 
.. 
Table 6.2.1 (a) Values of the fact.or K as a fraction 
0 
of L indicating the position of zero field intensity 
and maximum potential 
charged cylinder. 
(b) Normalised Values 
within the lower negative 
~ =-Qo Lo = L1 
per unit H ~ 34/. ~. 
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The above table also shows the values of K for the . . 0 
corresponding ratio of 2L/H and this again indicates the 
dependance upon the geometric symme t ry of the arrangement 
whether at H = 4 or H = 8 km. 
Having once found the value of K
0 
for any particular 
case, by putting y = K
0
L1 in the respective equations listed 
in section 5 and the critical values of Q and R as calculated 
before, the potentials existing at any point can be calculated 
for these critical conditions. 
Since they refer to the critical conditions they are 
termed critical potentials and would therefore be defined 
as the potentials which would occur if breakdown conditions 
of E = 1 x 106 V/m occur simUltaneously at both the charge 
separation area B or the lower extremity C. They are there= 
fore representat~ve values of the potential for these con= 
ditions. 
The following Table 6.2.2 gives values of the maximum 
critical potentials which occur for the conditions when 
Q1 =-Q0 and t 0 = L1 and for H = 4 km and 8 km showing also 
the dependence upon the geometry of the arrangement. 
(a)Maximum Critical Potential 
I 
Length L of !(b) 
2L/H VMax/H Cylinder j Ratio 
Km H = 4 km H = 8 km 
~ 
1 9 9 I 0,25 6 ,5 -0,55x10 -0,55x10 I -0, ~x10 2 -1,04 11 -1,10 II 0,50 ~1,3 " 
3 I -1,27 
It -1,63 It l 0,75 2,03 II 
4 -2,10 II I 1,00 2 1 62 II -
5 I l -2,47 
II 1,25 -3,09 II - I 
6 -2,53 II I 1,50 -3,16 II -l Li_ 
Table 6.2.2 (a ) Maximum Potential s i n negative charge 







= R1 (b) Normalised Values per unit H. 
The critical potentials indicated in Table 6.2.2 
follow the geometric proportionality to 1/H in vi ew of the 
fact that the pot entials are inversely proportional to the 
distance between the charges and their images, and this 
is to be compared with Table 4.2.5 where the critical charges 
35/ ••• 
approximately half the height of the separation area. This 
effect is not so prominent when H = 8 km, but it is never= 
theless present particularly when L
0 
= 6 km as indicated in 
Fig~ 6.1.5 attached~ 
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Part II Appendix II 
Description and Flow Chart of ComEuter PrO£¢~e for Lightning 
Discharge Model 
by 1.0. Stander, Computer Science Division, National Institute 
for Mathematical Sciences 
The programme computes electric field intensities and potentials 
generated at different positions for each of a number of successive 
time intervals during a discharge from a cylindrical cloud. Figure 
3 is a general flow chart of the programme, in which the field in= 
tensities and potentials are referred to by symbol. A description 
of the model and definitions of the main symbols are to be found in 
section 12 of Part II. 
The total duration of the flash is divided into a number of 
equal time intervals, and the calculations are made using the 
appropriate value for time elapsed for each interval. The size of 
each time interval is calculated as a percentage of the total 
duration of the flash, and the percentage increase of time at each 
step is controlled by parameters read in at execution time. 
R2 and Rz1 are controlled at each step by feedback to the start 
of calculation as in Figure 1. 
' Change j _ 
,....--·- -- ·- R2 ~--l 
, ! . 
1 
Accordingly . ! 
f 
-·-. -, --- -- . - I ' · ··--- ---- -· · I 
I ' I I ! I ! ' ; I 
~ Set up.valuesJ-1· 
1
~omput:~ ~- ;~t~~~j _ Compu~er ~~~~aio~;::~_ l i' Ou-!;put j' ~~0~=~~~ ~ 
-- for th~s I .. - ~ntens~- -··· ---- oten- . rd. t . th ~f ~t. I. 
T. I t 1 t . . / I ~en w~ ::r-- 'R t / I ~me ~me n erva j ~es 1 range t~als . / . esul s t ' ~n range ! s ep 










In the case of R2 feedback and recalculation occurs only when 
E~2 differs by more than one percent from a control value supplied 
v~a data card. Inspection of the potential gradient between positions 
B1 and B2 determines whether Rz1 needs to be adjusted and the com= 
putations repeated or not. 
Once both R2 and Rz 1 are satisfactory, the intensities at 




If time elapsed is not equal to the duration of the flash, the 
time is incremented and all calculations are repeated for the next 
time step. 
An option exists to sub-divide the last time interval into 10 
smaller, equal steps, and the complete set of calculations is done 
for each of the smaller steps. To exercise the option an input 
parameter is set to one of three meaningful values: 
0 - terminate normally at the end of the flash without sub-
division of the last time step. 
1 - subdivide the last time interval into 10 smaller, equal 
intervals and print out the complete set of results 
2- as for (1), but print out only the last time interval, sub-
divided into 10 smaller intervals. 
A complete printout, with the option set to 1, is attached to 
this appendix. 
Subroutines called to compute field strengths and potentials 
On inspection the formulae used to compute the field intensities 
and potentials were found to consist of two similar parts, called 
PART (1) and PART (2) in the programme, differing only in the values 
assigned to certain of the variables. 
As an example, the formula used by the subroutine FIELD to 
compute electric field intensities due to the upper charge is as 
follows: 
E = __g_ {sinh-·1 (L+y) 
y 2nEL2 R 
1 
+ sinh-1(2H+~-l)-sinh-1(2H~~)+(2H;L-y) [l+(2a;L-y)2]' 
Inspection shows that it is a linear combination of two parts, 
where each part is found by computing: 
PART (1)/ ..... 
- 3 -
I == 1 ,2 
The values assigned toR, A(1) and Z(1) are used to compute 
PART(1), and for PART(2) the appropriate values are assigned to A(2) 
and Z(2), while R r emains t he same. 
On returning to ths main programme, PS = p.PART(1) + q.PART(2), 
p = ± 1; q = ± 1 is found, and finally the field intensity 
8 
E - .9.:.J.!.8x)Q_ PS 
- B2 • 
't'There Q, an electrical charge, and B a distance are variables. 
In the above case the values would be 
A( 1) = y 
Z(1) = L 
A(2) = 2H-y 
Z(2) = L 
and PS = -PART(1) - PART(2) 
Subroutine FLDZ2 uses a modified version of the same formula, 
and subroutine POT computes the two parts of the formula used for 
potentials, so that 
8 
p = Q· 1•8- .JQ_ (p.PART(1) + q.PART(2)) 
B2 
with B, p e q as for field intensities and Q = product of R and 
a charge, both variable. 




The flow chart shows that acceptable values for R2 and Rz1 must be 
found by iterative processes. In each case the programme stops if 
the number of iterations exceeds a predetermined limit. 
Subroutine ADJUST for R
2 
The absolute value of EB2 and corresponding v~ues of R2 obtained from 







A for EB2 
R2 
FIGURE 2 
Graph of Field Intensity EB2 versus values of leader ~ showing 
location of target value for iterative process 
In this paragraph, EB2 refers to the absolute value of EB2 • 
As long as EB2 remains less than the target value (read in from a 
data card), R2 is decreased by successive bi-section until EB2 
becomes larger than the target value, than averages are used. This 
method fails if the starting value of R2 is to the left of A, where 
the relation is partly guesswork at any rate. If a decrease in R2 
results in a decrease of E~, a shift across A is assumed and a 
larger fraction of the previous R2 is tried. In some cases, solu= 
tions could not be found. 
Subroutine ADJSTR 
This subroutine is called to test the ratio (VB2-VB1)/(ZD1+ZD2). 
RTFLTR and fit RZ1 accordingly. (RTFCTR supplied via data card). 
If the ratio lies between 0.9 and 1.1, no adjustment of ~1 
is required. 
ivhen the ratio is less than 0.9, RZ1 is reduced by 20% and if 
the ratio exceeds 1.1, RZ1 is increased by 20%. Averages are used 
once values of RZ1 resulting in ratios on either side of the range 
are available. 
This subroutine is called only while RZ1 is still smaller than 
RZ1STP, a parameter read in from a data card. Once RZ1 reaches or 
exceeds this value, RZ1 is set equal to RZ1STP and the subroutine is 
bypassed thereafter. 
Parameters 
The programme allows for a choice of values for the following para= 
meters which must be provided on data cards. 
Qo' Q1' Lo' 11, R1, H, V2' C, R2 
D, G 












F for Z1 cases 
once RZ1 reaches this value, it is kept 
constant at RZ1 = RZ1STP 
duration of the flash in seconds x 10-2 
allows for a choice of time increment size 
from O% to 100% of duration of the flash 
used to control EB1 
used with ratio of potentials which in 
turn is used to control RZ1. Once RZ1 
reaches the value RZ1STP, RTFCTR is set 
to 1.0 
an array of values which EB2 must take on 
(see subroutine ADJUST) 
used to provide an optional breakup of the 
last time increment into 10 smaller 
increments 





excessive number of iterations for RZ 1 
excessive number of iterations for R2 
field intensity at ground level exceeds the maximum value of 
EB2 (i.e. the highest value in the array TARGET) 
Z2 = V2 x time elapsed . exceeds (H-11) 
In the case of error stops (2) and (3) the programme will 
make one attempt to revert to the conditions at the beginning of the 
last time interval and repeat the interval in ten smaller steps. 
After that, the occurrence of either (2) or (3) will cause the 




FROM DATA CARDS 
SET ALL 
CONSTANTS 
COMPUTE V1 =yt 
USING PROCEDURE 
AS IN (!],@) 





RATIO = VB2 - VBI 
(i!OI+i!02)RTFCTR 
FLOW CHART 
SET A (I) , i!(l) 
I= 1,2; R TO 
VALUES NEEDED 
FOR COMPlJTING E0 











AS IN [!), [[) 
AND (£] COMPUTE 
FIELD INTENSITIES 







Ri!l = A CONSTANT 
VALUE (Ri!ISTP) 
NO 
FLOW CHART FOR COMPUTAnON OF ELECTRICAL FIELD INTENSITIES 











· INTENSITIES ' 






AS IN liJ , I]) 
AND @) COMPUTE 
Fl ELD INTENSITIES 
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